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PREFACE

This report is a revision of my doctoral dissertation, "Tile Origin of Radar at the Naval Research
Laboratory. A Case Study of Mission-Oriented Research and Development," which was accepted by
Princeton University in January 1980. While most of the material in the text is the same. I have made
some significant changes in the final chapters.

Missiun-oriented research and development has comprised a substantial portion of American sci-
ence since the late 19th century. This study examines one instance of it: the earl) development of
radar at the Navai Research Laboratory (NRL). Since opening in 1923, NRL has been the principal
home of advanced science and engineering in the U.S. Navy, the creation of practical radar equipment
d're was one of the most significant achievements of the institution prior to World War ii. In the
dissertation, the history of this development is told. The principal aim is to answer the question, What
was the ,.umbinatiun of tehinical determinants and administrative, economic, political and personal fac-
tors that caused radar to Lome into being and then led the project to progress as it did? That is, What
c-haracterized the institutional process involved in this case of mission-oriented research and develop-
ment?

A brief introduction dramatizes the problem and explains the approach. The next three chapters
then retreat from the immediate subject to examine the background. Chapter 2 summarizes those
aspects of the earl) history of industrial research laboratories and of research and development in the
U.S. Navy that pertain to the creation of NRL. Chapter 3 treats the origin of NRL in detail, moving
from the initial plan for it in 1915 until it began operation 7 years later. Chapter 4 relates antecedents
of the radar project. A failure to initiate such a program in 1922, when the opportunity first arose, is
analyzed. Then various personal and institutional factors pertaining to the general operation of NRL
are discussed.

The next three chapters trace in detail the development of the first practical radar dev'ce Chapter
5 takes the story from the time the radar project started in 1930 through the first test of equipment in
1934. Chapter 6 continues the account until 1936, when the first satisfactory working models were
demonstrated. Chapter 7 moves from there until operational equipment was being introduced into the
fleet.

In Chapter 8, the story broadens. Soon .ifter the possibility of equipment was proved, it became
clear that the ideas basic to radar could lead to a host of useful devices and that a new field of technol-
ogy had been opened. This chapter examines those parts of the early work in the field that were
directly related to the radar program at NRL. The chapter concludes b) showing how the radar project,
along with other major programs and forceful administrative guidance, led NRL to assume a more
important role in the Navy as the possibility of war increased during the late 1930s. Chapter 9 situates
the radar work at NRL in its international context. It first compares the project to similar efforts of the
U.S. Army and Great Britain and relates the effect on NRL's program when detailed knowledge of the
British achievements were disclosed in 1940. It then describes how the mobilization of civilian scien-

tists in the United States, under the National Defense Research Committee, affected NRL's institu-
tional role. Finally, it traces progress in the NRL radar project until the beginning of World War I1
The chapter closes with a description of what equipment %kas actually operational in the fleet at that
time. A concluding chapter presents the authors assessment of the stud) and its significance.
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FOREWORD

The title of this volume, "New Eye for the Navy: The Origin of Radar at the Naval Research
Laboratory," inadequately describes its contents. It is, in fact, a remarkable case study of mission-
oriented research and development during the critical period from World War I through World War II.
Dr. Allison has completed a scholarly review of the development of radar at NRL together with the
personalities and objectives of the people who were involved in it.

In a broader sense, this volume answers a group of questions which have major impact in the con-
text of the current complex world of research-and-development administration. l low and why did the
Naval Research Laboratory develop as an institution? I-low did it evolve from the original concept of
some of its early supporters? Originally, NRL was conceived as being an extrapolation of the arsenal
concept of the nineteenth century. Within five to ten years of its founding, however, it evolved into a
modern laboratory which integrated basic research with system developments. When was the idea of
radar conceived, and when did the laboratory develop it? Why was the early equipment designed as it
was and in what sense did it reflect institutional capabilities and biases? This book also discusses the
response of the leaders of operational forces to the development of radar and examines the relationship
of the NRL development to other independent developments both in the United States and abroad.
The transition of research from an in-house government laboratory to private industry has always been
a difficult, controversial problem. I lence, the case study of how private industry became involved in
radar is extremely illuminating. The question of what brought about the transformation of the primi-
tive laboratory radars of the 1930s into a mature technology that resulted in a massive production effort
during World War I1 is examined with remarkable insight and clarity. These important issues and the
responses to them record and explain one important aspect of how the Department of the Navy met its
responsibility to maintain national defense in the years between World War I and World War II.

The study has gone beyond these topics to touch on much broader issues. It captures many of the
essential qualities of how men react to the challenge and opportunities of scientific research and how
institutions develop their positions, shape their thoughts, generate plans, and respond to the constraints
of the time. Any person with major responsibilities for the research-and-development program of a
mission-oriented agency or marketplace-oriented industry will find this volume remarkably interesting
and provocative.

While this volume was originally developed by Dr. Allis6n as part of his PhD dissertation, spon-
sorship of its publication in book form by the Naval Research Laboratory was deemed appropriate
because -of the broader aspects treated. Dr. Allison has provided an invaluable historic record of the
development of a particularly important technology which revolutionized warfare, transportation,
weather prediction, and national defense generally. He has treated the general question of the evolu-
tion of institutions that are set up for mission-oriented research, and he has explored the very difficult
process of how new ideas and technology are introduced into society. All readers should find the read-
ing of this book an extremely rewarding experience.

/s/ Alan Berman
NRL Director of Research
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NEW EYE FOR THE NAVY:

THE ORIGIN OF RADAR AT THE NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

1. INTRODUCTION

It was mid-December 1934. Rnbert M. Page, a research engineer at the Naval Research Labora-
tory, sat alone before the glowing screen of an oscilloscope. He searched for bumps along the outer cir-
cumference of a circular pattern that was constantly being swept out by a moving dot.' A bump might
indicate either one of the short strong pulses of energy being emitted by a radio transmitter and syn-
chronously displayed on the oscilloscope by means of a direct electrical connection or a weak echo of a
pulse coming from an airplane that was flying up and down the Potomac River. Display of the
transmitted pulses was automatic, but if the screen was also showing signs of echoes, it meant that the
invention he was testing-a system using radio pulses to detect and determine the range of airplanes-
worked.2

The system was to operate in this way: The dot sweeping out the circle measured the flow of
time. It would jump away from the center and form a bump whenever a transmitted pulse or an echo
picked up by the receiver was fed to it. The distance between bumps caused by a pulse and its echo
could be used to calculate the range of the airplane. The idea had been studied at the Laborator3 for
some time; this was the first practical test of equipment.

Years later, Page described the test as follows:

I laving built a radio transmitter for illuminating targets with short
pulses of radio frequency energy, we desired to find out whether echoes
from aircraft could be detected with those short pulses. For eight
months we had dreamed and thought and planned and worked on a fan-
tastic idea, knowing it could be doomed, but fired with a burning hope
that it was destined to succeed. Many problems remained to be solved
in receiving and indicating echoes from targets, if there were any
echoes to receive. It was very important to find out as early as possible
whether there was any need even to try to solve these other problems.
All we needed was to determine whether pulse echoes would occur in
sufficient energy to be duteLted a all. So a test wvas set up in which a
laboratory model of a very high gain, high frequency experimental
receiver with a cathode ray indicator and a separate receiving antenna
was used to test for the presence of radar echoes. The pulse
transmitter and keyer were in one building with a directive antenna on
the roof. The receiver and indicator were in an adjacent building with a

Manuscript submitted December 15, 1981.
This type of indicator was soon replaced by other forms. The familiar plan position indicator, which puts dots on the screen at

such r'oints that their polar coordinates indicate distance and direction of objects from the receiver .ntenna, was a much later
development.2 The word radar, an acronym of radio detection and ranging, was coined in 194( by two U.S. naval officers and was soon ap-
proved as an official name in America for this type of device. By 1943 it was in g,.-eral use throughout the Allied forces. After
World War 11 it was adopted throughout the world.
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similar directive antenna on its roof. The keyer in one building and the
indicator in the other were conrected by a cable for synchronizing the
indicator with the transmitter pulses. The two antennas were pointed
out across the Potomac River, which flowed past the Laboratory, and a
small airplane %%as flown up and down the river through the radar beam
at low altitude.

Echo signals from this airplane were observed while the
trarzsmitter was off in the intervals between pulses. This was proof that
short pulse echo energy wa, suficient to justify going ahead with solu-
tion of the receiver and indicator problems. Thus did pulse radar pass
its first test with an airplane target in December 1934.1

Although the test was a success. there were, as Page said, many problems with tho equipment.
Instead of two distinct bumps, for a transmitted pulse and the received pulse, the oscilkoope showed
only a confused mix, obvious in the wavering or"beating" of the bumn that indicated the transmission.
And, to cause any effect at all, the plane had to be so close that detection by sight or sound was much
more effective than detection with the new device.4 Indeed, Page's immediate reaction was no: elation
but frustration and disappointment, lie later remembered,

I was just emotionally completely thrown by [the results]. I should
have known better. I shouldn't have been expecting so much. It took
me, I think, a couple of days to recover.$

Soon, however, he realized that the receiver had indeed indicated both pulse and echo, and that thus
some form of radio detection was possible. Equally important, the results convinced his supervisors
that the work was promising enough to go on.

This incident is but one small part of a long process that constitutes the development of radar.
But in many ways it exemplifies the whole. Talented men conceived new technical ideas based on their
advanced knowledge of radio principles. They transformed them into a configuration of antennas,
wires, and tubes. The equipment was tested under operating conditions, and the results led to new
ideas for modifications and improvements. Overlooking the entire research process, guiding and shap-
ing it, were administrators of the Naval Research Laboratory and the Navy as a whole. These men set
the goals of the project and determined what resources would be allocated to it. Because they did not
follow the details of the work, practical demonstrations often provided them with an important, objec-
tive measure of progress.

--his study narrates the origin of radar at the Naval Research Laboratory. Although many of the
details have been recounted before,6 I write here from a new point of view with a definite purpose. I

Robert M. Page, The Origin of Radar (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1962). pp. 64.66.
R obert NI. Page, laboratory notebook 171. vol. 111, pp. 98-99, in records of the Naval Research Laboratory, Records and

Correspondence Management Office, NRL, Washington. D.C.
Transcript of a tape-recorded interview with Dr. Robert NJ. Page, Oct. 26 and 27, 1978, in the Historian's office, NRL, Was' -

ington, D.C., p. 62.
6Most previous accounts concentrate on the history of technical developments. The most important discussions of NRL's work
appear in: Louis A. Gebhard, TA., Evolution of Naval Radio-Electronics and Contributions of the Naval Research Laboratory (Wash-
ington: NRL Report 8300, 1979); Henry Guerlac, Radar in World War 11 (unpublished history of Division 14 of the National De-
fense Research Committee, 1947); John M. Hightower, "Story of Radar," U.S Cotgress, 78:1, Senate Document 89 (Washing-
ton: GPO, 1943); Captain L.S. Howeth, History of Communications-Electronics in the United States Naty (Washington. GPO, 1963);
Joint Board on Scientific Information Policy, "Radar: A Report on Science at War" (Washington: GPO, 1945); John B. McKin-
ney, "Radar: A Case History of an Invention" (unpublished term paper for the Harvard Business School, 1961); Robert M. Page,
op. cit. (note 3); and Charles Susskind, History of Radar: Birth of the Golden Cockerel (book in preparation).
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write from an institutional perspective. I argue thaFladar should be seen as the product not simply of
one man or even a group of men but rather as the result of individuals working within the structure of
a mission-oriented research-and-development facility. To comprehend how radar was developed, when
it was developed, and why, one must follow not just the evolution of technical progress but also the
administrative and political decisions that shaped it. One must understand how the talents and motiva-
tions of the people who created this new device were related to the particular institutional situation and
historical context in which they labored.

The account is the story of a modern research-and-development laboratory in action. It discusses
one major accomplishment of one institution. But it is also written to contribute to a broader under-
standing of the history of research and development laboratories in general and of the influence they
have had on tile course of modern American history. The work of the Naval Research Laboratory on
radar is a significant episoi e in that story.

K 3



2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

A study of institutionalized research and development should begin with the institution itself.
Accordingly, the formation of the Naval Research Laboratory is the subject of these next two chapters.
Knowledge of the init;al organization, program, and policies is directly pertinent to understanding the
development of radar, for it began during the years when they were in effect

The Naval Research Laboratory was a product of World War I. It resulted when a group of ci,,ili-
ans called to advi.;e the Na on scientific matters attempted to create within it a research laboratory
modeled on those- that had already been set up in American industry. Details of the origin are dis-
cussed in the following chapter. This one examines the historical context. There are two parts. a dis-
cussion of the early history of industrial research, with special attention to the laboratories of Thomas
Edison, and a general consideration of Navy research-and-development facilities until World War I.

THE INCEPTION OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH

Industrial research laboratories were first formed in America in the late 19th and early 20th centu-
ries.' Their creation was related to se,,erad major historical trends. rirst, the evolution of knowledge in
the physical sciences led to a host of new in~entions. Chemistry, optics, thermodynamics, electricity,
and magnetism, for example, provided the understanding necessary for such innovations as artificial
dyes, high-grade ( -tical glass, improved gunpowder, \ulcanized rubber, the telegraph, the electric light,
and the telephone. The path from stientific knowledge to practical product was by no means simple or
direct. Indeed, throughout this period of history, the best inentors often had little or no scientific
training. Nonetheless, inentions increasingly depended on the results of scientific in~estigation-
indirectly if not directly. The art of inenting had begun to require the methods of systematic research.

Second, business and industry were becoming more deeply inolved with technological inno~a-
lion. Thc u.,; of machines that had transformed textile manufacture was now spreading throughout
the %.onomy to such areas as transpor.Ation, communication, and chemical production. In man cases,
inentions ga~e birth to new companie. such as those in the telephone, telcgraph, photographic, an!
electric lighting industries.

- The rapidly growing use of new technology did not come easily in business. It \.as inexorabl tied
to the adoption of new methods of management, institutional organization, distribution, and finance.
The creation and success of industrial re,. arch laboratories depended as much on the ability of Ameri-
can firms to use technical changes profitably as it did on the ability of technicall minded people to pro-
duce them. Nonetheless, as has often been stated, increased reliance on technolog tended to foster

'There is no o.umprehensi'e history of industrial researN. laboratories. Thc studices I used for general informatiun are the folluow
ing Howard R Bartlett, "The Deelopraent of Industrial Res,.areh in Amer1.a," in National Resour.es Planning Board,
Researth-Ai Natond Resourt'c, three vols. (Washington. GPO, 1938-1941), vol. 11, pp. 19-77, W. David Lewis, "Industrial

. Research and Development," in Melvin Kranzberg and Carroll Pursell (editors), TchnoloMJ in IJ'stern Ciidzatio, two ',ols.
(New N ork Oxford University Press, 1967), vol. II, pp. 615-634, Harold \ agtborg, Rt'varth and .lintrcan ldncital Dl i etlpntni
(New N ork. Pergamon, 1976), Kendall Birr, Ptunwcring in Industrial R'st'arth (Washington Pubhlc Allairs Press, 1957), Leonard S.
R ih, "Radio Ele.troms and the Development of Industrial Resear.h in the Bell System," (PhD Dissertatiun, John Hopkins
University, 1977), especially ch. I, and David Noble, ,intra b) Design. Stle. Technolo, , and ihte Rise of Corporalt Capilahism
(New York: Knopf, 1977), especially ch. 7.
'See, among other accounts, Alfred D. Chandler, Jr., 7l I siblc land. Tht Managteal Rt iulatuon in . lnic'rtan Btsinss (Boston.

V llarvard University Press, 1977), and Ilarold Passer, The Llettrital ManufaLturers. /675-1900 (New Nork. Arno, 1972, reprint of
the original 1953 edition).

5
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even more dependence on it. This was especially true of many electrical and chemical firms that owed
their existence to innovations. Being successful increasingly meant acquiring and maintaining a lead in
technology.

One particular stimulus for companies to develop their own research facilities was the American
patent system. As David Noble and Lenny Reich3 have emphasized when studying this aspect of indus-
trial research, if a company had its own laboratory, it had a better chance to come up with significant
new ideas first and then, with patents, to control the use of the ideas by other firms. Thus might whole
fields of enterprise be dominated. The desire to acquire patent protection was a major reason for the
creation of laboratories by such companies as General Electric, Kodak, and American Telephone and
Telegraph.

Finally, industrial research was linked to the growth of formal scientific and engineering education
in American institutes of higher learning. Technical education had developed slowly in America.
Although several specialized technical schools had appeared before the Civil War and science had by
then begun to be taught in the standard curriculum at many colleges,4 major changes did not come until
after 1860. The Morrill Land Grant Act, passed by Congress in 1862, helped bring systematic training
in agricultural sciences to all states. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (opened in 1865), Cor-
nell University (founded in 1869), and many state universities produced college-trained engineers who
began to supplant those trained in the shop.5 Johns Hopkins University (opened in 1876) followed by
Harvard, Yale, the University of Chicago, and other leading schools brought the development of
research-oriented graduate education in science.6 The elective system, started by President Charles
Eliot of Harvard in the 1870s, helped open specialized training in science and engineering to undergrad-
uates.

As such changes spread throughout America, they allowed colleges and universities to meet the
technical needs of the nation in two ways: Providing scientific knowledge on which technical innova-
tions depended and providing a growing supply of individuals with special skills in science and engineer-
ing. Although not all the men who were important in the early history of industrial research labora-
tories were formally trained, continued success of this type of institution depended largely on graduates
from colleges and universities.

The employment of scientists, engineers, and inventors in industry came gradually.7 In some iso-
lated cases during the early and mid-19th century, professionals were called on as consultants to solve
specific problems or test, analyze, and improve products. In other cases, inventors, particularly those,
who had sold their ideas to a firm, were taken on as employees. Still others set up their own com-
panies. In the entire period, however, the application of science and invention to industry was sporadic
and unorganized, and the work of industrial scientists was usually routine application of existing
knowledge.

It was not until the last quarter of the 19th century that American companies began to create
organized research facilities. Those established by Thomas Edison were among the first. Since Edison

30p. cil. (note I).4See Frederick Rudolph, The American College and Universitj: A istor, (New York: Vintage, 1962), and Stanley M. Guralnick,
Science and the Ante-1gellun American College (Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 1975).
5Monte A. Calvert, The Mechanical Engineer in/lAmerica, 1830-1910 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1967); Edwin
Layton, The Revolt of the Engineer (Cleveland: Case Western Reserve University Press, 1971), especially ch. 4, "The Politics of
Status."6See Daniel J. Kevles, "The Study of Physics in America, 1865-1916" (unpublished PhD dissertation, Princeton University, 1964),
and idemi, The Physicists: The History of a Scientfic Community in Modern America (New York: Knopf, 1977), especially ch. 5,
"Research and Reform."711oward R. Bartlett, op. cit. (note I), p. 25.
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became deeply involved in the creation of the Naval Rescart L,tborator), both he and his establish-
ments will be discussed.

EDISON AND IllS LABORATORIES 8

Thomas Edison has best been described not simply as a brilliant inventor but as an inventor-
entrepreneur, 9 He devoted his life not only to creating, designing, and improving products but also to
making those products marketable and profitable. More than his remarkable ability to solve technical
problems, it was this dual orientation that made his career so noteworthy and influential.

Edison's self-education and years of youthful wandering as an itinerant telegraph operator are well
known By age 21, he had decided to become an inventor, lle managed to sell several of his first ideas
and devices to Western Union, and, in June 1869, the company settled witlh him all at once for a
number they had purchased, giving him a lump sum of S40,000. With it he estaUished a manufactur-
ing firm in Newark, New Jersey, to produce stock tickers based on his ideas. Soon he established two
more small companies to develop and manufacture other inventions.?°

These shops allowed Edison to do much experimental investigation, but they were primarily
manufacturing firms. The resources and time that he could devote to developing new products were
limited; the troubles inherent in making small companies profitable were great. All of his experience
taught him that successful invention was closely linked to manufacture, but he began to hope more and
more that he could start devoting all his time to invention. One aspect of his situation in Newark, how-
ever, he did not want to give up: an organized and talented staff of assistants. lie tealized that if he
were to be successful as a professional inventor, he could not be successful alone. Finally, in 1876, he
decided to risk making systematic and organized research profitable. Ile gave up his . tfacturing
interests in Newark and moved to an isolated country town, Menlo Park, New Jerse), to. ,tablish an
"invention business."

The Laboratory he built at Menlo Park was a startling new departure, yet it was also a continua-
tion along lines of development and aspiration that he had followed for years. Several men who worked
with him and wrote his authoriz,,d biography describe the change in this way:

... it had been a master passion with Edison from boyhood up to pos-
sess a laboratory, in which with free use of his own time and powers,
and with command of abundant matcrial resources he could wrestle
with Nature and probe her closest secrets. Thus, from the little cellar
at Port Huron, from the scant shelves in a baggage car, from the nooks
and corners of dingy telegraph offices, and the grimy little shops in New
York and Newark, he had now come to the proud ownership of an
establishment to which his favorite word, 'laboratory,' might justly be
applied. Here he could experiment to his heart's content and invent on
a larger, bolder scale than ever-and he did!"I

SThe principal source I used for this section was Matthew Josephson, Edison. A Biography (New York. McGiaw-Hill, 1959). To a
lesser extent I relied on Frank L Dyer, et al., Edison, His Life and Inventions, two vols. (New York. Harper, 1929), Francis Jehl,
Menlo Park Reminiscences, 3 vols. (Dearborn, Mich.. Edison Institute, 1937-1941), Thomas P. Hughes, Thomas Edison, Profes-
sional Inventor (London' Her Majesty's Stationary Office, 1976), idem, "Edison's Method," American Patent Law Association Bid.
letin, July-Aug 1977, pp 433-450; Harold Passer, op. cit. (note 2), and Robert Conot, A Streak of Luck. The Ltfe and Legend of
Thomas Alva Edison (New York: Seaview, 1979).
9 This characterization has become fairly common in recent writing about Edison but probably is best elaborated in Passer, op. cit.
(note 2), pp. 176-191, and Ilughes, Thonas Edison... (note 8), p. 20.

to Josephson, op. cit. (note 8), pp. 84-104.

" Dyer, et al., op. cit. (note 8), vol. I, p. 269.
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The laboratory building itself was rather humble. Measuring 100 feet long and 30 feet wide, (30
by 9 meters), it was covered with white clapboard and even had a front porch. But the apparatus inside
in no way matched the appearance: it included a wide range of chemicals and modern electrical experi-
mental equipment. Some of the latter was so sensitive that it was put on specially constructed
"vibrationless" tables, with their own solid foundations extending deep into the ground. In addition,
there was an excellent library containing thousands of 'volumes of scientific and engineering periodicals
and reference works. Ilere Edison located his office and regularly perused the collection when working
on new ideas.' 2

The staff was initially composed of about 12 men he had brought from Newark-mostly self-
taught inventors like himself. But soon he began to add individuals with professional training. One
important exa'mnple was Francis Upton, who had studied mathematical physics both at Princeton and
under Hermann Helmholtz in Berlin. Edison relied on Upton to make difficult mathematical calcula-
tions or solve theoretical problems. The art of invention was changing, and Edison was wise enough to
change with it.

The years at Menlo Park were his most productive. There he made many of his most important
inventions: the phonograph, the carbon telephone, the chalk telephone, and, greatest of all, the incan-
descent lighting system. These, especially the last, soon led him back into manufacturing. By the mid
1880s, the research facility at Menlo Park had fallen into disuse as he and his staff had become
involved with producing and marketing his products. 13

When he decided again to focus on inventing, he chose to make a new start on a grander scale.
In 1887, he built a new laboratory and manufacturing plant in West Orange, New Jersey. 'Ihe labora-
tory buildings were 10 times the size of the one at Menlo Park and constituted at that time the largest
and most complete private research establishment in the world. The main building had 60,000 square
feet (5600 square meters) of floor space and contained large machine shops, chemical and photographic
departments, and rooms for electrical testing. The library housed 10,000 volumes, and the scientific
staff numbered between 45 and 60. 14 Here Edison would spend the rest of his career developing and
marketing earlier inventions, such as the phonograph, and making new ones, such as motion pictures.
Here also he would face his greatest challenges when trying to develop storage batteries, develop a
method for extracting iron ore by magnetic means, and create artificial rubber from goldenrod.

The well-publicized success of the laboratories at Menlo Park and West Orange and the companies
that developed from them helped encourage other firms to establish research facilities. In many ways
Edison's establishments served as prototypes for later organizations. Both were similar in their depen-
dence on teams of workers attacking problems in a systematic fashion, for the stories of Edison devis-
ing his inventions with "strokes of genius" are sheer myth. Both had as aims the invention and design
or improvement of useful, marketable products. Both relied on published technical information and on
the skills of professionally trained scientists and engineers.

But Edison's laboratories also had many special characteristics that later laboratories did not
share. 15 He himself and his ideas were always the center of activity. His establishments were largely an
extension of his own powers to work out his plans and ideas. He was not so much the manager of his
laboratories as the singlc focus of their activity. Later institutions would encourage more freedom

12 11ughes, in Thomas Edison (note 8), pp. 17 and 18, rightfully puts great emphasis or, the sophisticated library and equipment
Edison used.
3 Josephson, op cit (note 8), p 290, also argues that the death of Edison's first wife had much to do with why he abandoned
the laboratory at Menlo Park.
14 1bt., pp. 314 and 315.
' 5 lughcs, in "Edison's Method" (note 8), argues that there are no essential differences between Edison's laboratories and later
industrial research facilities I agree with his emphasis on the sophistication of Edison's facilities, but I still think some distinc-
tions must be made between them and those that came later.
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among investigators and adopt management techniques more suited to diversified investigation rurth-
ermore, ilthough Edison saw the distinction between research and production, he never made a strong
institutioaal separation. Ills own interest in both aspects of his work kept his laboratories tied closely to
manufacture. Later facilities would eschew so close a link. Finally, whereas Edison drew on the
findings of modern scientific research, his method was still primarily empirical. Later laboratories,
which relied more heavily on professionally traitied scientists and engineers than had he, would concen-
trate on giving scientitic explanations of phenomena. And, at least in some cases, they would
encourage employees to publish and thus contribute to the increase of scientific knowledge as well as
the development of practical products.

Thomas Edison bridged the change in American technological history from domination by the
lone inventor to the rise of organized research laboratories. His establishments mirrored his transition.
In their organization and mode of operation they mixed the methods of cut-and-try empiricism and
those of systematic scientific research They never fully changed to match the structure of the most
advanced research-and-develol.ment laboratories that were established after the turn of the century.
Still, Edison, as his involvement with the formation of the Naval Research Laboratory would show,
never gave up advocating the type of research policy his establishments embodied.

THE FLOWERING OF INDUSTR'AL RESEARCH

Research laboratories were created by many companies besides Edison's prior to World War 1.
. nong them were American Telephone and Telegraph, Eastman Kodak, DuPont, Parke-Davis Phar-

m.tceuticals, the Corning Glass Works, Westinghouse, and several oil firms. 6 General Electric, in 1900,
took a bold step and established the first laboratory dedicated primarily to basic research." leaded by
Dr. Willis R. Whitney, a chemist who had received his PhD in Germany for work under Wilhelm

Ostwald, it was staffed by top PhD scientistc and was based on the idea that fundamental scientific
investigation in the right fields would yield practical results for GE. In this institution, a new role
evolved for professional scientists in industry. Researchers were allowed to investigate scientific prob-
lems with the primary purpose of seeking new knowledge. That is, although limited in their subject
selection, they shared many of the freedoms of their academic colleagues.' 8

Whitney, like Edison, served as a scientific advisor to the Navy in World War I and helped plan
the Naval Research Laboratory. He brought with him the experience of having organized the first basic
research laboratory in American industry, an institution that differed significantly from Edison's estab-

.- lishments. The differences would become apparent in the determination of the policy for the new Navy
facility.

Laboratories set up by other companies varied in size and type. Some focused on purely practical
problem-solving or on test and analysis of products. Others concentrated on inventing new products.
A few were modeled on GE's laboratory and concentrated on basic scientific research. Piobably most
fulfilled each of these functions to some extent. The diversity that appeared showed that different com-
panies hoped for different gains from organized science and engineering. But it had become clear that
industry had accepted the efficacy of systematic research. The first national survey of industrial labora-

tories, conducted soon after World War I, counted over 300 institutions."' Indeed, even before the war
started, industrial research was well established.

6See Bartlett, op. cit. (note 1) for a more complete listing.

7ee Kendall Birr, op. cit. (note 1), George Wise, "A New Role for Professional Scientists in Industry Industrial Research at

General Electric, 1900.1916," Technology and Culture 21 (July 1980). 408-429, and John T. Broderick, Willis Roderick Whitne),
Pioneer of Industrial Research (Albany, N.Y.: For: Orange Press, 1945).

Wise, op. cit. (note 17) explains in greater detail how the scientist at GE was similar to and distinct from his academic counter-

part.
19 Bartlett, op. cit. (note I), p. 37.
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THE TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTION IN THE NAVY20

In the 1880s and 1890s, the United States began to aspire toward a Navy comparable to those of
Europe in order to project American power and defend American economic interests overseas. Moder-
nizing the American fleet, which had sunk to 12th among world navies, meant extensive mechanization
and the incorporation of much new technology. The same historical forces that had changed the techni-
cal base of business and industry were transforming the requirements of sea power. Wooden ships pro-
pelled by sail and armed with smoothbore, muzzle-loading cannon yielded to steel vessels with steam
engines and breech-loading, rifled guns. New forms of gunpowder, slow burning and smokeless, made
weapons more effective, as did stronger materials in shells. Optical range finders and other fire-control
devices increased accuracy. In an attempt to match improvements in weapons, steelmakers developed
stronger forms of armor. Other advances in shipbuilding allowed the creation of new types of vessels
or complete redesign of old forms. New doctrines of seapower, especially those of Alfred T. Mahan,
set forth new roles for warships. In short, all major aspects of naval warfare were changing. One good
summary describes the situation at the turn of the century:

...by the end of the nineteenth century the evolution of naval technol-
ogy had produced the essential elements of the combat fleet of the
pre-air age: the battleship, for carrying the brunt of offensive action,
the cruiser, for support of the battleship and scouting and convoy duty,
and the destroyer, for screening action, scouting defense against tor-
pedo attacks, and convoy duty: in addition, the submarine, with its
promise for both offensive and defensive operations, was soon to
become a practical reality. Furthermore, these fleet units had been
brought far toward the ideal of well-balanced and efficient fighting
mechanisms, each protected by excellent armor to the extent required
by the tactical doctrine governing its use, provided with armament that
was constantly being increased in power, range, and accuracy, and
powered by reliable engines that gave it the speed needed for perfor-
mance of its mission. 21

Along with the major changes in construction, propulsion, and ordnance came more limited but
still highly significant developments. Chief among these was the introduction of numerous electrical
devices on board ship Telegraphs, electric lights, electric firing mechanisms, telephones, turret control

20Despite the importance of new technology to the development of the "ne" Nav.," the way the US. Navy acquired or
developed technical improvements in the period from the Civil War to World War I has reteived little stud). The best general
source I found was Pittsburgh University flistoriLal Stall, "Naval ResearLh and Development in %korld War 1I" (unpublished
manuscript written in 1950, available from the Navy Department library). Also very useful were numerous unpublished histories
in the series "United States Naval Administrative Histories of World War II," cataloged and filed in the Navy Departmeia library.
There are a few published works that related directly to how the Navy acquired its technology in this period. These include. Al-
bert Christman, Sailors, Scientists, and Rockets (Washington. Navy listory Division, 1971), Capt. L.S. Iloweth, thstor, oJ
Comnunnications-Electronics in the U.S Nai) (Washington. GPO, 1963), and Taylor Peck, Round.Shot to Rockets. A tistory of tit,
Washington Navj Yard and L'S Naial Gun factorj (Annapolis. United States Naval Institute, 1949). Also helpful were thstor) oJ
the Bureau of Engineering, Nat) Department. During the World liar (OffiLe of Naval ReCords and Library, Ilstorical Section, Puoli-
cation 5, GPO, 1922), and US Bureau of Ordnance, Ordnance Actiolnes, Iforki Jiar, 19/7-1918) (Washington. GPO, 1920),
though the information they provide on the prewar period is scant.

Numerous books describe broad aspects of the telhnological revolution and how it affected the Navy. Those I found to be
most helpful were, John D Alden, The American Steel Nai (Annapolis,. U.S. Naval Institute, 1972), Frank M. Bennett, The

Steam Nat), of tihe United States (Pitsburgh Warren,, 1896), Bernard Brodie, Sea Poner in time lacine Age (Princeton, N..
Princeton University Press, 1941), Walter R, llerrick, The American Naval Reioution (Baton Rouge. Louisiana State University
Press, 1966), Dudley W Knox, A Iistorj of the United States Nar, (New York. Putnam's, 1936, rev. ed., 1948), John D. Long,
The Yew ,Imertcan Na), two vols (New York. Outlook, 1903), Donald W. Mitchell, Ilistori of the Modern AInertean Natj, front
183 through Pearl Harbor (New York: Knopf, 1946), and Ilarold and Margaret Sprout, The Rise q/ American Sea Power (Prince-
ton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1939).
21 Pittsburgh University Ilistorical Staff, op. cit. (note 20), pp. 16 and 17.
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motors, and ultimately radio changed many facets of shipboard operations-especially communication
Summarizing the overall effect of modernization, Secretary of the Navy William Whitney wrote in his
annual report of 1885,

A naval vessel at the present moment is a product of science. Taking
the world over, it will be found that each part of her-her armor, her
armament, her power, and the distribution of her parts oi
characteristics-each of these features of the completed vessel is
absorbing from year to year the exclusive study of a class of scientific
men. And as men of science throughout the world are continually
stimulated to new discoveries and inventions, no vessel that can be
built can be considered a finality in any particular.

The problem of keeping pace with the march of improvement in these
lines of industry is one of incalculable difficulty; and yet unless the
Government is prepared to avail itself promptly of all the improve-
ments that are made in the construction and equipment of its ships its
expenditures are largely useless. 22

NAVAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PRIOR TO WORLD WAR I

The technical changes adopted by the Navy in the late 19th and early 20th centuries came largely
from outside the service. Many, especially in the early stages of modernization, were copied from more
advanced European nations. Others came from private American companies or independent inventors
For example, the Navy put pressure on the Bethlehem and Carnegie Steel Companies to develop new
high-grade materials for shipbuilding.2 3 Improvements in engineering equipment were also due largely
to contractors, although Benjamin Isherwood and some of his followers in the Bureau of Steam
Engineering made significant contributions in this field.24 The inventor Elmer Sperry developed gyro-
scope stabilizers and gyrocompasses for the Navy. 25 Thomas Edison sold it storage batteries and other
inventions.26 The Bell Telephone Company produced telephones for ships. Marconi and other radio
pioneers provided the first radio equipment. 21 Inventors in the Navy also made significant contributions.
Bradley A. Fiske, for instance, developed a range finder, a telescopic gun sight, and a flying torpedo. 28

Yet, like industry, the Navy realized that new technology was becoming too important to be left
solely to the initiative of others. Slowly, it began to create its own organizations. Along with the gen-
eral trend of modernization, the naval build up for the Spanish-American War helped foster them.
None of the early establishments was set up explicitly as a research laboratory of the type that Edison,
Inc., the General Electric Company, or other leading American firms had formed. The Naval Research
Laboratory was the first institution of that sort built within the Navy. Rather they were specialized,
limited facilities devoted primarily to development. Also, none of them was established to serve the
Navy as a whole; each was under the cognizance of one of the several material bureaus. But we shall
see that taken together, they provided a surprisingly broad internal capability for improving the Navy's
technical base.

22 As quoted in ibid., p. 59.
23John D. Long, op. cit. (note 20), vol. 1, pp. 47ff.
24 Edward William Sloan, Ill, Benjamn Frankhn Isherwood, Naval Engineer. The Years as Engineer in Chief 1861-1869 (Annapolis,*

United States Naval Institute, 1965).2$Thomas P. Hughes, Elmer Sperry: Inventor and Engincer (Baltimore. Johns Ilopkins University Press, 1971), especially ch Vill,
"Brainmill for the Military:'26Josephson, op. cit. (note 8).
2 lloweth, op. cit. (note 20), Part I.
28 Bradley A. Fiske, Front Midshipman to Rear Admiral (New York: Century, 1919).
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The bureau system of organization, under which these facilities were subsumed, had been inst;-
tuted in the Navy in 1842. Changes were made in 1862, but from then until after World War I, the
administrative structure was relatively constant. The bureaus were: Steam Engineering (the name was
changed to Engineering in 1920), Ordnance, Construction and Repair, Navigation, Yards and Docks,
Medicine and Surgery, and Supplies and Accounts. The first three were the materia! bureaus and con-
trolied the acquisition, use, and maintenance of naval equipment. Although the Bureau of Navigation
and the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery did some scientific research, the material bureaus were princi-
pally responsible for the development of new technology.

Facilities of the Bureau of Ordnance

Prior to World War I, the Bureau of Ordnance had the largest number of facilities conducting
experimental work. The bureau was responsible for developing and manufacturing most of the Navy's
guns, powder, and torpedoes, and this required much experimentation. In all cases, the work was
closely tied to manufacture.

The oldest establishment in the Bureau that conducted research was the Washington Navy Yard 29
Set up in 1799 primarily for shipbuilding, the Yard went through numerous changes of function over
the years. Experimental work in ordnance began in 1847, after the arrival of John A. Dahlgren Under
his guidance a new series of guns was designed that dramatically increased the firepower of naval ships
A period of stagnation followed the Civil War, but then, once the Navy became committed to moderni-
zation, research at the Yard flourished again. After 1886, the establishment was devoted almost solel)
to manufacturing naval guns and, indeed, came to be called the Gun Factory. By the end of the
Spanish-American War in December 1898, it had become the most modern ordnance plant in the
world. Experimental development was regarded as an important part of its operation.

The Naval Torpedo Station at Newport, Rhode Island, was established in 1869.30 John Dahlgren.
by then a Rear Admiral and head of the Bureau of Ordnance, was crucial in getting it started. At thc
station the Navy experimented with the four major types of torpedoes of the day (spar, automobile
towed, and controllable) in order to find the best type for the service. Until the early 20th century
work focused on experiment, development, and testing of devices supplied by private companies
Manufacture was limited to components or auxiliary apparatus. Then, in 1907, a Government torpedo
plant was set up at the station to produce automobile torpedoes.

s Newport had both chemical and electrical laboratories, and, in addition to studying torpedoes, th
staff experimented with a variety of electrical equipment and explosives-most notably smokeless gun
powder. In 1888, chemists there started with results of previous European attempts to develop smoke
less powder and began work on a safe and practical product for the U.S. Navy. 31 Although it took li
years, success was achieved.

29 Taylor Peck, op. cit. (note 20), is the principal source of information used here. Also employed was- U S Bureau of Ordnanc(
"U.S. Naval Gun Factory" (unpublished history in the series "U.S. Naval Administrative Histories of World War II," deposited i
the Navy Department library, 1946).
30 Richard D. Glasow, "Naval Response to an Innovation in Weaponry. The Establishment of the Newport Torpedo Station an
the United States Navy's First Ten Years with Movable Torpedoes" (unpublished paper delivered at the Society for the Histor
of Technology 20th annual meeting in Washington, D.C., Oct. 1977), W.J. Coggeshall and J.E. McCarthy, "The Naval Torped
Station, Newport, Rhode Island" (manuscript article originally printed by the Torpedo Siation Press, 1920; reprinted in 1944 1:
Remington Wood Co., Newport, Rhode Island), U.S. Bu tau of Ordnance, "Naval Torpedo Station, Newport, Rhode Island" (ur
published history in the series "U.S. Naval Administrative Ilistories of World War If," deposited in the Navy Department librar
1946).
3" Robert I lenderson, "The Evolution of Smokeless Powder," U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings 30 (1904)" 352-372
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At Annapolis, the Bureau set up an experimental battery and proving ground for guns and powder
in 1872.32 In 1898, this was moved to Indian Head, Maryland. In both locations were tested powder,
projectiles, cartridge cases, and armor plate. Some development work was also done. In addition, a
factory was established at Indian Head in 1898 to manufacture the smokeless powder that had been
developed by the chemists at Newport. Eventually the Newport staff was transferred to the new site so
that experiment and production would be together.

Facilities of the Bureau of Construction and Repair

The Bureau of Construction and Repair had always worked closely with private contractors on
developing ship designs. Not until the late 19th century, however, did it have an experimental facility
for this work 3  In 1899, David W. Taylor, then assistant to the Chief Naval Co.structor, established a
model basin at the Washington Navy Yard. Based on principles enunciated by the English engineer
William Froude in the 1850s, this facility provided for the use of scale models in research and develop-
ment Taylor directed the work personally until 1910, when he became chief constructor of the Navy.
The basin proved of enormous value and helped change the building of ships from an art to a science.

In 1913, the Bureau, under Taylor's direction, set up a wind tunnel for aeronautical research at
the Washington Navy Yard. 34 Only the third built in the United States, it had a large 8 foot by 8 foot
(2.4 by 2.4 meter) test section. Similar in conception to the model basin, the ttnnel allowed the use of
scale models of airplanes for studies of aircraft design. With its associated facilities, it was the center of
the Navy's aerodynamical experimentation until the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics was
established during World War I.

Facilities of the Bureau of Steam Engineering

The main experimental facility for the Bureiu of Steam Engineering was the Engineering Experi-
ment Station in Annapolis.35 This institution was something of an oddity in the Navy Department at
the time. It was neither part of a manufacturing operation, as were the Bureau of Ordnance facilities,
nor based on special experimental apparatus, as were the wind tunnel and the model basin. Rather it
was a multipurpose institution. It was the establishment within the Navy most like a general research
laboratory until NRL came into being.

The station was set up only after repeated requests by Engineer-in-Chief George Melville. In
1903, during his last year in that position, Melville finally persuaded Congress to authorize $400,000 for
a laboratory building and equipment. When it came into operation in 1908, the principal duty of the
institution was testing, not research. As one description says, "[Before] World War I.. .the Experiment
Station functioned primarily as a 'go' or 'no go' gauge for the Bureau of Engineering to determine
whether or not American-built machinery was or could be made suitable for our Navy." 36 Quality tests
were made on numerous types of mechanical and electrical equipment that the Bureau had to authorize
for naval service. Limited experiment and development also went on.

32 U S Naval Propellant Plant, Indian Ilead, Md., Naial Proing Ground, Naval Poisder -acr, and Naval Propellant Plant. People

and Events fron the Past (Indian Head, Md.. U.S. Navy, 1961), 'U.S. Naval Powder Factory," in U.S. Bureau of Ordnance, 'Mis-
cellaneous Activities," two %,ols (unpublished history in the series "U.S. Naval Administrative histories of World War I," depos-
ited in the Navy Department library, 1945), vol. II, pp. 1-73.
33 U S Navy, David Taylor Model Basin. Itfornation BooAlet, 7th ed. (Washington. GPO, 1957), U.S. Bureau of Ordnance, "U.S.
Naval Gun Factory," op. cit. (note 29), pp. 332-342.
34 j Norman Fresh, "The Aerodynamics Laboratory (The First 50 Years)" (Washington. Department of the Navy, Acro Report
1070, Jan. 1964).
B Allen Phillip Calvert, "The U S Naval Engineering Experiment Station, Annapolis," United States Naval Institute Proceedings 66
(1940) 49-51, Wilson D Leggett, "The U S. Naval Engineering Experiment Station," United States Naval Institute Proceedings 77
(1951): 517-529.
36 Leggett, op. ci. (note 35), p. 526.
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Providing radio for the fleet was another duty of tile Bureau of Steam Engineering. Radio equip-
ment generally came from private companies, but the Bureau had several small laboratories to do its
own experimenting and testing." One of these, the U.S. Naval Radio Telegraphic Laboratory, was
under the direction of Dr. L. W. Austin and located at the U.S. Bureau of Standards. Established in

1908 as the Navy's first radio laboratory, it came under the Bureau of Engineering in 1910. In 1915, it
was supplemented b) the Radio Test Shop, which the Bureau established at the Washington Navy Yard
to help begin developing radio receivers and wavemeters. Some experimentation with radiu was also
done at several Navy yards.

Like other navies of the world, that of the United States was interested in developing oil as a fuel
for naval vessels. To work on making it a suitable replacement for coal, the Bureau of Engineering
established a fuel-oil test plant at the Philadelphia Navy Yard in 1909.38

LIMITS OF THE SYSTEM

As is clear from the preceding discussion, the Navy realized that modernization of the fleet
required increased use of applied science and technology. The understanding was also apparent An the
beginning of postgraduate study for selected Naval Academy graduates in 1897, first at the Academ)
and later at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology) It is found in the formation of special boards
to study the adequacy of naval technology, such as the Naval Liquid Fuel Board of 1902 and the Special
Board on Naval Ordnance established in 1904. Naval budgeting .. cedures were even altered to allow
funds to be directed specifically toward research and experiment. 40 Thus, in general, it was widely
understood and accepted that the quality of the Na ) depended fundamentally on new technology, and
a variety of changes were made to help the service develop and use it properly.

In the early 20th century', however, many criticisms were still bcing raised about the Navy's open-
ness to new ideas and its methods of technological advancement. Civilian inventors, for example, -om-
plained continually about the reception their ideas recei',ed. Speaking for them in 1911, Scientific
American stated,

It is a notorious fact that the inventor who appfoaches certain of the
government departments in the hope that his invention will be investi-
gated without prejudice and, if found meritorious, bought up at a price
which will guarantee the inventor in selling his invention with the right
to exclusive use, will find he has a hard road to travel. More often
than not he will experience unnecessary delays, to say nothing of con-
siderable financial loss and ultimate disappointment. 41

Inside the Navy, Bradley Fiske and others made similar statements.

The Navy's in-house research facilities also received negative critiques. They were small, limited,
and largely devoted to development and test. There was almost no advanced research being done by
well-trained professionals Critics argued that the service was too tied to tho problems of the present
and was backward in its use of advances in science and engineering. It was not keeping up with leading
American industries. When World War I erupted in Europe, there were many who believed reforms
were essential in the way the Navy made its technical improvements.

37L S Iloweth, op cit (note 20), L A Gebhard, 7Te I'ohtton of Naval Radio-Electronics and Conirbutons oJ the Naval Research
Laboratory (Washington: NRL Report 8300, 1979), pp. 1-25.
38 Pittsburgh University I listorical Staff, op. cii. (note 20), pp. 72-77.
39 Ibid,, pp. 70-71.40 Ibid., p. 78.
4 Scientific 1Inerican, Nov. 18, 1911, p. 444.
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A MERGING OF TRADITIONS

The men who brought the Naval Research Laboratory into being thought in terms of tile experi-

ences and ideologies inherent in the dual traditions of industrial research and the Navy's existing

research-and-development program. These traditions provided the conceptual framework for the estab-

lishment of the institution. The Naval Research Laboratory was planned as an industrial research

laboratory within the naval establishment.

Far more was involved in the creation of the Laboratory, however, than the rational merging of

the two traditions. Politics, personalities, the pressures of war, the intricacies of Congressional funding,

and the differences between naval oficers and civilian engineers all had an important influence in how

the Laboratory progressed from plan to fact. This story is the subject of the next chapter.
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3. CREATION OF TIlE NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

AN INTERVIEW WITHI EDISON

In May 1915, the war that had raged in Europe for almost a year was troubling man) Americans.
On May 7, the British liner Lusitania, with 128 U.S. citizens among the 1200 noncombatant passengers
aboard, was sunk by a German submarine. Most passengers lost their lives. President Wilson issued
stern warnings to Germany to halt its campaign against unarmed ships but recci,,ed no satisfactory
response. The possibility of American entry into the war was rapidly increasing.1

Late in the month, Thomas Edison expressed his views on how America should respond to the
dangerous situation in an interview with Edwin Marshall, a New York Times reporter. His thoughts
were published in the Sunday magazine on May 30. One of his recommendations was as follows.

I believe that...the Government should maintain a great research
laboratory jointly under military and naval and civilian control. In this
could be developed the continually increasing possibilities of great guns,
the minutiae of new explosives, all the technique of military and naval
progression without any vast expense. 2

Thus did he express the idea that eventually would be embodied in the Naval Research Laboratory.

At the time, however, such a laboratory was a subsidiary thought. Edison's main point in the
inter ie~v was that war was not yet imminent and that America should not mobilize a large standing
Army. Better preparation, he insisted, would be the mobilization of material:

We should not take our men from industry and overtrain them, but
should have 2,000,000 rifles ready, in perfect order, even greased, with
armories equipped with the very best machinery to begin upon short
notice in case the work should require the manufacture of a hundred
thousand new firearms every day.

The men to use the maLhines, he believed, like the minutemen of the American Resolution, could be
assembled and trained quickly.

Mobilization of science and invention, especially in the research laboratory, was the key to
'..'veloping good weapons. "When the time came, if it ever did, we could take advantage of the
knowledge gained through [the] research work and quickly manufacture in large quantities the ,,ery
latest and most effective instruments of warfare."4

Edison's position also had political implications that would make it palatable. Marshall alluded to
them at the beginning of his article:

'Lloyd Scott, Naval Consulting Board of the United States (Washington: UPO, 1920), pp. 7-9.2 The New Yirk Times, May 30, 1915, V, pp. 6 and 7.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
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(Edison] believes that we should be invincible. In the following inter-
view, he, for the first time, tells the world how he thinks we may
accomplish this without so burdening ourselves with taxation as to
reduce our living standards and morale to the European level.'

Technology was both iheaper and more expendable than men, and mobilizing it was less tontru ersial
than calling citizens to arms.

Fig. I - Thomas Edison believed the Government needed a research
laboratory similar to his own.

Edison was 68 years old in 1915. lis greatest inventiors-the phonograph, the electric light, and
motion pictures-were being mass produced and %cre affecting the life of almost eery American in
some way The inventor had become a well-known public figure. Newspapermen would intervte\ him
on almost any interesting issue, for Edison rarely failed to gie them good copy. One biographer
characterizes this part of his life :b one of "canonization" and describes his appeal to the public in this
way:

He was a man of science, yet had the "common touch".... His legen-
dary success story, like his expressive physiognomy-reproduced mil-
lions of times on his cylindrical records-was familiar to all men. In
short, he was almost universally regarded as one of the real makers of
America, one whose career millions would have liked to emulate, and

5 Ibid.
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so, well suited to serve as a folk hero. Ills very appearance, and his
widely reported sayings, racy, humorous, and original in flavor, but
strengthened the will of the multitude to idolize him.6

Edison's ,,ie\s on the relation of science and invention to the "ar were sure to carry %eight vith tne
public.

ESTABLIShMENT OF TIHE NAVAL CONSULTING BOARD

Secretary of the Navy Josephus Daniels read the interview and liked Edison's point of %ie. I la-
ing spent most of his career as editor of the Raleigh, N.C., .Vcws antd Observct, Daniels alrways folluoed
newspaper repurting c.refull) and understood well the powver of publicit). In this article he pericei-ed
the possibility both of enlisting Edison's expertise as an inventor for the Navy and of gaining his direct
suppurt for the cautious political stance on preparedness then ad%u.ated by the Wilson Administraition.'

Daniels had been named Secretary of the Navy in 1913 as a reward for early endorsement and
strong support of Woodrow Wilson during the 1912 Presidential campaign.8 The Secretary had never
before held a major national office and ,vas inexperienced in naval affairs. Nonetheless, he was deter-
mined to act independently and decisi',ely. A populist and basically a pacifist, he made many reforms
that embittered top naval officers. Ile stressed the importanLCe cf enlisted men and established sthouls
aboard ship to educ.ate them. Ile abolished the officers' %ine mess in accord %Nith his prohibitionist ten-
dencies. 'ie emphasized the need for .i',ilian control of the Nam) and refused to create a general staff
of rd,val officers to centralize their *,ower. Most importantly, he refused to accede to demands to build
up the Navy qui kly. When Edison's intervie\ appeared, Daniels' leadership %vas under sharp attack.
Edison's assistance, he realized, might help him blunt it.

On May 31, the day after the article appeared, Daniels drafted a note to Edison, but then he put it
as:aie for further consideration.' On June 7, he sent a revised, more 'vaguely worded letter asking the
inventor for assistance. Ile said:

I [want] to take up with you [a] matter to which I have given a great
deal of thought-a matter in which I think your ideas and mine coin-
cide, if an interview with you recently published in the New York
Times was correct. There is a very great service that you can render
the Navy ard the country at large and which I am encouraged to
believe from a paragraph in Mr. Marshall's interview, you will consent
to undertake as it seems to be in line with your own thoughts.

6 Matthew Josephson, Edison: A Biography (New Vork: McGraw-Il ill, 1959), p. 434.

My interpr , ttion of Daniels' political motivations is shared by others See Joseph L. Morrison, JostlhuO Danitts, ,ht Sa ll-d
Democrat (Chapel Hill. Utuiversity of North Carolina Press, 1966), pi. 71-72. See also "Mr. Robins on the Relation of the Naval
Consulting Board to Various Bureaus and Bureau Chiefs, 4/7/19" in the file "Thomas Robins," box 37(?i, Naval Consulting
Board Records, record group 80, National Archives Building. (Unfurtunately, the records of the Naval Consulting Board have
been rebuxcd by the National Arkhives since I did my researc.h Therefore, my referenCes in ihis dapter to these records do nut
correspond exactly to the present storage arrangement.)
8 Morrison, op. cit. (note 7), pp. 45-49, Arthur S. Link, Jl'oodroi |Iti/son and the Progresstiv Era (New Itork. Ilarper and Row,
1954), p. 28.
9 Morrison, up. cit. (note 7), passin., Donald W. Mitchell, thsior of tht 1fodern Aneritan Aai., froi 1883 through Pearl tlarbor
(New York. Knopf, 1947), pp. 158-16'. Sce also Bradley Fiske's bitter criticisms of Daniels in Irom ihdshlptian to Rear Admiral
_New York: Century, 1919), pp. 555-560.

Diaft of the letter by Josephus Daniels to Thomas Edison, May 31, 1915, box 76, Josephus Daniels papers, Library of
Congress Manuscript Division.
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Fig. 2 - Secretary of the Navy Josephus Daniels (above) called Thomas Edison to serve
the Navy as a technical advisor.

One of the imperative needs of the Navy, in my judgment, is
machinery and facilities for utilizing the natural inventive genius of
Americans to meet the new conditions of warfare as shown abroad, and
it is my intention, if a practical way can be worked out...to establish, at
the earliest possible moment, a department of invention and develop-
ment, to which all ideas and suggestions, either from the service or
from civilian inventors, can be referred for determination as to whether
they contain practical suggestions for us to take up and perfect."

The Secretary also addressed the need of the Navy for a research laboratory:

The Department is... unprovided with the best facilities for work of pure

experimentation and investigation, with the exception of our testing
station at Annapolis, which is, as yet, a small affair. Most of all, as I
have said, there is no particular place or particular body of men,
relieved of other work, charged solely with the duty of either devising
new things themselves or perfecting the crude ideas that are submitted
to the Department, by our naturally inventive people. 12

Leasing aside the question of whether the Navy should build a ne;, research facility, the Secretary
asked Edison to assist the service in getting better use from its existing establishments and also, if he
consented, to do experimental work for the Navy in his own laboratory at West Orange.

The original is in box I of the papers on the Natal Consulting Board in the Thomas Edison papers, Edison National Historical

Site, West Orange, New Jersey. On it is written, in Edison's hand, "llutch [Miller Reese lutchinson] -Note and return with
comments, E." A copy of the letter also appears in Scott, op. ci. (note !), pp. 286-288.
'2 Ibid.
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Detailed plans for the "department of invention and development" or the "board," as Daniels also
called it in the letter, were left to be worked out later, after Edison had responded. Daniels was point-
edly clear, however, on the importance of Edison's participation:

Such a department will, of course, have to be eventually supported by
Congress, with sufficient appropriations made for its proper
development....To get this support, Congress must be made to feel that
the idea is supported by the people, and I feel that our chances of get-
ting the public interested and back of this project will be enormously
increased if we can have, at the start, some man whose inventive
genius is recognized by the whole world to assist us in consultation
from time to time on matters of sufficient importance to bring to his
attention. You are recognized by all of us as the one man above all
others who can turn dreams into realities and who has at his command,
in addition to his own wonderful mind, the finest facilities in the world
for such work.13

Edison agreed to help. Soon after receiving Secretary Daniels' letter, he sent his chief assistant,
Miller Reese Ilutchinson, to Washington to say that Edison would assist in organizing a board to advise
the Navy on technology and invention. 14 Daniels happily announced the decision to reporters and
shared with them the letter he had sent Edison.

The event was front-page news. The New Yor/A Times, proud of the part it had played in the story,
gave especially detailed coverage. "Edison Will Head Navy Test Board," ran the headline, "...Best
Engineering Genius of the Nation to Act with Naval Officers in Strengthening Sea Power "" Journalists
speculated on whether the new body would be organized as a bureau (and thus be at the highest level
in the Navy Department) or not, who would be included in it, and what its functions would be.

Publicity was particularly extensive because the Naval Consulting Board, as the new body eventu-
ally was called, was the first attempt during the wartime period (1914-1918) to mobilize science and
invention along a broad front at the national level. Later, other organizations woul. be created for the
same general purpose, most notably the National Research Council and the War Committee of Tech-
nical Societies, but in 1915, the Naval Consulting Board was unique.16

While the process of forming the Board and choosing its members ran its course, it continued to
bc both a hot ncvs itcm and a subject for editorial comment. Daniels was achie% ing just the publicity

1 Ibid. Daniels elaborated further Ain his idea of the Bodrd and its purpose in an interview with Edwin Marshall of The .Vci trA
Times. See the issue of Aug. 8, 1915, IV, p. 14.
14 In later years, Ilutchinson said he had been behind the whole affair. lie wrote Daniels, "I conceived [the Naval Consulting
Board] shortly before the photographically recorded visit with which Mrs. Daniels and you honored me I drummed it into Mr
Edi on's h, ad until he took cognizance of the need and allowed me to use him as its sponsor Then I got Ed Marshall to inter-
view Mi F~dison on the subject and, when the article appeared in the Tmes, I paid Marshall's expenses to Washington, to see
you about it. 'ou wrote Mr. Edison you would form such a Board. lie wrote, on the margin of the letter, 'llutch What do
you think?' and sent the letter to my office upstairs in the Laboratory. I hopped the Congressional for Washington, call-d on
you at your home, and said Mr. Edison would be glad to head such a Board" Letter from Ilutchinson to Daniels, Sept 12,
1935, in the file "lutchinson, Millei R, 1932-35, -36 and undatd" in box 84, Josephus Daniels papers, Library of Congress
Manuscript Division. Other than lutchinson's own word, I have found no evidence that this story is true
15 The New York Times, July 13, 1915, p. 1.
"'Scott's book (note 1) was the official history of the Naval Consulting Board and is still the most complete published source on
its activities. Unfortunately, it was written before the Naval Researth Laboratory came into existence For more recent, if more
limited, appraisals of the Consulting Board and its activities, see Thomas P. Hlughes, Elmer Sperrj. Inventor and Etgineer (Bal-
timore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1971), ch. IX, and Daniel J. Kevles, The P1,ttuSms, (New York Knopf, 1977), chs VIIi
and IX. There is no general history of science and engineering in World War 1. Kevles' book is the best general work situating
the Naval Consulting B2oard's activities among the work of other wartime organizations.
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he desired for his limited plan for preparedness." Civilian inventors, for example, were delighted to
hear tiat the Navy was going to pa greater attention to their ideas for tethnical improvements. Their
long-standing critiLisms seemed finally to be having an Cffect.18 Indeed, most remarks on Daniels'
a.tion expressed hopeful approval. There -,was little analysis of his motivation. One sober L.ommentator
in Collhis on October 2, 1915, however, offered only qualified praise of the new plan. lie pointed out
that there was as much politics as desire for technical improvement in what Daniels had done:

... we have long suspected that Mr. Daniels, a newspaper editor by
profession, possesses not only certain traits of the sensational journalist,
but of the sensational journalist's half brother, the press agent. There-
fore, while we have a reasonable belief in his civilian board, we wish to
put ourselves on record as expecting no miraculous devices to develop,
as hoping that the new board will take an early opportunity to declare
frankly and firmly in favor of extensive, normal naval preparation, and
that the somewhat sensational quality of the Secretary's new device will
not for a moment divert the public mind from the less picturesque
need for a very considerable enlargement of the United States Navy.
Such an enlargement is not to be brought about by hand waving and
incantations, but by the customary process of appropriating funds,
designing ships and causing them to be built by the sweat of men's
brows in ship yards-a lamentably slow and laborious process.' 9

ORGANIZATION AND ACTIVITIES

On July 15, Secretary Daniels visited Edison at his home in Lewellyn Park, New Jersey, to discuss
plans for the Naval Consulting Board.2( Fhe ideas of other interested parties were also solicited, and by
the end of the month, the Secretary had decided to make the body represent major national engineering
societies.2 1 The hope was that this plan would encourage continual interaction between the Board and
the soLieties. Edison was responsible for choosing which ones would be represented, and h- asked 11
sotieties to name two members each to the new body. Later there was extensive debate on whether he
had made the best selection. 2 Two significant omissions were the American Physical Society and the
National Academy of Sciences-the organization created in 1863 as the official scientific advisor to the
Government. Their exclusion perhaps made clear that Edison was interested in invention and
engineering, not theoretical science, but it definitely impaired the effectiveness of the Board.

Eleven societies each named 2 members apiece. Edison was named as chairman, and his assis-
*tant, Miller Reese lutchinson, was designated as a special delegate, so the Board had 24 members

Table 1 shows who the members were, shows what organizations they represented, and lists the
officers.2  The First Vice-Chairman, William Saunders, and the Secretary, Thomas Robins, were the
most ative leaders. Edison concerned himself only with matters that happened to interest him, he
devoted almost no effort to making the organization effective as a whole.

• The link of the Na al Consulting Board to the Wilson Administration's stand on preparedness was made clear at the first meet-
ing of the Board. President Wilson then addressed the organization on national defense and said that the nation should be
prepared "not for war but for defense, and ,er) adequately prepared." It was the President's first pubhlc dedartiun ini'avor of
adequate national defense. See The New York Times, Oct. 7, 1915, p. 1.

!5Lictti, nictan, Sept. 25, 1915, p. 266. Bradley riske was happy about the organization and hoped, ',ainly, that he would be

put in charge of it. Fiske,op. cit. (note 9), pp. 580-59 1.l9 Colliers, Oct. 2, 1915. See also note 7.20The New York Times, July 16, 1915, p. 1.
"1The suggestion to make the Board representatie of engineering societies seems to hae L.ome from Frank Sprague. See the

letter from Sprague to Daniels, July 19, 1915, in the file "Secretary Daniels," box 29?) (s,; note 7), Naval Consulting Board
Records, record group 80, National Archives Building.
"See the letter from Miller Reese Ilutchinson to Josephus Daniels, Nov . 6, 1915, box 84, Josephus Daniels papers, Library of
Congress Maiiuscript Division.

This informition omes from S.ott, op. aci. (note 1), pp. 11-15. For further biographical information oi members, see ttflL
Ainetican, Oct. 2, 1915, pp. 301iff, and Oct. 9, 1915, pp. 326ff.
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Table I -Original Officers and Members of the Na~ al Consulting Board
OFFICERS:
Chairman: Thomas A 1-dison
First Vice-Chairman: William L. Saunders
Second Vice-Chairman: Peter Cooper I le\% itt
Secretary': Thomas Robins

(11n Januahry, 1917, thle titles of thle officers were altered to be rceciell Preident. Chairman, Vice-
President, and Secretary.)

IMEMBERS AND TIlIE ORGANIZATIONS TI EY RHPRLS-NTILD):
Secretary of thle Navy: Thomas EdiSOnl and Mliller Reese I luichinson
American Aeronautical Society: Matthlew\ 1B, Sellers and I ludson M/axim
American Chemical Society : Leo 11. Backeland and Willis R. Whitney
American Elect rocheminical Society: Lawrence Addicks and Joseph W. Richards
Ameri in Institute of Electrical Engineers. Frank J. Sprague and Benjamin G. Lamnme
American Institute of Mlining Engineers. William L. Saunders and Benjamin B. Thayer
American Mathematical Society: Robert S. WVoodward and Arthur Gi Webster
American Society of Aeronautical Engineers. ElAmer A. Sperry and I lenr A. WVise WVood
American Society of Automotive Engir.eers. I loward L. Coffin arnd Andre\, L. Riker
American Society of Civil Engineers: Andrew IM. I lunt and Alfred C'raven
American Society of Mlechanical Engineers: William L. Emmet and Spencer Miller
Inventor's Guild: Thomas Robins and Peter Cooper Ik Ic itt

(Tihe officers and membership of the Buard altered onI slightly Jdiring thle timie thle organization \wis
alctiVe. October l915-November 1918. The most important change \was file appointment of Capt WVil-
liam S. Smith as Navy liaison officer to the Board on D~ecember 7, 1915.)

Fig 3 - The Naval Consulting Board (shown above %ith other Navy tDepalrtnient oiUias) strongl)
supported the idea of a research laboratory but could not agree on all details of the plans for it
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Although some of America's best known inventors-such as Orville Wright and Simon Lake-
were not on tile Board, its members were well-respeited and accomplished engineers. They were
talented individuals determined tt) help improve the teLhnology of the Navy. The) saw membership on
the Board as a great honor and served without tompensation throughout the Nkar. But for the Board to
sui.Leed, it had to gain support Of the Navy's material bureaus. they would have to agree to its sugges-
tions before the ideas would be developed and used. rrom the beginning, relations between the Boara
and the bureaus were strained. The new organizition always had a dubious status, both officiall) and
unofficially. The political motivations for which Daniels had created it were a major handicap.

The final choice of a name is one example. In preliminary discussion, the Board was usually
,-ailed "The Naval Advisory Board," but top na'al officers, piqued by Secretary Daniels' independent
a ction in forming the body, argued that its purpose was to act as a consultant-speaking only when
asked, rather than making suggestions on its own initiative. To placate the officers, the name became
"The Naval Consulting Board., 24

Official liaison with the material bureaus was slow in coming. On December 7, 1915, several
months after the Board was organized, an "Office of Inventions" was established under the Secretary of
the Navy, and Captain William S. Smith was put -n charge. Smith became the "Technical Aide to the
Secretary of the Navy" and also served as liaison officer to the Naval Consulting Board. I le was to
refer its suggestions to the appropriate men in the bureaus. Smith kept in close contact with the organi-
zation and attended most of its meetings, but he never found the suggestions to be of much use Not
surprisingly, he did not get along very well with many members, including Edison.2 5

Congress eventually recognized the Board but only tacitly and in a backl,,nded way- in August
1916, expenditures of S25,000 were authorized for its operations, but the legislation said nothing about
its place within the Navy hierarchy or its purpose. And despite repeated requests from some of the
officers, Secretary Daniels refused to press for more definite action.2 6

The general history of the Naval Consulting Board, which has been written elsewhere, 2 7 falls out-
side the present subje.t. In sum, although the body remained in operation until after the armistice end-
ing World War I, and despite the dedication of its members, most of its activities had little effect on the
Navy. There were some important achievements. The Board did make a significant contribution in
organizing an industrial preparedness campaign.28 It also assisted in organizing and conducting an effort
within the Bureau of Engineering to combat the submarine, the most pressing technical problem of the
war."' Individually, many members worked closely with naval officers on technical problems. 30 The

".See pp. 19, 48 and 49 in the document "Opinions of Members as to Future of Na,,al Consulting Board," box 31( ) (see note
7), recoids of the Naval Consulting Board, record group 80, National Archives Building.
''See the letter from Thomas Robins to William ,aunders, F-eb. 11, 1919, in the file "W.L. Saunders," box 38(C) (see note ,
reLurds of the Naval Consuting Board, record group 80, National Archives Building, and also the letter from William Saunders
to Josephus Daniels, Aug. 7, 1917, in the file "Civilian Naval Consulting Board," box 504, Josephus Daniels papers, Library ofCongress Manuscript Division.
2v'See the section on "Organization" in the "Digest of Minutes" of the Board, passim,, but especially p 12 The "Digest of
Minutes" is in box 30(?) (see note 7), Records of the Naval Consulting Board, record group 80, National Archives Building
One reason Daniels did not want to give the Board a stronger legal position was beause some of its members, most notubly Fdi-
sun and Limer Sperry, had business dealings with the Government and might be accused of conflict of interest See Josephus
Daniels, The Cabinet Diares oJosephus Dantels, 1913-1921, E. David Cronon, ed. (Lincoln, Neb. University of Nebraska Press,
1963), p. 138.2'See notes I and 16. Archival records of the Naval Consulting Board are in record group 80 in the National Archives The
"Digest of Mmutes" in box 30(?) (see note 7) gives the most general information on the Board and its activities8See .,,ott, op. cit. (note I), ch. II, and Robert D. Cuff, The Ifar hidustries Board. Business-Gov'ernjncnt Relations During World
War I (Baltimore: Johns llopkins University Press, 1973).'ifee Scott, op. cit. (note 1), ch. IV, thstor), of the Bureau of Engineering, Na ,i Department, During the World War (O.fice of Naval
Records and Library, Ilistorical Section, Publication 5, GPO, 1922), pp. 47-73, and larvey C. Ilayes, "Detection of Submarines,"
Proceedings of the Amnerican Philosophical Socie' 59 (1920): 1-47.
30See Scott, op. cit. (note I), ch. XI, and Ilughes, op. cit. (note I), ,:h. IX
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review of ideas from the publL, however, the function stressed by Secretary Daniels, failed to yield
much. Of 110,000 inv entions considered, only 10 were judged to be of any value at all Only one was
put into production. 1 In general, the Board simply was not an effective type of organization for focus-
ing the power of civilian inventors and engineers on Navy problems, and it never worked well with the
Navy bureau system.

The material bureaus believed that they were well equipped to solve their own problems and
needed no help from the well-publicized group of civilian experts. Any contributions made by the
Board, they feared, would be seen as an indication of previous incompetency by them. As 1homas

Robins, secretary of the organization, said in 1918 when discussing why the Board was accomplish:ng so
little:

Our present trouble is not due to the Navy nor to the Board. It is due
to a plan which does not take into consideration some of the most fun-
damental qualities of human nature. It cannot work. The Naval Con-
sulting Board, if it be continued, must not work for the Navy; it must
work as the Navy.32

The problem was the difficulty of applying civilian expertise to solving Navy technical problems in the
proper way, in a way that was effective administratively. As we shall see, the same problem was
apparent in the Board's most ambitious single effort: creating a research laboratory.

THE LABORATORY PROJECT: SUCCESS

Secretary Daniels said nothing definite about a new Navy research laboratory in his initial letter to
Edison. But, in accepting the invitation to help form the Naval Consulting Board, the inventor did not
give up his desire for building such an institution for the Government-or nowk, more particularly, for
the Navy. Ile firmly believed the ideas he had expressed in The New Yor/ Times. At a meeting on July
15, 1915, he spoke to the Secretary about the facility and convinced him it was a good plan. Afterward,
Daniels told reporters that he hoped to have a "great naval laboratory in Washington."3 In September,
the Secretary said further, "The Navy has.. .been seriously handicapped by the lack of an adequate cen-
tral establishment where the ideas of its own officers as well as those suggested by civilians could be
takcn up and patiently developed in the same way that such ideas are handled in great manufacturing
establishments."34

' Edison came to the first meeting of the Naval Consulting Board, which was held on October 7,
1915, with a plan fui the labufituty in hand. A comittee of five members was quickly composed to
consider his ideas. On it were Edison, Willis Whitney, head of the General Electric Research Labora-
tory, Howard Coffin, Vice-President and Consultant Engineer of Hudson Motor Company, Leo Baeke-
land, inventor of the first practical plastic-Baekelite, and Robert S. Woodward, a well-known academic
physicist and President of the Carnegie Institution of Washington. Together the men represented broad
experience in both academic and industrial research, all were strong advocates of research institutions

Edison's plan had several notable provisions. The laboratory was to be large and well-equipped

for research, development, testing, and limited production. The cost was estimated to be about 5 mil-
lion dollars, and the annual operating budget about 2.5 million dollars. The plan called for a naval
officer to direct the operation a significant pro-vision, because Edison would later insist that a civilian be
in charge. The staff, which was to work closely with the Naval Consulting Board, would be primarily
civilian scientists and engineers. In general, the proposed institution was modeled quite closely on
31 Scott, op. cit. (note 1), p. 125.
12 'Opinions of Members as to Future of Naval Consulting Board," op. ct. (note 24), p. 50. The italics are not in the original
33 The New York Tmes, July 16, 1915, p. 2.
34 The New York Times, Sept. 20, 1915, p. 9.
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Edison's own laboratory at West Orange. The proposal even mentioned a "motion picture developing
and printing department."' 5

There was some debate on the plan by the Committee. Baekeland, Whitney, and Woodward ini-
tially argued that research was the most important function of the laboratory and that its facilities
should be much more limited than Edison believed. 36 Their thoughts were based on their own experi-
ence in chemical and physical research. Baekeland later described the situation in this way:

Dr. Whitney, Dr. Woodward, as well as myself, took into consideration
primarily the chemical and physical departments of the projected labora-
tory, and it was very interesting to see that although we had prepared
the recommendations independently, we very closely agreed as to cost
and operation and as to the amount of money which would be required
in maintaining that laboratory and operating it. I must say, however,
that when Mr. Edison got up, and Mr. Coffin, and the mechanical
engineers began to show what ought to be done in those laboratories,
we all three felt like small fry, like "pikers!' to use a current expression.
We realized that the needs for such a laboratory are much vaster than
anything which we chemists or physicists could accomplish.37

Edison got his way. Hlis plan was accepted by the committee and then the entire Board without sub-
stantial revision. 38 Like Edison, other Board members thought the Navy needed a sophisticated new
research facility to make its technology equal to the best in the world. The issues of the size and func-
tion of the institution, however, were destined to arise again.

Immediately after the meeting, the plan was announced to the public, and again the Naval Con-
sulting Board was front page news. Reaction was generally favorable-even the Navy bureau chiefs,
despite their mixed feelings about the Board, expressed support of the proposal. But the cost was
quickly attacked. Scienlific American, for example, said,

The plan as outlined.. .calls for the creation not of a laboratory but of a
navy yard, with docks capable of accommodating a modern dreadnought
and with a modern railway large enough to build experimental subma-
rines of 1,500 tons. Now it seems to us...that in an experiment of this
kind.. .the work should be allowed to proceed by a natural process of
growth.

39

The Navy, a magazine devoted to presenting the Navy point of view, stated.

The service has pointed out that experimental work of a laboratory
character, as well as under service conditions, is already being carried
on extensively in many branches of the naval establishment. The ser-
vice seems to doubt tha, a large central laboratory, operated perhaps to
the exclusion of other experiments, would have advantages compensat-
ing for the increased cost.40

3 The New York Times, Oct. 8, 1915, p. I.
36 L.II Backeland, "The Naval Consulting Board of the United States," Metallurgical and Chencal Engineering, Dec 15, 1915.

SU.S. Congress, 64th, 1st session, llouse, Hearings Bejoie the Committee on Naval ,Affairs (Washington" GPO, 1916), p 3392.
See "Laboratory" section of the "Digest of Minutes," op. cit. (note 26).

40 Scienifjic linerican, Oct. 23, 1915, p. 354.
40 The Navy9 (Nov. 1915): 239-240.
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As this editorial emphasized, the relation of the nev laboratory to the rest of the naval engineering
establishment had not been made clear. So far, Edison and his colleagues had acted almost as if the
Navy had no experimental facilities whatsoever.

In reaction to the public outcry over the cost of the laboratory, the Board had decided by its third
meeting, in December 1915, tu ask-at least initially-for only 1.5 million dollars. Additional monies

could be acquired later, once the laboratory proved itself.

The first major step in implementing Edison's plan was gaining Congressional support. For this,
Edison himself was indispensable. Rear Admiral Robert Griffin, Chief of the Bureau of Engineering,

put the situation this way:

Congress will never appropriate the amount of money necessary for
such a laboratory for the Navy itself-, that is, for any department of the

Navy, [or] the bureaus of the Navy; (but) I feel sure that if Mr. Edison
will appear before the Naval Committee with all the plans and all the
data he has, or a little more complete, it will make a profound impres-

sion on the Naval Committee and I am sure it will result in their giving
us what we want.41

On March 15, 1916, five Board members-Edison, Baekeland, Coffin, Hunt, and Saunders-
accompanied by Secretary Daniels, went before the I louse Naval Affairs Committee to argue for the
new institution. Edison did make a strong impression. lHe spoke with complete confidence, even an air
of bravado, as he outlined the great things it would do. Again he put as much emphasis on develop-
ment as research. If need be, he claimed, the laboratory could build a new submarine in as little as 15
days.

The Congressmen may have wondered at Edison's exaggerated claims, but they, like Secretary
Daniels, clearly understood his popularity. With the war raging in Europe, they knew better than to
question his advice on the needs of the Navy for research and development. And, lest they forget,
William Saunders reminded them after Edison left,

You heard this morning the testimony of the most distinguished scien-

tist in the world, Mr. Edison. Nobody questions that today. Some
think he is the greatest man in the world; he is certainly the greatestscientist in the world, and when we measure greatness, we must mea-

sure it by achievement. 43

The Board got what it wanted. The Committee accepted the plan for the laboratory and approved
expenditures of 1 million dollars. Later, after slight debate, the Senate went along. The Naval
Appropriations Act for fiscal year 1917 thus included the following section:

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESEARCH LABORATORY: For laboratory
and research work on the subject of gun erosion, torpedo motive
power, the gyroscope, submarine guns, protection against submarine,
torpedo, and mine attack, improvement and development in submarine

41 "Laboratory" section of the"Digest of Minutes," op. cit. (Note 26).
42 The discussion is recorded in the printed hearings, op. cit. (note 37), pp. 3343-3403.

O Ibid., p. 3378.
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engines, storage batteries and propulsion, aeroplanes and aircraft,
improvement in radio installations and such other necessary work for
the benefit of the Government service, including the construction,
equipment, and operation of a laboratory, the employment of scientific
civilian assistants as may become necessary, to be expended under the
direction of the Secretary of the Navy (limit of cost not to exceed
S 1,500,000), S 1,000,000.44

A supplemental atpronriation of S500,000 was formally made on March 4, 1917. Thus the Naval
Consulting Board had the 1.5 million dollars it wanted to build the laboratory.

The quick and successful action that led to the granting of these funds marked the high point of
the attempt by the Naval Consulting Board to build a research laboratory for the Navy. What followed
was disagreement and delay.

THE LABORATORY PROJECT: FAILURE

After obtaining funds for the laboratory, the Board had to determine where to build it and what,
exactly, its organization and function should he. The appropriation contained only general instructions.
So a committee was established and charged to make recommendations. Its members were Edison, as
chairman, Lawrence Addicks, Leo Baekeland, Thomas Robins, Frank Sprague, and Willis Whitney.45

Choosing a location was important to many people besides the members of the Naval Consulting
Board. As far back as the first announcement of the project, in October 1915, local boosters had peti-
tioned the Board to consider their cities. Congressmen, always on the lookout for such morsels to
skewer for their districts, also had been interested. The Board, to be fair, initially considered 61 loca-
tions but then quickly narrowed the list to three: Annapolis, Maryland, Sandy Hook, New Jersey (on
the northern tip of the New Jersey coastline, across the bay from New York City), and Washington,
D.C.

After several months of deliberation, two opposing views on which site was best emerged from
the committee There was also disagreement on the function of the laboratory and who would head it.
On December 9, 1916, a pair of conflicting reports was presented to the entire Consulting Board for
consideration, one endorsed by Edison, and the other endorsed by everyone else. 6

The majority believed that the laboratory should be built in Annapolis. There were four principal
reasons:

0 The Engineering Experiment Station already existed there, and since the cost of the new insti-
tution and its equipment was now set at 1.5 million dollars instead of 5 million, it seemed prudent to
expand the experiment station, changing it into a general Navy laboratory. Also, the majority was now
well aware of the existing Navy research program. "It is vital," they wrote, "that in order to make the
most of the available funds there should be no unnecessary duplication of equipment and facilities
which already exist in other Government plants, and no avoidable expenditures outside of buildings and
equipment.V47

• Because the Naval Academy was in Annapolis, the laboratory might attract many visitors and
win their sympathy and support.

44 United States, Statutes at Large. Public Lan-., vol. 39, (64th Congress, 1st session) ch. 4i7, 1916, p. 570.
4 "Laboratory" section of the "Digest of Minutes," op. cit. (note 26).
46 Copies appear in Smith, op. cit (note 1), pp. 225-232, but the majority report was rewritten after the meeting to take Edison's

point of view into account.
47 Ibid., p. 225.
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0 Annapolis was close enough to Washington to allow easy access to all Government resources
and information there but distant enough to disallow complete control by Navy top brass Thus an
atmosphere conducive to long-range research might be possible.

* Annapolis had a good harbor for seagoing ships but at the same time was well protected by the
wide Eastern Shore of Maryland.

The majority now disagreed with Edison on the purpose of the new institution. They believed
that its main function should be research, not development. They argued,

[The laboratory] is not intended to rival in investment, equipment, or
output great industrial factories or machine shops or do the work legiti-
mately belonging to the navy yards or gun shops. It is primarily
intended for a research laboratory. 48

The dispute that had arisen at the first meeting of the Consult"ig Board between Edison and research-
minded men such as Baekeland and Whitney now reemerged. The opposing viewpoints reflected the
difference be'ween Edison's laboratory at West Orange and others in America, such as the one Whitney
had established at General Electric.

Finally, the disagreement concerned who should administer the laboratory. At first, all Board
members had hoped that the facility would essentially be under their control. As Hudson Maxim later
said, "We certainly believed at [first] that the Laboratory was to be for the use of the Naval Consulting
Board, and t qat although it would be essentially under the auspices of the Navy it was to serve the spe-
cial purposes of the Naval Consulting Board."49 However, the continuing difficulties the Board was
experiencing in trying to work together with the Navy bureaus had altered the view of most members.
The report of the majority of the committee stated,

As to the manner in which [the laboratory] should be operated, the
idea that the work should be more or less under the direction of bureau
chiefs, individually or collectively, or the members of the Naval Con-
suiting Board, should be discarded, for such would lead to many-headed
and inefficient organization. Instead the laboratory should be under a
responsible officer of high rank, to whom the various bureau chiefs
should turn over their problems, accompanied by all available informa-
tion. And so too, with regard to problems which may be submitted to
the Naval Consulting Board.50

Making the laboratory an integral part of the naval establishment had become an important concern If
the institution was to be effective, it had to work as the Navy, not just for it.

Edison believed that the laboratory was basically his project and that he had the right to decide
where it would be and how it would function. Like his own establishment, he thought it would depend
primarily on his inventive talent. As he later told Secretary Daniels,

It is fixed in my mind, whether right or wrong, that the public would
look to me to make the Laboratory a success, and that I would have to
do 90% of the work. Therefore, if I cannot obtain proper conditions to

48 Ibid., p. 230.

V' j 49"Opinions of Members as to Future of Naval Consulting Board," op. cit. (note 24), p. 19.
SoScott, op. cii. (note 1), p. 226.
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make it a success, I would not undertake it nor be connected with it in
the remotest degree, of be held responsible for its success$ l

As a location for the laboratory, Edison favored Sandy Hook. That way the facility would be
located near his own establishment at West Orange and would also be near New York City, where
labor, all types of supplies, and Nvell-trained technical men were readily available. Being near New York
had helped make his laboratory a success, and he felt it would be equally important for the new Navy
facility l e continued to insist that the new institution should concentrate on development. Of
research he now said:

I do not think that scientific research work to any great extent will be
necessary. Research work in every branch of science and industry,
costing countless millions of dollars and the labor of multitudes of men
of the highest minds, has been carried on for many years. All of this
has been recorded, and yet only a ridiculously small percentage has as
yet been applied and utilized. It is therefore useless to go on piling up
more data, at great expense and delay while we are free to use this
ocean of facts.5 2

Throughout his career, Edison had been able to rely heavily on existing scientific knowledge when mak-
ing his highly successful inventions. Once again, his experience strongly influenced what he thought
about the Navy laboratory.

The most important difference between the inventor and the rest of the committee, however,
concerned who should administer the facility. Edison now insisted that a civilian be in charge. lie
expressed this point at a meeting of the committee in November 1916:

[The] laboratory always in my mind has been for only one purpose, to
work under civilian conditions away from naval and government condi-
tions. A purely civilian... laboratory. Not to have anything to do with
the Navy except that if any naval officer has an idea he can go there
and have it made.53

This view, like his predilection for Sandy Hook, merely hardened in the future.

7 Edison's statement reflected an antagonism toward the Navy that he had developed since he
agreed to form the Naval Consulting Board and devote most of his energies to work on Navy problems.
Edison h,," Uite wu believe that no naval officer really understood scientific research, and that none
could properly administer a successful research-and-development laboratory. All the reasons for this
feeling are not clear, but two can be discerned. First, most of the suggestions he was sending to the
Navy through Secretary Daniels were not being followed, despite Daniels' personal efforts to assure
they got attention.5 A Edison later complained,

I made about forty-five inventions during the war, all perfectly good
ones, and they pigeon-holed every one of them. The Naval officer

' Letter from Thomas Edison to Josephus Daniels, Dec. 22, 1916, in box 76, Josephus Daniels papers, Library of Congress
Manuscript Division.

52Scott, op. cit. (note 1), p. 23.
SNotes on the meeting of the Laboratory Site Committee, Nov. 26, 1916, p. 8, in box 25 (?) (see note 7), Records of the Na-

val Consulting Board, record group 80, National /.rchives Building.
54 See Josephus Daniels, op. cit. (note 26), pp 193 and 222 for examples.
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resents any interference by civilians. Those fellows are a close corpora-tion.."s

Second, the Navy was testing for use in submarines a new type of storage battery being developed by
Thomas Edison, Inc. The inventor and his compan) had been working on batteries for this purpose
since 1910, when four naval officers isited him and discussed problems with those being used 6 Partly

due to pressure from Daniels, the Bureau of Engineering had agreed to test the batteries on the subma-
rine E-2. 5' On January 15, 1916, an explosion occurred in the vessel while it was moored in New York
harbor, and four men were killed. Subsequently, a well-publicized inquiry put the blame squarely on
Edison's battery, despite his argument that operating procedures on the submarine had caused the disas-
ter.58 Miller Reese I lutchinson, Edison's assistant on the Naval Consulting Board, and his man in
charge of storage battery development, wrote an angr) letter to an official in the Bureau of Engineering,
with a copy going to Secretary Daniels, asking for vindication:

We are now basking in the light of having sold something to the Navy
Department that is a gold brick and being a pair of crooks not worthy to
be trusted with the confidential relation that members of the Naval
Consulting Board should and must bear to the Navy Department if any
results are to be achieved by that Board. I realize that it is a difficult
situation to handle, but it can never be handled by sitting tight and
doing nothing. If the Navy Department does not want to avail itself of
our services, we want to know it.59

Despite this pressure, the Bureau of Engineering stood by the results of its investigation.

At the meeting of the Consulting Board in December 1916, both reports of the laboratory-site
committee were discussed fully, but the majority report prevailed. The Board recommended to Secre-
tary Daniels that the laboratory be built in Annapolis.' Daniels refused to act. He wanted unanimity
on the decision. He obviously could not accept Edison's view and use Navy funds to build a laboratory
that would be wholly civilian in operation, and he simply would not accept ,he majority view unless
Edison concurred. lie wrote to Edison of his decision:

In view of these conflicting opinions, it would seem to me I should
approve the majority report. I have not yet acted solely because of my
deference to you and my great confidence in your judgement. 61

A new committee of the Naval Consulting Board was formed to convince Edison to change his
mind, but it failed. The same stubborness that had characterized the inventor's search for a practical

As quoted by Matthew Josephson, op. cit. (note 6), p. 454.
Ronald W. Clark, Edison: The Man IWhio Made the Fture (New York. Putnam's, 1977), p. 219.
Sce the letters from Miller It. I lutchinson to Josephus Daniels in box 84, Josephus Daniels papers, Library of Congress

Manuscript Division.
58 The affair may be followed in reports of The New York Times beginning with that on January 16, 1916, i, p. 1 The notebook

entitled "Explosion of H2 from Edison storage batteries installed on USS E-2" in the NRL historical file, Historian's office, NRL,
Washington D.C., contains several items of interest on the E-2 incident, including a report made for Thomas Edison by Lamar
Lyndon, a New York consultant, that was favorable to Edison, and a letter of rebuttal from R.S Griffin, Chief Engineer of the
Navy, to the Secretary of the Navy.
" L.etter from Miller R. Ilutchinson to louis !lowe, Dec. 23, 1916, in the file "Iluichinson, M.R., 1914-1915," box 84, Josephus
I)aniels papers, Library of Congress Manuscript Division.60 "Laboratory" ection of the "Digest of Minutes," op. cit. (note 26).
61 Letter from Josephus Daniels to Thomas Edison, Dec. 20, 1916, box 76, Josephus Daniels papers, Library of Congress

Manuscript Division.
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incandescent light bulb, %Nhich the vorld of scien%.c had called impossible, nuw determined his stand on
the research laboratory.

The disagreement halted progress on the project. Mean%%hile, the %%ar went on. Work that might
have been done at a new research institution was done elsevkhere. The Bureau of Engineering
expanded radio research at several locations and established twko groups to study antisubmarine warfare,
the first at Nahant. Massachusetts, in cooperation with the Naval Consulting Board, and the second at
New London, Connecticut, with the assistance of the National Research Council. Other bureaus made
similar increases in their research work. With the need so obviotts, the failure to build the laboratory
seemed to many on the Board an egregious mistake.

In February 1918, Frank Sprague and several other Board members took the initiative to get the
laboratory project moving again. To gain support, they decided to recommend that the facilit. be built
on the location always favored by top Navy officers. the grounds of a Navy magazine in Bellevue, an
area in the southeast tip of the District of Columbia. The Board as a whole went along and pessed a
resolution stating, in part,

WHEREAS, On account of the change of conditions wrought by the
war in which we have now been engaged for nearly a year, a second
choice of the Site Committee in favor of Washington may now be given
more favorable consideration, therefore be it

RESOLVED, That the Naval Consulting Board recommends tor
immediate consideration of the Bellview [sic; Magazine site in Wash-
ington, and the prompt construction of the proposed laboratory on
plans approved by the Navy Department. 62

Following this meeting, two Board members were instructed to dra\v up plans for a laboratory
designed for construction on the Washington site. They were made and approved.61 Significantly,
although the plans gave a de:ailed description of the physical plant of the institution, they said nothing
about its administration or scientific program. These disputed issues were left to be settled after the
facility was constructed. Copies of the plans were given to Secretary Daniels and the chiefs of the
material bureaus in mid-June. Again, however, the Secretary refused to act, because Edison, %ho had
taken no part in the Board's new initiative, would not support it.

On November 11, 1918, World War I ended. In December, the Naval Consulting Board met to
decide the Board's future. Edivon, as usual, was not present. Most mcmbcrs %crc villing to continuc
meeting if the Secretary of the Navy desired them to do so, but all freely admitted they could accom-
plish little unless ;ey developed a better means of cooperating with the bureaus. On the subject of the
laboratory, all were agreed. the facility should be built. But all felt that they had no power to do any-
thing further about it.64

At the request of Secretary Daniels, the Naval Consulting Botrd Cid continue to exist after this
meeting, but it ce,.sed to be active. It w.ts up to the regular naval establishment to decide whether and
how the laboratory was to be constructed.

62 'Laborator9" section of the "Digest of Minutes," op. cit. (note 24).
63Ibid.
"Opinion of Members as to Future of Naval Consulting Board," op. ci., (note 24).
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NAVAL OFFICERS TAKE COMMAND

In late 1919, William S. Smith, the officer who had ser~cd as the Na y liaison to the Naval Con-
sulting Board throughout the war and now had attained the rank of Rear Admiral, took the initiative
lie convinLed the tlhefs of tile material bureaus to ad-,ise Secretary Daniels to go ahead and build the
laboratory. They sent a memorandum to the Secretary on October 1, 1919, that read in part,

It is recommended that the Bureau of Yards and Docks proceed with
the construction of the Naval Experimental and Research Laboratory a;
approved by the preliminary committee representing the Bureaus of
Steam Engineering, Construction and Repair, Ordnance and Yards and
Docks, of which Rear Admiral W.S. Smith was the senior member, and
that the construction of the buildings and the equipment contained
should follow after the general lines of the report of the Naval Consult-
ing Board.' 5

Fig 4 - Rear Admiral William Strother Smith led
a campaign by naval officers to build the research
laboratory in Washington and later became NRL's(first director.

This time, Secretary Daniels, perhaps sensing that if he did not act now the facility would never

be built, went along. On October 20, he authorized construction on the Bellevue site. After havinlg
made the decision, he wrote Edison asking his consent. TFhe inentor was as adamant as ever lie
replied,

Memorandum from the Lngineer-in-Chief, Chief Constructor, and Chief of the Bureau of Ordna.ze to 1he Secretary of the

Navy, Oct. 1, 1919, file "Al in box 1, job order 7184, record group 181, records of NRL, Washington N,,tional Records Center,

Suitland, Md.
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I have not changed my mind in the least about the location of the
Laboratory. Nor have I changed my opinion that such a Laboratory
should not be under the control of Naval officers, either directly or
indirectly. I still think that the Secretary of the Navy only should have
control through civilians. If Naval officers are to control it the results
will be zero. This is my experience due to association with them for
two years and noting the effects of the system of education at Annapo-
lis.

When you are no longer Secretary and have returned to business, I
want to tell you a lot of things about the Navy that you are unaware
of.

6 6

Despite Edison's opposition, the project continued, albcit slowly. A contract for construction was
finally granted in November 1920. Work began on December 6 but progressed slowly. The fi,,e build-
ings composing the laboratory would not be ready for use until mid-1923.

Daniels' actin insured that the institution would exist but did not settle the thorn) question of
how it would be administered. Admiral Smith and the Bureau chiefs had not addressed that issue when
they prodded the Secretary to act, and he had made no decision on it since. They, of course, expected
that a naval officer would be placed in charge and that the laboratory would operate like the other Navy
test-and-development facilities. Edison, whom Daniels still hoped would cooperate, continued to want
a civilian The rest of the Board members preferred a civilian but were willing to accept the other alter-
native if necessary.

The choice rested with Secretary Daniels, at least while he remained in office. II a final attempt
to get Edison's cooperation, the Secretary decided to support his position. He wrote him,

I ...am in entire harmony with your view that there must be, in order to
fulfill the purpose for which the appropriation was made, perfect
cooperation between civilians and naval officers, and as to the plan of
doing it, in my annual report I am saying there must be civilian direc-
tion and I hope this civilian direction will be undertaken under such
plans and policies as you will outline....I do not think we will have the
least trouble about arranging this, and I would like you to work out a

"'2 plan for such organization and management. 67

Still the stubborn inventor, now 73 years old, refused to go along. Instead of cooperating, he resigned
from the Naval Consulting Board altogether. 68 Thus he fc feited his final chance to help determine the
policy of the institution he had conceived and for which hc. had obtained Congressional funding. Wi h
no support from either Edison or the bureau chiefs, Daniels' recommendation had little force. Besides,
the pace of construction meant that the ultimate decision would be left up to his successor, Edwin
Denby.

66 Letter from Thomas Edison to Josephus Daniels, Nov. 7, 1919, box 76, Josephus Daniels papers, Library of Congress

Manuscript Division.
67 Letter from Josephus Daniels to Thomas Edison, Nov. 19, 1920, box 76, Josephus Daniels papers, Library of Congress

Manuscript Division.68 Letter from Thomas Edison to Josephus Daniels, box 76, Josephus Daniels papers, Library of Congress Manuscript Division.
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Soon after the new Secretary took office, William Saunders, chairman of the Naval Consulting
Board, wrote to him to express the opinion of the memnbership:

A large majority have a very earnest interest in the future direction of
this laboratory ....They hold the officers of the Navy in high respect as
executives to carry out the policy of the Department, but they believe
that by education, training and experience, those officers are not in a
position to develop new things through experimental work; that this
belongs essentially to those who are free and uninfluenced by
traditions....It is the hope of a large majority of this Board that you will
decide to place a civilian director in charge of this laboratory. 69

Nonetheless, Denby decided to support the officers. On September 13, 1921, although the labora-
tory was still under construction, he named Rear Admiral William S. Smith its first director. This
meant in addition that Smith and the bureau chiefs would decide the policy of the institution. Indeed,
they already had a general order for this purpose in draft form. It circulated in the Navy Department
and underwent slight revision, then it was issued as General Order 84 on March 25, 1922. It was the
basic statement of Laboratory policy. Neither Edison nor any other member of the Consulting Board
had anything to do with writing it. The order read in part,

1. As provided in the Naval Appropriations Act approved 19 August
1916, the Experiment and Research Laboratory is hereby established
and placed under the Assistant Secretary of the Navy. The Laboratory
shall be under the direction of a naval officer, not below the rank of
captain, who will be designated "The Director of the Experiment and
Research Laboratory" and be attached to the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy....

2. The Laboratory staff shall consist of such officers as may be
detailed from time to time or assigned to work on special problems,
civilian scientific assistants as provided for by law, and such technical
assistants as may be employed. 70

THE SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM

As important as who controlled the laboratory was what it would do. The wording of the
7- appropriation for the institution, which was based on Edison's plans, actually had almost no influence.

Few of the problems which Congress had supposedly created the laboratory to study would ever be
investigated there. Instead, like the administrative structure of the institution, the scientific program
ultimately was formulated by naval officers.

Admiral Smith wanted the laboratory to be a facility serving all the material bureaus, and initially
they all expressed interest in having it do work for them. Moreover, they all agreed that its purpose
should be resenrch. As Admiral Charles B. McVay, Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance, wrote in July
1922,

69 Letter from William Saunders to Edwin Denby, Mar. 17, 1921, in file "W. Saunders," box 38 (?) (see note 7), records of the

Naval Consulting Board, record group 80, National Archives Building.
70 The complete order appears in Appendix A to this dissertation.
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This Bureau has a number of field experimental stations. It is believed
that other bureaus are similarly equipped. The Bureau therefore con-
siders that the operation of the Laboratory as an experimental station
would be but additional to the already existing facilities of the several
bureaus.

On the other hand, the Navy Department has not any center of pure
scientific research. It is believed that the Laboratory can and should
build up a research organization of able scientists and skilled naval
officers, in order to conduct purely scientific researches into such
branches of science as affect naval material and the use thereof, and as
are not adequately covered by existing naval organizations.7)

The bureaus, therefore, generally agreed with the purpose of the laboratory as described by the majority
report of the Naval Consulting Board laboratory-site committee. Their enthusiasm for having work
done there, however, evaporated when they learned that they would have to pay for it.

Financing the laboratory had become difficult. Since the supplemental appropriation of 1917, no
additional monies had been granted by Congress. To get operating expenses for fiscal year 1923, Cap-
tain E L. Bennett, who had succeeded Admiral Smith as Director on December 21, 1921, went before
the Naval Appropriations Committee on March 23, 1922, to ask for S100,000. lie had originally hoped
for $300,000, but that sum had already been cut by 2/3 during internal Navy review. And Bennett
could not convince Congress even to give him the smaller amount. Without the war and without a
popular advocate like Edison, arguments for the special needs for %,.entific research had little influence
on the legislators. No money at all was appropriated for fiscal year 1923, and there was even some dis-
cussion of changing the purpose of the facility.72 Only numerous pleas a year later shook loose
$100,000 for fiscal year 1924. In fact, only nominal yearly funds were granted to the institution until
the mid-1930s.

The small direct appropriation could cover not all costs, as had originally been hoped, but only
overhead and salaries for a fraction of the employees. Thus, most personnel and research expenditures
would have to be charged to the bureaus for the wnrk they ordered. Upon learning this condition, all
bureaus but one decided against using the laboratory, for they realized that doing so would mean cur-
tailing existing programs elsewhere.

The exception was the Bureau of Engineering. Several high-ranking officers, led by the head of
the Radio Division, Commander Stanford C. looper, thought the facility was an excellent location for
regrouping and centralizing the Bureau's sound research, which was primarily concerned with the detec-
tion of submarines, and its radio research. Both activities had expanded during World War I, but they
had become scattered among numerous Navy yards and stations. The Bureau Chief, Admiral J. K.
Robison, was hesitant to commit funds to the new institution but finally agreed to the plan of his
""ordinates. On February 12, 1923, it was authorized in a Bureau memorandum entitled "Centraliza-
tion of Radio and Sound Research at the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory at Bellevue."73 Hooper later
remembered his role in shaping the function of the Naval Research Laboratory in this way:

71 Memorandum from the Chief of the Bureau of Ordance to the Secretary of the idavy, July 26, 1922, NRL historical file,
11istorian's office, NRL, Washington, D.C.
72 See the documents labeled "Estimate of the Situation" and "Naval Research and Experimental Laboratory in the papers of
E G Oberlin, Naval I listorical Foundation, Washington Navy Yard, Washington, D.C.. and also the Ainnual Report oJ the Naty
Department (Washington: GPO) for 1922 and 1923.
73 File "Ar in box 1, job order 7184, record group 181, records of NRL, Washington National Records Center, Suitland, Md.
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Rear Admiral W. S. Smith sent a circular letter around to the bureaus
to ask them to report how much space each bureau required for each
activity and whether they desired any special arrangements of the space
and so on. I was quick to seize on thin as our great opportunity to
finally have a radio research laboratory for the Bureau rather than hav-
ing it scattered all around from New London to Pensacola and Annapo-
lis and the different Navy Yards and the Bureau of Standards and
Anacostia.

So I immediately applied and told him we would like very much to
have the top floor, the third floor of the new building... .I was very
hopeful that I could get at least part of that floor. I asked for the top
floor primarily because I thought I would be lucky even to get [that].
But after receiving my letter Admiral Smith came in to see me one day
and was very much pleased that I had made the request. He told me
that not a single desk of any Bureau had requested any space or help
there at the Naval Research Laboratory except my division. So he said,
"You can have the whole place. You just tell me what you want to do
down there and send down your men and the money and I will have it
done just the way you say and your men will be directly under your
division." Well, that was wonderful news and that made it possible for
us to move in and start the first real Naval Research Laboratory such as
we have now.74

Thus, soon after the institution opened on July 2, 1923, the 24 men of the research staff were
organized into two divisions. Radio and Sound. The Radio Division was composed of personnel who
had come from the Naval Radio Research Laboratory at the Bureau of Standards and the Aircr.ft Radio
Laboratory at the Naval Air Station, Anacostia, D.C. The Sound Division comprised men transferred
from the Annapolis Experiment Station, where they had worked since being prr,iously transferred
from New London, Connecticut. When uperations began, the men simply continued the vork the) had
already been doing for the Bureau of Engineering. For the Sound Division, this meant experimentation
on devices to detect submarines. For the Radio Division, it meant a broad research effort including
work on radio propagation, radio communication, radio direction finding, radio control, and radio stan-
dards and instrumentation. Work in high frequencies soon became the hallmark of the Radio Division
in niost of these areas.

* LEGACY OF THE BOARD

Thomas Edison and the Naval Consulting Board had little to do with the final stages of the crea-
tion of the Naval Research Laboratory. Their inability to come to a unanimous decision on a plan for
the institution and their failure to make the Board itself an effective, permanent body meant that the
facility they had formulated was actually built by others in the Navy Department. Nonetheless, a strong
effect was exerted on the institution by the Board's thoughts and intentions-especiall) because the
early administrators of the facility agreed with many of them.76

"4 Transcript of tape recordings on "Radio-Radar-Sonar" p. 67R160 and 67R161, box 38, Stanford C. Ilooper papers, Library of
Congress Manuscript Division.
7' Louis A. Gebhard, Evohtion of Nav-al Radto-Eletruut and Contributions of th Naial R'starth Laborat,,) (Washington. NRL
Report 8300, 1979), pp. 31-39.

*7 it is reported that even Edison himself later changed his mind about the Laboratory and wro .; a gracious letter to the Assis-
tan, Director saying his objections to the Laboratory as it had been established were apparently without foundation. A. lloyt
Taylor, The First 25 Years of the Naval Research Laboratory (Washington. Navy Department, 1949), p. 4.
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The Board had wanted a laboratory independent from control by the bureaus and designed to
serve the entire Navy by investigating all areas of science pertinent to the Service. They had wanted it
to have a predominantly civilian atmosphere and to concentrate on research rather than routine test or
development work typical of other Navy experimental facilities. To a large extent, as we shall see in
the following chapters, NRL became that kind of institution.

Not everything developed as the Board had hoped, of course. The Laboratory was much smaller
than they had desired. It had no direct ties to civilian engineering or scientific societies. Its policy of
serving as a general Navy laboratory was more of a hope than a reality, due to the lack of support by
the material bureaus. Its ability to retain a civilian atmosphere and devote resources to research was
restricted somewhat by its position within the naval service. Many officers in the bureaus did fail to
understand the institution and its importance. But given these limitations, the dream of the Board to
create a central scientific research laboratory in the Navy was realized. And unlike the Board itself, the
institution was able to operate successfully within the naval establishment. Finally, the policies that
were followei at the Laboratory allowed it to increase scientific knowledge and develop much new tech-
nology for the Navy, just as the Board had expected. Radar is a good example.

In conclusion, it is interesting to note that although the Naval Consulting Board became inactive
after World War 1, it did not go out of existence until the 1940s. Most of its members, who remained
well-known and respected figures among American engineers, were happy with the Laboratory for
which they had been partly responsible. The early directors of NRL wisely kept in contact with them
and often spoke at the annual dinner meeting they continued to hold over the years. On several occa-
sions when the Laboratory desperately needed outside pressure put on Congress or on officials in the
Navy Department, the alumni of the Naval Consulting Board were called upon, and they gladly lent
their support.
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4. ANTECEDENTS OF THE RADAR PROJECT (1922 to 1930)

THE DISCOVERY OF 1922

Creating a device that used radio waves to detect objet was an idea conceived independently by
a number of early radio scientists, it first occurred to two Navy engineers in September 1922, about 8
months before the Naval Research Laboratory opened. Later both men would be transferred to NRL,
and the early experimentation they had done would be closely related to the radar project there, once it
was established. Now, however, they were stationed at the Naval Aircraft Radio Laboratory of the
Naval Air Station in Anacostia, a section of the District of Columbia.

The men, Dr. Albert Hoyt Taylor and Leo C. Young, were studying experimental equipment
using high-frequency waves as part of a general search for new communication channels for he Navy I

In their transmitter, they used a 50-watt tube designed to oscillate at low frequencies but wired to pro-
duce vibrations at around 60 megahertz. Their "superheterodyne" receiver was a device whose basic
principles had only recently been published by Dr. Edwin Armstrong.' The set was crude but satisfac-
tory for pioneering research.

In one experiment, the men turned on the transmitter, placed the receiver in an automobile, and,
like tourists in a new town, drove around the station to see what they could find. Quickly they learned
that steel buildings were reflecting the signals and setting up standing waves. These were particularly
noticeable in doppler effects when the receiver was moving. Other objects, when situated between the
transmitter and the receiver, would blank out reception completely.

In hopes that the wave pattern would be less complicated over the water, where there were fewer
obstructions, Taylor and Young drove the receiver to Haines Point, a location across the Potomac from
the Naval Air Station. Young later described what occurred:

As we got farther up towards the city end of Haines Point [closer to
downtown Washington, D.C.], we began to lose our signal as we went
behind the big willow trees there. So we decided to put the equipment
out of the car, on the seawall, and see what happened. While we began
making observations, we began to get quite a characteristic fading in
and out-a slow fading in and out of the signal. It didn't take long to
determine that that was due to a ship coming up around Alexandria.3

With their set Young and Taylor had detected the presence of a wooden steamer, the Dorchester.
The vessel's passage in and out of the path between the radio transmitter and receiver had created the
variable interference patterns. Quickly they realized that this phenomenon might be extremely useful

'There are several sourtes on the 1922 dis.overy The only i.ontemporary one is the letter Ta)lor %Nrote to the Bureau of En-
gineering. letter of Sept. 27, 1922, from the Commanding OfMi~er, U S Naal Air Station, Anawostia, 1) C. to the Bureau of En
gineering. in the NRL historidal file, iIistUtidi's of&ie, NRL, Washington, 1) C Taylor dis.ussed the work retrospeLt Iel) in Ra-
dio Reninit t'nce (Washington NRL, 2nd printing, 1960), pp 90 and 91 N oung w.ommented on it in a tape-re.turded remmis
Lenie he made in 1953 on his role in the development of radar It is on reels 150 and 151 in the .olledion. "lhistory of Radio-
Radair-Sonar" in the papers of Stanford C ilooper, Library of C.ongrcss Manus.ript D=ivision (duphi.ates of the tapes for auditing

are in the Library of Congress Sound Division) IInr) Guerlat. wrote about it in Radatr tin I ohld Ha'a II (unpublished histor. of
Divisio'n 14 of the National Defense Resear.h Committee, 1947) pp 58-60 Other a.Lounts are either based on these or are less
informative than they

j. 2Ldwin Armstrong, "A New System of Short Wave Amplifiation.' Protcedings ofth( In.titutc of Radho Enginers 9 (1921) 3-113Young's taped reminiscence (note I)
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Within a few days, Taylor dispatched a letter to the Bureau of Engineering to describe the work
he and Young had done on high frequencies and ask for further support. To justify his request, he
stited,

If it is possible to detect, with stations one half mile apart, the passage
of a wooden vessel, it is believed that with suitable parabolic reflectors
at transmitter and receiver, using a concentrated instead of a diffused
beam, the passage of vessels, particularly of steel vessels (warships)
could be noted at much greater distances. Possibly an arrangement
could be worked out whereby destroyers located on a line a number of
miles apart could be immediately aware of the passage of an enemy
vessel between any two de-stroyers in the line, irrespective of fog, dark-
ness or smoke screen. It is impossible to say whether this idea is a
practical one at the present stage of the work, but it seems worthy of
investigation.4

To this letter, the Bureau of Engineering made no response.5 No one there seemed excited about
the possibilities of radio detection, at least based on the results Taylor and Young had attained so far.
Unfortunately, there is not even a record of the discussion of the idea by its judges. Hlowever, Stanford
C Hooper, then head of the Bureau's Radio Division, commented when thinking back on the early
detection work,

We were long convinced... that because of the lack of a proper generator
or tube, which could generate short waves.. .such a system would be
impractical for application to ships or planes....Consequently the Bureau
did not actually put priority on this work, as compared with more recent
and urgent prcjects, and the small funds available. 6

Without further support and with many other problems demanding attention, Taylor and Young
abandoned the idea of a radio detection project. They did nothing further to initiate one until a second
important discovery was made in 1930. Thus died the first possibility of a program to build radio detec-
tion equipment for the U.S. Navy.

Several aspects of this episode should be noted. First, it developed from research on high-
frequency radio. Indeed, the same subject would lead Taylor and Young back to the idea of radio
detection in 1930. The existence of an extensiv. high-frequency radio program at NRL was a necessary
requirement for its development of radar.

Second, the importance of institutional support is clear. Because Taylor and Young were involved
in organized, administered research, they had to gain approval from their superiors to undertake a
major research effort! Unless and until the Bureau of Engineering agreed to support the work, little
could be done. Obviously it was not technical difficulties but rather the Bureau's decision that put a
stop to the investigation at this time. It should be pointed out, however, that Taylor and Young did not
now push hard for a project. If they had firmly believed that a radio detection program should be given
high priority, they would have appealed more strongly, as they did later.

4Taylor's letter (note 1).
5Taylor, Radio Reminiscences (note 1) p 91; Young's taped reminiscence (note 1). Extant Bureau of Engineering records contain
neither the letter nor any information related to it.6Statement of Stanford C. looper prefacing the reminiscence by Young (note I).
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On the surface, it appears that both the Bureau and the two scientists were shortsighted in not
realizing the importance of radio detection at this time. Taylor himself drew this conclusion in retro-
spect 7 But it may also be true that the decision to do nothing further was both justified and better for
the development of radar in the long run. Although beginning a project in 1922 might have produced
some useful equipment earlier, it might also have led to frustration and failure. The entire field of
high-frequency radio, on which radar depended, was as yet immature. Moreover, even if useful
equipment had been produced, it might easily have been crude and cumbersome, and its existence
might well have inclined the Navy against supporting development of the more sophisticated equipment
that was possible later.8 All that is certain is that a chance to develop radio detection equipment was
passed up. One cannot know what form of equipment, if any, might have resulted had it been taken.

Finally, although Taylor and Young temporarily put aside their interest in radio detection, they
continued to work for the Navy and to work with high-frequency radio. It was they who would lead
radar development at NRL once that development did get stared. When the idea surfaced again, they
recalled and referred back to their brief study in 1922 and its results. In that sense, the earlier work
served as a prelude to the development of radar.

There would be no radar project until 1930. During the intervening period, however, NRL
became a good location for the investigation because of the way the research staff and research policy
were established and the way the early work of the Radio Division progressed. The remainder of this
chapter will be devoted to these subjects.

TAYLOR AND YOUNG

Hoyt Taylor and Leo Young were both transfered to NRL when it opened in 1923. Taylor
became chief radio scientist, and Young became one of his top assistants. Because of their involvement
in the radar project, it is important to know more about the two men.

Taylor was born in Chicago in 1879 to an advertiser who had little interest in technical matters.
Almost nothing is known of his boyhood except what Taylor himself wrote. "Long before I ever had
any higher schooling," he said,

I was constructing simple voltaic cells with zinc and copper plates in aci-
dulated water, stringing a number of them up in series, trying to make
a carbon arc and an induction coil. At this time I was living in a small
village named Wilmette, a few miles north of [the] Chicago city limits.
Wilmette was then a town of only a few hundred people and was a very
rural community indeed. I attended high school in the neighboring city
of Evanston where I sopped up all the mathematics, physics, and chem-
istry I could get hold of.9

Throughout his high school years, he continued to experiment with electrical devices, especially the
telegraph.

He aspired to college, but family finances made his choice of schools limited; he ended up study-

ing engineering at Northwestern University's Evanston campus, beginning in 1896. As he said frankly

7Taylor, Radio Reminiscences (note 1) p. 91.81t has been argued that just this sort of complacency did hinder the Navy later in making decisions about replacing some of its
long-wave radar with microwave equipment.
9Taylor, Radio Reminiscences (note 1) p I Almost all the biographical materiLl related in this account derives from this source.
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Fig. 5 - Albert Hoyt Taylor, NRL 's leading radio scientist until the end of World War Ii, was involved in
the early discovery of the radar principle and later helped gain crucial financial support for the NRL radar
project.

in 1948, "[It] did not [then] have the splendid school of engineering it now posesses."10 In 3 years, he
exhausted his savings and had to begin interspersing school time with work before earning his BS in
1902.

From 1903 until 1908, he taught physics at the University of Wisconsin and showed enough
promise to be granted a year's leave for study in Germany to prepare himself to teach graduate courses.
Electing to go to the University of Goettingen, he worked primarily in the Institute of Applied Electrt-
city, where he conducted a special research project on electron tubes. In addition, he attended courses
under Max Abraham on clectron thcory, Herman Vuigt on uptics, and David Hilbert on complex
variables. In short, he studied under some of the best scholars in Europe.

Although he had not expected to earn a degree, his progress was so rapid that he was able to pass
the doctoral examination in the spring of 1909. lie then hoped for yet another year in Germany, but
he quickly changed his mind when offered a position as Ilead of the Physics Department at the Univer-
sity of North Dakota. His perseverance in getting a good education had paid off. He taught at North
Dakota from 1909 until 1917. His greatest interest was in radio research, and he was a "dyed in the
wool experimentalist."" He established an experimental radio station at the University in 1910 and
worked closely with radio amateurs as well as colleagues.

Taylor first learned of the Navy radio program through the Institute o., Radio Engineers, which he
joined when it was established in 1912. At a meeting in New York in 1916, he met Admiral W. Ff. G.
Bullard, then Director of Naval Communications, and Lieutenant Stanford C. Hooper, head of the

0Ilbid, p. 2.
'I le so charactei izes himself in ibid, p. 28
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Radio Division of the Bureau of Engineering. Bullard offered him use of the radio equipment at the
Great Lakes Naval Station near Lake Bluff, Illinois, for his experiments. Taylor accepted the invitation
and soon began working there occasionally. After World War I broke out, the Director of the station
was able to persuade him to join the Naval Reserve. He was called to active duty at the Station on
March 28, 1917.

"At the time I was commissioned," he wrote later, "I had practically no knowledge of the Naval
Service except that I knew the Navy was progressive and doing excellent work in the field of radio."12

But as he had shown before, he learned quickly. He was first made District Communications Superin-
tendent and put in charge of radio operations in the Naval District covering the states around Illinois.
Then, in October 1917, he became Trans-Atlantic Communications Officer and head of the Navy Radio
Station at Belmar, New Jersey, which handled much of the overseas traffic. At Belmar, he supervised
both radio operating and radio experimental work. The latter centered nn study of buried antenna
wires, which were being used in an attempt to improve signal-to-noise ratios. In July 1918, he was
transferred again, this time to the Naval Air Station at Hampton Roads, Virginia, where he directed the
experimental program on aircraft radio.

In the fall of 1918, the Bureau of Engineering decided to move the aircraft radio group closer to
Washington, and he moved with it. At first it was located in quarters at the Bureau )f Standards, but
by August 1919, it had been situated at the Naval Air Station in Anacostia. Ther, over the next 4
years, Taylor supervised a wide variety of research projects, many that were specift.,tly related to air-
craft radio but others that were more general, including the study of high frequencies described at the
beginning of this chapter.

Taylor returned to civilian status in 1922 but remained in Navy employ. When he was detailed to
NRL in 1923, he had risen to become the leading radio scientist working for the Navy. It is likely that
he decided to stay with the service instead of returning to university teaching because in the Navy he
had found a strong need for his expertise and strong support for his passionate interest in radio.

Taylor's background made him well suited for what he would be doing at NRL. I lis education
gave him knowledge of physics and radio principles on which he could build a research program. Ills
work as a naval officer taught him to understand the Navy mind and the Navy mode of operation. His
experience with practical radio problems under the pressure of war made him understand the balance
that had to be maintained in a Navy laboratory between research and more routine problem solving.
All these qualities helped him lead the radio research program at NRL, which he did from the time it
began until 1948.

Leo Young summarized his career and his work in radar in a tape-recorded reminiscence in 1953.
His ending was almost an epitome; he said as he signed off, "This is Leo C. Young, old W3 William
Victor, W3WV. I started ou. as a ham back in 1905 and I am still a ham.'' 3 His interest in amateur
radio had, in fact, shaped his whole career and always was intertwined with it. After doing radio
research for the Navy during the day, he would spend nights beside his short-wave set at home. Unfor-
tunately for the historian, his notebooks on extracurricular experimentation are often more detailed
than his records of his employed labor!

Young was born on January 12, 1891, near Danville, Illinois, but spent most of his youth in a
rural region near Van Wert, Ohio. 14 He started building radio sets at around age 14, without any profes-
sional assistance or training. Before long, he was able to fashion a spark coil with a coherer-decoherer,

121bid, p. 45. The Navy had a monopoly on radio operations in America from April 1917 until the end of World War I.
I3Young's taped reminiscence (note I).
4 |Biographical file on L C. Young, Ilistorian's office, NRL, Washington, D.C.
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Fig. 6 - Leo C. Young originated a number of the basic ideas leading to
radar and supervised the radar project for many years.

tuners, and earphones. 1-lc even made a sensitive crystal set. Eventually, his family moved into VanWert, which gave him access to the commercial power he needed to build more powerful equipment.In 1910 he graduated from high school, and by 1912, was working as a telegraph operator for thePennsylvania Railroad, a position he held until 1917. Then came World War 1.

Looking back at his situation at that time, he stated,

Being of draft age, we finally came to the conclusion that we'd better
join the naval reserve and get into radio or something we liked rather
than the possibility of being drafted or getting into some other type of
work that we were not fitted for.'5

"Young's taped reminiscence (note I) Young uses the plural "we" to refer to himself thioughout the early part of his mono-
logue
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Like Taylor, Young was aware of the Nay's radio program and hoped work in it would fulfill his mili-
tary obligation. ills wish was granted. after enlisting in the Naval Reserve, he was sent to the Great
Lakes Naval Radio S Ation to work as a radio operator. On the first day, he met Dr. Taylor.

Within a short time, Young was sent to an outlying receiving station at Calumet, Michigan. Tay-
lor wrote about his performance there, "...the Calumet Station took a lot of fixing up. When I first
visited it on an inspection trip, I made up my mind it wouldn't have worked at all except for the
ingenuity of a young first class radioman named L. C. Young. I kept my eye on this young man and
wherever I went in the Navy, he went with me."16 Taylor and Young eventually went to NRL together.
Until then, Young did a combination of radio operating and experimentation for his boss.

In the early years, Taylor always worked closely with Young and his other associates. Louis A.
Gebhard, an early NRL employee %%hose career was similar to Young's and who also began working
with Taylor at the Great Lakes Station, later described the situation in this way:

At that time, [Taylor] had, you might say, the brains and the ideas.
What we did was to follow through with them, rather than to generate
the ideas. Except we had the ideas of how to do the things that he may
not have had. I don't think that he had any great capability of winding
a coil or anything like that. But he may have; he did it in his own sta-
tion probably. But now, he didn't have to do it; he could let other peo-
ple go ahead and do it.17

After NRL was established, Taylor increasingly had to devote his time to administration and to selling
Laboratory programs to the Bureau of Engineering. Nonetheless, he always kept a hand in
experimental work. As Gebhard said,

He would come right over and work with you and make the adjust-
ments on the equipment and so forth. ie would play with it himself
and see how it would work. In other words, he was really interested in
what you were doing.'8

2,r t). other hand, Taylor could also be hard on his men and was well known for his authoritarian
manner. Robert Guthrie, who joined the NRL Radio Division in 1929, remarked in looking back,

* -k He liked to be tough, you know-[he was] highly disciplined. In fact,
anyone who went to one of those German schools for his doctorate
went through that period.... If you got in with him, nothing he could
do was too good f',r you, but if you didn't size up, he could dress you
down in the most embarassing circumstances-I mean beyond overkill.
So in a way, when he walked around the Lab with any young people, he
practically scared them to death, [or if] he walked up behind you when
you were experimenting....He was a disciplinarian. 19I• The combination of Taylor's dominating, military attitude and his love for and faith in radio research

made him an excellent liaison between his research staff and the uniformed sponsors of the Laboratory
in the Navy bureaus.

'7 Tayior, Radio Reminiscences (note 1) p. 46.

Transcript of a tape-reCLorded interview with Dr. Louis A. Gebhard, Sept. 12 and 19 and Oct. 3, 1977, in the Historian's office,
NRL, Washington, D.C., p. 63.
'8 lbid, p. 63.
' 9Tape recorded interview with Mr. Robert C. Guthrie, Apr. 13, 1978, in the Historian's office, NRL, Washington, D.C., side 4.
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Taylor and his top assistants, Gebhard and Young, remained the leaders of the Radiu Division for
the entire period under consideration in this study. Recentl. Robert Page, the man prinLipally respon-
sible for the technical advances in the development of radar, discussed the situation.

Questioner One of tile things that's evident to anybody looking at the
history of the Radio Division is that the men who came in and led it
were a small circle of Taylor, Young, Gebhard, and a few others who
had really been together during World War I and cohered and remained
together.

Dr. Page: That's correct.

Questioner Did you sense that as people coming in, that there was this
"old guard" that was on top?

Dr. Page: Yes, I think we did, but to me it was a natural situation and
didn't disturb me at all. It was-the governing body-that was the elite
group-they called the shots, they made the decisions. They gave me a
pasture to play in, but gave me a lot of freedom as to how I played.

Questioner Did other people at the Laboratory feel the same way?

Dr. Page: I'm sure they did.20

GUIDING POLICIES

The official commissioning of NRL on July 2, 1923, was a relatively small event. 2  Photographs
show a few high-ranking officials from the Navy Department, Laboratory employees, guests, and
several members of the Naval Consulting Board gathered in the bright summer sun in front of Building
I to witness the ceremony. Thomas Edison had been inited, but, not surprisingly, he refused to
attend Unlike the beginning of the Naval Consulting Board, the opening of the Laboratory received
almost no notice in the press. Not even the Washington papers deemed it important enough to cover.21

The principal speaker at the occasior was Assistant Secretary of the Navy Theodore Roosevelt, Jr.
Following Navy tradition, he read the general order that set forth the official poli y of the institution
and then gave an address on "the aims of the L.aboratory ,,2 is remarks were not recorded, but arlicr
he had told the House Subcommittee on Appropriations,

I feel very strongly that the Navy must not be allowed to petrify. We
will petrify unless we are constantly reaching out for new and better
things. Thc research laboratory is in direct line with this thougfit.24

Roosevelt's view was important, because he was formally i, charge of the new facility. As the Naval
Consulting Board had wished, it was placed administratively in the Secretary's Office, under the Assis-
tant Secretar, This was (lone to prevent it from being controlled by any of the material bureaus and
thus to allow it to become a research establishment for the whole Navy.
2°Trranscript of a tape-recorded interview with Dr Robert M Page, Oct. 26 and 27, 1978, in the lHistorian's office, NRL, Wash-
ington, D.C., p 68.
21 A. Iloyt Taylor, The First 25 Y ears of the Naval Research Laboratory (Washington. NRL, 1948). pp. 2-4.
221lerbert J Ginipel, Ilistor' of NRL (unpublished nianuscripi available at the NRL library, deposited in 1975), pp. 29 and 30.23NRL Station Log, Ilistorian's office, NRL, Washington, D.C. vol. I, p. 3.
24L1 S Congress, 67-4, i louse, learngs Before the Subcommittee of the House Committee on Appropriations in Charge of the Nat)
Department Appropriation for 1923 (Washington: GPO, 1922), p. 728.
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Fig. 7 - The Naval Research Laboratory, which '%as located in a sparsel) populated region of the Distract of
. Columbia, opened in 1923 wvith S buildings.

i. ~ The plan succeeded to some extent. Slowly. the Laboratory v as able to create di~isions other than

Radio and Sound. a Ballistics Di,,ision in 1923, a hleat and Light Di,,ision (later Optics) in 1924, a
i Physit~al Metallurgy Division and a Chemistry Di'ision in 1927, and a Mechanics and Electricity (later

Mechanics) Di,,ision in 1931. ' Certainly the ability to work in all these areas w ould not ha,,e bee,
" possible had the institution originally been placed 'inder one bureau. Funding, hov ,er, kept it from
~bet~oming a truly general research facility. There w as never enough money from the direct appropria-

tion from Congress or from the bureaus other than the B3ureau of Engineering to do more than a modi-
_ ' ' cume of work in subjects besides radio and sound.

• Over the years, the Laboratory's administrative position ih. the Navy would be altered several
~times. It was transferred from the Assistant Secretary's Office to the Bureau of Engineering in 1931 It

remairned there until 1939, when it once again was placed under the Secretary. In 1941 it was moved to
(i j the Bureau of Ships. Then in 1945 it was subsumed under the new Office of Research and Inventions

t!; When that was reorganized and becarme the Office of Naval Research in 1946, NRL was put under it
i and has remained there ever since. The reasons for these changes are significant, and several of them

will be discussed more, fully later, in their apprepriate contexts. The official documents effecting the

log

moves are reproduced in Appendices B, C, D, and E.26

The Director of the Laboratory, despite the wishes of the Naval Consulting Board, has always
been a naval officer. When the facility opened, Captain E. L. Bennett was in charge. Because he also

2bTaylor, The First 25 ears...( note 21), pp. 25-28.
-nAlfred T. rur also d fscusses the bhanges, n I ear thansri the ,au'at Retar h Laburatr) (unpuboisng t ed histor in the series,

OU.S. Naval Administrative lhsteries of World War I1," deposited in the Navy Department bIbrary, 1946.
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served as Technical Aide to the Secretary of the Navy, his principal office was in the Navy Departmeut
in downtown Washington. Commander Edgar G. Oberlin, the Assistant Director, was in residence and
supervised routine operations. The Naval Consulting Board had feared that if naval officers ran the
institution, both the chances of maintaining a civilian atmosphere and the freedom required for produc-
tive scientific labor would be precluded. However, due to the wisdom of Captain Bennett, and perhaps
even more of Commander Oberlin, the fears proved largely unfounded. These officers realized that
directing a laboratory was quite different from commanding a ship; they understood the needs of pro-
fessional scientists and engineers and also their general dislike of Navy discipline. On the other hand,
the scientific staff at the Laboratory realized, as the Board sv.prisingly had not, the benefits of having a
naval officer in charge. Hoyt Taylor later summarized the early governing policy and its advantages in
this way:

To a considerable extent the future policy of the Laboratory was laid
down in the very early years by Captain Bennett, Commander Oberlin,
and [the original Division] Superintendents. This group insisted that
the Division Superintendents have full authority, within their own divi-
sions, to organize and carry on the work, and full responsibility for the
direction of the division activities and all reports thereon. These divi-
sion superintendents reported only to the Director of the Laboratory
and had free access to him at all times. This compromise between mili-
tary and civilian direction has, throughout the years, worked out
remarkably well....

There are many advantages in this arrangement. With a competent
officer of sufficient rank at the head of the Laboratory it is easier for
the Laboratory to maintain close contacts with the various offices of the
Navy Department and with the Navy as a whole. It was difficult
enough in the early days to "sell" the work of the Laboratory to the
Naval Service and it would have been practically impossible if the
organization had been a civilian organization from top to bottom.27

The principal function of the institution was to conduct research. This was emphasized by the
early directors and scientific staff alike. Captain Bennett had expressed his understandin6 of it in March
1922 to a session of one of the appropriations subcommittees of the House of Representatives He was
then arguing for initial operating funds fir the second year in a row, and the Chairman of the Subcom-
mittce, Rep. Patrick H. Kelley of Michigan, questioned him pointedly:

Mr. Kelley: Why should we open that place?

Capt. Bennet. I think there is a very distinct need for research
work under the direct supervision of the Navy Department; something
we have never had except in scattered items.

Mr. Kelley ,ould the openir of this experimental and research
laboratory at Bellevue lessen the amount of experimental work being
done at other places by the Navy Department?

Capt. Bennett I do not think there is a great deal of purely research
work being done, as distingushed from experimental work and test

'A. lloyt Taylor, "The Relations Between Naval S.ientists and Naval Officers" (unpublished article written in 1946) in Mono
graphs of the Naval Research Laboratory Personnel, vol. 1, 1941-1948, in the NRL library, Washington, D.C
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work. There is a certain amount being done and a part of that will be
aken over by the research laboratory, if we get it going.

Mr. Keiley: Tell me the difference between a research laboratory and
an experimental hboratory.

Capt. Benneir. Research and experimentation overlap to such an extent
that it is difficult to define and contrast them. Broadly speaking, a
research laboratory is where you start in with an idea and work it out.
An experimental laboratory is where you take an apparatus and find out
what it will do. The first deals more with scientific principles and the
other with mechanics. We expect to combine research and experimen-
tation. Thei.e is very little research work being done by the Navy any-
where.

28

Indeed, to emphasize the importance of research at the Laboratory, its official name was altered in 1925
from "Naval Experimental and Research Laboratory" to simply "Naval Research Laboratory."

The institution actually did more than just fundamental research, however. In an undated docu-
ment written around 1927 and entitled "Functions of the Radio Division of the Naval Research Labora-
tory," Hoyt Taylor outlined the work of his division in particular.29 He said,

Functions of the Radio Division...may be roughly divided under the
following headings:

(a) Fundamental Research.
(b) Engineering Research.
(c) Engineering Development.
(d) Advisory work for Government Bureaus, particularly

the Bureau of Engineering, Navy Department.

In general, fundamental research which is successful in discovering new
ideas which appear to be of special benefit to the Naval Service is fol-
lowed up by engineering research whose object is to reduce the idea to
, practical form....

If this in turn is successful, further work, which may be called
engineering development, is done to round out a concrete piece of
apparatus which shall establish a new or improved type for the service
and which can serve as a basis upon which the specifications can be
drawn up for quantitative production by commercial concerns. The
Laboratory aims not only to so direct its work that there will be no
unnecessary overlapping with other government departments, but it
also aims not to undertake problems which appear to be progressing
towards satisfactory solutions in other Laboratories whose work is avail-
able to the Naval Service.

28U.S. Congress, op. cit. (note 24), p. 719.
291n file Al, box 1, job order 7184, record group 181, records of NRL, Washington National Records Ctntei, Suitland, Md.
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Thus, while avoiding Lompetition with industry, the Radio Division attempted to co,,er the full range of
bcientifiL. and engineering research and development from stud) ing basic laws and principles to develop-
ing prototypes of naval equipment.

Like Bennett, however, Taylor always argued that research was the most important activity.
Although he never expected the division to engage only in research, he always realized that it was the
activity most in danger of being curtailed. He knew that because the main responsibility of the Bureau
of Engineering in the radio field was maintenance and operation of equipment, it naturally felt that the
Laboratory should concentrate on practical problems. He feared that Bureau officials did not under-
stand that sponsoring research was in their own best interest in the long run. He had good reason to
worry.

Captain Stanford C. looper, who had been so important in getting the Laboratory established,10

was one of aeveral impurtant indiiduals in the Bureau who were partitularly upset about the de otion
of NRL to research, lie said later,

Unfortunately...1 was transferred to sea [in 19231 and did not have [an]
opportunity to assist in guiding the policy of the Laboratory with the
radio group in the very beginning, for when I returned from sea in
1926 and again had charge of the Radio-Sound Division of the Bureau,
I was surprised to find that the Bellevue Laboratory personnel had
assumed a role quite different from what I originally had in mind.
Instead of finding a thriving group of engineers engaged in assisting the
Radio Division in the preparation of specifications and testing soap-box
models and go-betweens between the Bureau and our great commercial
laboratories, I found, principally, a combination research and manufac-
turing staff, and one in competition with commercial companies. 31

I looper wanted NRL to leave both fundamental and engineering research to industry or the universities
and concentrate on design of naval equipment. lie believed he himself had established the model for
how the Navy and industry should cooperate when he led the Navy effort to help establish the Radio
Corporation of America after World War 1.22 By emphasizing in-house research, NRL did not follow
this model. To change the policy of the Laboratory, looper and those who thought like him ultimately
were able to have it tiansferred to the cognizance of the Bureau of Engineering, as will be discussed

-' further in the next chapter.

The concern over the rule of iesedicli in the LdbuiatUiy, daid mnore pafticularly in the Radio Divi-
sion, had direct relevance to the radar project. Radar began as a combination of scientific and engineer-
ing research. It never could have become an acceptable project for the Laboratory had not Taylor,
Oberlin, and others labored continuously to establish a policy based on the central importance of
research. If looper had had his way, radar would have been developed first-if at all-by commercial
companies. Moreover, the continual difficulties of NRL leaders in obtaining strong support for research
meant that once the radar project was started, it had to be a small effort until concrete results were
achieved.

Like the administrative policies, the way NRL was financed had a major effect on the work it per-
formed. Directors and di-vision superintendents had to temper their conceptions of what NRL ought to

3°See note 29, p. 68.
"Statement of S.C. looper, Jan. 4, 1932, in the file "Jan-1eb, 1932," box 14, papers of S.C Ilooper, Library of Congress' Manuscript Division.

, G' apt. L.S. I loweth, thistor) oi C/oninunttatton Ilectronits int the U.,nited States ,N ai) (Washington. GPO0, 1963), ch. 30. Many of
• I looper's papers in the Library of Congress (note 3 1) also relate to this matter.
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do to fit the reality of its funding. Getting enough money to remain in operation was a continual
difficulty in the years between World War 1 and the buildup prior to World War 11. Naval appropria-
tions in general were kept low during much of this period, and funds for new ships always took pre-
cedence over funds for research. The staff at NRL simply learned to think small.

As mentioned earlier, money for NRL came from several sources: the general yearly appropriation
from Congress, funds from various Navy bureav., and allocations from other Government agencies.
Table 2 shows the totals of NRL appropriations for fiscal years 1924 through 1946, as well as can be
determined from extant records.33 The importance of Bureau of Engineering funds throughout this
period of the history of NRL is clear from the totals. They also reflect the definite effect of the depres-
sion (see the years 1933, 1934, and 1935) and the rearmament prior to and during World War 11.

Table 2 - NRL Funding

Funding (thousands of dollars)

Fiscal BuEng Other Total Navy Other
Year Congress or Navy (col. 3 Govt. Total

BuShips + col. 4) Agencies

1924 100,000 153,447 42,855 196,302 13 296,315
1925 125,000 194,401 54,802 249,203 25 374,228
1926 150,000 197,010 49,187 246,197 2,879 399,076
1927 175,000 249,409 51,461 300,870 17,402 493,272
1928 175,000 276,748 79,140 355,888 39,311 569,199
1929 200,400 261,061 8 '85 343,546 12,577 556,123
1930 220,350 236,515 , ,.,82 334,097 3,208 559,655
1931 230,000 280,651 87,887 368,538 23,204 621,742
1932 229,675 - - 406,620 - (636,295)*
1933 213,000 - 478,463 - (691,463)*
1934 199,381 - 259,526 - (458,907)*
1935 204,916 - -- 307,293 - (512,209)*
1936 310,000 238,461 96,140 334,601 - (644,601)*
1937 300,000 - - j30,257 - (630,257)*

- 1938 310,000 392,028 - (702,028)*
1939 335,000 354,381 122,012 476,391 - (811,391)*
1940 370,000 - - 552,612 - (922,612)*
1941 653,350 - - 1,085,520 - (1,738,870)*
1942 1,479,500 - - 2,077,631 - (3,557,131)*
1943 2,327,923 - - 3,967,826 - (6,295,749)*
1944 3,075,000 - - 7,649,749 - (10,724,748)*
1945 3,075,000 - - 10,000,000 - (13,075,000)*
1946 4,239,508 6,666,058 4,735,058 11,401,116 - (15,640,624)*

*Not a complete total, because information is not available on funding from other Government agencies.

33The principal extant financial records of NRL for this period are in the National Archives, in files LI-I (3) of boxes 32 through
35 of the records of NRL, Unclassified series, and box 24 of the Confidential series (now Unclassified), record group 19, Nation-
al Archives building. I also used data from Drury, op. cit. (note 26), and U.S. Congress, 78:2, House Select Committee on Post-
War Military Policy, thearings. Surphs Material-Research and Developtent (Washington: GPO, 1945), pp. 228 and 229.
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The money from Congress was spent first for general overhead expenses (maintenance and opera-
tion of the plant) and then for research. The small "basic science" divisions (Optics, Physical Metal-
lurgy, Chemistry, and Mechanics and Electricity) were supported almost entirely with it.34 Htence,
Congressional generosity determined their birth and prosperity.

The Bureau of Ordnance paid for most of the work in the Ballistics Division, unti! this division
was broken up and merged with the Metallurgy and Chemistry Divisions. The Bureau of Engineering
paid for virtually everything done by the Radio and Sound Divisions, which remained the largest divi-
sions until the end of World War II. Projects sponsored by other bureaus were few and were conducted
by various sections of the Laboratory. Although the bureaus were not charged for overhead expenses,
they paid for both materials and labor. The salaries of almost all the personnel of the Radio Division,
for example, came from allocations by the Bureau of Engineering.

The basic unit of work in all the scientific divisions was the "problem"3-- a specific assignment of
work to be done. Money was allocated in terms of problems; personnel received assignments on the
basis of them; they were the subject of the regular reports. Some were specific; others were broad and
general. They could last a short period of time or run over many years.

Problems could originate either at NRL or in the Navy bureaus. Since Congress left administra-
tion of the funds it allocated almost entirely up to NRL, most of the problems dependent on Congres-
sional money originated with suggestions of Laboratory personnel and were regulated by internal deci-
sions. The quantity of money obtained every year directly from Congress had more to do with argu-
ments based on general principles or major achievements than on details.

Money from the bureaus was another matter. A large portion of the problems they paid for were
based on work they asked the Laboratory to do. Many projects resulted from operating difficulties in
the fleet and thus were test or development efforts. If NRL wanted to originate a problem that
depended on bureau appropriations, it had to "sell" it to the bureau. And throughout the 1920s and
1930s it was difficult to sell the bureaus on research. As Assistant Director E. D. Almy said of relations
with the Bureau of Engineering in 1931,

.. the Bureau's urgent and immediate needs are engineering and not
research. In fact... I have been impressed and depressed by the almost
total absence of appreciation of the value of research I have encoun-
tered in my contacts in the Department [of the Navy]. Not one officer
in a hundred that I contact seems to value research on naval problems.
Probably less than one percent of the officers of the service have any
knowledge of this Laboratory, its functions, its organization, its prob-
lems, or their relation to the Naval Establishment.36

In such a climate of opinion, it was hard to get support for what the leadership of the Laboratory
thought it ought to be doing.

After initial discussion of a problem, the Director of the Laboratory had the right to accept or
reject it. Many test problems were in fact rejected as inappropriate for the institution. If a problem was
accepted, it was given to one of the divisions for review and for initial cost estimates. Once this was

34Taylor, The Firsi 25 Years... (note 21), p. 25.

S3This discussion is based in part on general reading in the administrative records of NRL and in part on Drury, op. cit. (note
26), pp. 54 and 55.3uMemorandum from E.D. Almy to the NRL director, Oct. 20, 1931, in fite AI, box I, job order 7!84, record group 181, records

of NRL, Washington National Records Center, Suitland, Md.
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approved by the Diretur and the sponsor, the money was allokated. Administration of problems was
then the job of the division superintendents. To some extent, the Director was free to juggle funds
among the divisions to keep the work progressing.

In cooperation with NRL, the bureaus assigned priorities to problems they supported to help
guide alloi.ation of resources. Reports were made as required or as deemed necessary. Problems were
closed when the objectives were met, when it was learned they -ould not be met, or when the funds
were exhausted and results seemed not to warrant further expenditures. The outcome of the work
might be a report or a series of reports, publications, or equipment. The last outcome was usually a
prototype that could be turned over to a manufacturer for quantity production.

The radar problem was initially funded with money from the Bureau of Engineering. Later some
funds from the direct Congressional appropriation were applied to it, and, after practical equipment had
been developed, other bureau4 began funding work on radar sets for their use. Thus, the successful
development of radar would require a mixture of support. As we shall see, the way the investigation
progressed depended on how and when that support was obtained and on the status given to the inves-
tigation both at NRL and by the bureaus.

Overall, the policies of NRL defined the reasons for which the radar investigation was made, the
way it was supported, and its size and limits. Radar did not, of course, result Inerel& from an application
of the policies in the area of radio detection, but the administration of the project did in fact govern its
development.

THE TECHNICAL CONTEXT: HIGH-FREQUENCY RADIO37

Radar depends on the reflection of radio waves by distant objects. Presently, radar frequencies are
considered to stretch between 3 megahertz and 40,000 megahertz (wavelengths between 100 meters
and 7.5 millimeters), as shown in Table 3, although early British radars used lower frequencies. All
radio waves are returncd by conducting objects, but the phenomenon is easily observable only with
high-frequency radiations. Moreover, unlike long waves, short waves can be focused into narrow
beams and thus hit distant targets with concentrated power.

The knowledge that radio waves undergo reflection is as old as the knowledge of radio wavesthemselves. They were first predicted as a logical conclusion of James Clerk Maxwell's seminal Treatise

- . on EL-ctriciity and Uagnetism, which was published in 1873. In 1887 and 1888, Heinrich H-ertz demon-
strated them experimentally and showed their similarity to light waves by proving, among other things,
that they could be reflected.

Hertz, and other experimenters who shared his interest in verifying Maxwell's theory, worked pri-
marily with high frequencies. By the late 1890s, however, Guglielmo Marconi and other men who had
become interested in using the waves for communication had determined that low-frequency radiationI was more practical. Their success in developing communication equipment soon attracted almost all
scientific attention to the same area of the electromagnetic spectrum. Low-frequency reflections being
so slight, little thought was given to making use of wave echoes.

"References used for general information contained in the next two sections Nere Louis A. Gebhard, The E.ohtion of Vaval
Radto-Llectronics and Contributions of the Naval Research Laboratorj (Washington. NRL Report 8300, 1979), and Ilenry Guerlac,
"The Radio Background of Radar," Journal of the Franklin Institute 250 (1950): 285-308.
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In 1903 and 1904, however, a German engineer, Christian -lulsmeyer, learned that by using a
spark-gap transmitter and coherer-equipped receiver, he could detect echoes from barges passing along
the Rhine River. Convinced that such a phenomenon could be employed to detect ships in fog or at
night, he developed and patented the idea in both Germany (patent 165,546, issued April 30, 1904)
and England (patent 25,608, issued November 1904). The equipment he built was too crude to interest
private industry or the German Navy, and it played tio role in stimulating later developments, but his
work does indicate the general awareness that radio waves could be reflected and that those reflections
could perhaps be put to use.38

A general revival of interest in higher frequencies occurred among radio researchers in World War
I, due to the potential of using them for secret point-to-point communications.39 This interest, fueled
by the enthusiasm of radio amateurs, continued to grow after the War. Wave reflection soon became a
subject of discussion once again. Marconi himself, in an address to a joint meeting of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers and the Institute of Radio Engineers in 1922, stressed the importance
of short-wave research and, almost incidentally, pointed to one possible use of the reflective property:

As was first shown by I lertz, electric waves can be completely reflected
by conducting bodies. In some of my tests I have noticed the effects of
reflection and deflection of these waves by metallic objects miles away.

It seems to me that it should be possible to design apparatus by means
of which a ship could radiate or project a divergent beam of these rays
in any desired direction, which rays, if coming across a metallic object,
such as another steamer or ship, would be reflected back to a receiver
screened from the local transmitter on the sending ship, and thereby
immediately reveal the presence and bearing of the other ship in fog or
thick weather.

One further great advantage of such an arrangement would be that it
would be able to give warning of the presence and bearing of ships,
even should these ships be unprovided with any kind of radio.40

These remarks were published in August 1922-a month before the experiments of Taylor and Young.
Whether they were aware of Marconi's suggestions, however, is unclear.

Once NRL opened in 1923, Taylor focused the efforts of the Radio Division on the study of high
frequencies. In retrospect lie explained, "Although.. .we did not realize the tremendous possibilities for
the use of high frequencies in the field of naval communications, we did see that they would certainly
be extremely valuable, provided we could sufficiently stabilize transmitters and receivers to make use of
such frequencies practical under naval conditions."4' Elsewhere he noted, "Probably the most important
service of the Radio Division in the early days was the selling of the high-frequency program to the
Navy, and indirectly, to the radio communications industry. 42

38Charles Susskind, !istoy of Radar. Birth of the Golden Cocherel (manuscript of a book in preparation), pp 3 and 4
39Guerlac, op. cit (note '), p. 290.
40 Guglielmo Marconi, Kadio Telegraphy," Proceedings of the Instiute of Radio Engineers 10 (1922) 237 Marconi later became in-
volved in the development of Italian radar equipment.
4 1Taylor, Radio Reminiscences (note I), p. 105.42Taylor, The First 25 Years... (note 21), p. 17.
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Table 3 - Radio Spectrum

FREQUENCY WAVELENGTH

(megahertz) (meters)

-0.00001 (10 micrometers) (infrared)

10,000,000 -

3,000,000 -. 0001 -

1,000,000- submillimeter

(1 terahertz) waves

300,000 -0.001 (0 millimeter) 
(experi-

-i--I- mental
radars)

100,001)

30,000 -0.01 (10 millimeters, +
or 1 centimeter) 1

10,000-

microwaves

3,000 -0.1 0 centimeters) (existing
ultrahigh radars)

frequencies 1,000- 0.3 r

(UHF TV) (1 gigahertz) I

-1-- 300 i
very high I

frequencies 100-
(VHF TV, FM)

30 10 short
waves

(over-the-
feehigh 10- 30 -4- horizon
- .frequencies radars)

. 3 -100 long
waves

medium I 1

frequencies I (AM radio)

0.3 1,000 ( kilometer) i

low 0.1-
frequencies

+ 1- 0.03 10,000 (maritime radio)

very low

frequencies. (systems to transmit
to submarines)

_1_ I 0.003 100,000
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The Bureau of Engineering was initially skeptical of these frequencies, because transmission an
reception with them was known to be very erratic. However, the Bureau had little choice but to mo%
to higher bands. In the early 1920s, the Navy was forced to relinquish the frequencies from 0.550 1
1.500 megahertz to the radio broadcast industry.43 Because of this, and because of Taylor's enthusiasr
at NRL, the Bureau sponsored a research program there that would provide the knowledge and exper
tise needed for making the change. Subsequently, the Radio Division pioneered work in high
frequency radio propagation theory, quartz-crystal frequency control, power generation, reception tech
niques, and general equipment development. 44

By 1925, enough progress had been made for the Bureau to begin incorporating high-frequenc.
equipment into the fleet; NRL was given the principal responsibility for its development and design
For years, this was the main effort of the Radio Division. 45 As one historian of Navy radio an(
communications has said,

Between 1925 and 1929, with the radio boom in full swing, the Navy
was almost entirely dependent rnon its own research facilities for the
development of radio equipment suited to its needs. The radio industry
as a whole was far too occupied providing millions of receivers for
American homes and in the development of improvements which
might increase sales in this highly competitive market. Apparatus
designed by Naval Research Laboratory personnel was manufactured
for the Navy by the Radio Corporation of America, the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Co., the Western Elearic Co., the National
Electric Supply Co., and other smaller corapanies. Practically no
research or development of Navy equipment was performed by any of
these companies during this period.46

As a consequence, employees of the NRL Radio Division became extremely knowledgable and
experienced with short-wave propagation. Moreover, they kept up withn all new technical developments
in the field and developed a reservoir of components and equipment. This institutional situation would
make possible the investigation of many new ideas in the short-wave field, one of which would be
radar. Although most of the research of the Radio Division prior to 1930 related to the later work on
radar only indirectly, several investigations on the propagation of high-frequency radio waves were
closely tied to it. Once again they were part of a general interest in the subject shared by a number of
investigators outside NRL.

THE TECHNICAL CONTEXT: IONOSPHERIC RESEARCH

In 1901, Marconi had succeeded in transmitting radio signals across the Atlantic. This quickly led
to speculation by physicists on how it was possible for the waves he used to bend around the curvature
of the earth. Almost simultaneously in 1902, Arthur E. Kennelly in America and Oliver Heaviside in
England theorized that it must be due to ionization of the upper atmosphere, which yielded a charged
layer that could reflect the radiation. 47 In 1910, Dr. W. 11. Eccles set forth a detailed hypothesis for
this conducting layer. 48 This was, in turn, superseded by a well-reasoned theory based on free electrons

43 Gebhard, op. cit. (note 37), pp. 43 and 44.
14 Ibid.
45 Ibid., pp. 43-169.

46 1oweth, op. cit., (note 32), p. 403.
A similar account appears in Guerlac, op. cit. (note 37), pp. 296-304. See also Gebhard, op. cit. (note 37), pp. 44 arid 45, and

A. Iloyt Taylor and E.O. Ilulburt, "Propagation of Radio Waves Over the Earth," Physical Rei'ew 27 (1926): 189-215.48W.1 I. Eccles, "On the Diurnal Variations of the Electric Waves Round the Bend of the Earth," Proceedings of ihe Royal Socieiy of
London 87A (1912): 77-99.
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published by Sir Joseph Larmor ir December 1924.49 It provided the first sound mathematical explana-
tion of the atmospheric reflectioa of radio waves.

Earlier in that same year, however, A. I loyt Taylor and his colleagues at NRL, in cooperation with
Mr. John L. Reinartz and other radio amateurs, had discovered that high-frequency radio waves could
jump from a transmitter to a distant receiver while being imperceptible at many points in between. "50

Taylor labeled the gaps "skip distances' and conducted an in-depth investigation to determine their
characteristics. "5 ' lie began publishing detailed experimental measurements of skip-distances in early
1925, including with them rough estimates of the height of tile conducting layer. 2

The discovery of skip distances could not be understood simply in terms of Larmor's theory-it
worked only for long waves. Thus Taylor enlisted the aid of the new supe.i-.tendent of the NRL Heat
and Light Division, E. 0. Hulburt, to come up with a new explanation. Starting with Laimor's reason-
ing, I lulburt developed a new mathematical account that applied to short as well as long waves and pub-
lished it jointly with Taylor in 1926.- ' It was a brilliant paper, perhaps the best of Hulburt's career. As
he said later,

[This study] put the Laboratory on the map. Because it was not only of
theoretical interest to theoretical people, but it was useful to the
Navy .... ilt] was a lucky piece of work that was of first class theoretical
standard. 4

Subsequently, NRL supported a continuing investigation of the properties of the upper atmosphere and
their relation to radio-wave propagation.

While Taylor and Hulburt were involved in this study, similar investigations were being under-
taken independently by the English scientists E. V. Appleton and M. A. F. Barnett and by the Ameri-
cans Gregory Breit and Merle A. ruve. In 1924, the latter team conceived the idea of measuring the
height of the conducting layer, later termed the "ionosphere," by the use of radio pulses. They planned
to compare the time it took for a signal to go directly from transmitter to receiver with the time it took
for a signal to go from the transmitter to the conducting layer, where it was reflected, and thence to the
receiver. The results could be displayed visually at the receiver by means of an oscillograph, and then
photographed for precise measurements. Because transmission was pulsed rather than continuous, the
direct signal and the reflected signal would show up clearly as two distinct bumps.55

in a meeting in Washington in November 1924, Breit and Tuve discussed their plan with leading
radio experts. Soon arrangements were made for a test with equipment of the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company (Station KDKA), the Radio Corporation of America (Station WSC), the
National Bureau of Standards (Station WWV), and NRL (Station NKF). After a period of experimen-
tation, Breit and Tuve reported that

49 Sir Joseph Larmor, "Why Wireless Electric Rays Can Bend Round the Earth," The London, Editnburgh, and Dublin IPhilosphcal
Magazine and Journal of Science 48 (1924): 1025-1036.
soJohn L. Reinartz, "A Year's Work Below Forty Meters," Radio News 62 (Apr. 1925): 1394ff.
51Transcript of tape-recorded interview with Dr. Edward 0 Ilulburt, Aug. 22 and Sept. 8, 1977, in the Historian's office, NRL,
Washington, D.C., p. 15.
52 A. I loyt Taylor, "An Investigation of Transmission of the ligher Radio Frequencies," Proceedings of the Insditite of Radio En.
gineers 13 (1925): 677-683, and A. lt3yt Taylor and E. 0. Hulburt, "Wave Propagation Phenomena at Hligh Frequencies," Bureau
of Engineering Monthly Radio and Sound Report, Sept. I, 1925, pp. 14.59.
54Taylor and Ilulburt, op. cit. (note 47). See also the Ilulburt interview, op. cit. (note 51), pp. 14-23.
55llulburt interview, op cit. (note 51), pp. 17 and 18.Guerlac, op. cit. (note 37), pp. 302.304; M.A. Tuve and G. Breit, "Note on a Radio Method of Estimating the Height of the
Conducting Layer," Terrestrial Magnetism and Atmospheric Electricit), 30 (1925): 15 and 16.
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The most definite results have been obtained from the Naval Research
Laboratory owing to the fortunate relative location of the [equipment]
and to the high constancy of the frequency emitted by the NKF
transmitter. This is achieved by the use of crystal control ard makes it
superior to any of the other stations we tried for the purpose in ques-
tion."6

The apparatus had been constructed by Leo Young and Louis Gebhard. With it, Breit and Tu,,e
determined that the heights of the iunusphere tended to Nary Nwith both the time of da) and the time of
year and that it ranged between 90 and 210 kilometers (55 and 130 miles).,s

The pulse technique w as simpler and more prefise than an) other that had pra~iously been
employed for ionospheriL measurements. Soon it %%as adopted b) investigators throughout the world.
Significant improvements wvere made in the in.truments used, such is the addition of a mnultliibrator to
generate sharp pulses and the substitution of a lathude-ra) tube for the meLhaniLal oscillograph. Con-
sequentl), the pulse technique for sounding the ionosphere bec-ame both %widel) known and %sell
developed.

The equipment that e,ulved for this purpose and the principles on wVhilh it %was based are similar
to those of pulse radar. One historian, I lenry Guerac, wsent so far as to state that the latter followed
directly from the former:

Radar was developed by men who were familiar with the ionospheric
work. It was a relatively straightforward adaptation for military pur-
poses of a widely-known scientific technique, which explains why this
adaptation-the development of radar-took place simultaneously in
several different countries."

The statement is true of radar development in England. There, as wkill be discussed in a later .hapter,
Robert Watson-Watt did develop his first radar directly from existing ionuspherit measuring devi.es6 ,
And it seems that it ought to be true of the development of radar at NRL, for, after all, NRL had been
deepl) invuolved in the first pulse measurements of the ionosphere in America. Yet it is not true. Leo
Young later remarked on this point,

A good many publications and information out indicates that leaviside
layer [ionospheric] reflections were the beginning of radar. Well, this
was not the beginning of radar insofar as my viewpoint is concerned. It
was a very good background-I was working on it, others at the Labora-
tory were working on it. Yet, there was no one who came up with the
idea of using pulses of very much shorter time and getting echoes from
very much smaller objects [than the ionosphere], which was necessary
for military use .... While it was a very good background, I don't believe
it was radar.611 G. Breit and M.A. Tuve, "A Test of the Existence of the Conducting Layer," Plysical Reieis 28 (1926). 555. Tuve gives an in-

teresting (although somewhat flawed) retrospective view of the experiments and their relation to the deelopment of radar in

"Early Days of Pulse Radio at the Carnegie Institution," Journal ofAtmospht t.and Terrestrial P/ostt 36 (Dec. 1974) 2079-2084.
7 Breit and Tuve, op. t. (note 56), p. 575.

55Guerlac, op. cit. (note 37), pp. 302 and 303
5 Ibid., p. 304.

Sir Robert Watson-Watt, The' Pldse of Radar (New 'rork. Dial, 1959), pp.55-59, 427-434, and especially 492.
Young's taped reminiscence (note 1)
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The development of radar at NRL did not evolve directly from the work on ionosphere measure-

ments. In fact, the first attempts to build radar equipment did not rely on pulsed radiations at all but

on continuous waves. Like NRL's general research in high-frequency communications, the ionospheric

measurements were, as Young said, only a good background. The remainder of the story is much more

complex than Gueflac's conclusion indicates.
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5. FROM TIE BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT TO TIE FIRST TEST (1930 to 1934)

ORIGIN OF THE RADAR PROJECT

June 24, 1930, was a standard summer day in the District of Columbia. hot, muggy, and miser-
able. But at NRL, Leo Young and Lawrence llyland ignored the conditions and went outside to test a
high-frequenc) direction finder that had been designed and built by the Radio Division ' In the course
of their investigation, Iyland made a fateful discoer), one that would lead tt, the establishment of the
radar project. Young later described the event as follows:

We were conducting experiments relative to guiding planes into a field
by using high-frequency beams. We had built quite a number of beams
for communications purposes, various frequencies, and various
numbers of elements, so we had a pretty good idea of what beams were
all about....We had built a [fixed) beam that was directed
vertically... [andl had [both] a horizontal and a vertical beam working
around 30-some megacycles. We were flying a plane determining just
what effects were in the air when the plane was trying to follow these
beams and what-not.

In making some field measurements on this set-up, Mr. L.A.
Hyland...had field strength equipment out at what is now the lower end
of Boiling field, just north of the Laboratory. And of course, as soon %
planes began flying around, he noticed the meter bobbing all up and
down. Since we were using quite a bit of power, the field strength
direct to the equipment was rather low, but up to the planes was rather
high, so we got a good reflection off planes. This gave a good interfer-
ence pattern, or doppler effect.

[Ilyland] determined that he was getting some sort of effect from
planes that flew through those beams. When he came in he immedi-
ately brought it to our attention, and of course, we immediately realized
tha t we were getting- the same effect from planes that we had from a
ship back in 1922. So this warmed the subject up again. 2I I It was no surprise that airplanes reflected high-frequenc) radiation. this conclusion followed

diretl) from the basic printiples of electromagnetiL-wave propagation. What was startling was that the
reflections were powerful enough to cause a discernible interference pattern in a distant receiver.

There are several good sources on the discovery of 1930. The only cuntempurary sourice is a letter Taylor wrote se,,eral months

after the event to the Bureau of Engineering, from NRL to the Chief of the Bureau of Engineering, Nov. 5, 1930, whi h ,, be
found in the file 'Nov-DeL 1930," box 12, papers of S.C. looper, Library of Congress Manuscript Division. Surprisingly, the
offi al copies of this correspondence are missing from both NRL rei.urda and Bureau of Engineering files. The discover) is also
distussed by L.C. Young in a taped reminiscence he made in 1953, which is on reels 150 and 151 in the collection "History of
Radio-RadarSonar that is part of the Ilooper papers. Taylor wrote about the event retrospectively in Radio Rcninis 'ntus
(Washington NRL, 2nd printing, 1960), pp 155 and 156. Henry Guerlac discusscd it in Radar in If orld liar (u tnpublished his-
tory of Division 14 of the National Defense Research Committee, 1947), pp. 86-912 Young's tared reminiscence (note I).
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I lyland, Young, and Taylor, who was quickly informed of the discovery, now realized that radio detec-
tion equipment might be capable of detecting aircraft as well as ships. And since the airplane was
rapidly developing into an important instrument of war, this was a significant addition.

Instead of reporting their findings immediately to the Bureau of Engineering, the men conducted
further experiments on their own over the next several months, whenever they had a bit of free time.
They always used the same receiver, a "super-regenerative type comprising a strongly o;cklating
detector, a super-audible variation oscillator, and one or two stages of audio-frequency amplification,"
but they modified the transmitter in different tests. They tried different antenna shapes, which gave
waves of various polarizations. They used different frequencies: the earliest work was at 32.8
megahertz, and later they went as high as 65 megahertz. In some instances, they moved the equipment
to locations away from the Laboratory' in one, they drove the receiver around in an automobile to
simulate conditions on a naval vessel. Even then Phey were able to note the interference.

By late fall, Taylor wa. ready to inform the Bureau of Engineering about their investigation On
November 5. he sent a detailed, II -page letter complete with diagrams and full descriptions of the
experiments they had done. Ile argued,

It should be clear from what has been said that the echo signal from a
moving object would, if it alone affected the receiver, be a more or less
constant signal, but varying slightly and very slowly in intensity as the
position of the plane shifts. Such an effect would be of no great use.
Unquestionably such an effect occurs, but such variations in signal as
are due to it are too vague and too slow to be of any practical use. The
body of this report shows clearly, however, that what we have observed
is a combination at the receiver of two wave fronts, one of which is the
direct wave with a second wave which is reflected or reradiated (if you
will) from the moving object. This produces an interference effect, the
pattern of which is rapidly changing as the relation of the two waves
varies while the moving object proceeds on its path.

Taylor hoped that this varying interference effect could be exploited to determine the velocity of the
moving object and outlined briefly his thoughts on the possibility. Then he concluded the letter,

* The Laboratory has at present two definite objectives in this work: the
first is to detect the presence of moving objects in the air or on water,
possibly later even on the ground, at such distances that their detection
by other well-known methods is difficult or impossible. It may be
remarked that the personnel piloting any moving object would probably
not know that any observations were being taken upon them. Second,
to develop as a byproduct of the principal investigation as a check on
thle validity of the general theory of the same, a method of measuring
the velocity of moving objects at great heights or at considerable dis-
tances, or on the surface of the water....

Much more work remains to be done with transmitter and receivers
very close together. It is hoped that the next report will have some-
thing of interest on this particular point. It is not desired in this reportj to give the Bureau the impression that the work is anything like in a

3 aylor letter (note I)
'lbtd.
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finished state but it does appear to this Laboratory to be far enough
advanced to warrant much further and intensive investigation over a
considerable period of time.i

In sum, Taylor's lengthy report officially told the Bureau of Engineering that NRL might be able
to build equipment that could detect and determine the velocity of aircraft and ships at significant dis-
tances. Additionally, the letter showed that the Radio Division intended to continue its investigation,
in some form, with or without encouragement. Taylor obviously hoped for Bureau support, but NRL's
relatively independent position and the availability of general research funds from the direct Congres-
sional appropriation meant that such support was not absolttely imperative, as, for example, it had
been when he and Young made their earlier discovery in 1922 while working at the Naval Air Station.
Yet, at the same time, Taylor knew that unless he obtained approval, any project undertaken would
have to be very limited.

As before, response to the discovery at the Bureau of Engineering was unenthusiastic, despite
Taylor's detailed experimental results and glowing predictions.6 To help strengthen his petition, the
Acting Director of NRL, E. D. Almy, wrote to the Bureau on January 16, 1931,

The Director considers [this] subject matter of the utmost importance
and of great promise in the detection of surface ships and aircraft. No
estimate of its limitations and practical value can be made until it has
been developed. However, it appears to have great promise and its use
[appears to be] applicable and valuable in air defense, in defense areas
for both surface and aircraft and for the fleet or the scouting line.7

In answer to these letters, the Bureau of Engineering finally established two new problems at
NRL. The first was assigned on November 25, 1930. Labeled problem BI-1, it authotized the Labora-
tory to make "experimental investigations of high and super frequency directional transmitting antenna
systems of the types possibly applicable for Naval use."8 ('Super frequencies" being in the region now
commonly known as "very high frequencies" (Table 3, Chapter 4). Although the primary purpose of
the problem was not to study radio detection, it did include some support for it. The specification said,
"The Bureau is particularly interested in the possibilities [of such antennas] for handling secret Fleet
communications, and in connection with problem WS-2 (use of super-frequencies to detect presence of
enemy vessels or aircraft)." 9 The second problem established was W5-2 itself. Formal authorization
for it came on January 19, 1931-soon after Almy's letter had been sent. The specification ordered the
Laboratory to "investigate [the] use of radio to detect the presence of enemy vessels and aircraft," and
went on to say "especial emphasis is placed upon the confidential nature of this problem."'0

By making these two authorizations, particulirly the second, which became the official sanction for
almost all the early radar work, the Bureau had finally agreed to sponsor a project on radio detection.
This action, however, did not mean that a significant amount of money and manpower would immedi-
ately be invested ,i it. No funds were allocated to hire new employees; no man on the staff was even

IbMd
6"1his conclusion is based largely on circumstantial evidence in the sources cited in note 1, since there is extant no definite record
about the Bureau's response Confirmation by someone in the Bureau at the time, however, ,nay be found on pp 6-8 in the
notebook "Electronics listory, Volume I' by S.C Ilooper in box 40 of the looper papers (note 1) looper there admits that hc
and his colleagues did not see the importance of radar in its early stages of development and did not support it strongly
7Letter from NRL to the Bureau of Engineering, Jan. 16, 1931, in file C.S67-5 #1, box 31, records of NRL, Confidential series
(now Unclassified), record group 19, National Archives Building.
8Statement of problem BI-l, Nov 25, 1930, in file C.S67-5 #1 (note 7).
91bid.
'0 Statement of problem W5-2, Jan. 21, 1931 (active date Jan. 19, 1931) in file C-St,7-5 #1 (note 7).
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assigned to the effort full time. Radio detection simply had to compete with other work for the limited
capabilities of the existing staff of the Radio Division. For several years, the project would be
overshadowed by other investigations that had higher priority.

Before any form of equipment would become a reality, many technical problems had to be solved.
The nature of the work was inherent in the letter Taylor had written to the Bureau on November 5. it
would be "engineering research."" That is, using the principles he had outlined, NRL would immedi-
ately begin trying to design a practical de% ice. Taylor and his associates believed that this was feasible
with existing knowledge and available radio components. 2 Their investigation was to focus on the
interference patterns that objects caused in iontin.,vus-wa ic radiations, not on the echoes of radio pulses.
Thus even though the men had the experience of using pulses in sounding the ionosphere some 5 years
earlier, they were following a different method in their initial etforts to build radio detection equipment.
In essence, they planned to exploit their discoveries of 1922 and 1930, which had given experimental
proof that the continuous-wave method would work.

RESEARCH ON CONTINUOUS WAVES

For the first 3 years of the project, from 1931 until early 1934, all experimentation focused on the
continuous-wave, or doppler, method. Extant records about research in this period are few and hazy,
but they do disclose both the principal progress that was made and the continuing difficulties encoun-
tered.

In December 1931, the Navy dirigible AAron was sent to the Laboratory for use in calibrating
high-frequency direction finders. Taylor and his assoLiates used the opportunity to test one of the prin-
ciples involved in radio detection. Through experimentation, they learned that the large dirigible vould
reflect radio signals of frequencies as low as 1.4 megahertz but that a much smaller Curtiss Condor
transport plane would not. As they reported to the Bureau of Engineering, this confirmed their view
that the wavelength of the radiation employed had to be the same order of magnitude as the objects to
be detected.13 Indirectly, the letter also showed that not too much effort had been devoted to the proj-
ect. Indeed, when writing later in December, Taylor admitted, "...the pressure of other problems has
somewhat prevented the acti've exploitation of the [problems on radio detection, BI-1 and W5-21."' 14

Soon it became clear that the greatest difficulty in building equipment would be designing some-
thing that could be used on board ship, that is, with the transmitter and the receiver close together.
The experimental sets that were built during the first 1-1/2 years would work effectively only when the
,ransmitter and the receive- were widely separated. A device of this type was of little use to the Navy.

N Unless NRL could learn hcw to design shipboard equipment, the whole project would soon have to be
dropped. Such were the constraints on a Navy laboratory, especially in these lean years.

Nonetheless, Taylor knew that the development, if not appropriate for the Navy, might be valu-
able to others, in particular to the Army. In accord with this thought, he drafted a letter for the Secre-
tary of the Navy that was sent to the Secretary of War on January 9, 1932. It officially informed the
Army of NRL's investigation and Taylor's conclusions about it. The letter read in part,

For the past eighteen months there has been under investigation at the
Naval Research Laboratory, Bellevue, Anacostia, D.C., a system for
detecting moving objects, especially aircraft, by use of echo signals
from radio transmissions....

iTaylor elaborates on this term in the quote in the preceding chapter where note 29 applies.
12Taylor, Radio Reminiscences (note I), p. 190.
1 Letter from NRL to the Bureau of Engineering, Dec. 14, 1931, in file C-S67-5 #1 (note 7).
14Second endorsement, NRL to the Bureau of Engineering, of letter C-F42-1/67 (4574) in file C-$61-5 #1 (note 7).
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Certain phases of the problem appear to be of more concern to the
Army than to the Navy. For example, a system of transmitters and
associated receivers might be set up about a defense area to test its
effectiveness in letting the p- -age of hostile aircraft into the area.15

Actually, as will be discussed further in Chapter 9, the Army's Signal Corps had known about
NRL's work since at least December 1930 but had taken no steps to initiate its own radio detection
project. The main purpose of the letter, therefore, seems to have been to stimulate action at the
highest level. Within a matter of months, the Army did initiate its own radar project, partly, but not
solely, due to the Navy suggestion.

After making this communication, NRL continued to work on radio detection, but only sporadi-
cally. A report written in July 1932 stated,

Some scattered observations of great interest have been made between
ship and ship and between ship and shore on superfrequencies and at
moderate distances not in excess of one mile which show that the pas-
sage of an intervening ship, in this case a tug, between transmitter and
receiver is very distinctly observable... Under certain special conditions,
airplanes in motion have been detected when they were nearly 50 mils
distant from the transmitter. S,, far the effects from moving objects in
the air are much more pronounced than those on the surface of the
ground or on the sea, but comparatively little work has been done on
the latter end of the problem.' 6

In short, more test equipment had been built and experimentation continued with some significant
successes-like the detection of aircraft at distances up to 80 kilometers (50 miles)-but no practical,
shipboard equipment was being designed.

A report of a year later showed that not much more had been accomplished. It also displayed
some of the difficulties involved in assigning men to work on the problem. Leo Young wrote to the
Bureau of Engineering,

Up to the time of the furloughing of the engineer in charge of this
work, satisfactory progress had been made, particularly with reference
to different types of receivers, recorder systems, etc. The special
receiver mentioned under investigation of super-frequencies for limited
range communication [in another part of the report] is being tested and
adopted for work on the location of moving objects in the air and on
the ground. Only one man is now available to carry on both of these
projects. 17

In the margin of the report is penciled "B' to indicate that the radio detection problem had priority B,

or, in other words, that if was classified as only "active" rather than "urgent." Following this report,
extant records show little further progress until early 1934.

One important event did occur in the meantime, however. In March 1933, Carl L. Englund,
Arthur B. Crawford, and William W. Mumford of the Bell Telephone Laboratories published a long,

, ' Letter from the Secretary of the Navy to the Secretary of War, Jan. 9, 1932, in file C-$67-5 #1 (note 7).
16 Report on problem W5-2, I July 1932, in file C-S67-5 #1 (note 7)
17Report from NRL to the Bureau of Engineering covering the quarter ending June 30, 1933, dated July 15, 1933 in file C-A9-([ 4/EN8, box 3, records of NRL, Confidential series (now Unclassified), record group 19, National Archives Building.
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detailed article entitled "Some Results of a Study of Ultra-Short-Wave Transmission Phenomena," in
the ProLeed1ngs of the Institute of Radio Engineers. 8 There, for the world to read, were the same
discoveries that stood at the basis of NRL's classified work on radio detection. In their account, the
Bell engineers explained that by using very-high-frequenc) radio waves (Table 3, in Chapter 4), they
had obtained reflectiuns from trees, buildings, and mountains, and that these reflections caused charac-
teristic interference patterns in their recei,,er. They even noted reflections from airplanes*

It is well known that the motion of conducting bodies, such as human
beings, in the neighborhood of ultra-short-wave receivers produces
readily observable variations in the radio field. This phenomenon
extends to unsuspected distances at times. Thus, while surveying the
field pattern in the field described above, we observed that an airplane
flying around 1500 feet (458 meters) overhead and roughly along the
line joining us with the transmitter, produced a very noticeable flutter,
of about four cycles per second in the low-frequency detector meter.19

After reading this, Taylor, lyland, and Young realized that the confidentiality of their work was
compromised, and they quickly began thinking about patent protectiun. They aubmitted an application
on June 9, 1933. On November 7, 1934, they would receive patent 1,981,884 on a "System for Detect-
ing Objects by Radio." It covered the idea of using interference patterns in radio receivers as a means
of detecting and locating objects both in the air and on the surface of the earth. the plan the) worked
on from 1931 to 1934. The patent made no claims, however, about the ability of the system to deter-
mine velocity, which implies that NRL had not yet been able to develop this capability.20

The published article and the patent made openly available the basic principles of continuous-%Nave
radar. Fundamental knowledge and working equipment, however, are quite different, as wkas clear from
NRL's continuing difficulties in designing practical sets for naval use. Consequently, it was decided
that the radio detection project should be kept confidential.

As we have seen, NRL's initial efforts were hampered not only by the technical difficulties
ieoived in designing equipment suitable for ships, but also by problems of finance and priority To
some extent, the reluctance of the Bureau of Engineering to give the project strong support reflected
the pressure being placed on the Bureau itself. Money for all Navy expenditures was extremely limited
The early 1930s were, of course, the depths of a great depression. Moreover the international treaties
limiting naval .:xpenditures that had been signed in the 1920s were still in effect.2' Paying for the
building and equipping of new ships was difficult enough without the drain of other expenses

Yet, beyond these general causes, the low le,,el of Bureau support also displayed a definite lack of
interest in long-range research. Naturally, this deeply concerned the staff at NRL. In late 1931, Cap-
tain Edgar G. Oberlin, then Director of the institution, wrote a letter to the Secretary of the Na-vy criti-
cizing this attitude. In one section, he related it to the development of radar as follows-

In the detection of airplanes and probably ships by radio, although this
was found feasible over a year ago, it has been impossible to secure
bureau support for the further development of this vitally important
problem by reason of the fact that its military value will find more

18Volume 21 (1933). 464-492.
19 Ibid., p. 475.
2 Fitle on patent 1,981,884, box 167, job order 60A-702, record group 241, re .ords of the U S. Patent OfliLe, Washington Nation-

al Records Center, Suitland, Md.
21 See Donald W Mitchell, Ihstor) of 1he Modern Ameritan Nag. Irvin 1883 Through Pearl Harbor (New York Knopf, 1947), and

Stephen Roskill, Naval Pohcy Beteen the Wars, vol I (London Collins, 1969).
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ready understanding and appreciation from higher command afloat or
from a broad conception of national defense than in a crowded bureau
schedule where available funds for development and equipment are
already over obligated and primary bureau emphasis is placed on radio
as a means of communication. On the other hand, recent discoveries
which affect radio transmission were immediately taken up by the
bureau as they showed a means of meeting a long recognized need and
perhaps of effecting considerable economies. The last example further
supports the contention that the bureaus' immediate financial interests
are the controlling factor in their use of funds available.22

This passage shows that Oberlin was deeply concerned about why the pace of progress on radio
detection was so slow. H is letter as a whole, however, addressed an even larger problem. lie was
expressing strong opposition to an effort then being made by the Bureau of Engineering to gain Loin-
plete control of NRL and its operating policies, lie believed that if ,his maneuver was successful, it
would mean the death of advanced scientific and engineering research in the Navy-the death of all
long-range projects of which radar was but one example.

Fig. 9 - Captain Edgar G. Oberlin, who served as NRL's first Assistant Director and
later its sixth Director, put up a determined fight to prevent a takeover of the institu-
tion by the Bureau of Engineering.

THE BUREAU OF ENGINEERING TAKES CONTROL

Oberlin learned that the Laboratory was being transferred to the Bureau of Engineering in a some-
what shocking way. One Saturday morning, a low-ranking official simply walked into his office with
instructions to start taking over. Soon Oberlin found out that the transfer had been engineered by Cap-
tain Stanford C Hooper, the Director of Nasal Communications, and his superior, Admiral Samuel M.

22 Letter from NRL to the Secretar) of the Navy, Nov. 2, 1931, in file Al, box 1, job order 7184, record group 181, records of

NRL, Washington National Records Center, Suitland, Md.
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Robinson, ChIL: of the Bureau of Engineering.'" lie later explained the situation to a friend in this
way,

One morning a clerk from Engineering dropped in and told me that the
Laboratory had been placed under the Bureau of Engineering. Further
investigation showed this had been accomplished within the space of
one day several days previously. I have since learned that the matter
had been discussed secretly for some time and then that Hooper had
given Robinson a memorandum recommending the Laboratory be con-
verted into a glorified test shop and turned over to the Bureau of
Engineering; that Robinson on 14 October [19311 had prepared a
memorandum for C.N.O. [the Chief of Naval Operations], to which he
had secured the approval of C&R [the Chief of the Bureau of Construc-
tion and Repair], Ordnance [the Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance], and
Aeronautics [the Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics], and on the
morning of 15 October the Secretary of the Navy approved this
memorandum which placed the Laboratory under the Bureau. Natur-
ally, I felt quite hurt that all such underhanded action had been taken
without my being consulted or advised officially, and I was tempted to
hang both Robinson and Hooper. But after cooling down a bit, I
decided to do the sensible thing and that was to ignore any personal
slight I may have been given and fight the question on its own merits.
I must admit, though, that Robinson's action was quite a disappoint-
ment to me.24

Oberlin's desiription of what happened is no exaggeration. The decision to transfer the Labora-
tor) %as indeed made 'er) quitkly and %as based largely on the reasoning Ilouper presented in his
memorandum to Robinson. The document read in part,

In confirmation of our discussion yesterday on the subject of Bellevide,
my feeling is that if the Laboratory is to be retained by the Navy it
must be administered directly under a Bureau, otherwise the cost of the
Laboratory will continue to mount out of all bounds, and the Labora-
tory become so headstrong that little good for the Navy will come out
of it. The part research plays in assisting our Navy to a place superior
to other navies must be attained through the use of our great commer-
cial laboratories (in which this nation surpasses) and the Navy can
never hope to own a laboratory commensurate with these. My
exp rience has been that having Bellevue as a research laboratory actu-
ally hinders making full use of the commercial laboratories and that
there is a spirit of competition between the two which results in feeling
against the Navy.

Frankly, I have never been able to get the results desired from Bel-
levue, and we never will get these results because we cannot possibly
spend enough money there, so, insofar as research is concerned, I
would favor abolishing the Laboratory, except that I would keep a few
high-class research technicists [sic] (perhaps six) there to act as liaison

21 Draft of a letter from E G Oberlin to the Secretar) of the Navy, Oct. 19, 1931, E G Oberlin papers, Na,,al history Founda-

tion, Washington Navy Yard, Washington, D.C.
24 Letter from E.G. Oberlin to Capt. A.T Church, Dec. 16, 1931, Oberlin papers (note 23). The Nav, order plaung NRL under
the Bureau of Engineering was issued on Nov 3. It is here reproduced in Appendix B
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between the Bureau and the commercial laboratories, for the sole pur-
pose of keeping in touch with specific research problems which the
commercial laboratories are working on.25

In his own memorandum to the Chief of Naval Operations requesting that the Laboratory be
transferred, Robinson added only that NRL's relatively independent administrative position was both
poor financial management and an affront to the Navy's bureau system of organization 26 The approval
of his suggestion by other Navy officials followed just as Oberlin described.

Thus did the basic purpose of NRL and its proper place in the Navy Department once again
become important issues. During World War 1, debate about them had split Edison from the other
members of the Naval Consulting Board and had delayed construction of the Laboratory In 1923, the
matter had been resolved by naval officers, but their primary consideration had only been putting NRL
into operation, not setting forth a well-conceived, long-range policy. Now the entire subject had to be
reconsidered. This would involve far more than the quick action taken by Hooper and his supporters,
for Oberlin was determined not to give up the Laboratory's independence without a fight

tlthough he had been surprised by the takeover, Oberlin knew well that difficulties between NRL
and the Bureau of Engineering had arisen previously. As was noted in the previous chapter, looper,
who had been deeply involved in getting NRL into operation, had been sent to sea from 1923 to 1926,
the first three years of the Laboratory's activity. Upon his return to the Radio Division at the Bureau,
he was unhappy with the way the leaders of the Laboratory, including Oberlin, who was then Assistant
Director, were running it. In March 1927, a major disagreement had broken out. Just as he would
contend later, Hooper argued then that the Laboratory was too interested in using the Bureau's money
to do speculative research rather than to solve the Bureau's problems and that it thus was doing work
that was better left to private companies. To get his point across, he called top Laboratory officials to a
meeting at the Bureau, dressed them down, and explained that new policies would be put into effect to
make NRL more responsive to the Bureau's needs. The Laboratory replied to this meeting with a
lengthy, self-justifying memorandum to the Chief of the Bureau of Engineering; Hooper countered with
a memorandum explaining his own point of view. The Chief, Rear Admiral John [.lalligan, then cooled
the situation off and left matters as they were.21 In 1931, with a new man in charge of the Bureau,
Hooper had once again pressed to change the relation between it and the Laboratory This time he had
succeeded.

Hooper's views on the relation between NRL and commercial laboratories were based on more
than just his own feelings. The Bureau had, in fact, been receiving some complaints that NRL was
competing unfairly with private industry. On a particular level, the complaints usually related to
patents. NRL employees were given commercial rights to all patents they received, and mo-t of the
members of the Radio Division were trying to use this privilege to make extra money. For a while,
one small outside firm even had a standing offer to buy commercial rights on patents held by NRL
radio engineers, rights it would then try to resell for profit. 28 Radio companies argued that they should
not have to pay for using patents resulting from tax-supported research. Moreover, the situation made

25Memorandum from Capt. S.C Ilooper to Adm. S M. Robinson, Oct. i0, 1931, in the file "Sept-Oct 1931," box 13, 1looper pa-
pers (note I).
' 6Memorandum from Adm. S.M. Robinson to the Chief of Naval Operations, Oct 14, 1930, Oberlin papers (note 23)2"See the memorandum from A.i. Taylor, Iiarvey C. Ilayes, and Lynde P. Wheeler to the Chief of the Bureau of Engineering,
Mar 19, 1927, and the memorandum from the Chief of the Bureau of Engineering to NRL Apr 4, 1927, both in the Oberlin pa-
pers (note 24), and also see the memorandum from S.C. Ilooper to the Chief of the Bureau of Engineering, Mar 26, 1927, in
the file "March 1931," box 13, 1looner papers (note I)
28Transcript of a tape-recorded interview with Dr. Louis A. Gebhard, Sept. 12 and 19 and Oct. 3, 1977, in the Ilistorian's office,
NRL, Washington, D.C., p. 21, transcript of a tape-recorded interview with Dr. Robert M. Page, Oct 26 and 27, 1978, in the
Ihistorian's office, NRL, Washington, D.C, pp. 158 and 159, memorandum from Capt. Theelen (9) to the file, Aug 15, 1927,
Oberlin papers (note 23).
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them somewhat leery of cooperating fully with NRL or disclosing new ideas to the Laboratory, for fear
that rights to them would have to be bought back later.

Beyond this specific competition, there was a more general rivalry. Private radio companies had
always sought to sell their products to the Navy, but the importance of its business fluctuated Just
after World War 1, the companies concentrated on the booming public market and gladly left most
Navy radio research and development to NRL. As the firms grew and prospered, however, Navy con-
tracts began to look increasingly attractive, and NRL began to seem a threat. The depression aggra-
vated the situation by making Government business even more desirable. 29

Thus some tension did exist between the Laboratory and private industry. Extant records, how-
ever, indicate that it was never very great. NRL never manufactured more than a small amount of radio
equipment and never attempted to replace private laboratories. It had no desire to foster a strong spirit
of competition with the companies on which it relied to get its new equipment produced. The stated
Laboratory policy was to restrict research and development to subjects of special interest to the Navy
that were not being explored adequately by industry, and the evidence seems to show that generally this
policy was followed. Hooper's argument, then, appears to have been based more on possible conflicts
rather than on actual ones.

After learning of the takeover of NRL, Oberlin was quick to unsheathe his sword. On October
22, 1931, he wrote in a memorandum to the Chief of Naval Operations: "In my opinion it would be far
preferable to close down the Laboratory entirely as a research activity than transfer it as such to any
Bureau." He then recommended that the entire matter be studied further by some disinterested author-
ity. 30

On November 2, at the request of the Secretary of the Navy, Oberlin wrote another memorandum
amplifying his position. In it, he argued that NRL should be left as it was. First, he said that moving
the Laboratory would eventually mean the end of research. Its function and that of the Bureau,
although interrelated, were very different. Inevitably, the Bureau would replace research with engineer-
ing projects. Second, he said that the Nav) needed an institution like NRL to serve as a basis for any
wartime expansion that might be required. If the Laboratory were under a single Bureau, it would not
be able to meet fully the research needs of the entire Navy Department, and the result would be confu-
sion similar to what had existed in World War I. Third, he disputed the charge that NRL did not give a
good return for the money it spent. This accusation, he declared, had been made without documentary
evidence and could not be substantiated. Finally, he rebutted Hooper's claim that private industry
could do all the Navy's research. He wrote,

I would point out that in times of depression, commercial companies
are eager to get naval work, but that in times of prosperity, an entirely
different condition exists. This is true as regards bidding on naval pro-
posals, but it is even more true as regards research. Unless the Navy
can be assured that it can obtain satisfactory and necessary research
work at all times, under all conditions, and at a reasonable cost, it is
not warranted in taking the hazard involved, which alone warrants
expenditures for a research organization. 31

29 See, for example, L.S. Iloweth, thstor) of Comnuntcations-.Lectrontis i the United States Navy (Washington: GPO, 1963), ch 34
30Memorandum from E.G. Oberlin to the Chief of Naval Operations, Oct. 22, 1931, in file AI (note 22).31Memorandum from E.G. Oberlin to the Secretary of the Navy, Nov. 2, 1931, ibid.
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After receiving the letter, the Sectretary referred the matter to the General Board of the Nav, "for
stud) and re.ummendatun as to the pulicy Which should be pursued with respect to the Na,al Resedrh
Laboratory, its proper functions and its proper position in the naval establishment." 32

The General Board was the highest and most important advisory body in the Navy Department.
Formed in 1900 by Secretary of the Navy John D. Long, it had, over the years, made studies of a wide
'ariety of subjects, many of them related to administrative problems. It consisted of top-ranking
offi-.ers who were nearing retirement, and who thus were unlike) to be influenced by thoughts of their
own careers as they advised what was best for the Navy.33

When studying NRL, the men made a thorough investigation. They visited the institution to get
a first-hand understanding of its operation. The) ordered aLumulation of information that explained
its policy, activities, and history. Finaly, they held two days of hearings in January 1932, during which
representatives of the Laboratory, the Bureau of Engineering, and all the other Bureaus had an oppor-
tunity to express their opinions.

Most of the arguments the Board heard had been made bcv.e. 14  Admiral Robinson contended
that NRL's position under the Secretary of the Navy was contrary to the Navy Bureau system. The
transfer %as basically an administrative matter, he said. and should nut be seen as a threat to the
Laboratory's research a.tiities. Oberlin repeated his worries about the Lhange and claimed that having
a qualified nasal officer in charge %Nas as good insurance that NRL ,ould be properly managed as was
administration by i Bureau. llooper again stressed that NRL wkas doing tasks that would be better per-
formed by industry. Under pressure, he stated quite clear) his views about research work at the
Laboratory:

Admiral Bristol: I want to get down to whether you believe in a
research laboratory or not.

Captain Hooper: Not a research laboratory for the Navy. I don't
believe that the men who originally recommended
this had the slightest idea of how our work was
organized. 5

Later Ilooper recommended that after NRL had been put under the Bureau of Engineering, the
Radio and Sound Divisions should be restructured so that most projects wkould be "design and model
-ork." Research would be ery limited. "four or five of [the employees in the Radio Division could do]

--~te ,ear.h and go around and keep in touch with the commerLial laboratories and report directly to the
Burc,'u on that. Then you ma, nccd a fcw men to kccp similar control for such things as h,,eat, light,
and sound.'36

On February 9, 1932, the board issued its opinion. Although it incorporated points made by
representatives of both NRL and the Bureau of Engineering, it was most favorable to the arguments
Oberlin had presented. The ruling stated in part,

The Board believes that the present questions concerning the Naval
Research Laboratory have arisen by reason of a departure from the ori-

32Second endorsement to Oberlin's letter, ibid.
1Rear Admiral Julius A. lurer, Administration of tht ,aiji Departinnt in Ii tht liar II (Washington. GPO, 1959), pp 107 ard
108.
'4llearings of the General Board of the Navy, 18-19 January 1932," in the buand volume for 1932 in the Operational Archives,Naval listory Division, Washington Navy Yard, Washington, D.C.

31Ibid., p. I11.

3Ibid., p. 135.
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ginal purpose for which it was established. Instead of being engaged
solely in research and attendent experimental work, its activities have
been extended to include service test work and even production. This
expansion, to the detriment of research, had been brought about by
undertaking production in an attempt to supplement maintenance and
reduce overhead. This condition now exists to such an extent that test
and production work for the Bureau of Engineering constitutes a large
portion of the Laboratory's activities....

The Navy...requires a research organization capable of maintaining an
active liaison with the research activities of the nation and of prosecut-
ing research along certain lines not paralleled in American industry.
Both these requirements can be met by a naval research organization
based upon the Naval Research Laboratory. The board believes that
the sole purpose of the establishment of the Laboratory was to conduct
such activities. A research laboratory under naval control will also
more surely preserve the secrecy of certain developments the publica-
tion of which would be prejudicial to national defense.37

As an administrative location for the institution, the Board recommended the Office of the Chief
of Naval Operations. Since the CNO had general cognizance of all the material needs of the N",aNy, he
had appropriate governing authority. At the same time, his office stood above all the bureaus, so the
Laboratory would be able to function as a general research organization.

When this recommendation was routed to the Chief of Naval Operations, however, he disagreed,
saying that his office lacked the administrative machinery to oversee the Laboratory and that it would
be preferable to keep it under the Bureau of Engineering.38 On February 24, 1932, the Secretary of 'he
Navy endorsed that proposal. 39

The investigation by the General Board, therefore, did not change the decision to put the Labora-
tory under the Bureau. Yet it did have an important effect. By supporting so strongl) the dedication of
the Laboratory to research, the Board helped insure that, in the future, research would remain its prin-
cipal function. I o this part of the recommendation the Secretary had agreed. Indeed, the Board's opin-
ion became the basis for the official mission statement of the Laboratory that would be used until the

,, 1950's. "to increase the safety, reliability, and efficiency of the Fleet by the application of scientific
research and laboratory experimentation to Naval problems."

After the investigation was over, Oberlin continued his fight. Realizing that the Subcommittee on
W Naval Appropriations of the Ilouse of Representatives Appropriations Committee would discuss the

matter to some degree, he sought to make their deliberations a full-scale inquiry. ror assistance, he
called on members of the inactive, but still existing, Naval Consulting Board.

Miller Reese Hutchinson, the man who had been Edison's chief assistant and served with him on
the Board, had a particular interest in the matter and was most willing to help. In addition, he was a
friend of Congressman William Oliver, a member of the Appropriations Subcommittee On February
12, 1932, Oberlin wrote ;lutchinson outlining the strategy to be followed. le said in part,

"'Memorandum from the General Board to the Secretary of the Navy, Feb 9, 1932, in the folder on issue 410. records of the
(eneral Board of the Navy, Operational Archives Branch, Naal history Division, Washington Navy Yard, Washington, D C

,,Memorandum from the Chief of Naval Operations to the Secretary of the Navy, Feb. 24, 1932, Oberlin papers (note 23).
39Memorandum from the Secretary of the Navy to the General Board, Feb. 24, 1932, ibid.
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I just returned from seeing Congressman Oliver. I reminded him of
your desire to see him, and he suggested that you come down week
after next. lie then said he had noticed tile change of the Laboratory
in the appropriation bill and had intended to contact me to find out
what it was all about. I told him I was not in [a] position to discuss the
matter, but that my personal opinion was [that] the change was a deadly
blow to scientific advancement in the Navy and would practically de-
stroy the purpose for which the Laboratory was originally established. I
added that this was a matter you wished to discuss with him, that the
Consulting Board took a keen interest in the Laboratory.... Mr. Oliver
said he wanted to see you and would be glad to arrange for you to
present your views to the whole committee. I stated that probably you
and Mr. Sprague as well would like to appear before the committee.Y'

On rebruar) 25, llutchinson vrote a letter to Representative Oliver mentioning seerl points he
ovuld like to bring out in the hearing, lie stated that the present move b) the Bureau of Engineeing

%ias i-ontiar) to e,,erything the Naval Consulting Board had wNanted and contrary to the research practice
followed in industry, lie summarized, in the name of the whole Consulting Board,

We contend, Mr. Oliver, that Congress made the original appropriation
with the distinct understanding that the Naval Research Laboratory
would be maintained as a separate entity. In fact, if I mistake not, it
was specifically understood that the Commanding Officer would rank as
Rear Admiral, just to prevent that which Steam Engineering now is try-
ing to effect.4

Before the hearings took place, another significant event occurred. On March 1, Captain Oberlin
was discharged from his position as head of NRL. lie wvas to continue as "Technical Aide to the Secre-
tary of the Nay," but this job had little importance wvhen separated from the directorship of the
Laborator). The action %as almost inevitable, given Oberlin's strong stand against the transfer, beause
he could not no% be expected to serve faithfully under the Bureau of Engineering. Yet wNhen Ilutchin-
son heard the news, he was furious and dashed off a letter Congressman Oliver:

Of all the--things to do! Here is one Naval officer who is pre-
eminently fitted by temperament, genius, broad-mindedness, technical
training, long experience and proven executive ability to carry on the
work of this Laboratory. They will probably substitute some gold laced,
decorated, numb-skull, who will drift in at 10 AM and leave at 4 PM.
with an hour out for lunch, who knows nothing of the problems in
hand and who will disrupt the whole civilian personnel, thereby literally
wasting thousands of dollars thus far expended on this work in hand.

Mr. Edison was afraid of some such fool performance, when first he
conceived this Laboratory idea: and he was greatly gratified up to the
time of his death, to see that his fears had not been realized. lie had
great faith in Oberlin, "The first technical Naval officer I have ever rmiet,"
he characterized him. 42

40Letter from E.G. Oberlin to M.R. llutchinson, Feb. 12, 1932, ibid.4'Letter from M.R. Ilutchinson to William Oliver, Feb. 25, 1932, ibid.
42Letter from M.R. lutchinson to Willim Oliver, Feb. 29, 1932, ibid.
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But there was nothing to be done. Obetlin had wagered his tareer on the fight before the General
Board, and he had to pay the price for losing.

The Subcommittee on Naval Appropriations began its inquiry into the transfer on March 4, by
questioning Admiral Robinson. Naturally he defended the change, say ing it as best fur the Nd,) and
for the Laboratory lie spoke highly of research. "...it is, of course, necessary that the bureaus do
research work Their whole future depends on i'." But he went on to comment, "The bureaus naturall)
know what problems are to be solved. The) are looking way ahead all the time, and they are the part
of the Navy Department which is in the most intimate contact with the fleet." 41

Members of the Committee questioned his point of view . The sharpest rebuttal came from
Congressman Oliver. I le said,

It is significant that, so far as I am informed, no successful industrial
plant believes that what you are undertaking to do here is right. They
do not practice that method themselves, and when you have great busi-
ness organizations, deeply interested in the success of their own busi-
ness, and who adopt an entirely different method from the one you are
adopting here, then it is well to stop, look, and listen before going too
far. The very fact that the General Board was opposed to this plan, and
the very fact that this committee at this session has heard rumblings of
possible discontent, or, at least, expressions of opinion that this is not
the best way to handle it, tend to show that perhaps, you are not pursu-
ing the right course. I have a letter, from perhaps one of the closest
living friends of Mr. Edison, who says that Mr. Edison had expressed to
him on several occasions his fear and apprehension lest there might
some day happen just exactly what has happened so recently after his
death. His idea was that the overemphasizing of testing there by your
bureau such as you have outlined might ultimately lead to the action
being taken that has been taken.

So long as you lend undue emphasis to the testing side, or, as you call
it, the experimental side of the work there, you will soon lose sight of
that which is equally, yes, far more important, perhaps, the scientific
and research study of great underlying problems, that not only will
cause you to advance, but will invite others from the outside to come
in and willingly lend their aid and assistance to you in advancing. So
far ks ! can understand, there seems to be a unanimity of sentiment on
the I. -t of the real school of research study that this is a mistake. It is
not at all aimed at your bureau, but it is simply a recognition of the
practical truth that an enginee.ing bureau is not the bureau to head and
direct a laboratory for research.44

On March (, Hutchinson testified before the Committee. lle discussed with its members the ori-
gin of the Laboratory, Edison's intentions, the position of researd laboratories in large American coim-
panics, and other matters To some extent. his testimony became an opportunity for creating mythsabout Edison and his wisdom. Congressman Oliver even went so far as to remark, "Mr. Edison was nut

opposed, in the slightest, to a naval officer being named as the head of the ldboratory, on the other

3 S Congress, 72 I, House, Hearing Before die Subtoniutttet of 1lust nonnitta on AppwuJriations...in Charge ojvi a Department
Appropriation Bill for 1933 (Washington GPO, 1932), p. 510
441bid., p. 514
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hand, I understood that he felt very kindly to that idea. But he felt that the Commanding Oflice!r
should have the same rank as the Chiefs of Bureaus."4  To this, I lutchinson simply replied, "Oh,
yes. '" 4", Indeed, some of the misconceptions about Edison's role in the creation of NRL that were
expressed that day are still believed and published as fact.

Overall, Ilutchinson's testimony invoked the name of Edison and the Naval Consulting Board to
support the view that the Laboratory should not be transferred. Statements of several Board members
and of several leading industrialists were read into the record; all argued against the move. Admiral
Robinson and Secretary of the Navy Adams were both present and challenged lutchinson's testimony
at several points, but the prevailing sentiment of the Committee was with ilutchinson, and their objec-
tions were given little attention.

Like the opinion of the General Board, that of the Naval Appropriations Subcommittee did not
persuade Secretary Adams to reverse his decision. The Laboratory wouI0 remain under the Bureau of
Engineering. The hearings did, however, have the effect of showing that the intent of Congress was
that NRL primarily do research, not routine engineering. And one significant change did result. Before
the debate, the Bureau of the Budget had proposed that the appropriation to NRL that Congress had
made each year be eliminated and that the money be allocated directly to the Bureau of Engineering.
The Subcommittee now decided not to accept that alteration. Congress would continue to appropriate
funds specifically for use by NRL in its performance of scientific research. As we shall see, this deci-
sion would have a si'uificant impact on the radar investigation.

Even after having gotten Congress to look into the transfer of the Laboratory, Oberlin did not
cease his attempt to get NRL out from under the Bureau. Although his dismissal as Director of the
institution greatly reduced his power, his plans became even more grandiose. lle now called for a com-
plete restructuring of the Navy Department, one which would eliminate the Bureau system altogether.
"It is suggested," he wrote the Secretary of the Navy, "that...the Navy Department be reorganized along
functional lines; that all present bureaus be abolished, and military functions distributed between 4
main subdivisions-Operations, Personnel, Material, and Inspection. '47

Instead of abolishing the bureau system, however, the Navy decided to wipe out the Office of the
Technical Aide to the Secretary, as soon as Oberlin left the Navy.48 lie was ready to go, and he retired
on July 15, 1932. In writing about the matter to Thomas Robins, who had been Secretary of the Naval
Consulting Board and involved in the Congressional hearings, he said,

It may only be a coincidence, but it amused me to receive word from
the Bureau of Engineering, the day after I put in my request for retire-
ment, asking me whether I would prefer duty in lHonolulu or the China
Station. I told them that either place would be satisfactory as long as
they wanted to get me further away from Washington.49

Thus the transfer of NRL to the Bureau brought Oberlin's Navy career, which had been tied to the
Laboratory for almost a decade, to a pathetic end.

Oberlin had sacrificed his future for the benefit of the Navy's. lie had believed that NRL was
absolutely essential to keeping the Navy prepared, and he had realized that in the matter of the
transfer, the institution was fighting for its scientific life. His efforts to save it were not in vain- they
insured that the effects of the change on the Laboratory were not as great as he initially feared-not as
4
'Ibid., p. 850.46 Ibid.

4 7Memorandum from E.G. Oberlin to the Secretary of the Navy, Mar, 9, 1932, Oberlin papers (note 23).41Memorandum from the Secretary of the Navy to all bureaus and offices, June 23, 1932, Oberlin papers (note 23).411Letter from '.G. Oberlin to Thomas Robins, July I, 1932, Oberlin papers (note 23).
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great as Hooper had wanted them to be. Research work was reduced in the Radio and Sound Divi-
sions, but it did not come to an end. And the other, basic science divisions were hardly affected. Any
drastic changes that might have occurred had been moderated by the two sets of hearings. Moreover,
the fac:ities at the Laboratory were designed primarily for research, and the staff was devoted to it.
Without replacing them-and there was never any serious discussion of doing so-any alterations had
to be limited.

As things turned out, being under the Bureau even had a few advantages. Following the detach-
ment of Captain Oberlin, NRL had a succession of five directors within 3 years. The strong link to the
Bureau at least provided some stability in operation. Furthermore, the situation may have helped pro-
vide financial security. Hoyt Taylor later concluded, "...it is doubtful whether our research would have
been so plentifully supplied with operating funds had we remained under the Secretary during the finan-
cial depression."

50

Still, the new administrative situation brought significant modifications in the Laboratory's opera-
tions. At the request of the Bureau, the Radio Division was split into two parts: the Radio Research
Division and the Radio Engineering Division. Dr. Taylor headed Radio Research and was given a staff
of but nine men. Mr. Louis A. Gebhard was put in charge of Radio Engineering and a group of 20
engineers. 5' The Bureau was leaving no question about where it placed its emphasis. Its intent was
further confirmed by the growth in test problems in the Radio and Sound Divisions. In 1930, there
were but ten; in 1931, 14; in 1932, 19; in 1933, 50; in 1934, 68. At the same time, the size of the staff
remained relatively constant. Research and development work suffered in consequence. 52

Fortunately, the situation did not last. As the depression began to lift, the pressure on the Radio
Division to do test work instead of research eased. The isolation of the one from the other in two
separate Divisions proved a failure. As Hoyt Taylor had claimed all along, they were inextricably
linked.53 On December 29, 1933, the Bureau of Engineering ordered the two Divisions merged once
again.54 A brief experiment in the creation of a separate Aircraft Radio Division also failed, and in
March 1935, all , .do research, development, and tests were united once again into a single Radio Divi-
sion under Taylor. Concurrently, as Franklin Roosevelt assumed the Presidency of the United States
and as the economy picked up, naval expenditures were increased, and money for long-range research
became easier to get.

Administrative changes that occurred in the Navy Department also affected the status of the
Laboratory. In 1935, Captain Hooper was reli 'ved as Director of Naval Communications and became
Director of the Technical Division under the Chief of Naval Operations. Thus he lost direct touch with
NRL. 55 On May 29 of the same year, Rear Admiral S.M. Robinson was replaced as head of the Bureau
of Engineering by Rear Admiral Harold G. Bowen. Bowen was a strong believer in the need for NRL
and acted quickly to upgrade its position. As he noted in his memoirs,

When I became Chief of the Bureau of Engineering, I transferred the
Naval Research Laboratory, which had been under the control of the
Radio Division of the Bureau of Engineering, to my own office and
made it directly responsible to me. While I believe I was the first Chief

5°A. Iloyt Taylor, The Fust 25 Years of the Naval Research Laboratory (Washington: NRL, 1948), pp. 31-32.
SiNRL laboratory order 141, June 3, 1932 in L A Gebhard (compiler), Establishment and Organizational Dortwnents of the Navat

Research Laboratory (unpublishrd bound collection in the NRL library)
Q2lhstory of the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory. 1916-1935 (anonymous manuscript available in the NRL library, written in 1936),

41-45 and Table I.
S4 Taylor, The First 25 Years ... (note 50), p. 3254Memorandum from the Bureau of Engineering to NRL, Dec. 29, 1933, in Gebhard, op. cit. (note 51).

55 Biographical sketch of S.C. I looper, box 44, 1looper papers (note 1).
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who even attempted to follow the developments in radio, at the same
time I used every effort to prevent the Research Laboratory from
becoming just another communications laboratory.5 6

Within a month after Bowen took ovei Engineering, NRL had been given a new Director, Captain I.
M Cooley, who would serve in that position for 4 years. Hoyt Taylor later wrote of his tenure,

Captain Cooley did more towards selling the Laboratory to the Naval
Service than any directoi who had preceeded him, or for that matter,
almost as much as all the former director' out together....Captain Coo-
ley himself doesn't claim to be a distir . ' engineer, but he has
another characteristic which was of the 1 .... t poL "hle value to the
Laboratory: namely, the ability to make friends in ail quarters and to
persuade every high ranking offic~r in the Navy who happened to be in
Washington for a few days, to come down to the Laboratory and see
what was going on.57

In sum, research at NRL, especially that in the field of radio, slacked some because of the shift to the
Bureau of Engineering. By early 1934, however, the low point had passed and support began to flow
once more. It increased steadily, then rapidly, in the years up until World War II.

As we shall see in detail later, the radar project was directly affected by the administrati,,e changes
discussed above. Had the dire fate Oberlin predicted when the Laboratory was transferred actually
befallen it, NRL would never have developed radar. After a period of inattention, however, the projea
gained new support in early 1934. Soon dramatic successes were obtained. Once this happened, radar
became, in turn, the Laboratory's most visible argument for the impottance of all its acthi-,ties.
Here was something commercial laboratories had not de~eloped-and might ne,e ha~e. Without
NRL, Laboratory officials argued, there would be no Navy radar at all. In the future, then, the growing
support for NRL and its development of radar would go hand in hand.

A NEW START: THE SWITCH TO PULSES

In early 1934, activity on the radar project began to increase again. In February, it was assigned
priority "A," or "urgent," the highest level of importance of any program at the Laboratory. Other prob-
lems on tnis level in the Radio and Sound Di,,ision at the time included de,,eloping aircraft detectors
for submarines, developing the model QB sonar equipmeit, and developing receivers that could filter

N out water noise for ships traveling at high speeds' 9 Probably the new priority for the radar project
related to another event. Members of the Naval Appropriations Subcommittee were coming to visit the
institution and view its work- one of the things they were to see was the radio detection equipment.

The project until this time had been mostly a part-time effoat by Leo Young, Raymond A. Gor-
don and W F. Curtis. To help ready the equipment for the demonstration, a new man was now
assigned, Robert M. Page In retrospect, this action was the most important administrative decision of
the project More than anyone else, Page would be responsible for changing the general possibilities of
radar into technological fact.

The demonstration took place in mid-February. The apparatus used a transmitter with a 60-
megahertz wave frequency and a 500-hertz modulation. No record was made of the reaction of theI~;'611arold G Bowen, Sups., Machinert, and Mvfossbacks (Princeton Princeton Unikersity Press, 1954), p 46.7Taylor, Radio Reminiscences (note I), p 185

$, 9Memorandum from NRL to the Bureau of Engineering, Feb 7, 1934, in file C-A9-4/EN8 (note 17)
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Congressmen who saw it in operation, but later developments indicate that they were favorably
impressed by it and by what they saw at the Laboratory as a whole. A year later, when I loyt Taylor
petitioned them to increase the direct Congressional appropriation to the Laboratory, they raised it sub-
stantially, as will be discussed further in the next chapter.

Nonetheless, the equipment suffered from serious problems. Page wrote in his laboratory note-
book:

This system had two major short-comings: k 1) the dipole had to be
pointed at the transmitter to kill the direct wave, so the direction of
arrival of echoes could not be determined, and (2) the nonlinearity of
response of the super-regenerative receiver made adjustments very crit-
ical for the production of beats between direct and reflected waves.60

lIe then described his thoughts on the improved characteristics needed in a practical system-

I. The direct wave from transmitter to receiver must be blocked
down to such a level as will not prevent the detection of reflected
waves.

2. It must be possible to determine the direction from which echoes
come.

3. It should be possible to locate transmitter and receiver relatively
close together (e.g. at opposite ends of a ship).

4. The apparatus should be capable of detecting airplanes at distances
up to 50 or 100 miles.

5. It should be possible to determine whether the reflecting object is
approaching or receding from the station or ship, and the rate of
approaching or receding.6'

These comments show that most of the fundamental problems of developing equipment that would be
suitable for ships still remained to be solved.

After the demonstration, work slacked off, as the men returned to other problems. Page, for
example, devoted most of his time during March to continuing study of'a "decade frequency analyzer,"
a device designed to help make precise measurements of radio frequencies. When the Bureau of
Engineering cancelled that program at the end of the month, however, he wcn back to r, dio detec-
tion.62 At that point he was told to try a new idea. Instead of building a system based on continuous
waves, he was to attempt one using short pulses of radio energy.

The decision to try this approach was the most important technical choice of the project Lpo
Young had investigated the idea briefly in late 1933, and was encouraged by his results Shortly after
the demonstration of equipment to Congress, he convinced loyt Taylor, not without some difficulty it

seems,63 that it might work. Page was instructed to find out.

j Robert M. Page, laboratory notebook 171, vol. Ill, p 71, in the records of NRL, Records and Correspondence Management
Office, NRL Washington, D.C
61 Ibii.
6 21btd, p. 7 9

63Guerlac, op. cit. (note I), p. 93, John M Ilightower, "Story of Radar," U S Congress, 78 I, Senate Document 89 (Washington:
GPO, 1943), p. 8; Page interview (note 28), p. 43.
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Conflicting historical arguments have been advanced about exactly what led the Laboratory to the
pulse method. The prevailing thesis, which appears, for example, in the passage written by Henry
Guerlac that was cited in the preceding chapter,64 holds that NRL merely applied the principles used in
sounding the ionosphere to detecting ships and aircraft.6 ' Detailed research, however, shows that this
argument misrepresents what actually happened.66

Leo Young was, without question, the man who conceived the plan to use pulses. I le first
thought of them in 1930, and, at that time, the reason was indeed NRL's previous work on ionospheric
measurement. 6" Yet, because of the technical characteristics of the equipment that had been employed
in those experiments, he quickly came to the conclusion that they would not work As he explained
later,

While the Heaviside layer pulse techniques were developed and had
been in use for a long time, [the pulses] were quite long as compared
to pulses necessary for radar, or radio detection as we called it then,
and the surface they were reflected from was quite large. 8

That is, detecting airplanes and ships seemed to Young to require equipment of quite different capabili-
ties. Thus, as we have seen, NRL chose in 1930 to work onll with continuous-wave radiations, with a
method that had been proven experimentally.

Young came back to the idea of using pulses late in 1933. The Laboratory had, by then, spent 3
years on the continuous-wae method and had failed to develop equipment suitable for shipboard use
A new approach was necessary. Young's reason for thinking of pulses this time, however, was not the
same as before, which is why the idea could now appear promising to him. This time he derived it
from an investigation he and several associates had been making on suppressing key clicks in radio
transmitters and from considerations related to the work ot' the NRL Sound Division on sound ranging
equipment.

Key clicks are radio signals that are produced unintentionally in the process of sending code sig-
nals with high-frequency transmitters, they can cause bothersome interference patterns in radio
receivers located nearby, especially because they spread over a wide range of freque'.ies and cannot be
eliminated simply by tuning the transmitter and receiver to different channels. They create great
difficulties when operators on board ship are trying to carry on reception and transmission simultane-
ously with proximate sets.

To study the key-click problem, Young and his associates devised a means of displaying the sig-
nals visually on cathode-ray tubes. Robert Page later said about the experiments,

We would tune a receiver far off of the transmitter, then operate the
transmitter, and look at the key clicks on the cathode ray tube. It was
amazing to us how narrow and how strong those key clicks were.69

64Note 59 in the prececing chapter.
6 Esbentially the same argument is made in Joint Board on St ientifit, Information Policy, "Radar A Report on Science at War,"
(Washington. GPO, 1945), p. 5, Ilightower, op. cit. (note 63), p. 8, -loweth, op. ot. (note 29), p. 446, and James P Baxter,Scientists ,,gainst Tune (Boston. Little, Brown, and Co., 1946), pp. 139 and 140 It is interesting that Guerlac, in his chapter "Early

Radar Research in the U.S. Navy" in Radar In Jlorld Har II (note 1), does not explicitly make this argument, as he does else-
where.
66 An account similar to ,hat follows appears in L.A. Gebhard, The Etuhition of Radio-Elettntcs and Contributions of the Naval
Research Laboratory (Washington: NRL Report 8300, 1979), p. 172.67Guerlac, op. cit. (note I), p. 92; Page interview (note 29), p 43.

'young taped reminiscence (note 1). To be reflected from the ionosphere, radio waves must be about 10 meters long Radar
waves are generally much shorter and not reflected from that surface.
69Page interview (note 28), p. 44 n
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Young explained the relation of the studies to his ideas about radio detection,

I had been doing quite a bit of work on key-click measurements and
suppression and had noticed that we did get some pretty short signals
with key clicks. And froi, the powers involved and the ranges we had
obtained with the dopp'er detection [continuous wave radar], I felt
pretty sure we could get a system using the pulse method. ' ('

Short, sharp pulses. This is what Young found in his ke) -click experiment that he had not had in the
equipment for sounding the ionosphere and whhat made him think pulses might be suitable for radio
detection of objects.

While the key-click experiments gave Young ideas about the transmitter circuits, work that was
being done by the NRL Sound Division on sound ranging stimulated his thoughts about how the whole
system, and especially the receiver, might work. Page noted in his notebook when he was assigned to
the project,

It was decided to attack this problem in a manner similar to that by
which super-sonic depth firding is accomplished. The time axis [of the
receiver] can be provided in the form of a circle on a cathode ray osci-
lograph (sic], and the signal (of the transmitter] can be a sharp pulse
synchronized with the circle.71

|ig. |0 - This passage from th~e notebook of Robert M Page marks his switch from the continuous wave to the
pulse method of radio detection

0Young taped reminiscence (note I)
iPage notebook 171, vol Il (note 6W, p n9
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In a recent interview, he recalled the influence of the work in the Sound Division on the new idea for
radio detection in this way,

We were doing a lot of work in the Sound Division of the Laboratory
on sonar, and that had a circular sweep. I had seen it-we had all seen
it-and we were familiar with it. larvey layes was the head of that
Division. So that was an established technique. You measure range by
the position on [al circle.7

Consequently the first radar receivers were designed to display pulse and echo as radial deflections on a
Lirc.ular sweep. The equipment was, of course, built differently from the sonar receiver, but the basic
concept was the same.

In sum, the ionospheric, measurements provided NRL researchers with significant experience in
the use of pulses but not the impetus to build pulse ranging equipment. That came from studying key
clicks and from the sound ranging equipment that had been develped by the NRL Sound Division

PROGRESS THROUGH TIlE FIRST TEST

Once given the task of investigating pulses, Page knew what he had to do. lie had to assemble a
transmitter that could emit short, strong bursts of energy, a receiver that could withstand the transmit-
ted signals, recover quickly, and then pick up and amplify their weak echo; and, finall), .n indicator
that would show both signals as outward radial deflections on a circular time scale. From March until
December 1934, he worked on putting such a system together. lie labored alone. Young, having made
several initial suggestions, left the detailed problems up to Page to solve. Page recalled when looking
back,

In my...working with Young, I found him making suggestions for me to
carry out. Young would say to me many times: "This is what we ought
to do, but I don't know how to do "t...you're the smart guy-you can
figure it OUt.

73

After the investigation of pulses had begun, work continued on the doppler method.74  Taylor
and Young were not yet ready to stake everything on the new idea. The results of this continuing
effort will be discussed further in Chapter 8.

In his investigation, Page started with the indicator. It took only a few days to wire an oscillo-
s ope so that it would produce the circular pattern desired and make radial deflections in response to
input signals. The difficult task was next. building a signal generator and a transmitter. He had to
make a set of instruments that would send out signals lasting only around 10 microseconds (10 mil-
lionths of a second), remain silent for 90 microseconds, and then emit another signal 7' To accomplish
this, he began by constructing a multivibrator, an instrument that produced pairs of square wave signals
by switching electronically between one output tube and another. lie then adjusted its circuits carefully
so the signals would have the high inequality and repetition rate he needed. The shorter signal pro-
duced by the device was fed to a high-power, high-frcquenc radio transmitter. Page radically' modified
one that was already in use at NRL so that it would accept this signal, amplify, and broadcast it. Find-
ing tubes was a difficult problem. Few on the market would give him the power he needed lIe knew

72Page interview (note 28), p. 45.
7, 1Ibid., p. 48
74See monthly reports on problem W5-2 in file C-A9-4/EN8 (note 17).Robert M Page, )e Origin .fRadar (Garden City, NA Doubleday, 1962), p. 100, Page notebook 171, \ol. III (note 60), pp

878-80.
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from wave propagation theory that the strength of an) CLho that returned to the set was prupurtiona! to
the inverse fourth power of the distance to the obje.t, atmospheric conditiuns reduLed the strength of
the returned signal to even lower levels. Thus, to get a discernible echo from airplanes at any useful
distance, the transmitted signal had to be very strong. BeCause of this and other difficulties, he had to
spend most of the time he devoted to the project between March and December on making the
transmitter function properly and making it compatible with the indicator.

For :he receiver in the initial tests, Page simply used an exist;ng piece of equipment with slight
modifications. As was true so often throughout the develupment of radar, being at NRL where there
was a wealth of knowledge and high-frequenc equipment available was a distinLt ad'vantage. As Page
remembered,

I had no receiver of any kind, so [I inquired] around the Laboratory as
to what I could get my hands on without having to start from scratch,
which would have taken months and months. The receiver section of
the Laboratory-Tommy Davis was the head of that section and he and
I were good friends-Tommy Davis said he had a wide band communi-
cations receiver that I could try, if I didn't modify it too badly. I
couldn't tear it to pieces. So this was the widest band thing that we
had, and it was fairly high gain. In order to shorten the time constant,
as I knew I would have to do, I loaded the circuits with resistance. I
got it down to a time constant of probably 100 or so microseconds-
something on that order of magnitude, which, of course, was much too
long for the operation. But I had to get something, and that was all I
could get. 76

The short time constant was necessary so that the receiver could recover quickly from the strong
transmitter pulse and then be ready for the echo.

The first test was made in mid-December, as has been described in the Introduction. It proved
that a pulse-echo ranging system was possible and that the basic design of the transmitter was satisfa.-
tory The receiver was not. It functioned-t picked up both pulse and echo-but it did not recover

*. fast enough from the transmitted pulse to display both signals sepatately. Page now realized that a
modified communications receiver would not suffice for this purpose. lie would have to design some-
thing speccally to meet the requirements of a radar system. In the future, this would be his most
difficult problem.

76Page interview (note 28), p. 57.
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6. FROM TEST TO WORKING MODEL (1934 to 1936)

ROBERT MORRIS PAGE

Robert Morris Page first reported to NRL on June 21, 1927, a scant 2 weeks after receiving his
Bachelor of Science in physics.' His life and career are interesting not only beCLause he was a central
figure in the development of radar but also because hie was, in many ways, an example of the type of
person the Laboratory liked to hire during this period of its history, young, bright, and inexl;zriened
but with signs of great promise; a man who could be brought in at a lu v level and then trained
specifically in subjects of interest to NRL and the Navy..2 As Louis Gebhard, who often handled per-
sonnel matters for the Radio Di'vision, said when discussing the sort of employee he would look for,

Not doing theoretical work, we went mainly to the engineer. The
electrical engineer with radio courses and so forth...we got a few PhD's,
not many. The PhD would probably be the individual we would have
selected had we been doing theoretical work. But we couldn't get sup-
port for starting theoretical work. You had to do practical work. And
the only reason we surived as long as we did was because of the prac-
tical results that came out of the organization)

Pige, seventh among nine children, was born on June 2, 1903, in St. Paul, Minnesota, and was raised
in a rural area outside the Twin Cities. For the first 6 years of his life, his father, who earlier had been
a school teacher, worked as a painter and papeahanger. Then, in 1909, his father took up farming as a
full-time career and moved the family to the small town of Eden Prairie, where Robert spent the rest of
his youth.

His first 8 years of formal educatioa were in a one-room schoolhouse in Eden Prairie. For high
school, he vent to an institution in St. Paul and found himself among 2000 students. As he said in
retrospect, "For the first year, I was just completely lost."4 Yet he maintained his determination to
learn.

The Page family, although not destitute, was poor. For financial reasons, Robert had to change
secondary schools several times, and he e'ven had to drop out one year. lie helped pay for his educa-
tion by working in the afternoons, during 'vacations, and in the summer. I hroughout ls first year, he
labored with one of his brothers, an electrician, wiring houses. Besides being a source of income, this
gave him his first practical experience with electrical components. Despite his finanLial burdens, Robert
did well in school and graduated at the top of his class.

As he turned his thoughts toward college, he foresaw a specific career. He later recalled how he
had conceived his plan:

'Information used in this section comes from the biographical file on Dr. Robeit M Page, historian's office, NRL, Washington,
D C , and from the transcript of a tape-recorded interview with Dr Robert M Page in the Historian's office, NRL, Washington,
I) C2The Laboratory actually hired very few new people until the buildup prior to World War If. There wm not even a formal per-
sonnel office until during the war.3Transcript of a tape-recorded interview with Dr. Louis A Gebha~d, Sept 12 and 19 and Oct. 3, 1977, in the histonan's office,
NRL, Washington, D.C., p. 534Page interview (note I), p.3.
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Fig. II - Robert NI. Page solved most of the
technical problems inherent in developing the
first pulse radar for the Navy.

I had a long talk with my Dad one time on the way to the market. We
used to haul farm products to market and we'd start at 4 o'clock in the
morning with horse-drawn vehicles, to go to Minneapolis with a load of
produce to sell at the market. And I went with him one morning and
on the way, I remember this part distinctly, we had a long talk about
what I was going to do with my life. In answer to his question, I said I
would like to go ittto some profession where I could be of useful ser-
vice to my fellow man, one that had some influence, some usefulness.
And Dad said, "Well, that could be in the ministry, it could be in jour-
nalism, in writing-these are the main areas where you would fulfill
that kind of an ambition." And, I guess, from that, my ambition was to
go into the ministry. With that in mind, when I graduated from high
school I went to I lamline University to prepare for the ministry.5

The family influence on Robert's choice %as strong. Religion %kas alwas important in his home, his
father often preached as a lay minister or Sundays. Ilamline Uni~ersity %kas a church-supported institu-
ton in St. Paul that one of his brothers had also attended. Robert ne%er ga~e serious consideration to
any other school.

During his initial years of college, he changed his plan to become a clergyman. There are several
reasons. First, and perhaps most importantly, he found that he was not effective as a public speaker
He recalled,

I went out occasionally with teams of young people who spoke at reli-
gious meetings, supposedly witnessing on religious subjects. And I

'Ib, pp. 6 and 7
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found myself trying to do something which led me into one embarass-
ment after another. I was a complete flop at it."

Set.ondl), his faith %,as shaken bec-ause of his exposure to tile questioning of fellow students and pro-
fessors. Ile remained deeply religious, but his growing awareness of the intelletual difficulties and
demands of a thorough understanding of Christian do.trine made him wonder seriousl) if he should
devote his life to preaching.

rinaill), he betame increasingl) interested in and involved with science. hlis physic.s professor,
Jens M. R)sgaard, exerted a strong, formati6e influence on him. Page later remembered the intellec-
tual aspect of it in this way:

I had not yet had advanced algebra, and [Prof. Rysgaard] combined
physics with advanced algebra anld differential equations so that we
learned our mathematics with our physics and by means of our physics.
The result was that I had a physical understanding of what the
mathematics meant. Differential equations and integral equations
became living things to me because they represented physical
phenomena....Throughout my career...my understanding of nature-my
understanding of physics-was a conceptual understanding....l could see
the significance, qualitatively, well enough to invent and predict, to
research in my own mind without physical manipulation and come to
answers-come to correct results. 7

On the practical side, Rysgaard persuaded Page to pursue a scientific career.

At first, he thought he might become a physics teacher, and to this end he took a minor in educa-
tion. But R)sgaard was a friend of Ilo)t Taylor, w ho happened to come to Ilamline on a recruiting trip
while Page was finishing his degree. Page did not meet Taylor at this time, but Rysgaard, after Lhe trip,
advised his student to take the ci il service examination in physicS. lie did so and received top marks
in eer) categor). Coupled with his standing at the head of his college Llass, this made him er) attraL-
tive to prospective Government employers.

Page's first job prospect came not from NRL but from the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism
of the Carnegie Institution of Washington which offered to send him to a station in lluanca)o, Peru.
Excited by the exotic appeal of this position-he had never been outside of Minnesota-and fearing he
%ould grt 1u other LhoiLe, he Almost acceptCd. Rysg,,ard, howcvcr, cuninccd him to wait. His ncxt
offer was from NRL.

When he came to the Laboratory, he had little experience in radio engineering, so at first he was
assigned to help others on projects already underway. lie quickly discoered that he had a knack for
making inventions-for findirg answers that were unapparent to his new colleagues. Soon his superxi-

* sor was saying that he "had more ideas than a dog had fleas," a remark Page recalls as the first com-
ment he heard about his performance.

In the light of his new-found ability, he began to appreciate the patent policy of NRL, which
allowed him full commercial rights on any patent he produced. lie remembered,

61bid., p. 12.
7 Ibid., p 18.
8 Ibid., p. 32.
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Within two weeks after I went to the Laboratory, I became imbued with
the idea that I was going to be an invwntor, that I was going to invent
things and that I was going to have patents on them and that the com-
mercial rights were going to be worth something. 1, was all just a
hunch. But on the basis of that hunch, I turned down every offer of
employment everywhere, because this was the one place that gave me
commercial rights on my inventions. I had no reason to believe, no
way of knowing that it would ever amount to anything, but...l had great
faith that it would happen. It was a hunch, that's all. And as it hap-
pened, it panned out.29

Until beginning on the radar projeLt, Page concentrated on studying precision measurement of
frequency. lHis last effort in this field was the design of a decade frequenc) analyzer, a device that
would allow a direct reading from a set of nine dials of the frequency being measured lie never car-
ried the projeLt to tompletion, but later a similar idea would lead to the decade frequency synthesizer,
which became a common component in ham radio. Ills project was cancelled by the Bureau of
Engineering in 1934, and it was at that time that he was reassigned to radio detection.

For the remainder of his scientific career, he would work on this subje!ct. As we shall see, he
made most of the basiL in,entions leading to the first practical shipboard equipment In subsequent
ye-srs, he would originate many other ideas in the radar field. The 65 patents he eventually would
receive are one good indication of his productiveness?' lle would also rise in rank at NRL, mixing
administrative with technical work for a while and, for the last 15 years of his career, doing only
administration at high levels. The pinnaLle of this period was his tenure, from 1957 until he retired in
1966, as the Laboratory's third Director of Research, the highest job open to a civilian scientist Yet,
he was never ,ts effeLiVe in administration as he had been in engineering, and in retrospect he remem-
bered his earliest achievements most fondly. A few years before retiring, he said,

[My] greatest satisfaction [while] working [at NRL was back in the
days when I was most productive at the bench, when I could look at a
radar circuit diagram or an electronic circuit diagram that covered two
pages and in one glance I'd see the whole thing, and I could go back
and tell you the value of the constants and why. Those were the glori-
ous days. After having left and thinking back over it, the satisfaction
of knowing what I gave the country is one of the greatest satisfactions I
could have.ii

DESIGNING A RECEIVER

In the time he spent on the radio detection project between December 1934 and November 1935,
Page concentrated on designing a new receiver.12 His initial problem was theoretical. He understood
that the device would have to have a rapid response time and thus have resonant circuits with a low
selectivity, or, in technical language, a low Q value. It also would have to have many amplifier stages,
each of which would affect the total Q for the composite. At first he was unable to derive the
mathematical equations that showed the relationship of parts to the whole, given the conoition that the
receiver was to be excited by an extremely short pulse. He recalled,
91bid., pp. 159 and 16010A list of them is on file in the papers of Robert M. Page, ilistorian's office, NRL, Washington, D.C1 Tape-recorded interview of Dr Robert M Page by Mr. Erni- 3.p-th and Mr James Sullivan, filed in the historian s office,
NRL, Washington, D.C
2Princpal sources for this secton are Robert NJ Page, The Origin of Radar (Garden City, N Y: Arichr, 1962), chs 4 and 5:

iden, "The Early history of Radar," Proceedings oJ te Inslalut of Radio Engineers 50 (May 1961) 1232-1236; idein, laboratory note-
book 171, vol III, and kboratory notebook 346, vol IV, both in the Records and Correspondence Management office, NRL.
Washington, D.C.; and the Page interview (note I)
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1 worked a long time on the solution of the receiver problem-the
receiver design. My first attempts in solving the thing mathematically
were not successful. And looking back on it, the reason they weren't
successful was that I didn't go back to the original derivation of the
equation for [circuit] decrement. I took the completed solution for the
equation for the decrement of a single circuit and then tried to solve
for a series of circuits, all with the same decrement, and it didn't work
out that way.11

Fortunately, he soon benefited from a stroke of luck. He discovered in the Frenci. periodical
L'Onde bectrique an article on "Time Constants, Buildup Time, and Decrements" 4 that had been pub-
lished in June 1934 It taught him how to determine the relationship between individual Q values, the
time constants, and the total gain of a multistage amplifier. He wrote what he had learned in his note-
book and thence derived the basic design characteristics the receiver had to posbess.15 The date,
although not recorded, was sometime in late January or February 1935.

The basic theoretical problem was now solved, but numerous practical difficulties remained. Page
had to find the right components and the correct way to wire them. lie had to determine how to get
the receiver to recover in several microseconds, so that it could record echoes from nearby objects
immediately after the transmitter pulse had been emitted. reedback would have to be eliminated
entirely to prevent unwanted oscillation of the amplifier tubes and, more importantly, to prevent any
increase in the time constant of the circuit. This would require extreme precautions in shielding, filter-
ing, and grounding. 16 Determining the correct design took much experimentation and testing. One
example will serve to indicate what was involved. As part of his task, Page had to find very-high-
frequency tubes that he could wire in circuits having low capacitance and low Q. By another stroke of
luck, which demonstrates how closely he was working to the edge of advancing technology, the RCA
Corporation had recently developed an "acorn" tube that could meet his basic requirements. But he still
had to learn experimentally how to make it function in his special circuits, as is evident in this passage
from his notebook:

Some...work was done with acorn pentode tubes to find what order of Q
was possible. A Hammerlund midget 20 //Lf condensor was altered to
reduce minimum capacity. Original minimum was 5.7 Atlf, maximum,
18.2 /A.f. The rear support and bearing were removed, one stator plate
removed, the other stator plate cut down in size, the rotor plate cut
back to increase edge distance at minimum capacitance, and one of the
other stator supports removed. Each change brought a reduction in
minimum capacitance. The final form left the stator supported at one
point, and the rotor supported in one bearing. The final capacity range
was 1.7 u/if to 8 to 10 /A.f depending for maximum capacitance on
plate spacing.17

Such radical alterations, which were necessar) to obtain custom parts with the required perfor-
mance, characterized the extensive experimentation Page made.

Technical problems were not the only ones he faced. Support for the project from the Bureau of
Engineering remained low. At one point, it virtually disappeared. Page wrote in his notebook, "At Mr.Young's direction, the receiver was designec, so as to cover It large frequency range if necessary, for

13 Page interview (note 1), pp 62 and 63.
is Ren6 Mesny, "Constantes de temps, durges d'6tablissement, d&r6rnents," L'Onde llectrque 13 (June 1934). 237-243.
Ipage notebook, vol. III (note 12), pp. 106-111.

16 Page, The Origin_.. (note 12), pp 71-79; td.i', 'The Early llistory..." (note 12), pp. 1234 and 1235.
17Page notebook, vol. Ill (note 12), p. Ill.
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general high-frequency use, and the work charged to the new high-frequency communications problem
62-V-146."15 That is, the equipment was disguised as something for communications so that funds
could be siphoned from another project! Clearly there was a limit on how long this could continue.1

The low priority also affected the fate of Page's design when he submitted it to the shop, some-
time in early March. Action was slow. lie noted at the end of April, "As the shop has been held up on
work on the receiver, lit) stood half built with no progress for two months-consequently is unfinished
at this date." 2" The situation remained bad. Not until late November would construction be com-
plete.

2'

Finally Page was spending much of his time on other projects. This was due partly to the status
of radio detection and partly to his own broad interests. lie remebered,

I was under no pressure to get anything done in a hurry and that's one
reason I so ec.s'iv went to other projects as they presented themselves.
I was interc ;,- in them- I would pick them up and do them. All of
the psychologal pressures to move and get some results came from
Taylor, and they came from him largely because financing required
demonst-,ation of results and he was always having difficulty getting
enough finances to do basic work. '2

Indeed, during the same months Page had labored sporadically on the receiver, his boss had been striv-

ing to improve tlhe financial situation of the Radio Division

A CONGRESSIONAL VOTE OF CONFIDENCE

Taylor had concluded, sometime in early 1935, that the time was ripe to request new research
mone:, from Congress. With the approval of the Director of the Laboratory and the chief of the Bureau
of Engineering, he and Harvey Hayes, the ilead of NRL's Sound Division, went up to Capitol Hill.
They visited James Scrugham, t," most influential member of the Naval Appropriations Subcommittee
at the time and an engineer by training. Taylor recalled the meeting in this way:

We put up a strong plea for a substantial addition to the small direct
appropriation which the Naval Research Laboratory usually received
from Congress, this increment to be earmarked for long time investiga-
tions, particularly in the field of microwaves and supersonics. Mr
Scrugham listened in silence, asked a few questions, but promised us
nothing. We left his office feeling very much discouraged, but on the
following Monday morning, he telephoned to state that the Committee
had agreed to give us an extra S I00,000.00 to be spent on this work.
This looks like a small amount in these days but it looked like ten mil-
lion dollars to us then.23

18 Ibid.
19Page remembers that the project was actually canceled (interview (note 1), p. 53) Ilowever, this recollection appears to be in
error, as the Laboratory kept making monthly reports on the effort (files C-A9.4/EN8 in boxes 3 and 4, records of NRL,
Confidential series (now Unclassified), record group 19, National Archives Building) There is no doubt, however, that support
dropped.
201'age notebook, vol. III (note 12), p 120.
211bud, p 145.
22 Page interview (note I), p. 69.
2"A. Hoyt Taylor, Radio Reminiscence. (Washington: NRL, 2nd printing, 1966), p. 173.
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The additional money boosted the fiscal 1936 appropriation from Congress by 51% over that of fiscal
1935,24 -nd NRL was assured that Zhe higher level of funding would be continued in future years.

In early May, an extended discussion began between the Laboratory and the Bureau of Engineer-
ing over how to spend the money 2' It was decided that the bulk of it, about S56. 000. would go to
expanding scientific personnel. The rest would go for shop labor (S20, 000), clerical help, and research
materials. The crucial part of the discussion centered on the status of various projects at the Laboratory
and how the new people and supplies would be allocated among them. In a letter of June 25, NRL pro-
posed that new men be assigned to 15 studies in the following order of priority: investigation of
microrays, propulsion of submerged submarines, study of radio superfrequencies, study of aircraft hom-
ing devices, photoelastic investigation of ship structures, study of dehumidifying agents for submarines,
underwater sound research, study of the detection of ships and aircraft bi radio (emphasis added), study of
underwate radio reception, study of recognition sig-aals, study of the fouling of paints for ship bottoms,
study of dazzle camouflage, study of the direct conversion of heat energy into electrical energy, and
study of the measurement of radio-frequency power.26

There are several notable aspects of this list. F;rst, it shows the range of important investigations
underway. Second, it displays that Page s pulse radar project was not considered by the Laboratory to
be the most significant of' them at this time. Finally, it demonstrai-rs quite clearly the emphasis being
given to studies of microwaves. In the past, NRL had pioneered many uses of high frequencies, and
now Taylor wanted it to lead the way into the use of even shorter radiations. More will be said about
the relation of this investigation to the radar story in Chapter 8.

When responding to these recommendations, the Bureau of Engineering made several change .
Most importanly, it moved the radio detection problem from ninth in priority to third. Only the inves-
tigation of microwaves and of propulsion for submerged submarines were put above it. This seems
inexplicable, given that the Bureau had let money for the effort become almost exhausted several
months earlier, but perhaps the change was due to the influence of I larold G. Bowen, who had become
Chief of the Bureau on May 29 and who had signed this letter to the Laboratory. In addition to raising
the status of radio detection, the letter added two other related projects: the study of detection of air-
craft by acoustic methods and the development of either radio or acoustic detection equipment for sub-
marines.27 Clearly the Bureau now had a renewed interest in technology to warn of enemy attack.

After receiving this response, Captain Cooley, the Director of NRL, wrote an internal memoran-
dum explaining what the Laboratory would do. lie accepted the new priority for radio detection, but
about acoustic methods, he told his staff,

We did not recommend this idea inasmuch as we do not bclicvc a solu-

tion is feasible and the Army and Navy have already spent about
S500, 000 on the subject. We strongly recommend against further
expenditure on this problem, believing that the solution will be found
by other methods.

He added that development of any equipment for warning submarines of air attack hinged on successful
solution of the radio detection problem. 28

24 See Table 2, in Chapter 4.
25 See File LI-l (3), 1936, in Box 34, records of NRL, Unclassified Series, record group 19, National Archives Building.
26 Letter from NRL to the Bureau of Engineering, June 25, 1935, in file LI- 1(3) (note 25).
27 Letter from the Bureau of Engineering to NRL, July 12, 1935, in file LI-I (3) (note 25)
28 "Memo for Information and Guidance of the Naval Research Laboratory," from II M. Cooley, Director, July 24, 1935, in file
LI-1(3) (note 25).
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Because of its new priority, the radar investigation was allocated a second man. Funds becarre
available in July, but not until November Nas it decided that Robert C. Guthrie, an engineer already on
the staff at the Laboratory, weuld be ordered to work on the project full time. lIc reported to Page on
November 22.29

Fig. 12 - Robert C. Guthrie was the second
man to become heavily involved in develop-
ing pulse radar and proved to be a highly ca-
pable assistant to Robert Page.

Guthrie's background was similar to Page's. Son of a sheep rancher in Montana and raised in a
rural area, he had graduated from the University of that state in June 1929 %vith majors in physics and
mathematics. Ile took the civil service examination during his senior year, and this led to his receiving
the offer of a job at NRL. Since it paid more than another position he was tendered b) Bell Labora-

-. - tortes, he took it. Ile reported to work in July 1929 and spent his entire scientific career in the institu-
tion. Once he got invol-ved with radar in 1935, he, like Page, stayed with it. Ultimately he would rise
to become the head of NRL's Radar Division, a post he held from 1954 until he retired in 1964.30
Guthrie did not have Page's inventi-ve ability, but he proved to be a highly competent engineer, and
together the two men made an effective and harmonious team.

The new status of the radar project also led to more pressure being placed on Page to get results
Ile recalls that Taylor came to him arid said, "Well, this problem looks like it isn't getting anywhere; I'll
give you 6 months to produce some results and I'll give you a helper....If you can't show some results
[on] this with a helper in 6 months, wu'll cancel it out.''31

2, Robert C. Guthrie, laboratory, notebook 170, in box 11, job order 67A-6317, reLords of NRL, record group 181, Washington
National Records Center, Suitland, Md., p. 20.

Biographical file or Robert C. Guthrie anLI tape-recorded interie%, with Robert C. Guthrie, April 13, 1978, both in the
I listorian's office, NRL, Washington, D.C.
31 Page interview (note I), p. 53.
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One final impetus to move more rapidly came from knowledge about developments abroad. In
the summer of 1935, a radio device to detect icebergs, ships, and other obstacles-actually a crude form
of continuous-wave radar-was installed on the French liner Normandie.32 As it was not a secret
development, there were numerous reports about the equipment in the press, and word soon reached
NRL. Leo Young wrote in his monthly report to the Bureau of Engineering for October,

Several recent news items report the French liner S.S. Normandie as
being equipped with a system for detecting objects in her path. The
system is said to use a 16 centimeter wave and to detect ships at 4
kilometers by use of reflected waves. It is requested that the Office of
Naval Intelligence be requested to obtain, if possible, information or
details on this installation and its performance.33

Although Young and his colleagues knew from their own experience that the pulse method would prob-
ably produce a better shipboard device than what the Normandie had, the awareness that other nations
were following similar lines of research made it obvious that there was no time to lose in developing
their own equipment.

The confluence of these various changes brought an end to hesitation. Laboratory records indi-
cate that once Guthrie began working with Page, both men spent almost all their time on the radar
project.

A NEW EYE FOR THE NAVY

After Page finally got his receiver from the shop in November 1935, he had to make tests and
modifications. Basically, the equipment worked as planned, but months of troubleshooting lay ahead.
His logbook for this period reports a series of tests, adjustments, replacement of parts, and so on. For
example, he noted in late November,

One fundamental weakness appeared in this receiver. The input cir-
cuits were not sufficiently isolated from the second oscillator-amplifier,
so that the receiver was subject to a paralyzing signal on every har-
monic of this oscillator.34

The answer, of course, was better shielding, but it took time to figure out how best to obtain it.

During the same period, Guthrie labored to improve the transmitter Soon Page suggested that
he use a "self-quenching' or "squegging' circuit. Guthrie recorded the new idea on December 6, and
wrote, "It was decided to try a different tpe of impulse generator....This should have the advantage of
giving enough power to require no additional amplification. It can be made the actual transmitter. 35

That is, instead of using a multivibrator to key a separate transmitter, as Page had done in December
1934, the transmitter circuit was wired to key itself. The economy of design helped provide the high-
power rapid pulse that was needed.

The idea had originated in a conversation Page had with La Verne Philpott, another member of
the Radio Division and a close friend. Once again the importance of working in a community of radio
engineers is clear. Page recalled the conversation in this way:

32Charles Susskind, History of Radar: Birth of the Golden Cockerel (manuscript in preparation), pp. 19-23; E. Giboin, "L'6volution
de [a d6tection d[ectromagn&ique dans la marine nationale," ('Onde Electrique29 (Feb. 1951): 53-64.

33 Report from NRL to the Bureau of Engineering, Nov. 1, 1935, in lile C-A9-4/EN8 (note 19).
4 Page notebook, vol. III (note 12), p. 146.

f: 35 Guthrie notebook 170 (note 29), p. 21.
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I had been using a squegging oscillator as the test oscillator in the
Laboratory for some time. I used it as] my pulse signal
generator....Philpott suggested, "Why don't you use that circuit in yowtr
transmitter?" That was his input right there. It was unofficial, o:al,
completely informal between us, and of course that was the solution.
That was the flash. Sure, that's what we'll do.36

Subsequently, Guthrie transformed the idea into wires and components, but that task also took months
to reach completion.

By December 17, Page had decided to replace the circular time sweep, that he had been usirng in
his cathode-ray indicator since March 1934, with a linear sweep and logarithmic, scale." Although this
patterr did not have the virtue of returning on itself and thus being limitless, it was simpler to use and
easier to interpret. Thus began what was later called the "type A" presentation.

By the end of March, the men had their equipment developed well enough to begin thinking
about a practical test. Although the trial of December 1934 had been with a frequency of 60
megahertz, they now chose to drop to 28.3 megahertz. At the lower level, the) could use a large direL-
tive antenna, a "curtain array," already in existence at NRL. This would allow them to experiment vith
a large amount of power without bearing the expense of a new antenna. As Page recalled,

The construction of an antenna was a big undertaking. I hadn't yet
come to the point in my career where I took seriously the responsibility
for building something big. I was building little circuits on bread
boards. A great big antenna-that was clear out of my class. And here
was one ready made, so we matched to that antenna.38

Within another month, the transmitter, receiver, and antenna were all wvired together, all debugged,
ready for the first test. The transmitter was located in the field house and connected to the huge cur-
tain array stretched, like a huge web, between 60-meter (200-foot) towers nearby. The receiver was
positioned in the penthouse of another building, connected with an 80-ohm cable (appropriatel brand-
named "giant killer") to a much smaller antenna tacked between wooden posts on the roof. Both the
transmitter and the receiver were extremel) fragile, w ith % ires and dials jutting out in all directions and
tubes glowing unprotected.

The initial test was run on April 28.39 Success came immediately. Planes flying about randomly
were picked up at distances of 4 kilometers (2-1/2 miles). The echoes were clear and distinct. There
was no smearing out or fuzziness, and the received pulses were as sharp as those transmitted. The

ringing of the receiver that had marred the test of 18 months earlier was completely gone.4n The next
day, the plate voltage in the transmitter was jumped to 5000 volts and an ,;rcraft was followed out 8
kilometers (5 miles) and back.

By now it was clear that Guthrie and Page had attained the goal Taylor had set for them. To be
sure, much effort remained in developing reliable equipment for ships, but there could no longer be
any doubt that it would become a reality. Radar had been invented. A new eye had been opened for
the Navy.

36 Page interview (note I), p). 75.
37 Page notebook, vol. III (note 12), p. 148.
38 Page interview (note I), p. 76.
39 The date may actually have been April 29 Page's and Guthrie's notebooks disagree on this part, see Page notebook, vol. I'v
(note 12), p. 8; Guthrie notebook 170 (note 29), p. 32
40 Page, The Origin (note 12), p. 85 Guthrie notebook 170 (note 29), p, 32. The receiver used in these tests was given by

NRL to the Smithsonian Institution in 1970.
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60834(H-42)

Fig. 13 - This transmitter, which was used in tests during the spring of
1936, was capable of generating 28-mHz signals of 3.5-kilowatts peak
power and 7-microseconds duration.

SEEING IS BELIEVING

The time had come for demonstrations. On May 6, the equipment was displayed to Taylor, Har-
vey Hayes, Captain Cooley, and other leaders of the Laboratory, a' and a distinct reflection was obtained
from an airplane 27 kilometers (17 miles) away. When, years later, Robert Guthrie was asked at what
point it became obvious that radar would be far more than a routine project, he pointed to this demon-
stration saying, "It was realized right when they saw those airplanes at 17 miles on that unit."42 His
memory of the event was so strong that he recalled, without hesitation, the exact distance.

A demonstration of perhaps even greater importance, however, came on June 10 Commander
Wilbur J. Ruble and Lieutenant J. B. Dow, both of the Radio and Sound Division of the Bureau of
Engineering, came to the Laboratory to see the equipment in operation. Again, it functioned perfectly
Within two days, a letter signed by Admiral Bowven, head of the Bureau, was dispatched to change the
status of the project. It read in part,

41 Page notebook, vol. IV (note 12), p.9.
42 Guthrie interview (note 30), side I.
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I 6083 4(H-28)

Fig. 14 - This receiver was used in the spring ot 1936 in conjunction with the transmitter shown
in the previous illustration. In both figures, the experimental nature of the equipment is plainly
evident.

The demonstration indicate[d] that material progress toward the
solution of this problem has been made by the Laboratory, and in
view of the importance of the subject and the fact that a practical solu-
tion now appears feasible, the Bureau requests that the remaining work
be given the highest possible priority.

It is requested that work in the immediate future be carried out with a
view to providing for shipboard use one equipment based upon the use
of a manual and motor driven beam operating at the highest frequency
consistent with obtaining the required power with a view to providing in
a single equipment the means for both detection and ranging. The
Bureau will discuss with the Laboratory the detailed requirements as to
size and location of such equipment aboard ship as soon as progress has
been made to an extent warranting discussion of such details.

It is requested, upon receipt of this letter, ihat the subject problem be
placed in a secret status, that all personnel now cognizant of the prob-
lem be cautioned against disclosing it to others, and that the number of
persons to be informed of further developments in connection there-
with be limited to an irreducible minimum. 43

43 Letter from the Bureau of Engineering to NRL, June 12, 1936, in file C-567-5 #1, box 31, records of NRL, Confidential
series (now Unclassified), record group 19, National Archives Building.
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CL b

Fig. IS - Echoes from the radar equipment used in 1936 appeared as above. In (a) only
the sweep current is shown; in (b) the sweep current and the transmitted pulse; in (c) the
transmitted pulse and nearby ground cluttzr; and in the remainder of views, the echoes
from airplanes as well as what appears in (c).

The initial phase of the radar projeUt, the invention phase," was now complete. The letter from
the Bureau marked the transition administratively. On the technical side, it was indicated by a letter
Robert Page wrote to the Bureau at almost exactly the same time. This letter related in detail the
technical developments up to that point and recommended that the Navy submit secret patent applica-
tions on the basic ideas of pulse radar.45

In the months ahead, Captain Cooley had the equipment demonstrated to many top-ranking naval
officials, including the Commander in Chief of the U.S. Fleet, the Chief of Naval Operations, and the
Assistant Secretary of the Navy. It was the most effective way he had to impress on them the impor-
tance of NRL and to strengthen their support for the institution. Radar and the Laboratory were both
entering a new period of development.

14 For an interesting treatment of the various phases in technical development, see John Jewkes, David Sawers, and Richard
Stillerman, The Sources of hIvention, 2nd ed. (New York: Norton, 1969).
4 Due to its importance, this letter is reproduced in Appendix F.
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7. FROM MODEL TO OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT (1936 to 1940)

THE PATH TO PRACTICALITY

In mid-1936, radar was still very much an experimental device. Pieces of equipment spreading
over shelves of laboratory work cases, wires dangling in air, a transmitting antenna measuring 60
meters square (200 feet square) and stretched between rigid towers 75 meters (250 feet) apart, and a
separate receiver antenna mounted on a wooden frame were hardly components ready for shipboard
use! Furthermore, as reflected by the state of the apparatus, the knowledge Page and Guthrie had
acquired was as yet quite limited. They had concentrated only on putting a test set into operation. To
make radar practical and effective, they now would have to expand their understanding. What fre-
quency would be best for naval use? How could it be obtained with sufficient transmitter power?
What type of antennas should be employed? To what extent were radar pulses affected by atmospheric
conditions and by land and sea clutter? What was the best means of display? How could the delicate
laboratory equipment be modified to withstand the shock and vibration experienced by naval vessels?
These were some of the difficult questions that now had to be addressed.

The success to date, however, had won the project time and increased support. On May 8, 1936,
another engineer, Arthur A. Varela, was assigned to it. ' In June, two more were added, and soon there
would be others, including Page's nephew, Irving Page. By September 1940, the number would climb
to around 12.2 Although not overwhelming, this expansion was without parallel in the history of the
Laboratory.

Once Varela reported to work, Page assigned him the task of developing a set on 200 megahertz.
There were several reasons for this decision. Higher frequencies were necessary to reduce the size of
the antennas for transmission and reception. Moreover, they could be focused more easily and Nwould
give better target resolution. Only the difficulty of obtaining sufficient power restricted howv high one
ought to go. Page believed that 200 megahertz was about the limit with tubes currently on the market.
Also, the National Bureau of Standards had developed a 200-megahertz radio receiver that would make
building the new radar receiver relatively simple. With slight modification, this equipment could be
used to detect the echoes, they could then be converted to a lower frequency, and, finally, they could
be amplified without distortion by the receiver Page had already employed successfully on 28
megahertz.' All things considered, 200 megahertz seemed the best choice for quick practical develop-
ment. Still, there was no guarantee that this frequency would work, so Page had equipment built on 50
and 80 megahertz as well.4 In addition to being insurance, this equipment helped clarify the relation-
ships between frequency and other characteristics of performance.

While the new sets were being developed, much attention was devoted to components, circuits,

and especialy antennas. The curtain array used previously had consisted of stacked dipoles in a -verti-
-" cal plane. Page and his associates now began to wonder if other forms might prove more practical.

Robert M. Page, laboratory notebook 346, vol IV, p 12, in records of NRL, Records and Correspondence Management office,
NRL, Washington, D.C.2Bureau of Ships memorandum for Admiral Van Keuren, Sept. 30, 1940, in the NRL historical file, Historian's office, NRL,
Washington, D.C.

Page notebook, vol Iv (note 1), pp. 12 and 31, transcript of a tape-recorded interview with Dr. Robert M. Page, Oct. 26 and 27,
197 , in the flistorian's office, NRL, Washington, D.C., pp. 91 and 92.41Page notebook vol. IV (note 1), pp. 27 and 28, Robert C. Guthrie, laboratory notebcok 170, in box I1, job order 67A-6317,
records of NRL, record group 181, Washington National Records Center, Suitland, Md., pp. 41-45.
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They investigated several types, including the Yagi array, which was far less cumbersome and could be
rotated and pointed easily. s

Out of this study came a remarkable new invention. Initially NRL radars had required two anten-
nas: one for reception, one for transmission. I loyt Taylor, however, believed it should be possible to
perform both functions with just one. Because of the general importance of restricting additions to the
superstructure of naval vessels, he insisted that the idea be investigated. Young relayed the order to
Page, who remembered his reaction in this way:

Well, when Young broke the news to me, I said, "Why that's utterly
impossible. There is just no way! The receiver just couldn't possi-
bly take that power from the transmitter." Young said, "Well, think
about it. There ought to be a way." And I did. [Soon), a fresh idea
dawned on me; it was an inspiration type of thing so that the basic

6duplexer circuit was my invention.

That is, despite his initial skepticism, Page was able to design a new instrument, the radar duplexer,
that did allow both transmitter and receiver to use a common antenna. The duplexer was an electronic
switch that short-circuited the receiver during the time the transmitter was active, thus directing the
pulse to the antenna. Then when the transmitter was off, it relayed weak echoes from the antenna to
the receiver circuits.7 In retrospect, Page would write about the invention,

I had no intellectual idea whethe" it would work or not, for I did not
understand how it worked, even after it was successful. I did have a
subjective conviction that it would work. This conviction, or faith as
some would call it, was so strong that when it proved successful I was
more elated than surprised. It was not until many years afterward,
when several other people were claiming invention of the radar
duplexer and everyone had a different explanation of its operation, that
I was forced to give a rigorous explanation of how it did work. Then
for the first time, I think I began really to understand it. Then it
appeared that the original form in which I first tried it was the most
simple, most direct, and, for the frequencies used, most efficient design
I could have made.8

The duplexer was essential in making radar suitable for ships. Not only did it bring the economy
of a single antenna, but it also eliminated differences in position and angular direction that had existed
when using two of them. Like so many other aspects of the development of radar, the creation of this
device resulted from personal ability shaped by institutional forces. Page's inventive talent allowed
him to conceive the duplexer, but only Taylor's guidance, which was a manifestation of the institutional

i, situation, made Page reject his initial conclusions about the problem and exercise his talent.

The duplexer and the 200-megahertz radar were given their initial tests at the same time. Varela,
with the assistance of Page and others, had completed the new set in the astonishingly short time of
about 10 weeks. It first went into operation on July 22, 1936.9 Although echoes from airplanes were

51Page notebook, vol. IV (note 1), p. 19.
6 Page interview (note 3), pp. 93 and 94.
7The technical principles of this invention are well described in Robert M. Page, The Origin of Radar kGarden City, N.Y.: Double-
day, 1962), pp. 106-125.
8 bid., p. 124.
9 Page notebook, vol IV (note 1), p. 33.
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poor, reflections were good from buildings and towers. The duplexer worked exccllently Page wrote
in his logbook,

The reflection signals were stronger, as should be expected with the
more concentrated radiation pattern, and the apparent directivity was
increased by combining the same beam pattern between transmitter and
receiver, and the operation was as if the two systems were wholly
independent.

0

From this time on, the device would be an integral part of naval radar.

In general, the first results with Varela's equipment indicated that practical radar could be built on
200 megahertz. The principal problem continued to be generating sufficient power. Already the radar
group was using a pair of transmitter tubes in a "push-pull" combination to get greater pulse strength,
but the increase was not sufficient. In mid-December, Page, searching for ever more power, began
experimenting with an extension of this principle by wiring four tubes in a ring. The configuration
worked, and by mid-1937 a four-tube oscillator was in use on 200 megahertz." The problem sol%ing
was proceeding apace. At about this time, Hoyt Taylor intervened with a new demand. Radar was to
be tried at sea.

A SHIPBOARD TEST

In his memoirs, Taylor explained why he asked for such an experiment at this time:

In the latter part of 1936, when Vice Admiral A. J. llepburn...was
Commander-in-Chief of the United States Fleet, he advised Admiral
Bowen, ten Chief of the Bureau of Engineering, to arrange for an
early demonstration and practical test of radar with the Fleet. The
Laboratory was not yet ready to send a search radar to the Fleet, but I
felt that we should make some tests on board a ship with gear we had
even if it was only what we called soap-box equipment. We obtained
an opportunity early in April of 1937 to put such equipment on the
USS LEARY, a destroyer which had docked at the Washington Navy
Yard, a very convenient place to make the installation.' 2

Page was somewhat displeased with this idea, for he thought it premature." Although he unlerstood
well the power of successful demonstrations, he also knew the disastrous effe .i a poor one might ta've
But as Guthrie later remarked, "[Taylor] always liked to see [new equipment] go in the field alid be
tried out,"14 and, after all, he was the boss.

The 200-megahertz set was reworked so it could withstand conditions on board the Lear), and it
was placed in makeshift shelters on the deck above the galley. The Laboratory was given use of thedestroyer for a month and spaced out the tests in two periods, a week at sea and, after a week in port,
a second week at sea.

0Ibid., p. 34.
1 Ibid., p. 48.
,A. loyt Taylor, Radio Reminiscences (Washington: NRL, 2nd printing, 1960), pp. 175 and 176.

14 Tape-recorded interview with Mr. Robert C. Guthrie, Apr. 13, 1978, in the Historian's office, NRL, Washington, D.C., side 2.c.. 14Ibid.
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Fig, 16 - The first tests of radar at sea were majde with the equipment .shown here on hoard the
ULSS I.carv. To the far right, mounted (n a gun. is a Yagi antenna for the radar.

Numerous experiments were made to investigate transmitter and receiver performance. In
addition, several Yagi and planar antennas were designed to be mounted on the guns of the ship so
they could be rotated and pointed. The radar functioned fairly well, but results were disappointing.
Rangcs of oily around 25 kilometers (15 miles) wcrc obtained on aircraft, a dismal showing compared
to the 65 kilometers (40 miles) that had been reached back at NR L. Distances with the planar antenna
were somewhat better than with the Yagi, but not much. Mainly, thc test reconflrmed what the men

had already known: pulses with the existing transmitter were too weak."

After the expedition, a detailed search was begun c, all tubes available on the commercial market
to find something more suited for generating strong pulses.17 Before long, attention was flxcd on a new
product of the Eitel-McCullough Company, the Eimac l00TII.18 This tube had been developed princi-
pally for amateurs, who were known to be hard on their equipment-it was said they checked the qual-
ity of a tube by seeing if it would glow hot enough to light pages of Radio News! The company had
decided to design tubes that could stand the abuse; the Eimac 100TH was one result.

Experimcntation at NRL showed that it was well suited for the radar transmitter. For a rw
microseconds at a time, it could take up to 10 to 15 kilovolts on the anode, although it was rated for

ji Louis A. ( ehhard, The Laiwi,: J/ Nfivel Rd,-Hl I,,e and ( ontrjlnJoni f 1 Nia' a Rtewrch Lahot~orY ( Washi ngton:
NH L Report 8300, 1979), pp. I 70-I 78,
" lPage Interview (note 3), pp. '17 and 98.
''Ibd, p. 102
'N chhiird, tip. c/I. (note 15), p. I im; Helnry' Guerlac, Ilaar in IWo,/d If'ar II unpuhlished history of livision 14 ol the National
t)elense Research Committee, 1947), p. 108.
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continuous use at far lower lce!s. ' Its intcrnal dimensions wcre soraemlhat large for generating 200-
megahertz oscillations, but this problem ,as sol~ed b) using a high pubiti'C-platc voltage, thus del-rcas
ing the transit time of electrons from .athode to anode so that output frequency was boosted. In
short, it could give high power at high frcquencies and 3et was also rugged enough for nasal use.

Following the Lcat test, Page had alsu turned his thoughts back to the ring cirLuit design for the
tran.niitter, to determine how it could be modificd to increase power. lie soon conLuded that "This
circut can readily be extended to include any c-,en number of tubes,"?" and drew a diagram of a circuit
callhn6 for six. On January 26, 1938, he began using limac tubes in this configuration. Excellent
resu.ts were obtained within a few days. The key to a transmitter of sufficient power had now been
found.

While Page and seeral associtCs concentrated on the transmitter, others in the group modified
the reLceier. Basicall, the earlier designs were followed, but the .irtuits of the Bureau of Standards
detector and Page's 28-megahertz set were now restructured to incorporate lessons that had been
learned during the f..st year and a half of radar research. Other components-the sweep circuit, the
pulse modulator, and the display -also were rebuilt. And a rotating antenna was added. Page recalled,

The antenna mount was developed by a man by tihe name of Shuler in
the drafting room. lie got an old truck axle out of the junk yard and
used that for the horizontal member and where the differential came he
put the vertical shaft down through the roof to the platform below. lie
used a piece of sewer pipe for the vertical post that it was mouned on.
[i] built bearings to hold it, and then where the truck w'heels would
be, he had the mounts for the antenna so that you could rotate on
those to elevate it. Then he ran a rod down the side of the sewer pipe
with a crank at the bottom so he could crank it inere and that would
rotate the antenna on thc ends of that axle. That was the antenna
mount.

21

By mid-February, the new 200-megahertz set .iid its rotating antenna were finished. After noting one
final modification, Page penned in his log,

This completes the entire 200 me development of radio echo equip-
ment. This development was started on the 8th day of May, 1936,
and completed on tile 17th day of Feb. 1938. The completed system is
to he kept in operation for demonstration purposes, at least until equal
or better operaton is obtained at higher frequency.22

The natural inclination of the radar group was to continie experimentation, pushing up to higher
frequencies and exploring new designs. But the Bureau of Engineering had other ideas. Commander
Wilbur J. Ruble, head of the Radio Division, was already pushing for rapid introduction of equipment
into the fleet. Pressure from him had been one reason the 200-megahertz set was put in finished form.
Indeed, he had called for production specifications as early as December 1937.21 The Laboratory
had provided them but warned, "the present state of development of radio ranging equipment doeb not

190 Page interview (note 3), p. 103.
20 Page notebook, vol. IV (note 1), p. 62.

Page interview (rote 3), p. 104.
22 Page notebook, vol. IV (note I), p. 73.

Ibid., p. 65.
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permit the writing of performance specifi.ations that have muLh signifi.ani.e, sae perhaps for fixed sta-
tions on land."' 4 On February 3, however, Page could report to the Bureau that "The small equpment
no%% under development should be practiLal for shipboard use, at least as a preliminary model for ser-
vice tests."2s Its completion later in the month led to a crucial administrative decision.

PRODUCING A PROTOTYPE

On Februar. 24, a meeting was held at the Bureau of Engineering. Its purpose was "to discuss the
status, prospective application, and further action in connection with Problem W5.2 at the Naval
Research Laboratory."' 6 Present were representatives of NRL and of the Bureau of Engineering, the
Bureau of Ordnance, the Bureau of Aeronautics, the Bureau of Construtbon and Repair, and the Office
of the Chief of Na,al Operations-all the Departments of the Na%) responsible for te .hniLal develop-
ment.

It is interesting that the NRL represesitatives were Captain Cooley, the Director, Lt. Cdr. M. E.
Curts, Officer Assistant for the Radio and Sound Divisions, and lloyt Tailor, head of the Radio Divi-
sion. Neither Page nor any other person who worked on the technical details of radar wVab included.
This %%as typical. As Page recalled, at two points in an inter,iew, "Everything that went on in [Taylor's]
Division was his. lie made the decisions, he made the inventiuns," and "he was the boss and I ,kas the
little boy in the back room. That relationship always existed fundamentally."27

The meeting focused on the need for rapid practical development of radar. Thus Captain McFall
of the Office of (he Chief of Naval Operations,

outlined the great importance and value to the Naval Service [of
radio detection equipment] and the utmost importance of expediting
this development as much as possible; also the necessity for various
interested Bureaus to make such provisions as might be necessary for
the installation of this equipment on new construction vessels.28

The result was predictable. NRL was ordered to build a set "for the earliest prattical date of Lompletion
for experimental installation and operation in the U.S. Fleet."'2 The Bureau of Engineering set the tar-
get as September 1 and promised to supply three additional men for the effort. The estimated Lost was
S25,000 including the salaries of the new employees.

A new project was established at NRL to complete the task. Louis Gebhard, who had been a
close associate of Tay!or since World War I, was chosen to head it. It was hoped he could rely pri
marily on new personnel, so that present members of the radar group might continue resear h. This,
howcver, was not to be. The Bureau of Engineering, as frugal as ever with its research money, reneged
on its promise to bring in more engineers at this time. A letter of March 28, 1938, said,

In view of the number of problems at the Laboratory recently com-
pleted and nearing completion and the unlikeli,ood of any additional
preliminary model test work during the next six months, the Bureau

24 Letter from NRL to the Bureau of Engineering, Jan. 7, 1938, in file S-S67 5 #1, box 4, records of NRL, Secret series (now
ilnclassified), record group 19, National Archives Building.
25 Letter from NRL to the Bureau of Engineering, Feb. 3, 1938, in file S-$67-5 #1 (note 24).
26Bureau of Engineering memorandum for files, Feb. 28, 1938, copy in NRL file S-S67-5 #1 (note 24).
27 Page interview (note 3), pp. 48 and 71.

Bureau of Engineering memorandum for files, Feb. 28, 1938 (note 26).
30 Report of consultative service by M.E Curts pertaiaing to the meeting of Feb. 24, 1938, in file S-S67-5 #1 (note 24).
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desires to accomplish the work with the existing Laboratory personnel.
If desired by the Director, it will be feasible to cancel or reduce the
priority of several existing problems in order to make personnel avail-
able in connection with the construction of this equipment. 31

Whatever the intent of the Bureau, this had the effect of tying the original radar group to the design
effort and slowing further research.

NRL was accustomed to transforming experimental sets into service equipment, and doing so with
radar, although by no means easy, was routine. The main problem was reducing size and weight and
increasing ruggedness without drastically changing performance. The antenna caused the greatest
difficulty. NRL felt its planar shape could not be made smaller than 5 meters (17 feet) square or
reduced in weight below 385 kilograms (850 pounds).32 The resulting structure was so cumbersome
that it could be mounted with sufficient height only on a battleship or aircraft carrier. And not every
captain of even these large vessels ,was willing to be a guinea pig for the new gadget. After some
debate, it was finally decided that it would be placed on the USS New York. According to loyt Taylor,
this was largely "because Admiral A.W. Johnson, commanding the Atlantic Squadron, had seen our
radar equipment and was very eager to give it an opportunity to be tested at sea.' 33 The New York was
Johnson's flagship.

On December 8, the finished set, now labeled the XAF, was shipped from the Laboratory. It had
been designed and built in 8 months by seven engineers, three draftsmen, and the NRL shop force,
except for the antenna, which was constructed by the Brewster Aeronautical Corporation according to
NRL's plans. Total cost was just over $25,000, ','ery near what had been initially predicted. The radar
was installed quickly and was ready, as had been hoped, for the fleet exercises that were to be held in
the Caribbean in January through March 939.34 The sailors on the New York were told as little as pos-
sible about the secret device, but they could not help noticing the bizarre new antenna overlooking the
deck. In appearance it was a hollow rectangle with strands of dipoles crisscrossing the open area at right
angles. They dubbed it the "flying bedspring."35

Surprisingly, the XAF was not the only radar to be tested on this historic expedition. The
Bureau of Engineering had concluded that it was unwise to depend only on its in-house research labora-
tory and had given d contract to the Radio Corporation of America to build another model. This con-
tract was the beginning of the Navy's relations with industry in the radar field; hence the background to
it is significant.

Around 1932, RCA had begun a general investigation of radio microwaves. 36 Dr. Irving Wolff,
who headed the effort, later recalled why it was initiated. "I decided it might be sensible to start some
work on microwaves....There was work going on in Germany and Japan, but nothing in the United
States."37 The motivation, that is, was simply to make a broad, fundamental study of microwaves in
nopes that ultimately it would pay off for the company. The structure of RCA's research division was

31 Letter from the Bureau of Engineering to NRL, Mar. 28, 1938, in file S-S67.5 #1 (note 24).
32Letter from NRL to the Bureau of Engineering, Dec. 1, 1938, in file S-S67-5 #1 (note 24).
33Taylor, Radio Reminiscences (note 12), p. 191.34Gebhard, The Evolution... (note I5), p. 189; memorandum from L.A. Gebhard to A.H. Taylor, Feb. 6, 1939, in file S.S67- #1
(note 24).
.1Taylor, Radio Reminiscences (note 12), p. 191.361nformation about RCA's work was derived mainly from three sources: Irving Wolff, "The Story of Radar," Radio Age5 (Oct.
1945): 10-13; idem, "Radio Vision-The Early Days of Radar at RCA," RCA Engineer23 (Feb.-Mar. 1978): 11-13; and "RCA's
Contibution to the War Effort Through Radar, 1932-1946" (unpublished manuscript obtained from RCA), section I.* 37Tape-recorded interview with Dr. Irving Wolff, circa 1976, in the Historian's office, NRL, Washington, D.C., part I, side 2.
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Fig. 17 - The antenna (open rectangular structure on the center of the picture) for
the first production model radar, the XAF, as it appeared on the USS New York. Its
shape earned it the epithet "flying bedspring."

such that Wolff needed only to get approval from his boss to commence his stud) -he and his col-
leagues had far greater freedom for undirected research than researchers at NRL.

Like everyone else who studied microwaves in the early days, the men at RCA had difficulty gen-

erating much power. But, by 1934, they had test equipment cperating well enough for demonstrations,
and they displayed it at the annual meeting of the Institute of Radio Engineers. One particular
phenomenon they pointed out was the reflection of microwaves by metal objects and ionized gases.
Later in the year, the Signal Corps invited them to bring their equipment to Sandy Hook, New Jersey,
and test it for communications purposes. During the experimentation, the) found that it might provef useful for detection of objects. Wolff remembered,

[The Signal Corps representatives] said, "Do you think it would be pos-
sible to detect a boat? Would you be able to reflect these microwaves
off a boat?" We said, "Well we might just as well try." And so there
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was a boat coming in the harbor, and we tried it, and sure enough, we
pointed it towards this boat and we could get a signal off the boat
whic' combined with a signal coming directly from the transmitter to
give us a beat. And I guess that was our first radar experiment.38

Soon, Wolff and his associates learned that work was being done in France on the use of microwave
equipment for naigation-for dete.tion of icebergs and other obstacles. This, along with their own
experimental results, led them to begin pursuing that possibility themselves. RCA's research director,
who was encouraging them to find applications for the research, also believed it was a good idea.19

Once committed to practical equipment for radio detection and ranging, the men, like their coun-
terparts at NRL, -,oon realized that pulses were better than continuous-wave transmissions because they
made distance determinations so easy and direct. Looking back, Wolff, who previously had worked in
acoustics at RCA, believed that the idea of pulses came to him either through his experience with
sound ranging equipment, which relied on pulses, or his general knowledge of radio ranging of the
ionosphere with pulse transmissions. 40 Whatever the source of the thought, he and his colleagues pur-
sued it ind, by 1937, had an experimental microwave pulse radar operating on the roof of an RCA
building in Camden, New Jersey. With it they could get echoes from tall buildings in Philadelphia,
abo," 3 kilometers (2 miles) away.

The Bureau of Engineering kept in close contact with RCA and was well aware of its studies in
the ,,dar field. Sometime around mid-1937, it disclosed to the company the results of the work NRL
had done 41 and negotiated an agreement for the construction of a 400-megahertz pulse radar set. There
was some further exchange of information between NRL and RCA, but not much.42 The equipment
was designed and built, not by Wolff and his staff, but by the RCA Production Department. As it had
done with the XAF, the Bureau of Engineering pushed to have this set ready by early 1939, so it could
be tested in the fleet exercises. 43 The radar, called the CXZ, was finished and was installed on board
the battleship USS Texas in January 1939.

The engineers at NRL had not protested the RCA contract, but they were unhappy about it.
They too had worked on higher frequency radar, and for the Bureau to allocate part of its limited
budget for similar research by a private company seemed to them a disappointing lack of confidence
The situation was particularly irksome because RCA was given $60,000 for the CXZ as compared to the
$25,000 NRL got for the XAF. The fleet exercises, therefore, assumed an ai- of competition Htere, it
appeared, was the -erbal debate of 1932 over the -alue of in-house versus industrial research made
rmanifest in hardware!

RADAR GOES TO SEA

A, journey to the Caribbean in January was welcome relief from winter in the Northeast, but the
two tems of radar engineers had little chance to enjoy the weather. Tests of their equipment began

38 bid. See also "Range Tests with 75-c.m Radio-Optical Equipment," Signal Corps Laboratories, Fort Monmouth, N J , Engineer-

ing Report 288, in file C-S67/35, box 22, job order 11101, records of NRL, record group 181, Washington National Records
Center, Suitland, Md.
39 Wolff interview (note 37), part 11, side 2.
40 Ibid. Wolff's remarks on this point, however, were not recorded.
41lloyt Taylor, Radio RemnintscenLes (note 12), p. 192. NRL had explicitly agreed to outside contracts by the Bureau See the
memorandum from NRL to the Bureau of Engineering, June 30, 1937, in file S-S67-5 #1 (note 24).
'Memorandum from ElI. Pierce to the Director, NRL, Oct. 6, in file S-S67-5 #1 (note 24).

43Letter from the Bureau of Engineering to the Chief of Nasal Operations, Dec. 19, 1938, in file S-$67-5 #1 (note 24).
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immediately after it was installed and they continued throughout the cruise.44 First came the mundare
but LruLial task of determining whether there would be any interference between radar and existing
eleLtionk, equipment on board. Fortunately there was none. Next followed a series of experiments to
measure the ability of the new devices to detet.t fixed objects, such as land targets and buoys, and mov-
ing objects, particularly ships, shells, and aircraft. I low well could radar warn of the presence of enemy
vessels? I low effectively could it signal impending attack, especially at night or in fog ' Could it track
shells and thus be of use for fire control? flow would it perform during the confusion of battle? All
these questions had to be answered.

Throughout the tests, the XAF worked exceedingly well. It operated continuously for 16 to 24
hours a day, in high winds, rain storms, and gunfire as well as in fair weather. Only two tubes and
three other components had to be replaced during the entire expedition. Ships were ranged at distances
over 16 kilometers (10 miles), aircraft were ranged at up to 77 kilometers (48 miles). Buoys were
detected in excess of 6 kilometers t4 miles). The set could follow 14-inch shells in flight and could see
splashes of both 5-inch and 14-inch shells at distances up to 13 kilometers (8 miles). Even large birds
would cause noticeable pips on the screen!4

The highlights of the tests came in mock attacks, the first of which occurred on January 16. Page
recalled it this way:

They told me, "tonight we're going to have a simulated destroyer test."
They said, "we're going to send a destroyer out over the horizon and
then he's going to come in with lights out and approach us to make a
simulated torpedo attack. We want to see if you can pick him up."
We weren't told when they were going to come, but the skipper knew
when they were going to come, [and the] Admiral knew when they
were going to come. The Admiral of the Fleet [A.W. Johnson] was on
our ship. So we went up to turn on the equipment and watch it while
he went to the movies.

When the movies were over, he came up. He started watching the
scope-he watched it and watched it-and he knew it was time for the
attack, and he didn't see anything. Finally, he gave up and said [that]
he had gotten tired of watching the scope. He turned to leave.
[When] he got to the doorway, he stopped for some reason and turned
around and came back to look once more before he went down. Within
a couple of rotations of the antenna, as we swept past, he saw the des-
troyer. He saw it, and like a kid he jumped, "There she is!" And ... I
think it was 9000 yards where we picked up the destroyer. "All right,"
he said-he just stayed right there, watched [the screen], and we
tracked [the destroyer] in. We gave him the bearing. He said, "All
right, turn on the searchlights on that bearing."

So we turned on the searchlights. We didn't see a thing. It was
slightly hazy and we got the reflection off the haze and the lights and
couldn't see very far. [But] the next day, the officers from the des-
troyer [and] the destroyer skipper came aboard. [The skipper] was just

44 Robert Pae kept a notebook during the voyage on tests with the XAF. Robert M. Page, notebook 152, in records of NRL,
Records aniu Correspondence Management office, NRL, Washington, D.C. Another source is a letter from R.M Page to the
Cummander, Atlanti. Squadron (Engineer's Report on Service Tests of Model XAF Radio Ranging Equipment), Apr 8, 1939, in
file S-$67-5 #1 (note 24). See also the Page interview (note 3), p. 108.45Page interview (note 3), p. 114.
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a little bit shaken. He said, "what'd you have on that ship last night?
When you turned on your searchlights, you illuminated my lead de-
stroyer!"

46

In a second drill run on February 21, the destroyer captains were apprised of the radar in advance
and were told to try to avoid detection. Yet again they were picked up outside of effective torpedo
range. Page remembered the general reaction after the tests:

These performances were at night, with no possibility of seeing the de-
stroyers. Their lights were out. That really impressed the officers.
From then on they were sold on the stuff and they would give us any-
thing we wanted.47

Later in the month, a simulated battle was fought. During it, the XAF proved it could easily
spot both "friendly" and "enemy" aircraft. This information was of limited value, however, since there
was as yet no way of telling the difference between them.

Compared to this outstanding performance, results from the CXZ were disappointing. The set
had been rushed into development and showed it. Exposed parts deteriorated rapidly in moisture, and
the equipment would not withstand the shock of heavy gunfir R.anges on objects were far less than
those with the XAF-only 8 .o 12 kilometers (5 to 7.5 miles) on large ships, and merely 5 to 8 kilome-
ters (3 to 5 miles) on aircri ft. Warning was successfully given in several mock attacks but again at
ranges shorter than those ar'orded by the competing device.48 The Commanding Officer of the Texas
concluded, "The apparatus, at actually installed on board TEXAS would be of very little value in war.
It might be described as in a 'highly experimental state."' Then he added hopefully,

The Commanding Officer discussed it on a number of occasions with
the senior R.C.A. Engineer on board, and agrees with that gentleman
that the R.C.A. personnel learned enough this winter to insure that the
next model of this apparatus will be much more practical and valuable.
The apparatus displayed potentialities which, when developed, would be
invaluable in war.49

Page and the other NRL personnel on the expedition could not help but be pleased with the turn

of events, but they empathized with the failures experienced by RCA. As Page wrote to Leo Young,

The performance of [the RCA] equipment has been very disap-
pointing.. .and the officers of [the TEXAS] make no secret of the fact
that they do not think much of it... .While [this] may enhance our own
success, it is not the kind of thing I like to see happen, even to our
rivals.5

0

Page knew tlat practical radar was possible at 400 megahertz and even higher frequencies and hoped
that the poor ,howing by the RCA set would not dampen enthusiasm or support for efforts to move up
the spectrum.

46 Ibid., pp. 116 and 117.
471bid., p. 118.
48Letter from the Commanding Officer, USS Texas, to the Commander, Atlantic Squadron, Mar 19, 1939, in file S-$67-5 #1
(note 24).
49Letter from the Commanding Officer, USS Texas, to the Commander, Atlantic Squadron, Mar. 24, 1939, in file S-S67-5 #1
(note 24).
soLetter from R.M. Page to Leo Young, Mar. 3, 1938, in file S-S67-5 #1 (note 24).
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The official judgment on the XAF was exactly the opposite of what it had been for the CXZ. The
Captain of the New York recommended

That [radar] be installed at once on all [aircraft carriers] and as soon as
possible on other vessels. I would make no reduction in size at the ex-
pense of range for the present, particularly for [carriers]. The device
looks big, but really caused very little inconvenience. After all we can't
expect to get something for nothing. It is well worth the space it occu-
pies.st

Admiral Johnson echoed this view in his report to the Bureau of Engineering:

Commander, Atlantic Squadron considers that the equipment is one of
the most important military developments since the advent of radio
itself. Its value as a defensive instrument of war and as an instrument
for avoidance of collisions at sea justifies the Navy's unlimited develop-
ment of the equipment....

Commander, Atlantic Squadron considers that the present state of
development of the equipment is such as to NOW warrant making it a
permanent installation in cruisers and carriers.

In conclusion, he noted that he was "especially impressed with the efficiency and capabilities of Mr.
Page. His services are, it seems, most valuable to the government, and it is recommended that the
Bureau assure his retention in the government service."5 2  The Bureau agreed with the Admiral's
appraisal and followed his advice.

EQUIPMENT FOR THE FLEET

The status of radar now zoomed upward. Soon it was redesignated special project 1 of the Office
of the Chief of Naval Operations, and on May 8, 1939, representatives of NRL, all the material
bureaus, and the CNO met to determine the next step. As might have been expected, the result was a
call for immediate action:

On a motion...concurred with by all...representatives, it was agreed to
recommend that procurement of from 10 to 20 of the [radar] devices in
their present form, with only minor and readily accomplished changes,

be undertaken at once, for installation and Service trial on vessels of
the Fleet; this procurement not to interfere with concurrent develop-
ment. Immediate procurement was considered imperative because (a)
the device is of great military value in its present form; (b) experience
in Service will permit exploration of its capabilities and limitations, will
provide training in its use and will point the way to further develop-
ment; (c) the international situation requires that immediate advantage
be taken of every device leading to greater military effectiveness; (d)
there is no positive guarantee that development of the improved device
will be successful.53

51Letter from the Commanding Officer, USS New York, to the Commander, Atlantic Squadron, Mar. 24, 1939, in file S-$67-5 #1
(note 24).52Letter from the Commander, Atlantic Squadron, to the Bureau of Engineering, Apr. 4, 1939, in file S-S67-5 #1 (note 24).
53Memorandum for file of the Office of Chief of Naval Operations on the Conference on Special Project 1, May 8, 1939, in file
S-S67-5 #1 (note 24)
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This recommendation was accepted. Next came the dec;sion of ,ho would build the equipment.
Realistically, there were only two possibilities. Western Electric Company or RCA. Both had been told
about NRL's highly setret developments, and both were already working in the radar field. Representa-
tives of RCA came to the Laboratory on May 19 to learn more about the XAF, which the Navy wanted
to be copied exactly, Western Electric engineers visited on May 26."' Later, to help expedite the bid-
ding process, NRL drew up complete intructions for produt.tion, although even this, as Louis Gebhard
moaned in one report, would not help much. He wrote,

Manufacturers...indicated they would require 100-180 days for first
model and 120 days after release to complete contract. It will take a
year to get this equipment! AND MFGR HAS EVERYTHING
WORKED OUT FOR HIM! [Emphasis is in the original. 55

On October 17, 1939, it was announced that RCA had won the bidding. 6 Meanwhile, the Bureau
of Engineering had decided to limit initial production, so only six sets were ordered. Construction went
smoothly, although RCA was not thrilled about having to copy NRL's design so closely. For one
thing, this meant having to use tubes produced by Eitel-McCullough, a competitor.5 Furthermore, at
least as Page recalled,

They rebelled at having to copy the Laboratory equipment. This was a
government Laboratory; they didn't know how to do anything. [RCA
thought], "if we are forced to put out a piece of equipment that they
developed and we have to copy it and can't design it right, it's going to
react against us in public relations. It's going to cost us something in
our reputation."... [Moreover] I insisted that the nameplate include the
words, "Developed by the Naval Research Laboratory." And I think I
had more trouble over that than any other thing about it. They abso-
lutely refused to do it! And the Bureau would not make them do it. I
made such a fuss that finally, the Bureau made them do it. Then,
instead of putting it on their nameplate, they made another nameplate,
a little tiny one they put down on the bottom corner-"Developed by
the Naval Research Laboratory." 58

Nonetheless, the work got done. The first preliminary model was delivered in November 1939, the first
finished, or production, model in May 1940. The other sets followed soon afterward.

The equipment went aboard the heavy cruisers Chikagu, Chester, Pensacola, and Northhalmpton, the
carrier Yorltonn, and the battleship California." Once tests had shown the value of these sets and
some slight modifications had been made, 14 more, now called the CXAM-1, were produced. These
were placed on the heavy cruiser Augusta, the light cruisers .4lbermarle and CinLinnati, the carriers Lea-
inglon, Saratoga, Ranger, Enterprise, and Wasp, the battleships Texas, Pennsjvania, 'es 'it ginia, North
Carolina, and Waslinglun, and the seaplane tender Curtis. Almost all were installed by the beginning of
American involvement in World War 11.60 During the conflict, CXAM sets would make a good showing.1 554Records of consultative services for May 19, 1939, and May 26, 1939, both in file S-S67-5 #1 (note 24).
55 Record of consultative services for June 2 1, in file S-S67-5 #I (note 24).Record of consultative services for Oct. 17, 1939, in file S-S67-5 #2, box 4, records of NRL, Secret series (now Unclassified),
record group 19, National Archives Building.

7Page interview (note 3), p. 113.581bid., pp. 112 and 113.59Taylor, Radio Reminiscences (note 12), p. 197.60Gebhard, The Eiolution... (note 15), p. 183, Cdr. Charles W. Harrison, Jr., USN, and James E. Blower, "Electronics-Your Fu-
ture," Journal of the American Socie(v of Naval Engineers 62 (1950): 116.
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for themselves and contribute substantially to naval operations. Fleet Admiral King, for example,
noted in his final report on the war, "Radar of this type contributed to the victories of the Coral Sea,
Midway, and Guadalcanal."61

" _ 608341H.13)

Fig. 18 - To the left is NRL's XAF radar and to the right, the production model based on it, the CXAM,
twenty of which were built ror the Navy by RCA.

A handful of engineers at NRL had worked for 17 years-at first sporadically, then hurriedly-on
the research and development that underlay these first na,,al radar sets. They were a great accomplish-

4-- ment. But they were only a slight indication of the power of radar. The men had not just designed a
single device, they had helped open a whole new field of electronics that would yield a huge assortment
of equipment that could perform a host of functions, a field whose limits of productivity are, even
today, undetermined. Looking back it seems that perhaps RCA was right in talking not of "radar," but
of "radio-vision." 62

61Adm, E J King, USN, "United States Navy at War. Final Official Report to the Secretary of the Navy," US Naval InsttuteProceedings 72 (1946): 171.
6 2The RCA name, later dropped in favor of the widely accepted Navy terminology, is discussed in Irving Wolff, "The Story of
Radar" (note 36).
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8. A DEVICE BECOMES A FIELD

Although no one in the 1930s cou.d have foreseen the vast potential of radar, researchers clearly
understood that the basic ideas inherent in it might give rise to a wide variety of different devices.
Thus, it is hardly surprising that even before the work described in the previous three chapters was
complete, other, related development programs were underway both at NRL and elsewhere. Neglected
in these previous chapters in the interest of concentration, some of these must now be considered as
we examine the transformation of radar into a broad field of technology.

EARLY MICROWAVE RESEARCH AT NRL

It is now well known that the microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum, a variously
defined region in which wavelengths are measured in centimeters and that here will mean frequencies
between 300 megahertz and 30,000 megahertz, is the most useful for radar (Table 3, in Chapter 4).
Basically this is because microwaves can be focused more easily than waves at frequencies below 300
megahertz, require smaller antennas, and give better target discrimination.' Although similar to light in
physical characteristics, they have the poer to penetrate fog and other atmospheric conditions that
would reflect or absorb visible rays. All these advantages were generally understood even in the early
days of radar development. In fact, both RCA and the Army began their investigations of radio detec-
tion by studying microwaves.-

The Naval Research Laboratory had made its technical reputation by pushing the edge of radio
research higher and higher up the electromagnetic spectrum, and it too became interested in using
microwaves for detection at a relatively early date. Indeed, for several years in the mid-1930s, the
Laboratory put as muLi, emphasis on microwave research as it did on short-wave radar research at lower
frequencies. Only when the latter seemed clearly to be the quickest path to practical equipment was
work concentrated on these lower frequencies. The story of NRL's initial research on microwaves,
although it did not lead to practical equipment, is worth recounting as counterpoint to the main themes
discussed in previous chapters and as a means of illuminating the broad institutional character of NRL's
development of radar.

Although many civilian scientists at NRL foresaw the general importance of microwaves, the plan
to study them for the purpose of detecting and ranging objects originated with a naval officer, William
S. "Deke" Parsons, who was stationed at the Laboratory as a liaison officer for the Bureau of Ordnance.
A 1922 graduate of the Naval Academy, Parsons had 8 years of experience in the fleet and 3 years of
postgraduate instruction in ordnance before coming to NRL. Already, he was proving himself to be
one of the most capable technical officers of his generation. This ability would become even clearer in
World War II, when he would become involved in the Manhattan Project and win the respect of
America's top physicists. Indeed, he would be the man chosen to make the final preparations on the
first atomic bomb ever used in combat. 3

Parsons reported to the Laboratory in July 1933. Soon he was apprised of the radio detection
project, and he immediately envisioned application in the area of gunfire control, a major responsibility

'Louis N. Ridenour, Radar Systen Engineering (New York: McGrzw-1lill, 1947), pp. 10 and 1!.21rvng Wolff, "The Story of Radar," Radio Ilge 5 (Oct. 1945). 10-13, Dulaney Terrett, The Signal Corps. The En-rgen (Washing-
ton: GPO, 1956), pp. 40ff.
Biographital sketch of William S. Parsons, records of the Offi.er Biographies Branch, Office of Naval Information, in the Opera-

tional Archives Branch, Naval listory Divison, Washington, D.C.
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of the Bureau of Ordnance. lie was astonished that no one else had seriously considered the idea.
Years later he recalled the situation in this way:

At that time there was good liaison with the Navy Department (Radio
Division, BuEng [Bureau of Engineering]) in only two fields; testing
and development of radio equipment, and development of underwater
sound equipment. In other fields, including BuOrd [the Bureau of Ord-
nance], BuAer [the Bureau of Aeronautics], BuC&R [the Bureau of
Construction and Repair], and OpNav [the Office of the Chief of Naval
Operations], the liaison was very sketchy it seemed because neither side
would take the initiative.

To show how inadequate was the knowledge of fire control essentials at
NRL at that time, one of the senior physicists was surprised at my
enthusiasm over the radio echo possibilities and remarked that he
understood that the Navy had such fine optical range finders that radio
echo [devices] could improve matters very little. I was tremendously
surprised to find that BuOrd had not been informed of these possibili-
ties, although the War Department had been informed eighteen months
earlier.

4

Was this not the result of putting NRL under the control of the Bureau of Engineering instead of
guarding and emphasizing its position as a general research institution for the Navy? Was it not
confirmation of Captain Oberlin's warnings?s

Resolved to initiate a research project, Parsons conveyed to his superiors at the Bureau of Ord-
nance his vision of the importance of radio ranging in a letter sent by the Director of NRL to the
Bureau on August 2, 1933. It stated,

It is desired to inform the Bureau of Ordnance regarding a development
in radio research which has possible applications in fire control work
and airplane detection.

In tests of super-high frequency radio transmission to airplanes, certain
beat notes were heard in receivers located on the ground at a consider-
able distance from the transmitting station. These beat notes were
found to be caused by a combination of the transmitted and reflected
waves which were out of phase by an amount proportional to the rate
of change of distance between the reflecting object and the transmitting

*, and receiving stations. Bcats were obtained at ranges above 20 miles
and at altitudes above 8000 feet....

When the distance between transmitter and receiver is negligibly small
compared to the distance between them and the reflecting object, one
beat occurs whenever the distance (range) changes by one half wave
length. Wave lengths used to date have been about four meters. Using
micro rays (wave length less than 1 meter) reflection should be
improved.

4 Letter from W S Parsons to E.B Taylor, Nov. 6, 1945, in file P16-1/00, box 3, account 38.76.81, records of the Chief of Naval
Operations, record group 38, Washington National Records Center, Suitland, Md. I am endebted to Mr. Derk Bruins for bring-
ing this letter to my attention.
5Quotations cited in Chapter 5 by notes 22. 30. 31, and 40.
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Possible applications of this development to fire control and aircraft
detection work appear to be:

(a) Continuous measurement and indication of the exact rate of change
of range to a surface target.

(b) Aircraft detection, possibly followed by measurement of the rate of
change to the target when located.

To date, work along these lines, due to the large number of urgent
Engineering problems, has been going on slowly toward the develop-
ment of a device for airplane detection by means of beats. In view of
the fact that the airplane detection and fire control features apply to the
Army as well as the Navy, it is possible that the Army has done work
along these lines or would cooperate in further research and develop-
ment. Should the Bureau of Ordnance feel that this work merits
greater effort, it would be necessary under the present set-up to support
the work financially. An outlay of S5,000 a year would permit hiring
additional personnel whose services would be devoted exclusively to
this project.6

Comments on Parsons' suggestion by Bureau of Ordnance officials have survived. 7 One said,
"Recommend that this be followed up," but the other readers of the proposal were not impressed One
officer wrote,

Can this be developed for measurement of range? If not, then it would
seem that immediate efforts should be concentrated on development
for airplane detection, as the detail of most immediate military value
onboard ship, where "listeners" are not used.

Another answered,

Use of "beat" frequency will not measure anything but ratio and to do
this for surface or aerial targets it must be known definitely that the
reflected signal from target is the ship or plane on which range rate
(along line of sight) is desired to be established. Until beam transmis-
sions can be reduced to much smaller values this method has no possi-
ble use.

In technical detail these analyses are correct, but they show no appreciation of the promise of con-
tinued research. Indeed, it is the attitude they reveal that is most important. Like the Bureau of
Engineering, the Bureau of Ordnance was closely tied to practical development in these years and was
hesitant to support anything that would not produce quick results.

Undaunted by the initial reactions, Parsons followed up his first request with a second on Sep-
tember 15. He now acknowledged the problems of ranging objects when using the continuous-wave
method, but he indicated that the problems could be solved by modulating the transmitted waves in

I6
6Letter from NRL to the Bureau of Ordnance, Aug. 2, 1933, in file S-67, box 208, entry 25, records of the Bureau of Ordnance,
record group 74, Washington National Records Center, Suitland, Md. Parsons' initials on the upper margin of the letter prove
his authorship.
7These are penciled either on the back of the letter (note 6) or on attached papers.
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such a manner that the particular interference patterns in the receiver would indicate the distance to the
target. Again he stressed the ultimate payoff,

New developments in radio at this Laboratory have suggested the idea
of building a single 'beam" transmitter and receiver with additional gear
which, if completely successful, would be able to do the following:

(a) Take range on any object from which a continuous echo can be

received.

(b) Take bearings on a ship or airplane by means of the radio echo.

(c) Give an indication of the rate of change of range to any object
from which a continuous echo can be received.

(d) By means of (a), (b), and (c), to detect and track unseen ship or
airplane.

8

Once again of course, Parsons requested Bureau of Ordnance support. This time, the letter went to the
Bureau of Ordnance via the Bureau of Engineering. Officials there, when forwarding it, added pessimis-
tic comments about Parson's recommendations:

In view of the results from a large amount of somewhat similar work
done in the past or now underway by highly competent companies, the
time involved to obta*." either negative or positive results might well
exceed two or three years. In the case of negative results it would be
difficult to predict that positive results were impractical of accomplish-
ment.

Progress in micro ray work is so closely associated with vacuum tube
development that the major progress in this field is now being made by
organiza!ions conducting vacuum tube research .... The Bureau of
Engineering considers that progress along the lines suggested by the
Laboratory can best be accomplished by a development contract with a
suitable commercial company. 9

7 'Once again we see the tendency to leave long-range research to industry, rather than to develop NRL's
capability to perform it.

Based on this recommendation and on a conference held with representatives of NRL after receiv-
ing the letter, the Bureau of Ordnance told the Laboratory,

After due consideration.. .the Bureau of Ordnance is of the opinion
that, in view of the present stringency of funds, it is unable to recom-
mend any participation by this Bureau at the present time in the
development of this project by the Naval Research Laboratory.' 0

Letter from NRL to the Bureau of Engineering, September 15, 1933, in file C-$67/35, box 22, job order !1101, records of
NRL, record group 181, Washington Natonal Records Center, Suitland, Md.
9First endorsement, Bureau of Engineering to the Bureau of Ordnance, to the letter cited in note 8, Oct. 20, 1933, in the same
file.
t°Letter from the Bureau of Ordnance to NRL, Oct. 28, 1933, in file C-S67/35 (note 8).
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Thus ended the possibility of an early entry by the Bureau of Ordnance into fire-control radar or of a
close partnership with the Bureat, of Engineering in bringing the first practical naval radar into
existence. The Bureau of Ordnance would not play a major role in radar development and production
until around 1940. When it did enter the field, it had to do so with great haste and confusion The
story might have been quite different had Parson's suggestions been followed."

Despite lack of support from the Bureau of Ordnance, study of microwaves at NRL was not
dropped entirely. In a roundabout fashion, money was obtained from the Bureau of Aeronautics, from
a problem it was sponsoring for development of an alti-drift meter, a device for accurately determining
altitude and drift of an airplane." Between 1932 and 1934, engineers working on the project had used
sound waves. Their plan was to send out a continuous, concentrated beam from the airplane toward
the ground below and in front of it. Reflections of these waves would cause interference in a receiver
in the airplane as they mixed with others that came directly from the transmitter. The characteristics of
the pattern could be used to determine distance to the ground and the velocity of the aircraft Unfor-
tunately, atmospheric disturbance and air turbulence combined to prevent clear and continuous
reflection of the sound.

In March 1934, with the approval of the Bureau of Aeronautics, a switch was made to fadio
microwaves. The s,,me principks of wave reflection and interference were t, be employed Since these
principles were exactly those of continuous-wave radio detection, it was anticipated that the research
might conceivably lead to practical microwave radar as well as to an alti-drift meter. In later years, Par-
sons looked back and commented,

... BuAer support for microwave investigation was soughi and obtained.
This was put over in spite of BuEng objection that the instrument
would certainly be too heavy and clumsy to carry in an airplane....

Note 1: The foresight and energy which -yon this argument were
characteristics of BuAer under (then) Rear Admiral E. J. King, USN. t'

Any project based on microwaves in thes3 years, when very little was known about them, soon
became of necessity a basic research effort. Consequently, the first report after the switch to
microwaves, a report that covers the period from April to December 1934, discussed experiments on
the basit, means for transmission and reflection of the radiation and experiments for discovering its fun-
ldamental characteristics.' 4 The Bureau of Aeronautics, progressive though it may have been, shared

with the other Bureaus the belief that its funds should be directed primarily to applied rather than basic
research. Responding to the report, the Bureau stated,I...to date there has been allocated a total of S21,000 during a period of

four years for the development of an alti-drift meter. Experimental
funds available for the development of aircraft instruments do not jus-
tify continuing this rate of expenditure for the development of an alti-
drif, meter unless there are good prospects for the early development
of a micro-ray alti-drift meter model suitable for flight tests in an air-
ship or in an airplane, preferably in an airplane .... It appears that the
construction of such a model depends to a large extent upon the availa-
bility of vacuum tubes of considerably better characteristics than at
present obtainable and that consequently it may be advisable to restrict

1tauford Rowland and William B. Boyd, U.S. Nav.v Bureau of Ordnance in World War II (Washington GPO, 1947). pp 414-417

12NRL Report R-1111, Jan. 15, 1935, "Development of Micro-Ray Radin Apparatus for Use in Aircraft Alti-Drift Meter Equip-
ment," in file C-S67/35 (note 8).
"Letter from W S. Parsons to E.B. Taylor (note 4).14See note 12.
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the funds expended on the alti-drift meter until such time as there is
greater likelihood of obtaining more satisfactory tubes.05

Clearly, unless money could be obtained from some other sources, there was great danger that the proj-
ect would be eliminated. 16

Ross Gunn, the Technical Assistant to the Director of NRL, the man generally responsible for
acting as liaison between the Director and the research staff, became quite distressed about the situa-
tion. A PhD in physics from Yale, Gunn had come to the Laboratory in 1927 and had proved himself
an extremely able scientist. Within a year after his arrival, he had been named Assistant Superinten-
dent of the Ileat and Light Division, and in 1934, he became Technical Advisor to the Director. Later
in his career, he would achieve distinction by recognizing, as early as 1939-the same year in which
nuclear fission was discovered-the potentials of nuclear power for the Navy. He would quickly lead
NRL into this field, thus making it the first government agency to conduct research in atomic energy. 17

In 1935 he, like Parsons, saw clearly the future importance of microwaves and endeavored to change
the opinion of the material bireaus. On March 7, several weeks after the Bureau of Aeronautics had
inaicated its waning support, Gunn set forth his ideas in a lengthy memorandum to the NRL Director,
a memorandum that obviously was aimed at a higher target:

I conceive that the main purpose of this Laboratory is, by the aid of sci-
ence, to so change the methods of warfare that the enemy will always
be at a tremendous disadvantage....

Our fleet must be provided with better and more useful eyes, ears, and
voices if it is to survive a major engagement and if its power is to be
used to the greatesi advantage.

V On-, field of scientific investigation that offers great possibilities for

,acreasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the Navy is not now
receiving the attention it richly deserves. This field of investigation
relates to electromagnetic waves situated in the spectrum between light
waves and radio waves. These waves have remarkable and extremely
valuable properties. They may be produced with moderate ease and
completely controlled by electric means. The waves have all the desir-
able properties of light; they may be reflected or refracted into a beam
like a search light or they may be broadcast in all directions. The waves
have the remarkable property of penetrating fog and hence any opera-
tion that can be performed by ordinary light under normal conditions
may be reproduced in fog by means of these waves....

Perhaps the most important applications of these waves to the Naval
Service are not so obvious or easy of accomplishment. Their reduction
to useful form will entail much study, effort and consideration and
could only be accomplished by continued research over a period of
years, yet so valuable will be successful results that the expenditure of
almost any amount of money could be justified....

Research problems are seldom encountered which offer so much prom-
ise of ultimate Naval usefulness in so many different directions. Many
of the applications are extremely important and useful in war .... It is

'5 Letter from the Bureau of Aeronautics to NRL, Feb. 26, 1935, file C-S67/35 (note 8).
16Records indicate that despite this warning the Bureau continued to support the problem.
17lBiographical file on Ross Gunn in the NRL historical file. Ilistorian't office, NRL. Washington, D.C.
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recommended, therefore, that a general continuing problem be author-
ized to investigate the quasi-optical region of electromagnetic waves.t 8

To bolbter Gunn's claims, the Laboratory produced a formal report on "Present Day Technique
for Radio Transmission and Reception in the Micro-Ray Frequency Band (300-3000 Megacycles) With
Suggested Applications for Naval Purposes." 19 While lacking the rhetorical punch of the letter, the
report also stressed the utility of microwaves: for secret point-to-point communications, for detection
and ranging of enemy ships and aircraft, and for secret aircraft-to-ground communication. The docu-

ment was sent to both the Bureaus of Engineering and Aeronautics to stimulate increased support

Response from the Bureaus was not encouraging. This was a major reason Taylor made his spe-
cial appeal to the House Naval Appropriations Subcommittee in the spring of 1935 for additional
research funds.20 Indeed, when he was successful in obtaining an extra $100,000 for NRL in fiscal
1936, the highest priority for using the additional money was given to the investigation of microwaves
A new, basic-research problem on the subject was established in July 193521: the Laboratory then had
the authorization needed to begin a broad, fundamental investigation of microwaves. However, like all
basic-research problems, this nne had to remain limited in extent. Only three to five men worked full
time on the subject for the remainder of the 1930s.

The principal goal of the investigation was fundamental understanding of transmission and recep-
tion of microwave radiation. Tube testing, circuit building, and experiments to determine fundamental
properties constituted the bulk of the project. Nonetheless, hopes remained high that practical
equipment-including radio detection devices-could soon be developed, and much effort was directed
toward this end. The continuous-wave method was always used, because it was believed that sufficient
power could not be generated for the pulse method to be effective.

In the material bureaus, interest in the problem grew after public disclosure, in late summer 1935,
of the existence of microwave radio detection equipment on board the French liner Normandie.22 It
seemed that practical equipment might not be so far in the future as previously thought. Still, there
was hesitancy to provide increased support. Answering a request for more money in January 1936, the
Bureau of Engineering stated, "Such progress as has been indicated in the [Laboratory's] reports either
as having been made by the Laboratory or as coming to the attention of the Laboratory, has been quite
limited."23 A month later, it pointed out that the General Electric Company and Bell Telephone Labora-
tories were both doing basic work on microwaves. Might it not be more profitable, was the implication,
for the Navy simply to wait and reap the benefits of their work, to let them take the risks? 24

Strongly supported by NRL leaders, the microwave investigation continued to trudge along.
Whenever new experimental equipment was developed, its potential for radio detection was tested In
May 1936-soon after the pulsed, 28-megahertz radar developed by Page and Guthrie had achieved its
dramatic results 2 '--a microwave set using the continuous waves was tried on the Potomac River. A
report stated,

t Memorandum from Ross Gunn to the Director, NRL, Mar. 7, 1935, in file S-S67/35, box 19, job order 11029, records of
NRL, record group 181, Washington National Records Center, Suitland, Md.
19NRL Report 1149, Apr. 23, 1935, in the Documents Section, NRL library, Washington, D.C
20Taylor's description of this appeal was cited in Chapter 6 by note 23.2

1Problem 0-2S. Sae the letter from the Bureau of Engineering to NRL, July 12, 1935, in file 11-1(3), box 34, records of NRL,
Unclassified series, record group 19, National Archives Building, and the letter from NRL to the Bureau of Engineering, Oct 3,
1935, in file C-S67/35 (note 8).
22Letter from the Bureau of Ordnance to NRL, Nov. 13, 1935, in file C-S67/35 (note 8) The Normandie equipment was dis-

- ,cussed in Chapter 6, where notes 32 and 33 apply
23Letter from the Bureau of Engineering to NRL, Jan. 4, 1936, in file C-S67/35 (note 8).
24Letter from the Bureau of Engineering to NRL, Feb. II, 1936, in file C-S67/35 (note 8).
25Described in Chapter 6, where notes 41 and 42 apply.
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The transmitter was set up on the Naval Research Laboratory roof at
Bellevue, D.C., while the receiver was on a motor launch plying the
river .... Beats were obtained from passing barges, and when direct
vision was obscured the signal was occulted. Reflections were reliatly
obtained from a heterogeneous shore line at 1-1/4 mile distance and
from a metallic sphere 40 feet in diameter and a brick chimney nt 1/2
mile. This again was not the limit of distance. More information will
be available soon.26

These results were significant, but they tended to be overshadowed by those being obtained with the
longer wave equipment, which was already detecting aircraft at ranges greater than 40 kilometers (25
miles).

The peak of the early efforts to develop microwave radar at NRL came in tests aboard the USS
Leary, in April 1937. As reported earlier, 27 200-megahertz pulse equipment was tried at the same time.
Experiments were made with two microwave sets: one using 1200 megahertz and the other using 500
megahertz. Results were dismal-especially when compared to ranges obtained with the 200-megahertz
equipment. The 1200-megahertz set got echoes from objects at a maximum distance of but 2 kilome-
ters (1-1/4 miles). The 500-megahertz device got no results, due to rough weather. 28

The general study of microwaves at NRL continued after these tests, but the attempts to build
microwave radar using the continuous-wave method were dropped. The Laboratory did not, by any
means, abandon the idea of using microwaves for radio detection. But in the future, it approached this
possibility by moving up from lower frequencies, where success had already been attained. And in the
future, it worked almost entirely with the pulse technique. In 1937, given the results to date, it flrally
seemed imperative to accept the policy advocated by the Bureau of Engineering and await further
developments by industry on microwave tubes.

The history of NRL's early microwave radar project is notable for several reasons. First it shows
that there was no obvious path to practical detection equipment. The choice of method, the choice of
frequency, and the choice of components all depended on the results of research and experimental
development. Second, the project provides anotmer view of the forces that shaped he origin of radar at
the institution. By comparing it to the pulse radar effort, one gains a far deeper understanding of he
interplay of administrative decisions and technical developments that characterized NRL's operation
in these years.

SHAPING RELATIONS WITH PRIVATE INDUSTRY

The development of naval radar would not have been possible without cooperation between NRL
and American electronics companies. Not only were they called on to produce anything the Laboratory
designed, but they also created many new forms of equipment for naval use. In those cases, NRL fre-
quently passed judgment on their models prior to large-scale procurement. Hence, interactions with
industry were an extremely important part of the Laboratory's activities and an important part of the
evolution of the radar field.

RCA, whose early work was discussed in the preceding chapter, was the first firm to be drawn into
the Navy radar program and produced the first shipborne equipment. This would be only the beginning
of an involvement that would grow to massive proportions during World War II and wo),ld make radar
a major portion of RCA's business. The company would eventually design and build various series of
radars for a wide variety of ships and aircraft and for numerous naval uses-including general search,
fire control. and navigation. 29

26Lettcr from NRL to the Bureau of Engineering, May 5, 1936, in file C.S67/35 (note 8).271n the preceding chapter, where notes 12 through 16 apply.
28Lettcr from NRL to the Bureau of Engineering, May 8, 1937, in ile C-S67/35 (note 8).
29RCA's Contribution to the War Effort Through Radar, 1932-1946' (unpublished manuscript available from RCA).
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The American Telephone and Telegraph Company was the second major industrial firm to
become involved in the development of naval radar. The story of its efforts would be one of even
greater magnitude. In 1946, Mervin J. Kelly, Director of Bell Telephone Laboratories, looked back and
summarized,

The Bell System played a larger part in the [American] radar program
[until the end of World War II] from research through production, than
any other industrial organization. Through its manufacturing
company-the Western Electric-it produced about half of all the radar
made in the United States; and through its research organization-the
Bell Telephone Laboratories-it carried out a comparable portion of the
research and development programs.

Throughout the preparedness and war years, the Laboratories, with a
continuously expanding program, gave almost half of its effort to radar
science and technology. It expended approximately $85,000,000 in its
research, development, design, and early model production effort.

The Western Electric Company produced equipments resulting from
this effort in a volume of approximately $900,000,000, and there was
reproduction of radar facilities by others, from designs completed in
Bell Laboratories, in volume of at least $100,000,000.1o

Note that these figures include radar produced for the Army and American allies as well as for the
Navy.

AT&T's huge radar program originated from interaction with NRL. Captain W. J. Ruble, head of
the Radio Division of the Bureau of Engineering, was well aware of AT&T's expertise in the radio
field, and, in mid-1937, he reasoned it would be profitable to the Navy to disclose its progress in radar
to the company. On July 13, 1937, three engineers from Bell Telephone Laboratories, accompanied by
Lt. Cdr. J.B. Dow of the Bureau of Engineering, visited NRL to hear about radio detection. A report
on the conference states,

[The men] were given a brief review of the Laboratory's earlier experi-
ence with the beat method of detecting echoes, followed by a statement
of the reasons why the Laboratory believes the pulse echo methods to
be far superior. The nature of the pulses was discussed and a pulse
transmitter was examined. One of the pulse receivers was examined
and discussed. The experimental rotatable 200 megacycle beam used in
connection with pulse work on that frequency was examined and
discussed... .The difficulties inherent in carrying the work to still higher
frequencies more suitable for shipboard installation were considered.3'

The report also recorded the reactions of the group to what NRL had accomplished:

i ne principal comments were made by Mr. [E.L.I Nelson of the Bell
group. He stated that it was almost unbelievable that echo signals of

_ _ _ this character could be received from such distances but he was forced
30Reprint of Mervin J. Kelly, "Radar and Bell Laboratories," Bell Telephone Magazine 24 (winter 1945), pp. 5 and 6HAll quotes are from a memorandum from the Superintendent, Radio Division, to the Director, NRL, rough draft, undated,

but circa July 16, 1937. This draft is in the papers of Robert M. Page, Historian's office, NRL, Washington, D C The final draft
is the letter from NRL to the Bureau of Engineering, July 16, 1937, in file C-S67-5 #1, box 31, records of NRL, Confidential
series (now Unclassified), record group 19, National Archives Building. 1 is essentially the same as the rough draft but is short-
er.
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to believe the evidence of his own eyes. (We refer here to the photo-
graphic records.) lie further stated that it was unlikely that such a prob-
lem would ever have been undertaken by the Bell Laboratories and that
we were fortunate in not having a board of directors to approve such a
problem, as it might have been very difficult in the beginning to
guarantee success and show an important outcome, especially in finan-
cial returns, from their point of view.

Obviously the NRL representatives had not felt it necessary to discuss their own administrative prob-
lems! On the role for AT&T in the radar field, everyone agreed:

[Mr. Nelson] stated that while the Naval Research Laboratory had very
beautifully laid the research foundation for this work and demonstrated
the ultimate feasibility, yet there was evidently an enormous amount of
practical development work to be done in the future to adapt it satisfac-
torily to Ndval conditions. In this opinion he was confirmed by the
Superintendent of the Radio Division and assured that it was the inten-
tion of the Laboratory to urgently prosecute this problem but that we
would welcome any assistance which the dell Laboratories might be
prepared to give and which might be arranged between them and the
Bureau of Engineering.

Back at company headquarters, there was interest, ye, hesitance and hence delay. Then in November.
representatives from the Bell Telephone Laboratories came to NRL for a second time to learn about
further progress in pulse radar. After this, the directors of AT&T decided that the company should
definitely enter the radar field. Initially, however, they determined that it had to be at their own, not
Navy, expense. Mervin Kelly later explained,

Under the then established rules of Navy development contracts, it was
not practicable to contract for such a highly speculative research pro-
gram [as we wanted to initiate]. However, all concerned recognized the
importance of such an investigation.

Because of its potentialities for results of importance to -ur country's
preparedness program, and because of the intimate relation of Bell
Laboratories' centimeter-wave radio research to the centimeter-wave
radar problems, the American Telephone and Telegraph Company
authorized the Laboratories to proceed with the investigation. This
made it possible for the Laboratories to carry the radar excursion into
the shorter wavelength or to a place where, if successful, contracts
could be entered into with the Navy for a development to specified
requirements.

32

The official history of the Bell Telephone Laboratories in these years elaborates further,

During the war years most Bell Labs military work was done under con-
tract with Western Electric (on a cost-plus-fixed-fee basis), with Bell
Labs being a Western Electric subcontractor. Under this arrangement,
Bell Lab's costs on a project were a part of the Western Electric con-
tract cost. This was a fair way to handle a project for a military weapon,
but AT&T was reluctant to have Western Electric accept a contract for
a research project which might ultimately benefit the Bell System more

32 Kelly, op. cit. (note 30), p. 9.
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than the military. For this reason, AT&T bore the cost of a number of
exploratory jobs until such time as it became apparent that a contract
would be appropriate because the specific work covered could be aimed
at developing a useful and producible military device or system. Some
of this reasoning was responsible for the AT&T payment for early radar
exploration.

33

A microwave radar research program was established at the Bell Telephone Laboratories in New
York late in 1937. In May 1938, it was moved to facilities at Whippany, New Jersey, 50 kilometers (30
miles) away, to facilitate secret experimentation. Throughout 1938 and earl) 1939, all work was done
at the company's own expense.14 And, despite what was said when the engineers from the Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories visited NRL, there is some indiLation that the project was initially regarded with at
least some indifference by the military. In a report about a conference held on April 29, 1938, Robert
Page noted,

According to Mr. [F.K.I Lack [of Western Electric], European
manufactures are busy supplying heavy demands of their respective
governments for high-frequency apparatus in the decimeter wave-length
range for military application. They are using methods and machinery
developed in this country, based on theoretical work originating in this
country. They expressed surprise at the lack of interest in such
developments on the part of the U.S. Government, particularly since
said developments are available in this country and their military value
both to the Navy and the Army is so obvious.

Mr. Lack said that Gen. Mauborgne, Chief of the Signal Corps, recently
indicated definitely that the Army was not interested in decimeter
waves, an attitude which Mr. Lack could not understand. He (Mr.
Lack) said further that about the only interest shown by the Navy was
an occasional visit by Commander Ruble [of the Bureau of Engineer-
ing]. He wondered why radio engineers did not visit their laboratory to
learn of the contributions they had to offer, pointing out that it has
been over ten years since the Bureau of Engineering has sent Radio
Engineers from NRL to visit Bell Telephone Labs. In referring to a
one-time difficulty over patent matters, Mr. Lack said that when it
came to a matter of national defense such things should be forgotten
rather than to let foreign powers use us as a spring board to get the
jump on our government in the developments of high military value.35

In subsequent months, perhaps partly because of this report, communication did improve. NRL

engineers -isited the Bell Telephone Laboratories on several occasions, and representatives from there
were kept up to date on NRL's 200-megahertz radar.

In their development program, Bell engineers worked on designing pulse radar that operated at
around 500 to 700 megahertz. Like Deke Parsons, they saw the tremendous potential of microwaves
for gunfire control and other tasks that 200-megahertz radar was not precise enough to perform well.But, like the men in the micrwave project at NRL, they were beset with the difficulty of generating

' M.D. -agen, ed., A Ihstor) of Engineering and .SLtI& n the Bell Sjstem, ,ol 11 (Murray lHUll, N J. Bell Telephone Laboratories,
1978), pp. 12 and 13.
3'Kelly, O,. cit. (note 30), p. 10.

Report on the conference of Apr. 29, 1938, in file S67/35, box 77, job order 11704, records of NRL, record group 181, Wash-
ington National Records Center, Suitland, Md.
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radiation of sufficient power at such a high frequency. Indeed, at the Bell Telephone Laboratories, as
elsewhere in America, the real potential for sophisticated microwave equipment had to await the disclo-
sure by the British, late in 1940, of a radically new transmitting tube called the multiavity magnetron.
Ilowever, with the resources availabie within AT&T, including a large, experienced tube department,
the researchers were able, by mid-1939, to devise a microwave transmitter strong enough and receiver
sensitive enough to detect targets at ranges up to around 25 kilometers (15 miles). 6

,\rm) and Navy representatives first witnessed demonstrations of this equipment in July at Atlan-
tic Highlands, New Jersey, overlooking New York Harbor. The results prompted the Navy to give the
company a contract :o begin producing shipboard equipment) 7 After a year and a half of independent
investigation, the radar venture was finally paying off. But, as at NRL, it took months to move from
test equipment to a finished set. Work on the Nivy contract started in December 1939, the first equip-
ment, dubbed the CXAS, would not be installed until June 1941. After some improvements, including
the addition of a magnetron transmitting tube, nine more, renamed in production form the FA, would
be manufactured and placed on other vessels. They would be the Navy's first standard fire-control
radars From then on, AT&T would remain the leader in this line of equipment, producing most of the
fire-control radars used in the war.

The relations the Navy established with RCA and AT&T are good examples of the kind of
interactions it would come to have with numerous industrial firms. Soon General Electric, the Subma-
rine Signal Corporation, Raytheon, Federal Telegraph and Radio, and thousands of other, smaller com-
panies would be involved in equipping the fleet. The diversity of the products they would produce has
led one student of radar history to comment, "In 1945, the U.S. Navy operated a vast, even bewilder-
ing, -variety of radars, a variety due more to the variety of manufacturers than to a spectrum of require-
ments."38 But such would be the price of relying on a wide range of American firms. The extent of this
interaction was not yet apparent at the end of the 1930s, but the foundation, as we have seen, was
firmly in place.

THE NAVY RADAR PROGRAM TO MID-1940

As success followed success in the pulse radar project at NRL and as new men were added, the
effort began diversifying. This tendency, which had started before the XAF was tested at sea,"' became
even more pronounced afterward. NRL engineers recognized the need to expioit the new field as fully
and as rapidly as possible and were eager to do so.

On February 26, 1940, the Director of the Laboratory sent a letter to the Chief of the Bureau of
Engineering reporting in detail on the radar program. Written by Robert Page, 40 it was the first
comprehensive summary 'i over a year. Reviewing it will give a clear picture of the extent to which
the project had expanded and changed by that time. Page discussed six areas of activity, improvements
to the 200-megahertz equipment, development of 400-megahertz equipment, investigations at higher
frequencies, development of auxiliary apparatus, recognition with radar sets, and fire-control applica-
tions.

Improvements of the 200-megahertz equipment had been made after the test of the XAF and
before production of the CXAM. These invclved design modifications that gave the set greater range,
a slightly smaller antenna, and clearer indication of echoes. Although NRL was completely satisfiedI' with the result, Page explained that not much more was being done at this frequency:
36 Kelly, op. cit. (note 30), p. 10.
3Fagen, op. cit. (note 33), p. 25.

Norman Friedman, "US Naal Radars An Introduktion" (unpublished Iludson Institute discussion paper, If 1-2570-DP,
1977), p. 61.39SCe, for example, the paragro:)h where notes 20 and 21 apply.40Letter from NRL to the Bure,, of Engineering, Feb 26, 1940, in file S-$67-5 #2, box 4, records of NRL, Secret series (now
Ujiclassif-ed), record group 10, National Archives Bu'.ing The initials in the upper-right torner prove Page's authorship.
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... it would be possible to develop a far superior 200 m.c. system. How-
ever, since the XAF (now designated CXAM) equipment is adequate
for indoctrination of the system in the service, and furthermore, since
the undesirably large antenna structure can only be appreciably reduced
by going to a higher frequency, further 200 m.c. development is no
longer being continued.4'

Instead, effort was being concentrated on developing practical equipment operating at around 400
megahertz. This idea was not new. As early as August 1937, Page had assigned several of his assis-
tants, including Robert Guthrie and Irving Page, to work on pulse radar equipment in this region of the
spectrum.42 For several months, they experimented at around 500 megahertz and higher, but by Febru-
ary 1938, they had decided, on Dr. Taylor's suggestion, "to complete [a] system on 440 m.c. rather than
to make toe big a jump to 700 or 800 m.c. '43 By the fall of 1939, 400-megahertz equipment was in
operation an, achieving ranges on aircraft up to 70 kilometers (80,000 yards). However, it had not yet
matched the performance of the XAF. It was hoped that, with alterations, the set would be able to do
so by the summer of 1940. As for RCA's competitive 400-megahertz radar, which had been sent to
NRL after testing in the fleet, Page commented, "It is apparent that performance of this equipment is
far below that obtained from 400 m.c. equipment developed at this Laboratory. '44

At the time of the report, the chances of practical radar at frequencies much higher than 400-
megahertz still looked rather bleak, because of the lack of transmitter tubes that could produce enough
power. The contract with the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Page notes gloomily, had as yet "failed to
produce results." 45 But he pointed out that progress in the radio industry might soon change the situa-
tion. In any case, NRL, as the Bureau of Engineering had mandated, was now leaving this area of
investigation up to private companies.

The Laboratory was better suited for improving auxiliary control and indicating equipment for
radar. One significant project of this sort it had undertaken was devising a means for using a double
beam of radiation hom a single transmitter to get two signals-right and left deviations-from each tar-
get. This technique, called lobe switching, allowed far greater precision in tracking. Once perfected, it
would become a standard technique.

Also under investigation was a new form of indicator that would, for each object detected, make a
dot on the cathode-ray screen corresponding to its position in space. As Page explained, "such a system
would amount to a polar chart on the cathode-ray tube of the area surrounding the ranging equip-
ment."46 The need for something of this sort had become obvious to him during the mock battles in
which the XAF was tested, for there were then so many aircraft in the area that it was impossible to
keep track of them all one by one. Eventually, his plan or a solution would lead to what became called
the plan-position indicator, or PPI. This screen, with rotating radial sweep, has since become perhaps
the most widely recognized part of all radar technology. Page would acquire several patents on circuits
employed in his design, but, like so many other aspects of radar, the PPI was also invented indepen-
dently elsewhere.

Finally, in the area of design modifications, NRL engineers were studying improvements to key-
ing circuits, receiver circuits, antennas, duplexers, and cathode-ray indicating tubes. They were even
beginning to consider standardizing parts, in anticipation of large-scale mass production of various
forms of radar.

S' Ibid.
42 Robert M. Page, laboratory notebook 346, vol. IV, p. 53, in records of NRL, Records and Correspondence Management office,
NRL, Washington, D.C.
43 Ibid., p. 70.
44 Letter from NRL to the Bureau of Engineering (note 40).4 Ibid.
4, Ibd. Page also discusses his work on indicators in The Org of Radar (New York: Doubleday, 1962), pp 135-167.
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In addition to radar equipment itself, it was necessary to develop related devices. One of the most
pre.ssing requirements was equipment that could distinguish friendly from enemy objects at distances
comoarable to those at which they could be detected. Without it, the utility of radar in wartime would
be gteatly diminished. Actually, the need for better means of long-range identification had long existed
in the Navy; radar had only made it more critical. Researchers at NRL had decided that the answer
might come from some form of radio equipment4 7 and had begun working, in the microwave project,
on developing such a system. The first practical model, the XAE, was initially tested in 1937.48 A
different, strictly radar-related set went on the fleet exercises along with the XAF in 1939. In his letter,
Page now reported that the device was not yet ready for production but that research was continuing,
particularly on making the system secure from enemy interference or deception.49

All of the early work on pulse radar equipment-that on the 28-megahertz, 200-megahertz, and
400-megahertz sets-had been directed toward building general-purpose detection and ranging devices.
These were not well suited to perform specialized functions like fire control. As described earlier in
this chapter, an attempt had been made at NRL to design continuous-wave fire-control radar that used
microwaves, but to no avail. The Bell Telephone Laboratories now had its Navy contract to design
fire-control radar, but Page reported that some work was also being done on the subject under his direc-
tion. He said,

The program of development has been laid out for this problem and
there is a certain amount of preliminary work already done. However,
neither this problem nor the one on recognition is being actively
prosecuted at this time due to the urgency of [other facets of the radar
project].5°

Before closing the report, Page outlined work being done on radar by other institutions in America.
After he described the situation at the Signal Corps Laboratories, RCA, Bell Laboratories, and the Gen-
eral Electric Laboratory, he concluded proudly,

While there is no intention to discredit the fine engineering done on
this very difficult problem at other laboratories, the fact remains that
rather complete and comprehensive disclosures have been made by this
Laboratory to representatives of each of the above four groups before
any consequential progress was made in that group, and no other group
has as yet remotely approached the state of development of the prob-
lem that has been reached by the Naval Research Laboratory.5'

This statrnent was true when Page wrote it, but it would not long remain so. The gap betwccn NRL
and other American institutions was rapidly closing and would soon disappear. And, as will be
explained in the next chapter, had he known what was going on across the Atlantic in Britain, he might
have been less boastful even now.

Looking to the future of radar at NRL, Page recommended that highest priority be placed on
finishing the 400-megahertz equipment and getting production models into the fleet. The work on aux-
iliary equipment should continue, and industry should be urged to develop, as rapidly as possible, better
tubes for transmitting and receiving microwaves. Finally, he recommer:Jed that more personnel and

47,A. Iloyt Taylor, Radio Reminiscences (Washington: NRL, 2nd printing, 1960), pp. 180 and 181.
48Louis A. Gebhard, The Evohttion of Naval Radio-Electronics and Contributions of die Naval Research Laboratory (Washington:
NRL Report 8300, 1979), p. 251.
49 Letter from NRL to Bureau of Engineering (note 40).

." Ibid.1 Ibb1.
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faLilities be allocated to him for work on recognition equipment and fire-Lontrol radar. At this time,
there were still less tWin a dozen people prosecuting all parts of the iada! project.12

Response to Page's report from the Bureau of Engineering was rapid and unambiguous.

The Bureau considers that the inherent possibilities of radio echo
methods are such as to offer compelling reasons for pressing the
development of all phases of this problem insofar as is consistent with
reasonable economy. 53

And soon a few more men were added to the project.

The general polic) of the Bureau, which was then heading the Navy rad-ir program, is best seen in
a letter it sent to the Chief of Naval Operations later in March. <4 The letter began b) putting the new
field of technology in perspective:

Radio echo equipment at present is in that critical stage of development
that occurs between a successful demonstration and the widespread ser-
vice application of fully developed practical equipment in any major
development. That this can be a long and trying period is amply borne
out by the histories of television and underwater sound development.
Serious work on underwater sound equipment was commenced by the
Navy in 1922, and it was not until very recently that this instrument
could be considered to have approached its full effectiveness in the
fleet. Television is a more difficult achievement and much more time
and effort have been expended in bringing its development to the
present stage....The Bureau is pressing the development of radio echo
equipment but it is probable that considerable time and effort will be
required to bring it to fruition. 5 '

Considerations of time were critical. World War 11 had been embroiling Europe for over six months,
and it was having a decided impact on Navy planning. The letter continued,

It is unfortunate, from the viewpoint of economy, that a developmental
program involving a moderate annual expenditure over a period of ten
or fifteen years cannot be allowed prior to the necessity of producing a
shipboard equipment. It is recognized, however, that the present situa-
tion requires that the best equipment practicable (for the time being)
be available for installation in the Fleet at any time. This is a quite
different problem from that of a long range development alone. While
it is impossible to foretell the progress of a development of this nature,
it appears at present that the degree of performance of any equipment
available in the near future will bear a close relation to the amount of
funds provided annually for development. The several fold increase in
funds (over that required by a long time development program) neces-
sitated by the present situation should be regarded as insurane. It is
the cost of having the best possible equipment available for the Fleet incase of an emergency. 56

' 2This figure comes not from Page's report but from Bureau of Ships memorandum for Admiral Van Keuren, Sept. 30, 1940, in
file S-$67-5 #2 (note 40).53Letter from the Bureau of Engineering to NRL, Mar. 7, 1940, in file S-S67-5 #2 (note 40).
14 Letter from the Bureau of Engineering to the Chief of Naval Operations, March 23, 1940, in file S-S67-5 #2 (note 40).
55 Ibid.
56 Ibid.
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The appropriate policy tc, follow, the Bureau had decided, was one of diversified effort. Consequently
the letter proposed that,

...the three major electronic laboratories of this country, namely the
Bell Laboratories, the General Electric Company and the RCA
Manufacturing Company, as well as the Naval Research Laboratory be
kept actively engaged in this project. There will not necessarily be any
serious duplication of effort among these companies as the Bureau
exercises some guidance in this respect. It is believed that the disad-
vantage of any unavoidable duplication will be more than offset by the
advantage of commercial competition and rivalry in this new field.57

The letter concluded with a warning about undue haste, recommending that,

...in spite of anticipated pressure from the Fleet, no more [radio echo]
equipment be procured in quantity until a much superior equipment to
that now in sight is produced. With the current pace of development,
considerable improvement is to be expected annually, and unless cau-
tion is exercised, equipment may be ordered for the Fleet which will be
obsolescent in a short time.5 8

These then were the guidelines for controlling the radar program as it entered its period of maturity.
move with haste on development but with caution on procurement, begin equipping naval vessels with
radar but beware of installing large numbers of a model that would soon be superseded.

Straightforward as such a policy may seem, following it was not easy, especially under the pressure
of impending war. And there were other problems. Radar had been kept as secret as possible." Only
top naval officers and the engineers and scientists directly involved with its development had been kept
informed Once introduction into the fleet began, however, electricians in shipyards and on ships had to
be taught the intricacies of the new devices. Radar operators also had to be trained. Unless they
understood fully the use of the equipment, it was of no practical value. All this had to be done hur-
riedly, yet secretively And it had to be done while the radar field was beset with difficulties inherent in
any new system, such as frequent changes and improvements.

Moreover, there were administrative problems connected with the growing importance of.the
radar field As has been explained, earl} Navy radar development was almost entirely the responsibility
of the Bureau of Engineering. Once procurement of specialized fire-control radar began however, the
Bureau of Ordnance became involved. The advent of airborne radar would draw the Bureau ol
Aeionautics into the program. Each of the bureaus would have the responsibility for radar that was to
be used in connection with the other equipment under its control. Thus each had its own special
interests in development projects, and each had its own sense of priorities, a sense not wholly shared by
the other bureaus. Who was to control what in radar development and production? The threat of war,
of course, fostered cooperation and helped eliminate minor disagreements, but the pressuies of the
situation tended to aggravate serious problems. Workable solutions would be found, but disagreements

57 Ibid.
58 Ibid.
59Even Deke Parsons was not immune to the effects of tight classification. In 1939, several years after leaving NRL, he hap-
pened to be in the Caribbean when the first radar was being tested on the Aei YorA. Seeing the antenna and guessing what it
was for, he ventured aboard and began asking how the tests were going. He was quickly threatened with a court martial! (Letter
from W.S. Parsons to E.B. Taylor, Nov. 6, 1945 (note 4)).
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over cognizance would nag the Navy radar effort until the end of World War 11. 60 Such difficulties had
already begun to appear by mid-1940.

Confusion in the implementation of the radar program was mirrored in confusion about the
changing role of NRL itself. German military operations were making obvious the overwhelmingly
technical nature of modern warfare and the significance of technical advancements. The products of
organized research and development were crucial. Was not radar itself evidence of that fact9 The same
might be said of NRL's work on sonar, communication equipment, chemical products, optical devices,
and other projects during its first 17 years of operation. Yet, it was no secret that the Laboratory had
been strapped by low funding and low priority throughout this period. Much had been accomplished
with limited mcaa, How much more might be possible with greater support? In the face of this emer-
gency how should the Navy administer its leading research institution?

The impending war led to a reconsideration and change of NRL's place in the Navy establish-
ment. As it happened, this was related to an even broader administrative reorganization: the combina-
tion of the Bureaus of Engineering and Construction and Repair into a single new organization, the
Bureau of Ships.

A NEW ROLE FOR THE LABORATORY

For many years, a basic administrative difficulty had been troubling the Department of the Navy. 61

Responsibility for constructing and equipping naval vessels was divided. The Bureau of Construction
and Repair was charged with the design, fabrication, and maintenance of ships; the Bureau of Engineer-
ing was charged with installing and overseeing the machinery used for propulsion. As shipbuilding
became more complex, these duties had become increasingly intertwined, but effective cooperation
between the bureaus was not always realized. In the late 1930s, two particular occurrences made the
problem embarrassingly evident.

The first was the introduction of high-pressure, high-temperature steam machinery into de-
stroyers. The Bureau of Engineering had decided early in the decade that this step was essential in
modernizing propulsion. However, there had been hesitancy in other parts of the Navy, and as the pro-
gram evolved, protracted disagreements erupted between Engineering and the Bureau of Construction
and Repair, the Board of Inspection and Survey, and the General Board of the Navy.62 At issue was not
only the wisdom of the decision but who should be making it.

The second incident was a controversy over what became known as the "top heavy" destroyers.
On April 2, 1939, the USS Anderson, first in a new class, failed its inclination test. The vessel was
overweight and improperly balanced. An inquiry showed that responsibility for this design flaw was
divided almost equally between the Bureau of Engineering and the Bureau of Construction and Repair;
lack of coordination seemed to have been the principal cause of the error. It had resulted partly from
the administrative fact of bureau independnce and partly from personalities-Rear Admiral W. G
Dubose, Chief Constructor, and Rear Adm;ral Harold Bowen, Chief Engineer, did not get along well,

j 60 Rowland and Boyd, op. cit. (note 11), pp. 415.416, U.S. Bureau of Ships, "An Administrative History of the Bureau of Ships
During World War 11" (unpublished history in the series "U.S. Naval Administrative Histories of World War 11," deposited in the
Navy Department library, 1952), p. 288.
61-11he principal sources consulted for information on the formation of the Bureau of Ships were Capt Robert M Madden, "The

* Bureau of Ships and its E.D. Officer," Journal of the American Society of Naval Engineers 66 (1954). 9-41; Rear Adm. Julius A Fur-
er, Administration of the Navy Department in World War II (Washington: GPO, 1959), pp. 210.222.
62 Madden, op. cit. (note 61), pp. 16 and 17, Rear Adm. Harold G. Bowen, Ships, Machinery. and Mossbacks (Princeton Prince-
ton University Press, 1954), pp. 47-126.
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personally or professionally.63 The press, not surprisingly, jumped on the destroyer story with
enthusiasm and publicized it extensively, thus creating widespread demands for action. Additional
pressure came from the Senate Naval Affairs Committee, which, under the leadership of Chairman Carl
Vinson, had been seeking to make basic administrative changes in the Navy Department since 1933.

On August 11, 1939, Charles Edison, Acting Secretary of the Navy, initiated a reorganization that
eventually led to the creation of the Bureau of Ships. Initially, the change was not to be so far-
reaching. He called only for the consolidation of the design divisions of the two shipbuilding bureaus
and ordered the two bureau chiefs to draw up plans for effecting it. Predictably, the two men could not
agree, and on August 29, two plans were submitted. The Secretary then established a board under Rear
Admiral Samuel Robinson to reconcile them. Instead of doing so, the Board recommended a complete
unification of the bureaus, saying that as long as there were two separate chiefs, the danger of divided
responsibility would continue.

Secretary Edison, although surprised, concurred in this judgment and began taking all steps legally
open to him to bring about the consolidation. Ile appointed new chiefs of the two bureaus: Rear
Admiral A. H. Van Keuren for the Bureau of Construction and Repair and Rear Admiral Samuel M.
Robinson for the Bureau of Engineering. Additionally, Admiral Robinson was assigned as Coordinator
of Shipbuilding, and Admiral Van Keuren was assigned as Assistant Coordinator. Finally, the Secretary
ordered the two men to rearrange their organizations in preparation for a merger. The final steps had
to be left to the legislators. A bill establishing the Bureau of Ships and making other changes was
introduced into Congress, debated, amended, and ultimately passed. It was signed into law on June 20,
1940. Rear Admiral Robinson was then named the first chief of the Bureau of Ships.

The former Chief Engineer, Rear Admiral Bowen, who had coveted the new position for himself,
was unhappy about what had transpired. He wrote in retrospect,

The amalgamation...was the work of opportunists. On September 12,
1939, the [Robinson] Board, not even having been in session two
weeks, submitted its report recommending the merger of the two
Bureaus and the merger of the engineers and the naval constructors,
subjects never even mentioned in the precept of the Board. The Board
also recommended that Rear Admiral Robinson be the first Chief of
the new Bureau of Ships. Naturally I felt that my representatives on
the Board [one of whom was Robinson] had run out on me. Men have
been hung for less than that. Their defection put Mr. Edison, who had
suapported me all along, into an isolated and peculiar position. And he
said: "Even your own people went against you." The reason given was
that "the constructors would revolt" if I were the combined Chief. How
I wish they could have had an opportunity!64

Secretary Edison, who respected Bowen and his abilities, wanted to give him a new position of
importance 65 and named him Director of NRL. On the surface, this seemed a demotion. Since RearAdmiral W. S. Smith presided over the Laboratory's creation, NRL directors had all been only cap-

tams. Furthermore, Bowen had previously had administrative control of NRL while head of the Bueau

63Madden, op. cit. (note 61), p. 16; tape-recorded interview with Rear Adm. Harold G. Bowen, Jr., Apr. 23, 1979, in thelHistorian's office, NRL, Washington, D.C.

4Bowen, op. cit. (note 62), pp. 119 and 120. The view about the Board's "opportunism" is corroborated in Madden (note 61)65 Letter from the Secretary of the Navy Charles Edison to lion. James G. Scrugham, Feb. 13, 1940, in Bowen, op. cit. (note

162), pp. 375 and 376.
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of Engineering. Now it seemed he was being "banished" to rule over a small part of his former fief '

The admiral Nwould later, only half jokingl), describe the status of his new% position in this wa),

The job of Director was not regarded in the Navy as much of a job.
The laboratory was located in an unfinished part of the District of
Columbia, between St. Elizabeth's (a mental hospital) and the Sewage
Disposal Plant. Obviously, I was in bad odor.'

But, despite appearances, the assignment was not an exile. Edison %%as planning to use Bowen to
upgrade the place of NRL in the Navy. A son of Thomas Edison, the Secretary had worked in the fam-
ily business for many )ears before entering politics in 1932. His time there included th, period of
World War 1, when his father was President of the Naval Consulting Board. Thus he was intimately
familiar %ith wvh) NRL had been created. And, like his father, he came to believe that the Navy did
not have enough respe.ct for the power of research and was not giving it adequate support. Indeed, to
his mind, the history of NRL showed that this was as true in 1939 as it had been in 1916. Yet the
techmal pro'vess of Germany made NRL far more important than ever before. Edison decided that
the best %ay to remedy the situation wvas to build a new, centralized organization for naval research
based on the Laboratory. Bow en, he believed, was the right man to head it. The Secretary explained
his views in a letter to Lyman Chalkey on December 8, 1939,

The whole subject of research in the Navy has been constantly under
my attention for a long time....

After a great deal of investigation and consideraton, recently I have
inaugurated the following steps to centralize the control of research in
the Navy and to emphasize its importance.

Naval Research is conducted by the Naval Research Laboratory, by
other Naval laboratories, by other Government laboratories, by com-
mercial research laboratories, and by the laboratores of certain univer-
sities.

Early in October 1 assigned Rear Admiral II.G. Bowen, USN, formerly
Chief of the Bureau of Engineering, as Director of the Naval Research
Laboratory, with additional duties as Technical Aide to the Secretary of
the Navy. I also transferred the Laboratory from the jurisdiction of the
Bureau of Engineering to the jurisdiction of the Office of the Secretary
of the Navy. Furthermore, where it had not already been done, I have
established in each of tate Bureaus of the Navy Department a full-time
research investigation sectivn with an officer of suitable rank in charge
who is a liaison officer between that Bureau and the Director of the
Naval Research Laboratory. These liaison officers, together with the
Director of the Naval Research Laboratory, form the Research Council
of the Navy Department which is directly responsible to the Secretary
of the Navy. In order to still further amalgamate all activities which
have anything to do with research, I have transferred from the Chief of
Naval Operations to the Office of the Director of the Naval Research
Laboratory the Office of Inventions.

661biL, p 137.67 1larold G. Bowen, "Reminiscences, "Journal of dhe American Sociely of Naval Fngineers 69 (1957). 293.
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You will therefore see that for the first time in the history of the Navy
we have a centralized and coordinated control of all research work.68

Edison's plan %%as formalized in two Navy Department general orders. General Order 124, dated Sep-
tember 14, 1939, transferred NRL to the Secretary's Office, General Order 130, dated December 8,
1939, established the Nat) Department Council for Research and made the Director of NRL its senior
member. It also resurretted the position of Technical Aide to the Secretary of the Na,.y, ,hich had
been abolished in 1932,6" and bestowed it once agaia on the Director of NRL.7°

Bowen described his reaction to his new situation in a letter to a friend.

Of course, I would have liked very much to have been Chief of the
combined Bureaus of Engineering and Construction & Repair if for no
other reason than the Bureau of Construction & Repair was not, in my
opinion, as far advanced or as well organized as the Bureau of
Engineering, and I was the logical candidate to make some much
needed and extensive changes in that Bureau as well as in its policies.

I lowever, all's well that ends well, and I am very glad to be here in
charge of the Laboratory and Technical Aide to the Secretary for two
reasons. First, because I like the work and the location of the Labora-
tory, and because Mr. Edison has some advanced ideas in regard to
centralizing and emphasizing research in the Navy which I shall be very
glad to direct. 7'

The idea of using NRL as a center for Navy research %%as not new: it had been part of the original
plan of the Naval Consulting Board. The realities of Nay) funding after World War I and the reluc-
tante of most of the material bureaus to use the institution temporarily submerged it, but it soon resur-
faced. Various Laboratory administrators continued to suggest and promote it over the )ears. ror
example, when submitting data to the Secretary of the Na,,y for the annual report of 1928, then Assis-
tant Director E. G. Oberlin wrote that NRL was engaged in the "building up of an organization with the
Naal Research Laboratory as a nucleus, to use and coordinate the scientific brains of the country in
national defense in time of war."' 2 Similar arguments became standard in the repertoire of those who
argued for support o%,er the years. Until Secretary Edison, howe-,er, no one had e~er taken them ',ery
seriously. Until Bowen was put in charge, no one had the authority to put them into effect

In his seminal The Politics of Innovation: Patterns in Navy Cases, Vincent Davis chooses Harold
Bowen as one of a class of men he characterizes as "innovation advocates" in the Navy." SULh men,
Davis argues, have frequently been responsible for winning adoption of new technical programs, often
in the face of entrenched opposition. Although seldom inventors themselves, they usually have the
technical background to understand advances better than their colleagues. Once convinced of the
importance of an innovation, they become passionate zealots in promoting it. Davis states,

68Letter from Charles Edison to Lyman Chalkey, Dec. 8. 1939, in box 1, papers of Ilarold G. Bowen, Mudd Manuscript Library,
Princeton University, Princeton, N.J. Surprisingly no records relating to this action have b.,en nreserved in the official archival
records of the Office of the Secretary of the Nay.69See note 48 in Chapter 5.
70Copies of the general orders are included in Appendixes C and D.
"1Letter from Harold G. Bowen to R.W. Bates, Nov. 15, 1939, in box 1, Bowen papers (note 68).
12Memorandum for the NRL Director with data for the Annual Report of the Secretary of the Navy, No, 26, 1928, in file A9-1,
box 7, records of NRL, Unclassified series, National Archives Building.
71Vincent Davis, The Politics of Innovation: Patterns in Navy Cases (Denver. University of Denver, 1967).
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The innovation advocate is a man of strong attachments and convic-
tions, given to expressing himself in enthusiastic and sometimes exag-
gerated and even emotional terms, but his real love is the organization
itself (i.e., the Navy) and the nation that he tends to identify with the
organization. lie is a dedicated patriot, but he does not hesitate to criti-
cize those things he loves (although he is not very charitable towards
outsiders who may offer similar criticisms) because he is also a perfec-
tionist. The characteristics of an organization or a procedure that he
tolerates least well are inefficiences of any kind, obsolete practices that
can be justified only by tradition, and dull conventional thinking. If
there is a better way to do it, he is determined to see it done the better
way, and he is greatly annoyed by opponents who give him routine
unthoughtful replies....He tolerates and indeed appreciates well-
reasoned rebuttal, but he does not suffer fools gladly. He has a certain
intellectual arrogance, because he is impatient with what he regards as
dull minds. He attracts followers in part by the sheer charm of his
driving dedication and his superior inullect, but he also attracts
opponents from among equally intelligent people who prefer a calmer
and more cautious approach as well as from among those more conven-
tional individuals who fear change in contrast to the comfort of esta-
blished routines.74

This is an apt characterization of the man whom Secretary Edison chose to build the Navy's central
organization for research.

Born on November 6, 1883, Bowen entered the Naval Academy in 1901.71 Upon graduation, he
served in a variety of positions at sea and ashore before entering the Naval Postgraduate School in
1912. This led, in 1914, to a master's degree in mechanical engineering from Columbia University.
Because of his advanced training, he was able to become, in 1917, one of the first naval officers to be
designated for engineering duty orly. From that time or., his career was linked to technical
improvement of the Navy.

For the next 14 years, he worked as a technical administrator in a number of minor posts. Then,
in 1931, he was named Assistant Chief of the Bureau of Engineering. In 1935, he became Chief, a
position he held until 1939. His most important work in this period was the fight to win adoption of
high-pressure, high-temperature steam for propulsion equipment, but he also helped bring about such
changes as the introduction of high-speed turbines and double reduction gears, alternating current on
ships, auxiliary diesel generators, and flameproof cables. In his crusades, he made many friends and he
made many enemies. Some of the enemies have already been mentioned. One of the most important
of the friends was Congressman James Scrugham, the leading member and ultimately chairman of the
Naval Appropriations Subcommittee. Scrugham, who had also been responsible ft, increasing NRL's
appropriation at a critical time,76 gave Bowen the financial and political support he needed to attain
many of his goals.

Bowen assumed the directorship of NRL on October 9, 1939, and began work with enthusiasm
and determination. Ile was greatly aided by an energetic Assistant Director, RX. Birscoe, and a small
staff of naval officers. These associates would frequently take care of details at the Laboratory while

741Ibid., pp. 52 and 53.
information here comes from Bowen op. cit. (note 62) and from the biographical sketch of Harold G. Bowen, Records of

Officer Biographies Branch, Office of Naval Information, in the Operational Archives Branch, Naval History Division, Washing-
ton, D.C.

,6 See Chapter 6 where notes 23 through 26 apply and the present chapter where notes 18 through 21 apply.
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Fig. 19 - Harold G. Bowen became head of NRL after hav-
ing seived as Chief of the Bureau of Engineering from 1935-
1939. At the same time that he was presiding over the
greatest period of growth in the history of the laboratory, he
led an unsuccessful attempt to make it (ie center of all Navy
research and development.

Bowen lobbied downtown. The first order of business was increasing the budget and staff. When mak-
ing his initial appearance as Director before the House Naal Appropriations Subcommittee, Bowen
explained the situation he faced and plans to deal with it in this way:

Admiral Bowen: The Laboratory is hampered at the present time by a
lack of space for scientific work and by a lack of an adequate number of
personnel. On account of the wide application of radio for other pur-
poses than communication [e.g., radar] it is proposed, when funds and
space become available, to establish an electronics section, to cover the
ever-widening and greatly increasing importance of this field of
engineering. The same remark applies to research work in sound and
supersonics....

In general the expansion will consist of doubling up of personnel work-
ing on problems ziready underway in projects insofar as space limitation
will permit in order to speed up completion of many urgent phases of
work in connection with the nava! expansion program.
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Mr. Scrughan: I think you covered that quite adequately."7

Bowen's appeal, along with the threat of war, had ,t decided effect. In the next budget, for fiscal
year 1941, Congressional appropriations for NRL jump-ed from $370,000 to S653,350. In fiscal year
1942, the last year of his tenure, this total would more than double again, to $1,479,500. Funding
from the bureaus increased in like proportions, from $552,612 in 1940 to $1,085,520 in 1941 and
$2,077,631 in 1942. The number of buildings housing Laboratory activities increased in the same
period from 17 to 42; the plant area increased from 28 acres to 58 acres; the number of personnel
increased from 322 to 2,116.78 NRL even gained an outpost. In 1941, land was purchased at Randle
Cliffs on the western shore of the Chesapeake Bay, and facilities were constructed there for the testing
of radio equipment, especially radar. This quickly became, and remained throughout World War 11,
one of the best sites in the United States for this purpose. In slort, under Admiral Bowen, NRL would
be transformed from a small institution employing less than 500 men into a multimillion dollar facility
staffed by scientists, technicians, and skilled artisans by the thousands.79 Bowen presided over the
greatest period of growth in the Laboratory's history.

The most important technical project underway at NRL when Bowen arrived was radar, and he
knew it. From his position in the Bureau of Engireering, he had watched it grow from a mere idea into
the most important electronic device since radio. As Chief of the Bureau, he had helped increase fund-
ing for the project. Now he was in a position to affect the development of the new technology and its
installation into the fleet even more directly. Fie soon began involving himself personally in the radar
program. Around April 1940, he persuaded Hoyt Taylor to start an investigation of the idea of radar
for submarines.80 This eventually led to the SD series of submarine equipment designed and produced
jointly by NRL and RCA. In August 1940, he met personally with Mr. Charles Wilson, the President
of the General Electric Company, to draw the firm more deeply into work on Navy radar. ?, visit of
top GE engineers to NRL was arranged, and soon Wilson was promising to devote to the subject "every
facility at our disposal, promptly and vigorously.'81

More generally, the Admiral gave high priority to development of all aspects of the field in order
to get equipment into operation. Undoubtedly, he saw progress in radar as a test case of his new
authority to centralize, upgrade, and strengthen Navy research and development. And he meant to
exercise his power effectively.

77tI.S. Congress, House, 76:3, Ilearings Before the Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations... on the Navy Department Ap.
propriation Bill for 1941 (Washington: GPO, 1940), pp. 694 and 695.
78Alfred T. Drury, War History ofthe Naval Research Laboratory (unpublished history in the series, "U.S. Naval Administrative
Histories of World War I1," deposited in the Navy Department library, 1946), p. 46.
79 Ibid., p. 34.
t0Bowen, op. cit. (note 62), p. 149; letter from NRL to the Bureau of Engineering and Bureau of Construction and Repair, Apr.
30, 1541, in file S-S67-5 #2 (note 40).
SiBowen, op. cit. (note 62), pp. 150 and 151. The quote is from a letter from C.E. Wilson to Admiral H.R. Stark, Chief of Naval
Operations, Nov. 1, 1940, in file S.$67-5 #2 (note 40).
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9. THE BROADENING CONTEXT

The appointment of Admiral Bowen as head of NRL and the reorganization of research in the
Navy brought the radar story full circle. The program and policies of the institution had led to the crea-
tion of a new technology. Now it, in turn, was a leading factor in basic administrative changes. Thus
the focus of this narrative, having moved initially from administrative to technical events, will move
back to administration, to the organization of Navy radar research and development for war. First,
however, the broadening context will be sketched more fully. Admiral Bowen's actions would be
strongly shaped by other developments in the radar field, both nationally and internationally. These
must be reviewed.

EARLY RADAR IN THE U.S. ARMY AND GREAT BRITAIN

Radar is a classic case of simultaneous invention. As the historian Henry Guerlac has explained,

Radio detection devices using the pulse-echo principle were developed
independently and almost simultaneously during the 1930's by a
number of the great powers. In 1939 closely guarded secret programs
were in various stages of advancement in Great Britain, France, Ger-
many, Canada and the United States. Russia, China, Japan and Italy
were at that time without the equipment and seem to have acquired it
after the outbreak of war, by capture and by disclosures from their
allies....

Such a duplication of effort will surprise only those who cling to a Hero
Theory of scientific progress and demand for each discovery a single
putative inventor; or those who are unaware of the frequency-one is
tempted to write, the regularity-with which such parallelisms are
encountered in scientific work.i

Early developments of radar that directly affected NRL were those made by private corporations
in the United States, discussed in the preceding chapter, by the U.S. Army, and by Great Britain. The
Army's program was linked fairly closely to that of NRL and, in many respects, followed a parallel path
This was true not only in technical progress but also in administrative matters. As in the Navy, funds
for a long-range research project like radar were difficult to get and maintain in the 1930s. Summariz-
ing the Army's development provides an interesting comparison to that of NRL.

As early as 1926, Major William Blair, who was then the Chief of Research and Engineering at
the Office of the Chief Signal Officer in Washington, suggested to his boss, Major General Charles

I
Henry Guerlac, "The Radio Background of Radar," Journal of the FranAin Instituwe 250 (1950): 285.
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Saltzman, that a project be established to investigate the use of radio to detect aircraft. 2 Blair was well
acquainted with radio propagation, especially of microwmaes, because he had studied the subject while
conducting his doctoral research under A. A Michelson at the University of Chicago in 1905 and 1906
Saltzman saw merit in Blair's idea, but no support for testing it could be found. Both the Army Coast
Artillery and the Ordnance Corps believed that tht. existing sound detection equipment was adequate
for their needs.3 Thus Blair had to shelve his thought temporarily.

Four years later, in June 1930, he was appointed Director of the Signal Corps Laboratories at Fort
Monmouth, New Jersey, where detection of aircraft was a problem under investigation. The method
being studied, however, was not reflection of radio waves but reflection of much shorter infrared light
rays (Table 3, in Chapter 4). The idea was similar to that of continuous-wave radar: send out strong
beams of radiation and locate objects by detecting reflections. Blair supported this project, Indeed, in
December, when he was invited to NRL to witness a demonstration of the continuous-wave radio
detection equipment then under in-vestigation, he was unimpressed. He believed that NRL's device
offered too little precision. it showed that there were aircraft in the vicinity, but not where each aircraft
was.4 Infrared detection seemed to him a better investment. Perhaps his negative view was partly
shaped by emotion. He and Hoyt Taylor had an argument after the demonstration over whether any
new scientific principles were involved-he saying there were none, and Taylor saying quite the reverse
After the incident, Blair, according to his own testimony, was never asked back to NRL.5 In any case,
this test did not lead him to initiate a radio detection project in the Signal Corps at this time. Work
continued solely on infrared methods.

In February 1931, the Office of the Chief of' Ordnance transferred to the Signal Corps Labora-
tories "Project 88," which was entitled "Position Finding by Means of Light." Soon this would pro-
vide the initial administration authorization for the study of radio detection. At the time of the
transfer, "light" was already being construed to include infrared and heat rays-thus the project fit well
with detection studies in progress. For the first year, all work under the project centered on locating
aircraft and ships by the heat emitted from their engines. But in 1932 it became known that infrared
radiations would not penetrate fog or clouds, hence the attractiveness of infrared detection diminished
sharply. At about the same time, the letter from the Secretary of the Navy to the Secretary of War for-
mally disclosing NRL's work in radio detection was forwarded to Ft. Monmouth with the remark, "thiq
subject is of extreme interest and warrants further thought."6

The combination of these two de-velopments with previous thinking by Blair and others at the
Laboratories about the potentials of radio led to an amendment in the detection project to include radio
microwaves. Microwaves were chosen instead of longer radiations because Blair was convinced of their
theoretical advantages. NRL had one more input to the Army project at this stage One of the princi-
pal researchers assigned to the Signal Corps project was William D. l-ershberger, who recently had
come from NRL's Souid Division and was acquainted with the Laboratory's work on radar. 7

21nformation for this section has been taken from several sources. Dulany Terrett, The Signal Corps The Emergenc.y (Washington
GPO, 1956), Henry Guerlac, Radar in the World War 11 (unpublished history of Division 14 of the National Defense Research
Committee, 1947), ch. IV, John B. McKinney, "Radar, A Case History of an Invention" (unpublished term paper for the Har-
vard Business School, 1961), Harry M. Davis, "History of the Signal Corps Development of U S Army Radar Equipment," Part I
(unpublished manuscript available at the U.S. Army Center of Military History, Washington, D C ), Roger B Colton, "Radar in
the United States Army," Proceedings of the Institute of Rado Engieers33 (1945). 740-753, and Arthur L Vieweger, "Radar in the
Signal Corps," Transactions of the Institute of Radio Engineers 1-MIL (1960): 555-561.
3McKinney , op. cit. (note 2), pp. 75-79.
4 Terrett, op. cit. (note 2), p. 40.
6 McKinney, op. cit. (note 2), p. 102.
6Note 15 in Chapter 5. The quote is given in Davis, op. cit. (note 2), p. 22.
7 Guerlac, op. cit. (note 2), p 122.
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From 1932 to 1936, almost all the work the Signal Corps did on radio detection was concentrated
on designing microwave equipment that used the continuous-wave method. Institutional support for
the effort was minimal, but around five men were able tc participate in it part time. Like researchers at
NRL and in industry, they found that their main problem was generating microwaves with sufficient
power. In 1934, as was mentioned, 8 joint experiments were made at Atlantic Highlands with Dr. Irving
Wolff and his group from RCA, but, as always, low power limited the reflections to short distances.9
The experiments pointed only to more research, not rapid practical development.

New ideas had to be sought and investigated. The thought of using pulses instead of continuous
waves occurred to lershberger as early as 1933,10 but initially he conceived of making pulse lengths
and intervals of silence in between them of equal magnitude-an idea that is not well suited to radio
detection. Indeed, his initial attempts to employ this method failed. Major Blair, writing in the Annual
Report of the Laboratories in July 1934, also proposed the pulse idea:

It appears that a new approach to the (radio detection] problem is
essential. Consideration is now being given to the scheme for project-
ing an interrupted sequence of trains of oscillations against the target
and attempting to detect the echoes during the interstices between the
projections. No apparatus for this purpose has yet been built."

Despite this official announcement, no such equipment would be tried for almost 2 more years.

In early 1936, Hershberger visited both the National Bureau of Standards and NRL to gather
information that might be useful in radio detection. At NRL he witnessed a test of continuous-wave
detection equipment and also learned of the investigation Page was making on the pulse method. He
made detailed reports on the work. Soon, in an unrelated development, his project was given a new
boost of support. The Chief of Coast Artillery wrote to the Signal Corps Laboratories, "It is desired
that the development of [both heat and radio] detectors be given the highest priority practicable, with
particular emphasis on the detection of aircraft."'2 This vote of confidence brought no additional finan-
cial support, but pressure was obviously building to push the project along. It forced consideration of
the new technical ideas. Sometime later in the spring of 1936, Hershberger and Robert H. Noyes
began systematic work on their first pulse radar device.13

Throughout this early period, information about NRL's radar work had been routed to the Signal
CoEps in the Confidenlial monthly reports the Laboratory made to the Bureau of Engineering. They
provided at least one means of cooperation. But in June 1936, the NRL project was reclassified Secret
due to the success Page and Guthrie had achieved with their 28-megahertz pulse radar set. 14 The
reports abruptly discontinued any further mention of radio detection. Page later said of the effect,

Flershberger at the Signal Corps Laboratories, of course, had been fol-
lowing those reports avidly. He said for months we had some state-
ment about progress of the work. All of a sudden it disappeared-
never showed up in the report again. He said to him that indicated that

8 In Chapter 7 between where notes 36 and 38 apply.9 Colton, op. cit. (note 2), p. 742.
10Guerlac, op. cit. (note 2), p. 124.
IIAs quoted in Colton, op. cit. (note 2), p. 742.
12Davis, op. cit. (note 2), p. 32.1 3

4Guerlac, op. cit. (note 2), p. 128.
t Note 43 in Chapter 6.
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we hit pay dirt. It had come through and we had quit talking about
it-slapped secrecy on it. He was right."5

From this time until around late 1940, it appears that there was little further communication between
the Army and Navy laboratories on radar.16 With projects veiled in secrecy, each service had chosen to
go its own way.

In July 1936, the Signal Corps detection project finally was given strong financial support, with a
direct allocation of $80,000. This came not from new funding but from redistribution of the regular
annual appropriation. Petitions for increased expenditures had failed. Although a directive from the
Office of the Secretary of War had admitted that "the development of an efficient means of detecting
the approach of aircraft is considered of such vital importance to all branches of the Army that it is
considered essential to place it in the highest priority,"' 7 it had gone on to order that money come from
cutting back in other projects.

By the fall of 1936, lershberger and his colleagues had assembled their first pulse detection
equipment. They had also, by this time, made a crucial technical decision: to abandon the use of
microwaves and concentrate instead on short waves-around 100 to 200 megahertz in frequency (Table
3). Only in this way, they had learned, could enough power be generated for a practical device. In
October, Hershberger left the Laboratories to complete his doctorate in physics, but the project contin-
ued. By December, test equipment had been constructed that could track aircraft to distances of up to
11 kilometers (7 miles). Effort was then directed toward building a practical prototype. By May 1937,
pulse equipment had been developed to a sufficient state to warrant major demonstration. On May 18
and 19, it was shown to the Chief Signal Officer, Major General James B. Allison; the Chief of Coast
Artillery, Major General Archibald H. Sunderland; and the Assistant Chief of the Air Corps, Brigadier
General Henry 1-1. Arnold. On May 26, the Secretary of War, Mr. Harry Woodring, saw it in action. In
the tests, both a 100-megahertz and a 240-megahertz transmitter were used. Aircraft were detected to
distances of up to 18 kilometers (11 miles).' 8

These demonstrations brought further administrative support and action. Authorization was now
given to establish a Radio Position Finding Section, with the Laboratories being encouraged to develop
production equipment as rapidly as possible. Over the next 3-1/2 years, engineers were able to develop
sets to meet several different needs: the SCR-268, for searchlight and gun direction, and the SCR-270
and SCR-271 for mobile and fixed long-range detection. The 268, operating on a frequency of 205
megahertz, was effective to ranges up to around 37 kilometers (23 miles). The 270 and 271, relying on

1 l0-megahertz signals, were reliable at distances ut) to 190 kilometers (120 miles) on large aircraft but
somewhat less for smaller aircraft. Contracts for procurement of all three types were in effect by
August 1940. The final design specifications had been worked out jointly by the Signal Corps Labora-
tories and private electronic companies, most notably Western Electric and Westinghouse. The designs
were the major accomplishment of the Signal Corps in the radar field until the end of 1940, and sets
based on them would be used extensively throughout World War 11.19.1 Transcript of an interview with Dr. Robert M. Page, Historian's office, NRL, Washington, D.C., pp. 80 and 81.
16 Robert Page, when reviewing this manuscript, disagreed. lie wrote, "The statement that there was little communication
between Army and Navy laboratories on radar between 1936 and 1940 is misleading. The records do not show the extent to
which Signal Corps success in radar development resulted from knowledge of what NRL had accomplished and how NRL had
done it. For example, the use of 28 and 200 megacycles instead of microwaves, the elimination of receiver blocking and ringing,
the low average power transmitter power supply, the all-metal curtain array antenna, the duplexer, and the ring circuit oscillator
all were transferred directly or indirectly from NRL to the Signal Corps." Letter from Robert Page to David Allison, Mar, 20,
1980, in the Historian's files, NRL, Washington, D.C. Unfortunately, official records neither confirm nor disprove this interac-
tion
17 As quoted in Davis, op. cit. (note 2), p. 33.
i8 Colton, op. cit. (note 2), pp. 743 and 744.f9 Ibid., pp. 744-753.
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Fig. 20 - The SCR-270 radar, which operated at a frequency of 110 MHz, was the . rmy's first
long-range detection set.

In summary, the Army and Navy radar programs had sprung from similar needs and similar
sources. Yet, as development progressed, they had become largely separate. Each service knew some-
thing about the other's work, but there had been no effort to integrate development or production.
As the nation approached involvement in World War II, each service planned to manage its own radar
program independently.

The way radar was developed in Great Britain was stiikingly different from the way it evolved in
the United States. 20 Radar began with administrative action at the top of the military rather than techni-

cal discoveries at the bottom. It began as a definite solution to a pressing problem-Adolph Hitler's
bombers across the English Channel-rather than as a vague answer to uncertain threats. It was guided
by definite commitment and strong financial support rather than by the politics of limited means. It
was created in a special organization established solely for developing it rather than being one of many
competing projects in an existing government laboratory. Research on radar started later than in the
United States, but it progressed more rapidly and equipment was put into widespread operational use
much sooner. Ready when needed, it played a key role in defeating the German Air Force during the
Battle of Britain.

English radar development began in June 1934 when A. P. Rowe, a member of the staff of the
Director of Scientific Research in the Air Ministry, started thinking seriously about how well British air
defense would respond to a German air attack. In his words,

2°Principal sources for this section were: Robert Watson-Watt, The Pulse of Radar (New York: Dial, 1959); A.P. Rowe, One Sto.
ry of Radar (Cambridge, England: University Press, 1948); 1lenry Guerlac, op. cit. (note 2), ch. V; and Ronald Clark, Tizard
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1965).
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1 undertook an informal survey of the problem of air defence and to
this end collected every available file on the subject; there were fifty-
three of them. It was clear that the Air Staff had given conscientious
thought and effort to the design of fighter aircraft, to methods of using
them without early warning and to balloon defences. It was also clear,
however, that little or no effort had been made to call on science to
find a way out. I therefore wrote a memorandum summarizing the
unhappy position and proposing that the Director of Scientific Research
should tell the Secretary of State for Air of the dangers ahead. The
memorandum said that unless science evolved some new method of
aiding air defence, we were likely to lose the next war if it started
within ten years. Unfortunately, I was not clever enough to think of a
new method.21

The Director cf Scientific Research at the time, Dr. H. E. Wimperis, agreed fully with Rowe's
evaluation of the situation. Throughout the summer, an answer was sought in the Air Ministry, but
none was found. In November, Wimperis looked outside. He established a Committee for the
Scientific Survey of Air Defence under the chairmanship of Henry T. Tizard. Other members were P.
M. S. Blackett, A. V. Hill, Wimperis, and Rowe, as secretary. Only the last two were from the Air Min-
istry. 22 Tizard took firm control, and the committee soon became known simply as the "Tizard Commit-
tee." Throughout the years of preparation for war, the drive and inspiration of this man would
motivate radar researchers and the military men who would use their products. His abilities are even
more astonishing in view of the fact that he always acted only as an advisor-never as an official with
line authority.

23

While final preparations for organizing the Tizard Committee were being made, Wimperis spoke
to Robert Watson-Watt, Superintendent of the Radio Department of the National Physical Laboratory,
asking him to evaluate the possibilities of using a "death ray"-some form of beamed electromagnetic
energy-either to destroy aircraft in flight or, that being impossible, to wreak severe physiological dam-
age on the pilot. Indeed, Wimperis's desire to have this idea considered seriously had been one of the
main reasons for creating the Tizard Committee. 24 Watson-Watt, while not at all sanguine about the
prospects, promised to analyze the idea quantitatively. With the technical assistance of one of his aides,
A. F. Wilkins, he soon composed and sent to Wimperis a memorandum on the subject. He later sum-
marized.

My memorandum showed that we could not hope that an aircraft would
linger so long, in the most intense beam of radio energy we could pro-
duce, as to raise the pilot's body temperature to an artificial fever level,
to interfere effectively with the working of the engine, or to weaken the
aircraft structure itself.25

Thus the death ray was out. But the concluding paragraph of the memorandum suggested another plan:

Meanwhile attention is being turned to the still difficult but less
unpromising problem of radio-detection as opposed to radio-destruction
and numerical considerations on the method of detection by reflected
radio waves will be submitted when required.26

21 Rowe, op. cit. (note 20), p. 5.
22 Ibid.
23 Clark, op. cit. (note 20).
24 Ibid., pp. I10 and I 1I.
25 Watson-Watt, op. cit. (note 20), p. 52.
26 Ibid., p. 53.
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When this document was read at the first meeting of the Tizard Committee, which was held on
January 28, 1935, the members became enthusiastic about radio detection. Wimperis related that he
had already asked Watson-Watt to draw up a more complete treatment of the idea. On February 14,
this second memorandum, entitled " Detection and Location of Aircraft by Radio Means," was discussed
over lunch at the Athenaeum Club by Tizard, Wimperis, Sir Christopher Bullock, and Watson-Watt.2 7

The paper began by considering whether planes could be detected by measuring the energy they
radiated in fli.ht: sound, heat, light, and radio communications. These were of no use, concluded
Watson-Watt, again depending largely on Wilkins' technical expertise. They could be shielded or
muffled, ar.d they were not propagated readily or rapidly in all atmospheric conditions. For reliability,
the aircraft would have to be "illuminated" with radio energy under one's own control and detected on
the basis of reflections. The transmitted wave en,ployed could, according to the calculations, be made
strong enough to obtain echoes from targets at significant distances. For a method of transmission,
radio pulses were suggested. Watson-Watt and Wilkins wer intimately familiar with ionospher*: rang-
ing equipment, and they believed it might be adapted to serve the function. The memorandum stated,

If now the sender emits its energy in very brief pulses, equally spaced
in time as in the present technique of echo-sounding of the ionosphere,
the distance between craft and sender may be measured directly by
observation on a cathode-ray oscillograph directly calibrated with a
linear distance scale, the whole technique already being worked out for
ionospheric work at the Radio Research Station.28

This idea was supported with numerical examples. Thought had been given to the appropriate
frequencies and pulse length, although it was realized that final determinations would have to await
further research. If, on the other hand, the pulse method did not work, it was suggested that a
frequency-modulated continuous-wave technique might be employed instead. Finally, means were pro-
posed for distinguishing friendly from enemy aircraft using an electronic device triggered by the detec-
tion equipment. Thus, without the benefit of a single experiment, Watson-Watt and Wilkins provided
in this one amazing document both qualitative and quantitative arguments for the development of pulse
radar, continuous-wav6 radar, and associated airplane identification equipment. Their colleagues on the
Tizard Committee were suitably impressed and strongly convinced that the ideas should be put to test.
On the following day, Wimperis began soliciting funds from the Air Ministry. The radar project in
Great Britain was underway.29

In this context, it is interesting that in the United States, only a few months later, Congressman
James Scrugham of the House Appropriations Subcommittee tried to push the U.S. Navy into investi-
gating the "death ray" idea. During hearings on the Navy Department budget for fiscal 1936, he ques-
tioned Admiral S. M. Robinson, Chief of the Bureau of Engineering:

Admiral.. . am informed that experiments have been made, notably in Germany,
whereby an automobile has been stopped by radio or waves of somewhat similar charac-
ter; that is, energy waves. Now, if it is possible to stop an automobile it is possible to
stop an airplane, and theoretically it is possible to stop a battleship; is it not?30

Robinson responded that he did not think this was possible. Shielding of a battleship engine was too
effective. Scrugham, however, pressed the matter. Was the Navy doing anything on this subject?

27Clark, op. cit. (note 20), pp. 116-118.28Watson-Watt, op. cit. (note 20), pp. 429 and 430.
,Clark, op. cit. (note 20), p. 118.
30 U.S. Congress, 74:1, House, Ilearbgs Before the Subcommittee of the louse on Appropriations in Charge of the Naty Department ,Ip-
propriaton Bill for 1936 (Washington: GPO, 1935), p. 490.
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Robinson hedged-yes, at least in the same general subject area. But on this particular matter? The
Admiral had to say it was not. Scrugham continued:

Mr. Scrughant: I may give it tn undue importance; but I am of the
opinion that a considerable sum of money...could well be put on the
development of these fields of activity; and I would like to know just
how far you are going into this subject; and if it is regarded as a thing
that is sufficiently important to put money into for experimental work.3'

Robinson responded by saying that he thought it best to see if any research already underway gave indi-
cations that this idea might be practical. He did not think it wise to initiate a new study. Consequently,
consideration of the death-ray matter was cut short and, in the U.S. Navy, played no part whatever in
the development of radar. Thus does the force of the same technical ideas differ markedly in different
historical situations.

Once the Tizard Committee had accepted the idea for radar, an experiment was arranged at
Daventry on February 26 to examine its feasibility. A. P. Rowe has given probably the most honest
description of the event:

Graphic accounts have been written of this demonstration, of how
senior officers from the fighting Services went to Daventry on that great
day; how for the first time the position of an aircraft was obtained by
radar and how success was hailed with congratulations from the dis-
tinguished on-lookers. In fact, none of these things happened. Though
there was not a demonstration of the location of an aircraft, what hap-
pened was significant enough. Overnight one of Watson-Watt's assis-
tants, A. F. Wilkins, had erected equipment in a van near Daventry.
All that was hoped of this equipment was that it would show that an
aircraft, when in the Daventry beam, would reflect enough of the
beam's energy for its presence somewhere in the vicinity to be inferred
from observations in the van. This is just what happened on 26 Febru-
ary 1935. So far from the demonstration being witnessed by dis-
uinguished officers from the Services. the sole representative from the
Service departments was one humble civiliar scientific worker.-myself.
Watson-Watt and I were pleased with the demonstration, since
reflections from the aircraft were obtained when it was estimated to be
about eight miles away, but we knew that we had not seen the location
of an aircraft by radio.32

The test at Daventry was similar in intent atd in outcome to Robert Page's test at NRL several
months earlier, in December 1934, 3' but the response was altogether different. To the Tizard Commit-
tee, the trial was proof enougk that the method was worthy of strong backing. As Rowe later remarked,
"From then on there was no hesitation on the part of the Committee."34 Perhaps more astonishing is
that, over the coming months, approval of ever-increasing sums of money would be obtained from the
Government without much difficulty. Rowe commented,

Those were the great days. There was not always to be unanimity
between the scientist, the Service user and the men with the money,

.Ibid.. P. 491.32Rowe, op. cit. (note 20), p. 8.
3See the Introduction.34Rowe, op. cit. (note 20), p. 8
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but in 1935 the almost tradit'nnal obstructiveness which scientific men
are supposed to meet was absent. 35

One particular reason the project received such favorable treatment was that, in the spring of 1935, the
Government had established a new organization on the cabinet level: the Committee of Imperial
Defence. This body, charged with strengthening Britain's military, soon subsumed the Tizard Commit-
tee and became a major source for political and financial support of its radar program. 36

To develop radar from an idea into reality, the Tizard Committee recommended establishnment of
a new research station instead of proposing that work be done in an existing institution. The decision
to accept this recommendation would prove to be extremely wise, but it was made largely by chance.
Watson-Watt had recommended that the research be conducted at the National Physical Laboratory-
the facility he headed. His colleagues there, however, objected: radio detection was applied research-
they were devoted to pure science.37 Thus the experimentation was, by default, set up at Orford Ness,
a Government-owned island just off the East Coast of England. Described variously as "one of the
loveliest places in the world," 38 and "dismal, windswept, and uninhabited...except for a few dilapidated
hangars from the last war, a deserted waste," 39 this was to be the location of the exciting early phases of
development. A small group of about three or four men, handpicked by Watson-Watt and Rowe, went
there to begin work in mid-May 1935.

Effort immediately focused on producing practical equipment. The principal aim was the design
and fabrication of early-warning systems to be positioned along the English coast. In seeking this goal,
the men were unconstrained by the rigid requirements concerning weight, size, and ruggedness of
equipment that faced the engineers at NRL. Thus they were able to move toward practicality more
rapidly than had Page and Guthrie. Besides, Watson-Watt, who was in charge of the project, vas by
nature a compromiser. He later described his approach to research and development as being "the Cult
of the Imperfect," and epitomized it in a slogan: "Give them the third best to go on with; the second
best comes too late, the best never comes.,"40

By June 17, 1935, equipment had been built capable of tracking a plane to 47 kilometers (29
miles); in July, 55 kilometers (34 miles); in September, 90 kilometers (56 miles). Work had begun on
6 megahertz-the standard frequency for ionospheric measurements-but by midsummer was on fre-
quencies up to twice that. In the fall, detailed planning had begun for a chain of early-warning stations.

It now became clear that the group would soon outgrow its quarters, so a move was made to an
isolated, I-square-kilometer (250-acrc) estate about 32 kilometers (20 miles) to the south: Bawdsey
Manor. The Government purchased the land and the large ornate home standing on it. If the radar
researchers had previously held any doubt about the commitment to them, there was none now.
Watson-Watt, who became the full-time director, ran the institution in the style of a university rather
than a Government facility. Hours were long but irregular; many of the employees-mostly young
bachelors-had quarters in the manor house, which also was being used as the main laboratory facility.
Meals were in common, and discussions of work intertwined with leisure activities. By late 1936, the
work force had grown to around 50; within several years it would number 10 times as many.4 '

The first radar warning station was erected at Bawdsey Manor. It was in operation in experimental
form by March 1936, sending signals on a frequency of 11.5 megahertz and using separate transmitting

351bid., p. 19.
35bid., p. 18; Clark, op. cit. (note 20), pp. 121-129.
3Tape-recorded interview with Dr. Edwari G. Bowen, Historian's office, N",L, Washington, D.C., side I.38Rowe, op. cit. (note 20), p. 13.
39Guerlac, op. cit. (note 20), p. 175,40Watson-Watt, op. cit. (note 20), p. 46.41Guerlac, op. cit. (note 20), pp. 185-191.
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and receiving antennas-both mounted on towers around 12 meters (40 feet) high.42 Within a year,
the frequency had been jumped to 23 megahertz, and the height of the towers had been jumped to 70
meters (240 feet) for the receiving antenna and 110 meters (360 feet) for the transmitting antenna.
Both antennas were stationery. Obviously, this was equipment designed to fill a specific, land-based
function. The British, like the Americans, would have difficulty trying to push to higher frequencies
and to reduce antenna size and equipment weight.

In May 1937, the Bawdsey station was complete and was handed over to the Royal Air Force for
operation. Within another year, similar installations were erected at four other locations, and continual
watch was being kept or dir traffic to and from the country. By the spring of 1939, the number had
grown to 20 stations, and coverage extended to the entire east coast.

This chain was the principal achievement of the British in radar by the time war began in 1939.
But the network and the improvements ihat were made to it, such as the addition of 200-megahertz
equipmen to detect low-flying airplanes, were not the only British successes in the radar field and, from
the point of view of the Americans, would not be the most revolutionary. Although amazed by the
extent and effectiveness of the early-warning system, U.S. engineers would acquire more technical
knowledge from other advances, such as the development of airborne radar.

Like so many innovations, the idea of airborne radar came from the fertile mind of Henry Tizard.
Dr. E. G. Bowen, the man principally responsible for realizing it, remembered Tizard's role in this way:

Tizard was the first to see that [in a war with Germany] there would be
a day fair] battle, that [the Germans] would be beaten back, and that
[they] would turn to night attack. And he posed the question, "What
do we do about night attack?" And in [a] typical Tizard line of reason-
ing, he said, "From ground radar you can't put the fighter close enough
to the bomber to see him; you've got to put a radar in the aircraft."
And that was the logic that led him very early-and this is as early as
1935-to point out the need for airborne radar. 43

Watson-Watt had also been mulling over the concept, although from a technical standpoint rather than
an operational one. It was first discussed in the Tizard Committee in February 1936. 44 Soon, Bowen,
who had been with the radar project since its inception at Orford Ness, was assigned to begin working
out the technical requirements for the equipment. He recalled,

I was the airborne group with a mandate...to try and reduce the size and
weight of a complete transmitting and receiving equipment to a point
where it could go into an aircraft. [This] in many ways was ridiculous,
because the typical receiver of that day filled a room 20 feet by 10 feet;
the antennas were then 200 feet high on the top of masts and 40 feet
long, and the transmitter weighed about 10 tons with God knows how
many kilowatts to run it. So when you think about it now in the cold,
silver light of day, it was a ridiculous concept....But we were cocky.4 5

r Other problems besides size and weight faced Bowen and the small staff he soon began to accu-
mulate: The frequency to be used in a-iy equipment had to be higher than that of the ground based sta-
tions so that antennas could fit on the planes. (Eventually 200 megahertz was chosen, the same fre-
quency as was being used at NRL in the XAF de-elopment.) Power on airplanes was quite limited and
4'1btd., p 188.43 Bowen interview (note 37), side I

44Clark, op. cit. (note 20), p. 158.
45 Bowen interview (note 37), side 1.
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had to be shared with ot'rer equipment. Vibration was both extreme and constant. Readings from the
set had to be simple enough so that either a pilot or a copilot, each of whom had many othe. things to
do, could understand them readily. Hence, progress was slow.

The work focused on building two forms of equipment. an air interception (Al) radar for locating
enemy aircraft in flight, and an air-to-surface-vessel (ASV) radar for locating enemy ships. The techni-
cal requirements or both were closely related, thus research was done on them simultaneously. Test
ASV equipment was in operation as early as the spring of 1937.46 In a dramatic event about a year and
a half later, a modifIcation of this equipment successfully located the British flect in an exercise when
all other planes not equipped with radar failed to do So. 47 But, despite these successLs, production
equipment was not immediately forthcoming. No AS'v sets were in use when the war started.48 Some
were installcd during the early months, but satisfactory operational equipment did not begin to be
employed until September 1940.49 Al radar fared little better. Six sets of a production run of 30 were
in aircraft when the war began, all 30 were in aircraft by the end of September 1939.'o But they, and
those that followed soon aftei, generally proved ineffectual. Not until the Al Mark IV made its appear-
a cc in the autumn of 1940 was there a good airborne radar for night fighting." t Because of the few
sets in operation and the lack of training in their use, airborne radar played a much smaller role in turn-
in% back the initial airborne assault against England than did ground-based equipment. Only in the
summer of 1941 did airborne radar begin to prove significantly useful. Nonetheless the overall
airborne-radar program was a striking technical achievement, nothing like it was being done in the
United States- if success had not been rapid, it was profound. Airoorne equipment of British design
would ultimately be produced by the thousands in America as well as in the United Kingdom.

Radar development in the other two services, the army and the navy, lagged behind that of the
Air Ministry but still was significant. Stimulated by disclosures from the Air Ministry concerning
Watson-Watt's work, a naval radar program began in October 1935, at the Admiralty Signal School in
Portsmouth. The first development models, using a frequency of 43 megahertz, were ready by 1938
and were installed in August and September on HMS Sheffield and HMS Rodney for testing. Results
were good, and researchers pushed ahead. By October 1940, type 281 radars, using a frequency of 100
megahertz, had been designed and ordered in quantity. Delivery began in Febiuary 1941. Although
these early production equipments used lower frequencies than those that had been designed at NRL
during the same years, developments had also b.en started at 600 megahertz as early as 1938, and sets
were built at this and much higher frequencies during the war, to satisfy the need for fire control and
precision search.' 2 The army, unlike the navy, had funded a research program at Bawdsey, and concen-
trated effort there or. fire-control equipment for antiaircraft guns. In short, both of the other services
were following the lead of the Air Ministry and were developing radar equipment to meet their own
special needs.

All of the initial work on radar in Great Britain, and all of the first operational equipment,
depended on high frequencies-not microwaves (Table 3, in Chapter 4). But, as indicated by the
navy's program, the British were strongly awa e of the advantage of moving up in frequency. This was
particularly necessary for progress in airborne radar. As long as 200 megahertz was used, ground
echoes limited the maximum range an aircraft interception radar could obtain, to get a range greater
than one mile, for example, a plane had to be higher than one mile or the reflection from the earth
would block out the target signal. The only solution was to go to microwaves, for only they could be

46Guerlac, op. cit. (note 20), pp. 194 and 1954 7Bowen interview (note 37), side 2.
48Rowe, op. cit. (note 20), p. 46.
4 9 Watson-Watt, op. cit. (note 20), p. 127.
5°Guerlac, op cit. (note 20), pp. 200 and 201.
"ibd., p.214.
52 Bown interview (note 37), side 4 J D S. Rawlinson, "Development of Radar for the Royal Navy," Nav'al Electri'al Review
(July 1975): pp. 51-57.
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focused well enough to prevent the ground reflection. Microwaves would also provide for better target
discrimination. Calculations showed that a wavelength of about 10 centimeters would be ideal. 53

Consequently, numerous studies of microwaves were commissioned in the hope that they would
yield means for generating radiations with sufficient power for radar. One study, supported by the
Admiralty, was established under the direction of M. L. Oliphant at the University of Birmingham in
September 1939. Initially, work focused on improving the best existing transmission tubes. But this
did not appear promising, and, besides, it was being tried in many other places. Thus two researchers
in Oliphant's group, J. T. Randall and H. A. H. Boot, started over. In a siugle afternoon in November
1939, they came up with the answer: a copper resonator of a radical new desisr. Both men were new
to the field and were largely ignorant of the wealth of existing literature on designs for microwave
transmission tubes. Thus they had returned to first principles in their reasoning, and it appears that
this, more than any other factor, allowed them to succeed where others had failed.5"

The device they sketched that day was, in its final form, a cylinder of copper with a large central
hole drilled out. Parallel to this hole was a ring of much smaller ones, all symmetrically spaced and all
with centers on a circle concentric with the center hole. Connecting each of the smaller holes to the
central cavity was a narrow slit. The entire configuration served as the anode of the resonator. The
cathode was a large, oxide-coated spiral of wires running down the middle of the central cavity. The
name chosen was descriptive of the appearance: "multicavity magnetron." The first model was tried on
February 21, 1940. Within a day, Randall and Boot were able to generate 400 watts of power at a 9.8-
centimeter wavelength, 55 a remarkable performance-far better than any other available tube. Test and
development :ontinued rapidly, and, by September 1940, the first production models were becoming
available. They would prove to be the key to making microwave radar possible. One of them would
soon be displayed to radar experts in the United States as a prime exhibit in a general exchange of
technical information between the two nations, an exchange that was the beginning of extensive
Anglo-American cooperation in technical development during the war.

Thus the main points of comparison and contrast of early British radar work with the United
States programs are clear. Both nations possessed the technical expertise to develop radar, and both did
so independently. Yet the histories of their efforts were quite distinctive because of the different cir-
cumstances in which they progressed. The differences would first become apparent during the
exchange of technical information, and the knowledge of them would radically affect the policy and
organization of American research and development in radar.

THE TIZARD MISSION

Soon after Britain entered the second World War, in September 1939, Henry Tizard became con-
vinced that, in the area of technical production at least, British needed the help of the United States.
As early as November, he began suggesting official collaboration between the technical communities in
the two countries. As a first step, he proposed that A. V. Hill, a Nobel laureate, a joint secretary of the
Royal Society, and a member of his committee on air defense, be sent to America as a special advisor
charged with learning the views about the idea among top scientific leaders. In England, this plan
encountered strong opposition. There was fNar that America would leak secrets to Germany, fear that
Britain would have to give up much to gain little, -nd fear that the I Tnited States would not cooperate
wholeheartedly after reaping the benefit of British knowledge. Also militating against the scheme was a
strong sense of pride and self-sufficiency. As Dr. E. G. Bowen, a close friend of Tizard, remembered,

33Ibid., side 5, Rowe, op. cit. (note 37), pp 76 and 77.
54Guerlac, op. cit. (note 20), pp. 291-295.
"ibid., p 297
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The first reactions to this [ideal were not good. Churchill, who was
certainly being groomed for the position of Prime Minister at that time
and was, of course, Chief of Naval Staff, was doubtful... .Watson-Watt
was definitely hostile. 56

Tizard himself noted of his discussions with Britain's leading radar man,

[Watson-Watt] maintained that the Americans could not teach us any-
thing, and that we should get much the worst of the bargain, that there
was nothing in the production argument, and that by the end of the
year our facilities for production would be greater than theirs. I said
that if so it would be the first time in history that this had happened. 57

Despite these reactions, Tizard kept pushing and, in the spring of 1940, got approval for the
exploratory mission. A.V. Hill became a scientific attach6 to the British Embassy, visited numerous
American universities and industrial firms, and got a warm reception everywhere. In April, he recom-
mended to the British Ambassador, Lord Lothian, that a broad exchange of technical information, espe-
cially information on radar, be undertaken.58 Resistance in England was still strong, but events were
developing to change it: in May, the German army began its rapid conquest through the Low Coun-
tries and France. On May 18, the British military chiefs gave their support to the plan. Hesitance
remained elsewhere, but pressure in favor of the exchange increased over the next few weeks. On
June 28, Lord Lothian informed Churchill, now Prime Minister, that President Roosevelt had been told
of the idea and was favorably inclined toward it. Lothian suggested that the British act immediately.
Finally, on July 6, he was ordered to go ahead. Thus, on July 8, he sent a secret aide-memoire to the
President for consideration. The key concept it advanced, based on a suggestion by Hill,59 was that Brit-
ain would not attempt to trade secret for secret, but rather would be entirely open in hopes that this
woul ead to the maximum benefit for both nations. The document read in part,

The British Government have informed me that they would greatly
appreciate an immediate and general interchange of secret technical
information with the United States, particularly in the ultra slort wave
radio field.

It is not the wish of His Majesty's Government to make this proposal
the subject of a bargain of any description. Rather do they wish, in
order to show their readiness for the fullest cooperation, to be perfectly
open with you and to give you full details of any equipment or devices
in which you are interested without in any way pressing you beforehand
to give specific undertakings or, our side, although of course they would
hope you would reciprocate by discussing certain secret information of
a technical nature which they are anxious to have urgently....

As to subsequent procedure, should you approve the exchange of infor-
mation, it has been suggested by my Government that, in order to
avoid any risk of the exchange of information, in order to avoid any
risk of the information reaching our enemy, a small secret British mis-
sion consisting of two or three service officers and civilian scientists
should be dispatched immediately to this country to enter into discus-
sions with Army and Navy experts. This mission should, I suggest,

56Bower, Interview (note 37), side 4.
5As quoted in Clark, op. cit. (note 20), p. 252
"Ibid, p 250
91bul., p 254
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bring with them full details of all new technical developments, espe-
cially in the radio field, which have been successfully used or experi-
mented with during the last nine months. These might include our
method of detecting the approach of enemy aircraft at considerable dis-
tances, whi:h has proved so successful; the use of short waves to
enable our own aircraft to identify enemy aircraft, and the application
of such short waves to anti-aircraft gunnery for firing at aircraft which
are concealed by clouds or darkness We, for our part, are probably
more anxious to be permitted to employ the full resources of the radio
industry in this country with a view to obtaining the greatest power pos-
sible for the emission of ultra short waves than anything else. 60

The aide-memoire was discussed at the Cabinet meeting on July 11 and endorsed by President Roosevelt
and the Secretaries of Navy and of War.61 Final approval in Britain came on July 25.62 Thus was laid
the cornerstone of scientific cooperation.

Tizard became head of the mission and soon began organizing its membership. In addition to
him, it included three military represcntatives and three civilians. Two of the latter, J.D. Cockcroft and
E.G. Bowen, were specialists in radar. Extensive preparations were made for the interchange in both
Britain and the United States, for it was to include all fields of scientific and technical activity pertinent
to the war effort.

Among the American military, the idea generally received strong support, although there was less
willingness than in Britain to disclose everything. The highly secret Norden bombsight, for example,
along with numerous devices still under development, were withheld.63 And, at least in some quarters,
there was doubt that the British would have much of value-even in the field of radar. Admiral
Bowen, for instance, wrote the Chief of Naval Operations on July 26,

Prior to 1939 the British were making determined efforts to trade Brit-
ish submarine detection devices (underwater sound) for our radio air-
plane detectors. They were instructed by the Navy Department to take
the matter up through diplomatic channels. About the same time,
extravagant claims were made by British civilian engineers in regard to
the efficacy of the British equipment for detecting submarines (under-
water sound).

If the British during the past year have succeeded in working out the
details of airplane detection by radio to the extent commonly believed
in our Navy Department, they have indeed effected a remarkable
achievement. It seems more likely, however, that the British have
radio direction finder stations so located and interconnected with central
stations that they are plotting the position of aircraft by intersecting cir-
cles....

The information and equipment which we expect to get from the Brit-
ish in regard to radio airplane detection and submarine detection may

60 4ide-menoire from Lord Lothian to President Roosevelt, July 8, 1940, copy in file A8-3/EF 13, July-Aug. 1940, records of the
Secretary of the Navy/Chief of Naval Operations. Confidential series (now Unclassified), Operational Archives Branch, Naval
history Division, Washington, D.C61Memorandum for the Army Chief of Staff from Brig Gen V. Strong, July 19, 1940, in file A8.3/EF 13, July-Aug. 1940 (note
60)
62Clark, op. cit. (note 20), p. 256.
63Discussed in various documents, file A8-3/EF 13 (note 60)
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possibly prove to be disappointing. For a nation that has been so back-
ward in mechanical and electrical engineering as applied to Naval
vessels to have established outstanding progress in two other fields of
engineering does not seem credible although it may be possible. 64

Hauteur, obviously, was not restricted to the mother country.

Tizard came to the United States by way of Canada, where he discussed British work with Cana-
dian scientists to enlist their aid.6 5 He arrived in Washington on August 26, 1940. The other members
of the mission, who were traveling by boat, would not come in until early September. They were
bringing blueprints, diagrams, technical documents, films of radar equipment in operation, and samples
of various components. The most important item was the multicavity magnetron. It was still so new
that it had not yet been incorporated in any operational equipment. Indeed the tube that came to the
United States was one of the first 12 to be manufactured. 66

Before the rest of the mission arrived, Tizard and other representatives of the British Government
laid the foundation for the upcoming detailed technical discussions by making preliminary disclosures.
A conference for this purpose was held with top NRL personnel on August 30. At that time, Admiral
Bowen, Briscoe, Taylor, Young, and Ross Gunn got their first general knowledge of British radar.67 In
the first official meeting of the mission with service representatives, on September 10 at the Bureau of
Engineering, the main subject, once again, was radar. Tizard presided over a discussion of both techni-
cal details and operational use.68 The latter may have been more important at this stage, for, as E. G.
Bowen recalled,

The big impact of the Tizard Mission as I saw it at [I time and see it
now, was in persuading the top brass-the admirals and the generals-
that here was an operational tool that they had to have. That was lack-
ing, and that was one of the first things the Tizard Mission did.69

On September 12, four members of the mission, including the radar experts Cockcroft and
Bowen, went to NRL to see and learn about the U.S. Navy's radar equipment and to discuss their own
in greater depth. There were demonstrations, frank and open discussions, and an exchange of thick
folders of technical data.70 Over the coming weeks, NRL engineers met frequently with the British, and
both sides shared all aspects of their knowledge, particularly in radar but also in other technical fields
such as underwater sound ranging and chemistry. The multicavity magnetron was discussed in detail on
September 17 but was not put into operation.71 That would first be done at the Bell Telephone Labora-
tories on October 6.72 In general, the meetings resuited in a virtually complete exchange of ideas and
information. All indications are that nothing in the field of radar was withheld.

6 4 Letter from II.G Bowen to the Chief of Naval Ope ations, July 26, 1940, in file A8-3/EF 13, 1940, records of the
SecNav/CNO, Secret series (now Unclassified), Operational Archives Branch, Naval Itistory Division, Washington, D C
65The importance of the Tizard mission to Canada is well described in Wilfred Eggleston, Scientists at War (London- Oxford

University Press, 1950), esp. pp. 17-19.66 Bowen interview (note 37), side 4.67 Letter from NRL to the Chief of Naval Operations, Sept. 10, 1940, in file A2-14, 1940, records of the SecNav/CNO. Secret
series (niow Unclassified), Operational Archives Branch, Naval Ilistory Division, Washington, D.C.
6 8 Bureau of Ships memorandum for files, Sept. 10, 1940, in file S.A8(3) #1, box I, records of NRL. Secret series (now
Unclassified), record group 19, National Archives Building.
69 Bowen interview (note 37), side 5.70 Letter from NRL to the Chief of Naval Operations, Sept. 13, 1940. in file S-A8(3) #1 (note 68).7 1NRL memorandum for files, Sept. 17, 1940, in file S-A8(3) #1 (note 68)7 2Guerlac, op. cit. (note 20), p 328.
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The British discovered no radically new developments at NRL, but they learned much there, espe-
cially on the level of design details. Complete descriptions of most of the radar equipment the Labora-
tory had created were sent back te England for further study. The radar duplexer used on the CXAM
was of particular interest to them, because no such device was being employed on any English equip-
ment at the time."1 However, the U.S. Navy profited even more. On October 4, NRL sent to the
Secretary of the Navy a letter summarizing the results of the mission during its first month and giving a
sober appraisal of its value. It said,

The Navy has received a vast mount of important information from
which much benefit can be gained, particularly since data furnished by
the British are based, in great part, on the results of wartime
experience....Up to the present it is felt that the Navy has gained more
than the British by the free exchange of information.74

The letter stated flatly that the British were ahead in radar and explained why:

Because of the urgent requirements of the war, the British have been
forced to prosecute the development of their RDF (radio direction
finder, the British name for radar] to a much greater extent than has
been reached in this country, and as a result have been able actively to
employ the RDF on shore, in aircraft, and in various types of ships.
The results obtained by the British have been so .encouraging and of
such great immediate importance as to warrant the employment in
Great Britain of approximately 500 development engineers, with neces-
sary assistants and laboratory facilities; and to bring about the existence
of a complete organization for manufacture, procurement, and installa-
tion of RDF equipments. Unavoidable exigencies have thus led the
British to forge far ahead of this country in the applications of this
device. 75

This lead was spelled out in detail in a chart comparing British equipment to its American naval coun-
terparts. It is included here as Appendix G. The chart shows the U.S. Navy behind in every category
of radar equipment. ground-based-detection, fire-control, shipboard, airborne, and airborne-
identification radars. The gap was particularly evident because the comparison was based on equipment
in operational use. In research, the lead was not nearly as great. As we have seen, the U.S. Navy
already had, thanks to NRL and the major electronics companies, the knowledge necessary to build all
these types of equipment except airborne radar and already had small procurement programs underway
Most of what was ordered was either as good as or better than the British sets that were in use The
main difference between the two countries at this stage was that the American Navy had been respond-
ing to a different international situation, and its leaders had been, as the letter pointed out, following a
different policy:

... the British are willing to introduce, in quantity, various equipments
__ _ incorporating new ideas and principles into service prior to complete ex-

ploitation and development of their potentialities. At present, such adoctrine is mainly due to the pressure of events. On the other hand,

our own Service is generally reluctant to accep. developments which are

73Letter from NRL to the Chief of Naval Operations, Sept 10, 1940 in file A2-14 (note 67) It has been said that the British had

not previously invented any form of duplexer However, in an interview Dr E.G. Bowen asserted that this was not true
Although not in use, a crude form of duplexer had been designed and tried. It was not being employed because of British need
for multiple antennas to perform their range-finding techniques Bowen interview (note 37), side 7
74Letter from NRL to the Secretary of the Navy, Oct 4, 1940, in file A8-3/EF 13, 1940 (note 64)
5 Ibid.
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short of perfection. Such a policy on our part will eventually produce
apparatus of the highest order, but [it) unnecessarily delays the adop-
tion by the Fleet of new developments and the associated training of
personnel.76

As might be expected, the document ended by recommending increased activity. Radar had long
had high priority, but, as the Navy was now learning, there are multiple levels of high priority. Having
noted the 500 British personnel on the job, the letter stated,

It is noteworthy that the Laboratory has marked the growing impor-
tance of radar by increasing the number of personnel working thereon
from five to eighteen during the period from April 1939 to September
1940; however, this small group can be little more than a nucleus in
light of present requirements.

77

Staff would have to be increased, laboratory space would have to be intreased, and funding would have
to be increased. The British mission had made it clear that radar was, at least at this time, "the out-
standing development of the war in the technical field."78

Actually, the Bureau of Ships, also motivated by the Tizard mission, had already made recom-
mendations similar to those from NRL, 79 and the Chief of Naval Operations, on the same day the NRL
letter report was sent, had authorized that "The number of research engineers engaged in this develop-
ment at the laboratory be increased several fold as soon as possible....Additionally, if more floor space is
necessary to permit the recommended expansion in personnel, it is suggested that a temporary structure
be completed without delay and in advance of any permanent buildings which may be contemplated.""0

Outside the expected calls for just more, NRL's report proposed one action that was somewhat
surprising:

The subject [of radar] is so supremely important that it now appears
desirable to place the coordination of the entire project, with all of its
ramifications, under one officer, who will be attached to the Naval
Research Laboratory.81

Here was the mark of Admiral Bowen. Now more aware than ever of the potential of radar, he was
determined to see it exploited vigorously and rapidly and to have it as much as possible under his own
control. In his mind, the reorganization of Navy research, the powers vested in him by General Order
130, gave him the right and responsibility to act in this manner.

On October 7, three days after the letter about the Tizard mission was dispatched, Bowen sent
another to the Secretary of the Navy amplifying the suggestion:

It is the opinion of the Technical Aide to the Secretary of the Navy
that, in order to properly develop and procure for the Naval Service

76 Ibd.
77 Ibid.
78 Ibid.
79 Letter from the Bureau of Ships to NRL via the Bureau of Aeronautics, the Bureau of Ordnance. and the Chief of Naval
Operations, Sept 24, 1940. in file C-$67-5 #3, box 31, records of NRL, Confidential series (now Unclassified), record group 19,
National Archives Building.80 Third endorsement to the letter cited in note 79, filed with the letter
81Letter from NRL to the Secretary of the Navy, Oct. 4, 1940 (note 74).
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suitable radio range finders (pulse type), the entire development pro-
gram should be placed under the coordination of one officer who
should, for this purpose alone, be attached to the Naval Research
Laboratory. This opinion is based upon study of the results of twelve
years of ,xperimental work at the Naval Research Laboratory, the
accomplis.iment of the U.S. Army at Fort Monmouth, the commercial
development by RCA, the Western Electric Company, and the Bell
Telephone Laboratories, and upon the information derived from the
recent visit of the British Technical Mission. At the present time this
development is under the cognizance of the Bureau of Ships and is of
utmost importance to the Bureau of Aeronautics and the Bureau of
Ordnance....

The officer who will be the coordinating officer for all of the develop-
ment mentioned above must, of necessity, be a technically trained
officer in the line of electrical or radio engineering. He must be capable
of recognizing the requirements of fire control instrument design, and
be able to assimilate the special requirements of ultra high frequency
radio. There are at present in the Navy very few officers available with
the above combined characteristics. 82

The Bureau of Ships had readily agreed with the recommendation to place more emphasis on
radar, but now that Bowen began trying to usurp some of its authority, it was quick to differ. Com-
menting to the Secretary of the Navy on the Admiral's advice, the Bureau stated,

The Bureau of Ships is fully appreciative of all the work, including the
inception of the idea, done in connection with radio-direction-ranging
equipment [at NRL], and has gladly sponsored the project for years.
The officer and civilian personnel of the two organizations have worked
in close cooperation since the beginning of the project and have redou-
bled their efforts since rapid developments abroad have emphasized its
importance. The most efficient method of advancing the project as a
whole, however, is, the Bureau is convinced, to strengthen existing
organizations and foster even closer cooperation than heretofore, rather
than to set up a new head over efficient going organizations....

The conclusion to be reached...is that the Naval Research Laboratory's
function in connection with this project is not the greater part of the
project as a whole. By the Navy Regulations this Bureau is responsible
for development, manufacture, and installation of radio echo equip-
ment in the Fleet. These functions, plus cooperation with the other
Bureaus indicated, are a part of the daily routine of the Bureau, and its
organization is set up accordingly and is believed to be performing them
smoothly. On the other hand, the Bureau's functions would be new
and strange to a purely research organization such as the Naval
Research Laboratory.

83

82Lctter to the Secretary of the Navy, from the Techni . Aide to the Secretary of the Navy. Oct 7. 1940, in file S-S67-5 #3,
box 4, records of NRL, Secret series (now Unclassified), record group 19. National Archives Building.
83Letter from the Bureau of Ships to the Secretary of the Navy. Oct 31, 1940, in file S-S67/A I, box 24, records of NRL, record
group 181, job order 11029. Washington National Records Center, Suitland, Md.
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The letter went on to recommend simply strengthening the Bureau's administration of radar.

Bowen won this fight. As a candidate for Coordinator of Radar Development, he had suggested
Commander Louis Dreller, who was attached to the Bureau of Ships. Instead, he himself got the job.
On November 8, 1940, Admiral H. R. Stark, the Chief of Naval Operations, directed him to "coordi-
nate all research in connection with the development of pulse radio." As authority for the appointment,
he cited General Order 130. He also stated, "By copy of this letter, interested Bureaus are requested to
afford the Naval Research Laboratory that degree of cooperation which will result in the effective
prosecution of this task."84 Bowen now had the authority he needed to build on NRL's established
expertise in the field of radar and make it the focal point for the Navy radar program. His planning,
however, would soon be disrupted.

THE NATIONAL DEFENSE RESEARCH COMMITTEE

The Tizard Committee, of course, imparted its knowledge and experience to others in the United
States besides the Navy. As Lord Lothian had stressed, the main hope of the British was to build rela-
tions with American manufacturing firms so as to increase the productive capacity on which Britian
could draw. Thus members talked with RCA, AT&T, GE, and other companies. As was mentioned,
the multicavity magnetron was first demonstrated to the Americans, on October 6, at the Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories. This choice was logical in that the Bell Telephone Laboratories were already work-
ing in microwave radar for the Army and the Navy and had the capacity to produce duplicates of the
tube in quantity, which they soon began to do. The mission also shared its knowledge with the Army,
strongly affecting its radar program as it had the Navy's. Finally, it established close ties with the
National Defense Research Committee (NDRC), a newcomer to the organizations in America that
were working to apply sci.nce to the needs of defense.

NDRC was the brainchild of Vannevar Bush, President of the Carnegie Institution of Washington
and Chairman of the National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics-the body that linked civilian and
military activities in aviation research and development. Bush had gotten his first taste of military
research in World War I. After graduating with a PhD jointly from Harvard and MIT in 1916, he
worked during 1917 and 1918 to develop antisubmarine devices for the Navy. In 1919, he returned to
MIT to teach and do research in electrical engineering, and he excelled in both. He became a full pro-
fessor in 1923 and became a dean of engineering and a vice president in 1932. In 1938, he became a
member of NACA and also was elected to head the Carnegie Institution, which at that time was spend-
ing a 1.5-million-dollar research budget in a wide variety of scientific fields, including astronomy,
archeology, geology, biology, botany, entomology, embryology, and nutrition. Administering this
variety of programs would prove to be good training.85

In 1939 and early 1940, Bush began to worry about the state of American defense, especially with
regard to the developments in Germany. He shared his concerns with other leading civilian scientists
who sat with him on the Committee on Scientific Aids to Learning of the National Research Council-
Frank Jewett, President of Bell Telephone Laboratories and Presideat of the National Academy of Sci-
ences; James Conant, President of Harvard, Richard Tolman, Dean of the California Institute of Tech-
nology Graduate School; and Karl Compton, President of MIT. Bush remembered, "Discussion of the
[defense] problem cropped up whenever the group gathered for committee business and at other times
as well ,86 The men resolved to take action; Bush, located permanently in Washington, was to be their
agent.

With the help of Oscar Cox, one of Roosevelt's New Deal attorneys at the Treasury Department,
he approached Harry Hopkins, the President's closest advisor. In the course of several conversations,
84Letter from the Chief of Naval Operations to If G Bowen, Nov 8, 1940, serial 067320 (SC A6/AI-I) in records of the
SecNav/CNO, serialized file, Operational Archives Branch, Naval History Division, Washington, D.C.
8 5 Vannevar Bush," Current Biography 8 (May 1947) 8-11, Daniel J Kevles, The Ph),sicists (New York Knopf, 1978), pp. 293-297.
8 6Vannevar Bush, Pieces ofthe Action (New York: Morrow, 1970), p 32
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he convinced Hopkins of the view that in the area of military technology, American defense was woo-
fully inadequate, that the nation needed to call on its scientists to help out, and that Vannevar Bush
should be given the necessary power to mobilize them. Setting aside the possibilities of working
through the National Academy of Sciences or under a National Inventor's Council that would have
been similar to the Naval Consulting Board of World War 1, Bush recommended a new federal agency
resembling NACA. It would be funded by the Government but, although linked to the military, would
be answerable only to the President himself. Cox had worked out a way to establish it. Back in 1916,
as part of the preparedness movement that preceeded America's entry into World War 1, a committee
of Cabinet members called the Council of National Defense had been created to "coordinate industries
and resources for the National security and welfare."8 7 Although long inactive, the organization had
never ceased to exist. Cox advised resurrecting it long enough to parent NDRC. Hopkins accepted the
scheme and, early in June 1940, made an appointment for Bush to see Roosevelt on the matter. Bush
recalled the meeting:

I had the plans for NDRC in four short paragraphs in the middle of a
sheet of paper. The whole audience lasted less than ten minutes (Harry
had no doubt been there before me). I came out with my "OK-FDR"
and all the wheels began to turn. The Council signatures were
obtained, we found how to get money, and we organized in a hurry. 88

The formal executive order creating the new organization was issued on June 27. The members
were to be Bush, as Chairman, Conant, Tolman, Compton, Jewett (as President of the National
Academy of Sciences), Conway P. Coe (as Commissioner of Patents), one member representing the
Army to be designated by the Secretary of the Army, and one member from the Navy as designated by
the Secretary of the Navy. The Navy member chosen was Admiral Harold Bowen. I he Committee
was given broad powers. The order stated:

The Committee shall correlate and support scientific research on the
mechanisms and devices of warfare, except those relating to problems
of flight included in the field of activities of National Advisory Commit-
tee for Aeronautics. It shall aid and supplement the experimental and
research activities of the War and Navy Departments; and may conduct
research for the creation and improvement of instrumentalities,
methods, and materials of warfare. In carrying out its functions, the
Committee may (a) utilize, to the extent that such facilities are avail-
able for such purpose, the laboratories, equipment and services of the
National Burcau of Standaids and other Government institutions; and
(b) within the limits of appropriations allocated to it, transfer funds to
such institutions, and enter into contracts and agreements with indivi-
duals, educational or scientific institutions (including the National
Academy of Sciences and the National Research Council) and industrial
organizations for studies, exnerimental investigations, and reports. 89

This was a radical departure-a decision to put a large portion of military research under the con-
trol of civilians answerable only to the President. Bush himself later said,

There were those who protested that the action of setting up NDRC
was an end run, a grab by which a small company of scientists and

87 A Hunter Dupree, Science in the Federal Government (Cambridge, Mass.. Harvard University Press, 1957), p 305.
88 Bush, op. cit. (Note 86), p. 36.
8 9James P Baxter, III, Scientists ,lgainst Tnte (Boston Little, Brown and Co., 1946), p 451.
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engineers, acting outside established channels, got hold of the authority
and money for the program of developing new weapons. That, in fact,
is exactly what it was.%10

But, he also argded,

... it was the only way in which a broad program could be launched
rapidly and on an adequate scale. To operate through established chan-
nels would have involved delays-and the hazard that independence
might have been lost, that independence which was the central feature
of the organization's success. The one thing that made launching it at
all possible was the realization by the President that it was needed. 9'

James Conant was utterly astonished by the plan and by the fact that it had actually received Presiden-
tial approval. He recalled in his autobiography,

I shall never forget my surprise at hearing about this revolutionary
scheme. Scientists were to be mobilized for the defense effort in their
own laboratories. A man who we of the NDRC thought could do a job
was going to be asked to be the chief investigator; he would assemble a
staff in his own laboratory if possible.. .1 could see the consequences of
this way of mobilizing science to assist the Army and Navy would be
profoundly different from what I had known in World War I....I had
imagined, as war drew near, that many of my scientific friends and,
perhaps, I myself, would once again put on a uniform. It was not to
be. Bush's invention insured that a great portion of the research on
weapons would be carried out by men who were neither civil servants
of the federal government nor soldiers; they would be employees of a
contractor. 92

Bush and his colleagues believed that the military had bungled defense research in the interwar
period-that it had hardly begun to tap the immense power of science to create instruments of warfare.
It was quite likely, they feared, that the Germans had done much better. They thought that the only
solution was for civilian scientists to take power into their own hands and show what they, given
independence and authority to work in their own institutions, could do with their knowledge. 93

Even before the formal Presidential order establishing NDRC was issued, Bush was organizing.
Soon it was decided that his Committee would have divisions covering four areas of research. armor
and ordnance; bombs, fuels, gases, and chemical problems, communication and transportation, and
detection, controls, and instruments. 94 Within the last area, it was agreed from the outset that attention
would be given to some phase of radio detection but also that NDRC should limit itself to the field of
microwaves. 95 This left high-frequency radar in the hands of the service laboratories that had developed

90Bush, op. cit. (note 86), pp 31 and 32.
91Ibid, p 32
92 James B. Conant, My Several Lives: Memories ofa Social Inventor (New York Ilarper and Row, 1970), p. 236.93 For confirmation of this view see Irwin Stewart, Organizing Stientfih Research for War (Boston Little, Brown and Co., 1948),

3 and 4.
""Ibd., pp 10-12.95 Guerlac, op. cit. (note 20), p. 317.
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it, and was consistent with NDRC's policy of focusing on long-range research rather than on strictly
development projects.96

A microwave committee was set lip under Alfred Loomis, who in his own private laboratory had
been experimenting with microwaves for some time. In the next few months, he and other members
of the Committee surveyed existing developments in both the radar ind microwave fields. They visited
leading commercial laboratories, NRL, and the Signal Corps facilities. They inspected existing equip-
ment and !*stened to plans for future development. They were impressed with the importance and the
promise of radar technology, but they soon became gloomy about the hope for using microwaves:
there was no sign of a tube that could generate adequate power at 10 centimeters or below, the most
desirable frequencies.97 This was late August. Fortunately, the answer was already on its way from
Britain.

When the Tizard Committee began its dis,;ussions with the American military, there was some
question about whether it should be allowed :o disclose its information to NDRC as well. NDRC
wanted contact and so did the British, but, in a meeting on September 14, General Mauborgne, head of
the Signal Corps, said that he "did not think it desirable for the British to give information to the
National Defense Research Committee." 8 Others also had doubts. Nonetheless, action was already
being taken to bring the two together. Admiral Bowen, at Tizard's request, helped arrange acceptance
by the Navy, which officially came on September 16, 1940.99

The first meeting of the radar experts in the Tizard mission and NDRC representatives occurred
on September 19.100 The British were told about the American microwave program but said little about
their own. They waited to outline it and disclose the multicavity magnetron in a second meeting at
Loomis' Laboratory in Tuxedo Park, New York, in late September.' 0' When told of the new tube and
of the British plans for microwave radar, Loomis and his colleagues were ecstatic; they immediately
began thinking about how to exploit the possibilities of the new component. They realized that the
magnetron had opened a whole new region of possibilities but, at the same time, that much research lay
ahead before it could be used in practical equipment. By mid-October, NDRC had decided it would be
best to conduct its microwave radar work in a new laboratory established under civilian direction and
staffed as much as possible by civilian scientists. The model for this arrangement was the structure of
British radar research, which had proven itself so effective.

Initially, it was proposed to place the new institution at Boiling Field, an Army installation in
Washington, D.C., where a heated airplane hangar and laboratory buildings could be constructed. Iron-
ically, this choice would have put the facility immediately adjacent to NRL. Delays were encountered
in getting started at Boiling, however, and doubt soon arose about how well the Navy would accept a
radar laboratory located on Army property so near its own research facility.102 After further debate, the
Committee chose to place the new institution instead at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Karl Compton, President of the University and a member of NDRC, had no part in making the deci-
sion but readily acceded to the wish of his colleagues. The space required to get started could easily be
found in existing buildings.10 3

961btd, pp 317-319.
97 1bid., p 322
98 NRL memorandum for files, Sept 14, 1940 in file S-A8-3(I) #1 (note 68).99 Letter from Henry Tizard to 11 G Bowen, Aug. 31, 1940 The acceptance is in the letter from Rear Adm. W.S. Anderson to
V Bush. Sept 16, 1940 Both are in file C.A8-3(I) #1, box I, records of NRL, Confidential series (now Unclassified), record
Vroup 19, National Archives Building
o0 Guerlac, op. cii (note 20), p 326.

I0 Ibid. p 327102John Burchard, QED: MIT tn World War II (New York Wiley, 1948).1031bid, p. 220
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The organization was soon underway. It ,vas given the name 'Radiation Laboratory," because this
at once seemed both to describe and at the sdAme time conceal its true function."° A staff of 50 people
was planned, including mechanics and .oecrelaries, and recruitment started. This number would
incre.,se to almost 4000 by the end of .he war. With the exception of the institutions that would work
on the atomic bomb, the Radiation Laboratory vtould become the largest civilian research and develop-
ment agency created during the conflict.10 Yet, as operation got started on what still seeniej a risky
undertaking, no one dreamed of the growth that lay ahead.

The Microwave Committee, in close consultation with the Tizard Committee members, especially
E. G. Bowen, determined that the Laboratory should begin by concentrating on three problems build-
ing a 10-centimeter air intercept radar, developing a precision microwae fire-control radar, and design-
ing long-range aircraft navigational equipment.'0  Opeiations were underway by mid-November The
first magnetrons arrived from the Bell Telephone Laboratories on November 18. By the end of
December, the first experimental m ,rowave set was already being tested. The Laboratory was off to a
propitious beginning of what would be a distinguished course in the development of microwave radar
The extent to which the Navy would rely on the institution, however, was still subject to debate

10 4Guerlac, op. cit. (note 20), p. 337.

iOSBurchard, op. cit. (note 102), pp. 219 and 220.
106Guerlac, op. ct. (note 20). p. 330, Office of Scientil, Rescarh and Development. Radar Summo) Report and Harp Project
(Summary Technical Report of Division 14, National Defense Research Cummittee, vol I) (Washington GPO, 1946), p 4
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10. RADAR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT UNTIL THE WAR

Taken together, the growth of radar into a field of technology, the establishment of radar develop-
ment programs in a number of different American institutions, the Tizard mission and its opening of
transatlantic interchange, and the mobilization of civilian scientists under NDRC, particularly its Radia-
tion Laboratory, had the force of a gale on NRL. Finding a new bearing, both in terms of its organiza-
tional structure and in terms of the technical program, would be difficult, for there were differing views
on what NRL's function should be. Handling the situation created by the existence of NDRC was the
most pressing task.

SORTING OUT INSTITUTIONAL ROLES

The NDRC had been established to assist the Army and Navy, to supplement their research-and-
development work in order to meet the common goal of preparing the United States fully for a world
war. But because of the unique way the new organization was structured and because of the unprec-
edented power and independence it gave civilian scientists to decide for themselves what the armed
forces needed, it came to be perceived as a threat by many military leaders, especially by Admiral
Bowen Like Vannevar Bush and his colleagues, Bowen had been striving to rectify what he believed
had been a lack of appreciation of the potential that lay in scientific research and development. He too
was trying to build an organization that would give increased emphasis and increased funding to techni-
cal development. While NDRC, and particularly its Radiation Laboratory, were getting underway,
Bowen was pursuing his own strategy for rebuilding the Navy's internal structure for research and
development Almost inevitably this would lead to conflict with NDRC, to serious questioning of Navy
scientific policy, and to a difficult sorting out of institutional roles.

Having been named coordinator of Navy radar development in November 1940, Bowen took his
next major step on December 13. He drafted a letter to the Secretary of the Navy recommending that
research be given bureau status. NRL, he argued, should become a "Navy Research Center," and
should be authorized "to supervise all Naval Research."i In calling for this action, he held up the
NDRC as both an example and a target. He wrote,

Some idea of the status of research in the Navy on 27 June 1940 can be
gained by considering the research work undertaken -and the amount of
money expended therefore by the National Defense Research Commit-
tee for the Army and for the Navy. By July 1, 1941, the National
Defense Research Committee expects to have expended or obligated
$6,500,000. The budget estimates of the National Defense Research
Committee fot 1942 are in excess of S10,000,000. The National
Defense Research Committee has research underway on projects
affecting the Navy as follows:

(a) Development of Radar and its applications.
(b) Investigation of new explosives.
(c) Investigations of gas warfare.
(d) Fire control.
(e) Instruments and devices for Naval use.

Letter from NRL to the Secretary of the Nivy, Dec. 13, 1940, in the folder on issue 410, records of the General Board of the

Navy, Operational Archives Branch, Naval History Division, Washington, D.C
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All of tni. new development work could have been previously under-
taken by the Navalt Research Laboratory if funds had been available to
the Laboratory either 6b7 direct appropriations to the Laboratory o by
transfer from the bureaus. I-tl.I such a policy been followed, obviously
all of this research and investigatii.n now underway by the National
Defense Research Committee would bt much further along and in
some instances completed. It is interesting to note in this connection
that total expenditures at the Laboratory for all purposes in 1941 will be
S865,000. If to this is added the value of projects s.zt up by the
bureaus, the total amount of money expended at the Laboratt;ry during
1941 will be S2,250,000. Because there was no space available at the
Naval Research Laboratory, the National Defense Research Cominittet
has set up a section at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology for
the investigation of one feature of the Radar problem for which they
have alloted almost one million dollars to be expended or obligated
before July 1, 1941. This sum is well in excess of all of the total
amount of money expended at the Naval Research Laboratory since the
Laboratoiy developed Radar. It is believed that the Navy Department
should attack the subject of research with the same vision as outsiders. 2

Furthermore, Bowen was already looking ahead to the postwar period. How would present polic) affect
the situation then? lie stated,

The termination of the present emergency will find the National
Defense Research Committee with a considerable program underway
which will have to be turned over to the Army and Navy for comple-
tion. If the Army and Navy are unable to handle this program onI, account of lack of facilities, lack of money, or both, it will be necessary
to continue the National Defense Research Committee.. .after the
present emergency is over. In the long run, the Army and the Navy

because research has not been sufficiently emphasized in the Army and
the Navy in the past that conditions warranted the establishment of the
National Defense Research Committee. 3

Bowen's letter was circulated among top officials in the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations for
comments There was little support of his position. Others failed to see NDRC threatening Navy con-
trol of its own research; instead, they saw Bowen threatening bureau prerogatives. Captain R. H.
English, the Director of Fleet Maintenance Division, wrote,

To divorce the Bureaus from any direct control over research through
the transfer of research funds to the Naval Research Laboratory and by
concentrating all research work in one center, would subordinate the
Bureaus to the Laboratory and would be a case of the "tail wagging the
dog." A parallel situation would exist if the people who fight with ships

2Ibid Bowen's figures for spending differ somevhat from the totals .omputed from existent records and given in Table 2 tin
Chapte, 4).
1Ibid.
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were deprived of a voice in the development of the types of ships with
which to fight. 4

H. F. Leary, Director of the Fleet Training Division, seconded that view and said,

The National Defense Research Committee cannot be replaced by any
organization the Navy can set up and is the only way by which the
Navy can avail itself of the services of such outstanding people in their
respective fields. I think we should utilize their services and not
attempt to set up an inferior organization. Also, they-by thir
prestige-can obtain far more mo-ney than the Navy could ever obtain
for research. The Bureaus should outline the problems, control the
development, and supply the detailed technical information-the Naval
Research Laboratory should be for particular problems that we are
unable, for various reasons, to farm out to a civilian research center. 5

Bowen got some support from Leigh Noyes, the Director of Naval Communications, but it came
with distinct limitations. Noyes agreed that more emphasis should be placed on research and that there
should be one man, a Diiectcr of Naval Research, supervising the whole of the Navy's program from
an administrative standpoint. But he did not believe NRI. should become a Bureau of Research, nor
did he think that the control of all research money should be taken from the material bureaus He
asserted,

The Naval Research Laboratory is only a part (although a very impr-
tant part) of research in the Navy. Several bureaus maintain research
establishments, to say nothing of the research available to the Navy
through the facilities of commercial corrorations and universities. 6

After receivng copies of these comments, Bowen wrote a memorandum answering them directly
and then revised his letter slightly before sending the final draft to the Secretary. Responding to the

, * charge that he was trying to usurp bureau power, he said,

Under a centralized scheme of research, the Director of the Naval
Research Laboratory should be in a better position, on the whole, to
know where research problems should be assigned :han the Chiefs of
Bureaus.7

And, since his previous warning about NDRC had made little impact on his colleagues, he now wrote,

Whether or not the National Defense Research Committee will become
permanent after the present emergency is, after all, a matter of opinion,
except that I have much more to support my contention than seems

4 Letter from the Director of fleet Maintenanix Division to tne Assistant Chiel of Naval Operations, D"i. 19, 1940, in the folder
on issue 410 (note 1).
Letter from the Dire.tor of Fleet Training Division to the Assistant Chief of Naval Operations, Dec. 20, 1940, in the folder on

issue 410 (note I).
6 MviMemorandum from the Diret.tor of Naival Communi.atiLUns to the Assistant Chief of Naval Operations, undated, but circa Dec
2U, 1940, with an atta.hed memorandum from the Dire.tor of Naval Communii.ations to the Chief of Naval Operations, Nov
27, 1939, all in the folder on :.sue 410 (note I).

) 7Memorandum of It G. Bowen, Jan. 28, 1941, in the folder on issue 410 (note I)
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appropriate at this time to include in a brief discussion. My informa-
tion has been obtained as a member of the National Defense Research
Committee.8

Elsewhere, he charged, "Every day it becomes more apparent that the National Defense Research Com-
mittee will eventually supplant instead of supplement the research activities of the Army and Navy." 9

Upon receiving Bowen's letter and the associated documents, the Secretary referred the whole matter to
the General Board for consideration and recommendation.' 0 Thus, for the second time in a decade,
this body was to examine the role of NRL in the Navy Department."l Now, however, the question was
not whether to demote or phase out the institution but whether to make it the capital of the rapid!y
growing domain of naval research.

In preparation for its hearings, the General Board solicited much information to augment Bowen's
letter to the Secretary and the comments he had received. Data were collected, for example, on
research in industry and on the structure and operations of the National Defense Research Committee.
The Board even went to the trouble of soliciting E. G. Oberlin's opinion. Oberlin gladly replied, saying
that since retirement he had studied naval research in Europe as well as reflected on its condition in the
United States. "Naval research," he stated, "had been my assignment for 10 years preceding retirement
and my avocation during the past 9 years."'12 His comments to the Board contained several items
worthy of note.

Oberlin generally agreed with Bowen's argument that research should be taken away from the
control of the bureaus and put under a centralized head, but he believed that the best way to do this
was to create a new division within the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations. And he was sharply
critical of Bowen's personal role in the movement to reorganize Navy research. Making explicit what
others no doubt were thinking but were not in a position to commit to paper, Oberlin stated that every-
one knew of Bowen's previous position as head of the Bureau of Engineering and that his attempt to
create a new bureau he once again would head was bound to "create suspicion." Reviewing the history
of NRL after he himself had retired, Oberlin wrote,

Failure to have mobilized scientific endeavor is quite evident, and no
apparent steps have been taken to develop competent research adminis-
trators. Plant expansion has been haphazard and the fault cannot
entirely be ascribed to the lack of funds, for the general attitude of
[the] appropriation committe( of Congress has been favorable. Refer-
ring to • Naval Research Laboratory letter under consideration by the
General Board, any backwardness of research in the Navy on 27 June
1940 reflects directly on the present director, who has had it under his
control since 1935.... [The letter] indicates Bureau control of research is
a failure but fails to show that Laboratory control as proposed would
better conditions. ' 3

8 bid
9 Emphasis is in the original Letter from NRL to the Secretary of the Navy via the Chief of Naval Operations, Jan. 29 1941, in
the folder on issue 410 (note I).
10 Letter from the Acting Secretary of the Navy to the General Board, Feb 20, 1941, in the folder on issue 410 (note I) The
General Board and its function is briefly described by the paragraph in Chapter 5 where note 33 applies.

See the paragraphs in Chapter 5 where notes 32, 34, 35, and 36 apply12 Memorandum from E.G. Oberlin to Adm Greenslade, Mar. 15, 1941, in the folder on issue 410 (note 1).
13 Ibid.
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The General Board's hearing occurred on March 11, 1941. Represented were the Bureaus of
Ships, Ordnance, Aeronautics, and Yards and Docks, the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, and
NRL. The discussion contained little that was new. Bowen simply restated the position he had set
forth in his letter, and the Bureaus defended the existing arrangement under which they controlled
most of the Navy's research budget. Perhaps the arguments were best summarized in a statement of
Captain G. L. Schuyler of the Bureau of Ordnance:

In the paper proposing the Navy Research Center [Bowen's letter]
much had been made [about] the NDRC possibly getting out of hand,
and eventually supplanting rather than supplementing the Navy's
research activities as represented by the NRL.

To prevent this the NRL now suggests building itself up on a much
larger scale, but, among other things, taking over the direction of Ord-
nance research.

An overgrown NDRC looks very objectionable to the Naval Research
Laboratory. But a Naval Research Center enlarged in this way in its
scope and in its authority to direct Ordnance research looks objection-
able to the Bureau of Ordnance.14

The principal support Bowen got came from Captait. E. D. Almy, who had been Assistant Director of
NRL under Oberlin, and Director from 1932 to 1933. Almy, although not endorsing Bowen's position
directly, testified that, in his experience, there was little appreciation in the bureaus of the value of
research. He advised,

The research organization should be such that in times of scarcity of
funds the Navy would not restrict its research unduly....The director
should have enough prestige so that he could go ahead on his own
responsibility with a certain percentage of naval problems, i.e., when he
has no sympathetic support from practically anyone.15

The Board issued its opinion on March 22. It advised against Bowen's recommendations. NRL
should not be made the basis of a new Navy Bureau of Research. The opinion stated,

The General Board considers that "Naval Research" comprehends the
entire field of research within the limits of the Naval profession,
inclusive of material, equipment, personnel and operational develop-
ments, whereas the field of the Naval Research Laboratory cannot be
considered as extending beyond the most restricted field of material
research of basic nature. The present status is incompatible with a far-
sighted policy concerning the broad question of naval research. Stress-
ing the need for expanding the functions of the Laboratory, it tends to
depreciate other sources of research and development, both public and
private, available to the Department. Throughout the entire course of
this continued discussion as to the best place in the Naval Establish-
ment for the Laboratory, the material bureaus have stoutly and very

14 "learings of the General Board of the Navy, 11 Marmh 1941," in the bound vol-ime for 1941 in the Operational Art.hies, Na-

val History Division, Washington, D.C., p. 160.
1 Ibid., p. 167.
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logically presented arguments which sustain their contention that, bein)
charged with responsibility for technical and material developments
they must also have authority over research and development pertain
ing thereto. Once the more fundamental policies as to research ar(
placed on a sound basis there will be no difficulty in developing th
minor policies and an appropriate basis of administration and coordina.
tion of all the research agencies and activities under the Naval Estab.
lishment. 16

Although the Board did not believe that NRL should become the center of Navy resear :h, did recog-
nize that better coordination was needed among the numerous, wide-ranging Navy restarcl, efforts. It
also recognized that some change in the status of NRL should be made. As it had when issuing its
opinion on the Laboratory in 1932, it looked to the Office of the Chief of Naval Ope Ations and
advised,

The Chief of Naval Operations [should] have cognizance over the
prosecution of research policies; over such projects, liaisons and coordi-
nations as do not come under individual and joint bureau cognizance;
over the reception and evaluation of ideas and inventions from naval
and outside sources; and over the administration of the Naval Research
Laboratory. 

17

Further coordination was to be obtained through a "Navy Research Council," a body which would
comprise members from the General Board, the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, the Marine
Corps Headquarters, each bureau, the Shore Establishments Division, the Board of Inspection and Sur-
vey, and NRL. This council was to be "charged with the development and evolution of research poli-
cies, appropriate liaison with external research sources and agencies, and basic determination of
methods, means, and cognizance."18 The Board saw no reason to change the present means of funding
research and development either in NRL or elsewhere in the Navy establishment. And it did not even
mention NDRC. Obivious'v. 1t' ';eved 'hat this new body should hav no particular eff-ct on the
internal organizatioi of ,,av rc,,. :zh administration.

The Secretary of the Navy did not act immediately on the recommendations of the Board. For
while it was making its deliberations, another matter involving NRL had arisen that also had to be
taken into account. This included not just internal administration of research but the relation of
administration to technical progress in a particular subject and the relation of the Navy research efforts
to the mobilization of civilian scientists. The issue might easily have been radio detection, but instead
it turned out to be antisubmarine warfare.

In October 1940, the Navy had asked the Naval Research Advisory Committee of the National
Academy of Sciences to survey research and development in antisubmarine warfare and make recom-
mendations. For this purpose, the Advisory Committee established a subcommittee under Dr. E. H.
Colpitts, formerly a Vice President of the Bell Telephone Laboratories. From the time NRL had been
established, it had been the principal location of Navy work on the subject, so the Subcommittee natur-
ally focused on the results of NRL activities. It also, however, examined other subjects, particularly

16, Letter ,rom the Chairman, General Board, to the Secretary of the Navy, Mar. 22, 1941, in the folder on issue 410 (note I).
17 bid.
IsIbid. This council was to replace one that had been established by Gencral Order 130 (reproduced in Appendix D) and was al-
ready in operation.
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thc way that the equipmcnt that NRL had designed was being used. The investigation took several
months, a final report was sent to Admiral Bowen, as Technical Aide to the Secretary, on January 31,
1941. In his judgment, it did not contain good news.

The document praised NRL's major accomplishment in antisubmarine warfare:

Ships of the Navy are now using highly developed supersonic [detec-
tion] apparatus [designed by NRLI. This apparatus is used to detect the
sound of the submarine's propeller or to receive the echo reflected
from the hull of the submarine. From the records available and from
our own observations it can be stated that under favorable water condi-
tions, location of a submarine is attained for ranges up to several
thousands of yards.' 9

But it went on to assert, "However, water conditions are frequently encountered which seriously limit
or even completely preclude the operation of this method." And it stated, "This Committee believes
that the present art in the detection of submarines can be improved significantly." 20 The report recom-
mended improved training of operators, saying that the potentials of the existing equipment were
clearly not being fully exploited. It recommended some changes in the present apparatus. But most of
all it recommended exploring alternative methods of detection. All of NRL's equipment used super-
sonic pressure waves, the study said that audible sound waves, radio-acoustic methods, magnetic de-
vices, and other means should also be considered. In conclusion it argued,

The gravity of the [present] emergency is such that the present research
facilities and personnel are wholly inadequate. We need the best talent
of the country. In these days of aroused patriotism that talent is avail-
able. The effort demands a large staff of the highest competence and a
properly located and equipped laboratory, with ample ship facilities .... It
is the considered and unanimous opinion of the committee that the
importance, magnitude, and difficulty of the problem call for an effort
no less than that recommended. 2'

Bowen might have viewed this appraisal from an outside point of view as confirmation of his own
attitude about Navy research, especially since the report recommended that any new facilities should be
"under the administration of the Director of the Naval Research Laboratory" Instead, he was com-
pletely dissatisfied with the study. Perhaps because he believed the criticism it contained would jeop-
ardize his position on the reorganization of research, he sat on it for over a month while the General
Board finished its inquiry. Not until the hearings were over and not until after Frank Jewett. the
President of the National Academy, brought the subject up with the Secretary of the Navy did Bowen
forward the report to his superior. 22 When he did so, on March 17, he covered it with a strongly
worded letter that attacked both the conclusions and the methods of the Colpitts subcommittee, Con-
cerning the recommendation that auiible sound might be a profitable area of research, for example, he
stated,7There is nothing in the report of the Committee which would indicate

that it has any reason, based on fact, to believe that better results can

iLetter from the Naval Researh Advisory Committee of the National A.adem) of Siences to the Technical Aide of the Navy.
Jan. 31, 1941. in file S68. 1941, Records of the SeLNav/CNO, Cunfidential series (now Unclassified), Operational Archives
Branch, Naval Ihistory Division, Washington, D C.
21 IbidI

22 Juhus A lurer, Administration of the Naty Departmwnt it It orld Wa, II (Washington Department of the Navy, 1959), pp 775
and 776
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be obtained by the employment of audible sound instead of super
sound. The Committee has made no investigation in regard to the pos-
sibilities of audible sound. In fact, the Committee is obviously so
impressed with the acknowledged limitations of super sound that it
jumps to the conclusion that audible sound should be much more use-
ful for the purposes of the Navy .... It would appear at the present time
that the only reason for acceding to such a recommendation would be
on account of the pressure exerted by certain well-known scientists,
some of whose names appear in this correspondence. 23

Such a response to the considered opinion of the National Academy of Sciences by the man designated
as the leader of Navy research could hardly be construed as anything but outright hostility to the efforts
of civilians to aid the Navy in preparing for war.

Bowen's letter deeply distressed Secretary Knox; he referred it and the Colpitts report to the Gen-
eral Board for comment and review. The Board held a hearing otv the matter on March 28. Frank
Jewett was present for the National Academy of Science. The National Defense Research Committee
was represented by Vannevar Bush. Bowen was not there. During the debate, General Board members
naturally related this subject to the deliberations on Navy research policy which they had so recently
completed. One particular interchange epitomizes the discussion,

Dr. Bush: The National Defense Research Committee was never called
upon to enter the field of submarine warfare. Just on the basis of the
general interest of the General Board in expediting this matter it would
be well to form a better organization than we have at the present
time-more complete-for entrance into this field.

Admiral Richardson: In reading this correspondence the Navy is
represented by one man who thinks it is futile to pursue this.

Admiral Sexton: We should definitely override it.

Admiral Horne: I think our recommendations should be very specific.

Dr. Jewett: The scientists are unanimous in their view that this thing is
not only a very difficult problem in which you can't promise anything
but it is a thing which should be attacked on the broadest possible lines
with all the talent we have.

Admiral Richardson: No scientist can be as wrong as a man who shuts
his mind to investigation.

Dr. Jewett: Admiral Bowen may be right but it is an assumption at the
present time and you can't laugh down the opinions that the Millikans
and Ketterings have on this. You can't laugh that down. Some of
them including myself were in the whole show and we have kept up a
certain amount of interest in it during the last two decades.

Admiral Greenslade: The Board in its paper on March 22nd definitely
recommended the taking of such broad authority out of the hands of

one man and putting it in a broader administration of research directly

2Letter from II.G Bowen to the Secretary of the Navy, Mar 17, 1941. in file S68 (note 19)
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and actively under the Chief of Naval Operations. This council would
have cognizance of btad policies and be advisory to the Secretary him-
self.24

In its formal report on the subject, the General Board left absolutely no doubt about where it stood. It
stated,

Without, and aside from consideration of the merits of controversial
points developed in the papers [under consideration], the Board gives
unqualified approval in general to the constructive work of the Commit-
tee, of the President of the National Academy of Sciences and also of
the suggestion to proceed without delay with technical research
throughout the field of detection and location of submarines operating
beneath the surface in the open sea....

The Board is definitely of the opinion that all research fields similar to
the subject one should be held open and under study by the most com-
petent and available sources in peace time as well as emergency; and to
this end the Board urges early consideration and action on the report of
the Board.. ..submitted to the Secretary of the Navy on March 22,
1941.25

Thus, to the General Board, the way Bowen responded to the Colpitts report seemed direct
confirmation of the wisdom of the opinion it had already given on the organization of Navy research.

The Admiral had one more chance to assert his own view. At the request of the Chief of Naval
Operations, he v~rote a formal set of comments on the recommendations of the General Board's report
of March 22. Ironically, his letter was sent on the same day the Board issued its opinion on the Colpitts
matter.

Bowen disagreed with most of what the General Board had advibed, especially '%ith the proposed
Navy Department Council for research and the continued control of most research funds b, the
bureaus. About the council, he said,

It is believed that a "comprehensive Council" consisting of 12 members,
constituting a cross section of the Navy Department, representing the

24Transtript of testimony, in the folder on issue 420, re ords of the General Board of the Navy, Operational Aridiu Bran.h.
Naval history )ivision, Washington, 1) C
2 Letter from the General Board to the Se retary of the Navy). Mar 28, 1941, in the folder on issue 420 (note 24) Admiral
Bowen did not forget this episode Over a decade 1...,. er he was retired from the Na), the Admiral wrote to NRL to in-

Lluire what had happened *1 ne'er did learn ,hether or not anything profitable was developed as a result of the Colpitis
Report... I would appreLiate very much if you will let me know what has resulted in that diretlon betause I r-meniber at that
time that all of us in the Nasy thought that any further work in sonits and sub-soniks was futile" (Letter from Bowen to NRL
Mar 8, 1955, in problem file "S-General, July 1954-" Records and CurrespondenLe Management Offi|e, NRL, Washingtun, D C )

1lhe then head of NRL's Sound Divisiun, 11 R Saxton, answered, "The Colpitts report, per se, did not lead to any program
on the use of lower frequenu.e Ilowever, in 1948, I made a thorough study of the problem of obtaining long e"ho-ranges and,
with the help of lother experts], arrted at the oUnLlusion that substantially longer ranges "ere obtainabl, under good water t on-
ditions with improved equipment parameters and the use of lower frequency

"Sin.e the middle of 1948, a large researLh effort has been de.oted to investigating possibilities This Laboratory has lied]
the way As to the results, I "an say here only that they have been gratifying and that signfikant improuements have resulted.

In defense of the position of my prede&essor, Dr Ilayes Ithe head of the Sound l)Diision when Bowen direLted the Labora-
toryI, I think it only fair to point out that the restrictiuns pla.ed on size and weight of equipment before World War II made the
employment of lower frequenLies futile Iurthermure, even toda), onsidcrablc improvement o.Lors oiily when good water Lon-
ditions are found" (Letter from II R Saxton to II G Bowen, Apr I. 1955, same file
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most widely varying professions, techniques and experience, would by
its very nature be unwieldy and ineffective. Its ineffectiveness would
be enhanced by its advisory status.26

On the issue of controlling research, he said that the bureaus were wrong to see his plan an attempt to
grab their laboratories Those institutions were for test, experiment, and detailed practical development
and rightfully should stay under bureau management. His concern, he claimed, was only with advanced
research and development. In his best reasoned argument to date, he wrote,

Due to the lack of leadership in Naval Research, practically all Bureaus
have failed to actively prosecute advanced research in certain lines such
as bottom paint, Radar, explosives, armor, strategic direction finding,
use of plastics, etc. No criticism is meant, personal or otherwise, in
respect to the Bureaus charged with the responsibility. It is simply
impossible for the Chief of a Materiel Bureau whose main responsibili-
ties are finance, design and production to give research the same per-
sonal attention. I know the above to be true from my own personal
experiences as a Chief of Bureau .... It has also been shown all too
often that, ;a general, research problems of an advanced nature do not
originate in the cognizant Bureau, but appear as a by-product of basic
research for an entirely different purpose. For example, Radar ori-
ginated from studies of phenomena accompanying tests of high fre-
quency transmitters .... I do not believe that it is proper to expect that
the materiel Bureaus can be expected to instigate new material, its pro-
curement and maintenance.2 7

Bowen had no objection to transferring NRL to the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, "if Naval
Research could thereby be centralized, controlled and emphasized, and removed from the influence of
the Production Bureaus." 28 Otherwise, he still believed a Bureau of Research to be necessary. And he
objected strongly to leaving funding of research as it was, pointing at radar as an example:

In the instance of Radar, the slowness of the development of this
material was directly caused by the failure of the interested Bureau not
only to furnish adequate funds, but any funds, during a critical period
of development because at that time the Bureau saw no immediate use
for this development and withdrew its financial support. Had it not
been for the vision and tenacity of the Chief of 'he Radio Division at
the Laboratory and his assistants, the project would have died with
incalculable damage. 29

To conclude the letter, Bowen asserted bluntly, "The Director [of NRL] is of the opinion that the
recommendations proposed by the General Board would set up an organization inferior to [the] exist-
ing organization.

"30

With all the materials from the General Board and Admiral Bowen in hand, the Secretary of the
Navy decided to ask for yet another opinion. He requested Dr. Jerome C. Hunsaker to make an
26Lctter from the Director, NRL. to the Chief of Naval Operations, Mar 28, 1941, in file All/AI.2, 1941, records of the
SecNav/CNO, Confidential series (now Unclassified). Operational Archives Branch, Naval Iistory Division, Washington. D.C27 It

I7bid
281bid
291btd

lbid
3 0 
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independent study of what to do about research in the Navy, :ts relation to the mobilization of civilian
scientists, and the administration of NRL. Hunsaker, a 1908 graduate of the Naval Academy, was then
head of the Department of Aeronautical Engineering of MIT, Chairman of the National Advisory Com-
mittee on Aeronautics (he had succeeded Vannevar Bush in that position), and treasurer of the
National Academy of Sciences. "t He was well known and respected in Navy technical circles, having
served as the chief of Navy aircraft design from 1916 to 1923 and having kept in close contact with the
service leaders after his return to civilian life. He made his report on June 27. The report, which
would serve as the basis of the Secretary's action, stated,

There appears to be general agreement in the Department that, during
the present emergency, special action must be taken to ensure that the
pressure of current design and production problems shall not stop the
longer range effort to improve naval material through research and
development. Civilian scientific research resources and personnel have
been organized through NDRC to supplement the overburdened facili-
ties of the Army and Navy....

The Navy Department's own research and development work can best
be coordinated with that of outside agencies by the setting up of a cen-
tral organization which shall be in a position to-

(a) coordinate research programs among the several subdivisions of
the Department, with opportunity for exchange of ideas and experi-
ences:

(b) provide information as to the status of research in the Navy,
desired objectives, and important problems in need of solution:

(c) arrange for cooperation with outside research and development
agencies and for the allocation of work or .or competition among
them....

There is some reason to believe that the degree of coordination and
cooperation both within and without the Naval Establishment has not
been good, presumably because of the anomalous position of the NRL.

I recommend that the Department set up, by a new General Order
(cancelling Nos. 124 and 130) a "Coordinator of Research and
Development"...and at the same time transfer the NRL to the Bureau
of Ships. It would be desirable to change the name of the NRL, which
is very misleading. The Naval Research Laboratory is by no means
what its name implies, but is only one of a number of Naval labora-
tories devoted to special flelds of research. The NRL could more suit-
ably be designated the Naval Physical Laboratory, Naval Radiation
Laboratory, or Naval Apparatus Laboratory, to indicate its concern with
special apparatus development.3

Hunsaker's sparse comments and recommendations embodied points from both sides of the previ-
ous debate on naval research policy. However, they were largely a defeat for Admiral Bowen,

"Furerop cit. (note 22). p 776
S2Letter from Jerome C Ilunsaker to Mr James Forrestal. June 27. 1941 The letter is in the file "Research and Development.
J C. ilunsaker," in box 7 of the papers of Julius A. Furer. Library of Congress Manuscript Divison Attached to the letter are
other explanatory materials
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especially for his views about the relation of NRL to NDRC. Secretary Knox accepted Hunsaker's
advice and followed it closely when issuing General Order 150 on July 12, 1941.1 The order did not
change the name of NRL, but it did place it under the Bureau of Ships, where it would remain until
1945. It also established a Coordinator of ResearLh and Development, whose main purpose would be
building a strong relationship between NDRC and the Navy. Hunsaker himself was the first man given
the job.34

The history of this whole matter of determining the appropriate position for NRL in the Navy
reveals far more than a failed bureaucratii. maneuver by Admiral Bowen. It reveals how the Navy for-
mulated its science polic), how it came to terms with the new role science was to play in World War II,
and how and why it chose to administer its research and development as it did. Tightly intertwined
with the policy issues were technical factors. Radar, although not the only one, was certaialy among
the most important.

The essence of Admiral Bowen's position was that the Navy needed to expand its scientific
research but, at the same time, needed to exercise control over it. To his mind, NDRC was bringing
the required inLrease but usurping Navy power. The Navy, he thought, had to act forLefull) to remed)
the situation. This argument was unacceptable to other Navy leaders because they saw Bowen trying to
rob them of some of their control of research in order to augment his own. Hs examples of previous
failing b) the bureaus were not sufficient to win his Lase-especially since, in pointing a finger at others,
he was pointing a finger at his own past record. Bowen's colleagues undoubtedly shared some of his
worry about the loss of cognizance to NDRC. But they understood that its research funds .ame directl)
from the President and from Congress, not from the Navy Department. And the. did not believe the)
,.ould get such huge additional appropriations for themsel,es. Most importantly, they realized that the
main point was not that the highly trained scientists mobilized by NDRC work within the Navy itself
but rather that they work on Navy problems at all.

Bowen never outlined in concrete terms what he would have done if, for example, NDRC's
resources for radar research had gone to the Navy or, more particularly, to NRL. But, with the advan-
tage of hindsight, it seems doubtful that NRL, even if it had been greatly expanded, could have
achieved both what it did during World War II and, in addition, what was done at the Radiation Labora-
tory. This seems particularly true if one considers the early phases of the war, when NRL had to
respond to strong pressure for immediate developmtnt of operational devices, while the Radiation
Laborator) was somewhat freer to explore the microwave field. Moreover, as Robert Guthrie, one of
NRL's principal radar engineers, commented in retrospect,

I felt that you would have lost the whole identity of this Laboratory and
certainly of the Radio Division, which included radar then, if you had
created.. .from the same source-professors all over the country and
others-a Radiation Laboratory and put it here. I think you would have
lost more than you would have gained. I think that other factors come
into this that, with hindsight, made it turn out better than to have
created it here. They were a group put together, they were wartime,
they had the gung-ho spirit. They had not gone through President
Coolidge, President Hoover, and all the hard times. Back in President
Coolidge's time, they counted the pencils you could check out of the
stockroom, and you didn't dare check out too many too often .... I
don't think we could have ever quite expanded and done it in the gran-
diose way that they could do it.35

33This order is reproduced in Appendix F.
'4 A mrtnusLripl histury uf the Oftikx Uf th, Cuurdinatur uf Rceanr.h and Dc'leuprneni i jailable frum the Operatiunal Ard.ivs
Branch. Naval History Division, Washington. 1) C
3 1Tape-recorded interview with Mr Robert C Guthrie, historian's office, NRL, Washington, D.C., side 4
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Noting that NRL did expand markedly during the War, Guthrie pointed out that this occurred in a
quite different manner from what would have resulted by combining its functions with those of the
Radiation Laboratory:

We [introduced] personnel underneath supervisors mostly from our
own old group. So it was more like growth than a drastic chainge, as it
would have been had you brought in a DuBridge [Lee DuBridge, head
of the Radiation Laboratory] to sit by Taylor, you know, or Ridenour
[Louis Ridenour, a leading staff member of the Radiation Laboratory]
to be in competition with Page .... It would have been a very difficult
situation. I didn't think it was being done wrong then, and now I am
sure it wasn't.36

Even Bowen himself admitted in retrospect, albeit grudgingly, that he had been mistaken in his plan-
ning:

The National Defense Research Committee, being well loaded with
university professors, was able to mobilize all the members of the
union, something which the Naval Research Laboratory never could
have done in a thousand years. Also, the National Defense Research
Committee had a private pipeline to the President of the United States
and the U.S. Treasury.

Nevertheless we must be practical. I do not think, for reasons I have
cited, that science could have been mobilized for use in World War II
by any other method than the one used, [but] those of us who had
been working in applied science for years cannot be blamed for not
always enthusiastically endorsing all the efforts of the Johnny-come-
latelys who inevitably steam into Washington at the beginning of a
war.

37

Secretary Knox's action brought the policy debate to its end and would fix matters for the war
years It is interesting, however, that there would be significant repercussions from the disagreement.
The initial hostility of the Navy toward NDRC would be, for example, one of the reasons that the
atomic bomb project would be placed with the Army, even though the Navy had previous experience
with research on atomic fission. Vannevar Bush would explain to a historian in 1960,

When the [bomb] project arrived at the point where very large sums of
money were evidently going to be necessary, I took the matter up with
Secrctary Stimson. The plans were made for setting up the Manhattan
District. The decision to take the program up with the Army rather
than the Navy was my own, and it was based on the general attitude of
the Services in regard to relations with civilian research carried on in
my own organization, and also based on the fact that I had enormous
respect for and confidence in Secretary Stimson with whom I worked
ciosely throughout the War.38

3
6 Ibid., Side 5.

3I arold G Bo%%en, Ships. Machinery. and Mossbatks (Princeton Princeton University Press. 1954), p. 178,
38Letter from Var,-'var Bush to Dr Vincent Davis, June 9. 1960. Lopy in papers of If G Bowen. Naval Historical Foundain.,VWashington Navy Yard, Washington. D.C
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Commenting about his early relations with the Navy, Bush said,

I might.. .mention the fact that when the work was first started in my
own organization on anti-submarine warfare, the Navy, in the person of
Admiral Bowen, stated to us that the Navy needed no help along these
lines. He even did so in writing. Fortunately, young naval officers and
energetic civilians thought otherwise.3 9

The disagreement alsu figured in the creation of the Office of Naval Research in 1946. In several
important ways, it would be the type of organization Bowen had wished to establish in 1941. Further-
more, he would figure prominently in its formation; he would ensure that NRL be put directly under its
control, and he would become the first Chief of Naval Research. The Admiral, that is to say, would be
deeply involved in bringing control of Navy research wholly back into Navy control once the war
ended.40 But that is another story.

THE NRL PROGRAM UNTIL PEARL HARBOR

Determining the relations between the Navy and NDRC was the concern of top policy makers.
Admiral Bowen's actions had been taken at his own initiative, and little of what transpired except the
final decisions filtered down to the working scientists and engineers at the NRL. There was, of course,
also some jealousy on that level regarding NDRC and its RaJiation Laboratory. Robert Page, for exam-
pie, recently recalled his feelings about the new institution ir this way:

My first reaction was that they were raiding the chicken coop. They
were taking away my baby. They were giiiing to somebody else a job
that we had already partly done and coulcI do much better because of
our experience. That was my first reaction. That, of course, was a very
parochial, narrow-minded, jealous approch. I felt that all through the
war. Well, I shouldn't say that entirely, because I began to realize-I
did begin to realize that the additional effort was necessary. That what
they accomplished was far more than we could possibly have accom-
plished in the same time. Because their facilities, their resources, were
so much greater. The people that they had in were very competent
people and they learned fast. Having learned, with a large number of
people-the large sums of money-they moved fast and accomplished
things that we never could have done in the time scale, so I did begin
to awaken to the fact that it was a wise and neiessary move. And as
years have gone on, I've come more and more to appreciate the wis-
dom and the value of having moved the way they did in setting up
NDRC.41

39 1bid The official history of the Manhattan Project, The New World (Washington- Atomic Energy Commission. 1972), by
Richard G Ilewlett and Oscar Anderson states that Bush "as following the wishes of President Roosevelt in selecting the Army
See p 7140Bowen's personal involvement is not brought out in what has become the standard history of the formation of ONR: The Bird
Dogs (authors' niLkname), "The Evolution of the the Office of Naval Research," Pt/ysics Today 14 (Aug. 1961): 30-35. It is, how.
ever, discussed in Harvey Sapolsky, ONR: Science and the Navy (forthcoming) For an inside story, see the war diary of Rear
Adm. Julius Furer, box 1, Furer papers, Library of Congress Manuscript Division, especially the entries of May 29, 1945 through
July 31, 1945.
'nTranscript of a tape-recorded interview with Dr. Robert M. Page, in the Ilistorian's office, NRL. Washington, D.C.
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Tile initial jealousy was shared b) many others. In c.ontrast, some, like Guthrie, believed from the
beginning that the Radiation Laborator) was ne-cessary. But whatecr tile inner feelings of NRL
reseacers, all rccognizd that there was i big and important job to du in adar and a definite need for
.omplete .ooperation. And all r,.ords indiiate that, in technical matters, NRL and the Radiation
Laboratory rapidly bec.ame partners, not rivals. Indeed the same was true of NRL's relations with the
numerous private c.oatpanies and other Government institutions that bec-ame involved. This was,
unquestiunabl), a laudable attitude. Yet, at the same time, the goud relatiuns resulted not only from a
genuine desire to join together fur the natiunal welfar,. but also from the nation's bask pulky decision
to fullow virtually all paths simultaneuusly in its huge rdar effort. This meant plenty of work to go
around and little opportunity to become disgruntled.

General Order 150 put NRL ba.k in essentially the same administrative position it had held in
1939.42 And it implicitly mandated that the bask operating poli) would remain unchanged. NRL
would run partly on direLt funds from Congress and partly on funds from the various ,avdy bureaus.
Projec.ts %uuld be chosen and administered as they had been before. The Laburatury %as nut, however,
the same as it had been 2 years earlier. Nor was the radar project.

While the policy debate had gone on, NRL had been reshaping its technical program in response
to the disclosures b) the British and in response to the increased awareness in the Nav) of What could
be dune in the radar field. B) October II, 1940, it had reformulated its general plans, and on that date
it sent to the Sec.retar of the Navy a "Pruposed Program for Research and Development of Application
of Radio Ranging Equipment."4 The plan was a significant change from the .omprehensie report
Robert Page had made on NRL's radar program the previous February.

In the area of shipboard radar, thc Laboratory still proposed to stress deelopment of equipment
in the range 400 to 500 megahertz-even though bv ict.ommending this course of ation it differed
from the British, who were planning to jump directly from around 200 megahertz to microwkaves at
around 3001 megahertz. In contrast to the earlier report, huwve~r, there was no longer a suggestion to
drop devek.pment of new% shipboard equipment using frequenLies below 400 megahertz. In the spring,
Adm,: al Bowen had proposed a submarine radar using pulses in the range 120 to 200 megahertz, the
design of it %as now well along. Moreuer, British suocess in I roducing a variet) of naval equipment
along wkith increased pressure from the operational side of the L.S. Na had led to a decision to build
200 megahertz sets for surface ships too small to carry the CXAM. Nowk more than ever it seemed
unwise to await the results of the further researc.h that would be needed to go to higher frequencies.

Of greater importance than the changes in shipborne radar wkas the development of airborne radar.
This had not even been mentioned in Pape's laSt report. Nuw it was suggested that the Navy move
rapidly into airborne radar, drawing heavii) -n what the British had alread a,.hieved. Equal emphasis
was pla.ed on acci.elerating deelopment of radio identification equipment to be used in conjuliction wi:h
radar.

In fire-control radar, development was moving along well in the United States, thanks to the
partnership between the Navy and the Bell Teleph ne Laboratories. However, British disclosures-
especially of the multicavity magnetron-pointed to new possibilities. NRL's plan recommended active
prosecution and immediate procurement of British equipment and tubes for study. Finally, the report
advised more research on components, especially tubes. It requested, for example, that the tube-
development group at NRL be increased immediately by six to ten highly trained personnel and that
work on cathode ray dizplays and all other auxiliary eqaipment for radar also be stepped up.

42The main difference was that the Bureau of Engineering had been merged into the Bureau of Ships.41Letter from NRL to the SeLretary of the Nay, Oct. 11, 1940, in file 5-567-5 #3, box 4, records of NRL, Secret series (now
Unclassified), record group 19, National Archives Building
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Vithin several weeks NRL's proposal was endorsed, with only minor changes, by the Bureau of
Ships and the Chief of Naval Operations." The Laboratory had a blueprint for the next phase of its
development of radar.

A principal difficulty in carrying out the NRL program was building the facilities and finding the
trained personnel required. Few people had the requisite qualifications, and NRL faced increasing com-
petition in recruitment from industry and the Radiation Laboratory. Being under the civil service sys-
ten proved an additional handicap. On December 3, 1940, Iloyt Taylor poured out his frustrations
about the situation in a memorandum to Admiral Bowen. The Radio Division, he said, was now 4
times as large as it had been only 5 years earlier. The men employed on the radar project alone, 31 by
this time, now almost equaled what the entire staff of the division had been in 1934. And all indica-
tions were that the size of the groap would continue its rapid increase. The growth had caused prob-
lems. Taylor commented,

I wish that all of this expansion could have been done under Civil Ser-
vice, but practically, it absolutely could not have been accomplished in
that way. Money was not available for Civil Service positions and it
was available for contract positions. The urgency of the work
demanded immediate action and it had to be taken as best we could.45

Thus, many new employees were hired on contract. As rapidly as possible, the best of them were being
converted to permanent civil service standing. But salaries were a problem. To get good contract men
with the increased competition, financial offers had to increase. Unfortunately, civil service salaries
were not going up at the same rate, and attempts to promote even the leading men were proving
unsuccessful. Taylor described the situation he faced,

If and when...we attempt to write a job sheet for a reclassification, we
are supposed to describe in detail the work that the man is doing. Bu;
if we say that he is still head of [aj...Section [that he has not been pro-
moted to a higher administrative level], in spite of the tremendous
increase in quality and caliber of work that this section is doing, we
don't seem to have much chance in getting him reclassified. Further-
more. since he is on a secret problem, we are forbidden to make any
description whatever of his work.46

Yet, until top employees were promoted, those underneath them could not be. This was leading to the
embarrasing situation of junior contract employees receiving higher salaries than regular civil service
men of longer tenure. Taylor believed that no less than a general revision of personnel matters at the
Laboratory was required to alleviate the situation. But even that could not possibly bring a rapid solu-
tion. Similar headaches were being encountered in getting new buildings-even temporary ones-
constructed and into service. In short, increasing and improving the Navy's radar equipment required
far more than solutions to technical problems. After the war, Taylor would look back c' this period
and comment,

The Laboratory was beginning to be provided with much larger funds,
and personnel, particularly in the radio field, was being expanded very

44Letter from the Bureau of Ships to NRL, Oct. 30, 1940, and a letter from the Chief of Naval Operations to the Secretary of the
Navy. Nov. 1, 1940, both in file S-S67-5 #3 (note 43).
45Memorandum for the Director of NRL from A. Hloyt Taylor, Dec. 3, 1940, in file C-S67-5 #3, box 31, records of NRL,
Confidential series (now Unclassified), record group 19, National Archives Building.
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rapidly, although not as rapidly as should have been the case. The fact
is that none of us after being starved for years, could accustom our-
selves to thinking in terms of millions rather than hundreds of dollars.
We continually underestimated our immediate and future needs. The
work that we were to be called upon to do from now on would have
been done more quickly, with less cost and with better end results, if
we had more liheral support during the years of peace. 47

Whatever the problems in reaching the appropriate level of acti,,ity, the radar program at NR L was nowmoving as fast as it could. The Laboratory was a focus of the extensive effort to equip the Navy ade-quately with radar before the seemingly inevitable entry into war.

The last comprehensive report the Laboratory made on radar before Pearl Harbor came in May
1941.0 The document provides both a clear view of the entire situation just a few months before the
surprise attack and an opportunity to glimpse the future.

Page authore( the report. There were now, he stated, 57 men working on radar, most of them
full time. Theu effort covered a wide range of activity from specifIc set development to broad gent-ral
research. Work on the CXAM and CXAM-1 sets was now complete. Many of the 20 equipments
ordered had already been installed, the remainder would be installed during the summer Progress on
the radar for submarines, now labeled the "SD," was good. An NRL design using pulses of 114
zaegahertz at 80 kilowatts of power was being built for testing. RCA had already been chosen as the
principal producer, and deliveries were to start in the late summer. The radar used the submarine peri-
sope ,s its antenna and, although not directional, was able to provide general warning against airplanes
at distances up to 25 or 30 kilometers (15 or 20 miles). Equipment of this design would be used widely
during World War II, until the Japanese discovered a way to intercept the signals and home in on their
source. Over 400 of this model and its various modifications would eventually be procured.49

The effort to scale down the CXAM, so it might be used on destroyers and other warships of
similar size, was proceeding apace at both NRL and in industry. NRL's model, the XAR, was
'.Lhedu':-d to be ready for initial testing in nidsummer. The equipment operated in the band 180 to
_2( negahertz and had F pulse output puwer of 150 to 200 kilowatts. The antenna, much smaller than
that of the CXAM, measured 2.6 meters (8-1/2 feet) wide by 2.1 meters (7 feet) high. The XAR
would primarily be use for comparison tL industry models so that methods (if improving them could
be discovered before iacge-scale production began.50 RCA's design of this type of radar was named the
SA, GE's. the SC. Both companies would learn much from testing their sets against the XAR and
would adopt man of its features, both would eventually sell their equipments in laige numbers to the
Navy. These would become the first standard equipments for smaller warships

Building a 400-megahertz radar for shipboard use was now getting somewhat less attention than
before. This was due partly to the increasing demands for other types of radar and partly to technical

47A. Iloyt Taylor, Radio Reminiscences (Washington: NRL, 2nd printing, 1960), p. 186.
48Letter from NPL to the Bureau of Ships, May 13, 1941, in file S-$67-5 #5, box 5, records of NRL, Secret series (now

I Unclassified,, record group 19, National Archives Building.
4 9Louis A. (jebhard, Ewhitutn of Aam'al Rado-Eltputnztt and Contributuns oj th Naivl RescariL Laboratorj (Washington NRL
Report R300, 1979), p. 186.

Letter from NP'. to the Bureau of Ships, Oct. 13, 1941, in file S-S67, 1941, records of the SecNa,/CNO, Secret series (ntw
Unclassified), Operational trchives Branch, Naval History Divis:on, Washington, D.C.[ Norman Friedman, "US Naval Radars. An Introduction" (unpublished ludson Institute discussion papel, I11-2570-DP, 1977),
pp. 160 and 161: Gebhard, op. cit. (note 49), pp. 183-186.
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• ._ .. j , 60834 (H-385)

Fig. 21 - NRL's XAR radar was a scaled-down version of the XAF for use on
destroyers and other medium-sized warships.

difficulties. Page reported that in tests of a 400-megahertz model, "performance on all targets was infe-
rior to that of the CXAM.' 5 2 Problems would continue to trouble the effr t. Practical radar on 400
megahertz would eventually be deeloped, but it would never see operational use." In the higher fre-
quency fire control radars, NRL continued to lave most wufik to the BuI Telephone Laboratories and
simply test its products (the FA, PB, and FC radars). However, some work was being done on radar
range finders, as well as on circuit and antenna designs.

The Laboratory was moving rapidly to catch up with the British in airborne radar. A British ASV
had been procured and installed in a Navy plane for testing. Dr. E. G. Bowen, the English expert,
supervised installation and many of the first trial runs. 4 Based on the results, the Navy decided tc pro-
cure, on a crash basis, a limited number of radars of the same design. More emphasis, however, was
placed on changing a 500-megahertz pulse altimeter NRL had already built into a radar set. The use of

this frequency would allow the equipment to be lighter and employ smaller antennas and thereby be

52Letter from NRL to the Buieau of Ships, May 13, 1941 (note 48,.53Gebhard, op. cit (note 49), p. 186, A A. Varela, T.II Chambers, and 1-LW Lance, "Development of XBF-I L-Band Radai
Equipment" (Washington: NRL Report 2559, 1945).
54Letter from NRL to the Chief of Naval Operations, Oct. 16, 1940, and letter from NRL to the Chief of Naval Operaions, Nov.
5, 1940, both in file A8-3/EF 13, 1940, records of the SecNav/CNO, Secret series (now Unclassified), Operational Archives
Branch, Naval History Division, Washington, D.C.
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more effective. Essentially what was involved was reworkiug the transmitter and receiver of the altime-
ter so they could function with a British-style antenna system and indicator. This effort, just starting
when Page wrote his report, would eventually lead to the XAT experimental radar and, in production
form, the ASB. Over 26,000 devices of this type would be built for the Navy by RCA, Bendix, and
Western Electric during World War 11. 55 The ASB would become the "workhorse of carrier-based avia-
tion during the critical phases of the war,"'56 and would be procured in larger numbers than any other
model.

r ,

Fig. 22 - The ASB radar was NRL's first equipment designed for airborne use. While many design
features were copied from the British, the basic circuitry was taken from a oulse altimeter that NRL had
previously developed.

Page noted that much effort was being devoted to radar recognition equipment, identification
friend or foe (IFF). As was stated earlier, NRL had been working on this subject since 1937. By early
1940, it had designed prototypes of devices for both ship-to-aircraft and ship-to-ship recognition. Thf,
General Electric Company had been designated as the principal :ontractor and participated in the design
process. 57 In the summer of 1940, the NRL-GE plans were modified in conference with the Army so
that the equipment would be suitable for joint service use. By mid-1941, experimental models were in
production.

The cooperation between the British and the Americans that had started with the Tizard mission
created a problem in this area of development. It was clear that both nations should use the same
recognition devices so they would not misidentify each other's warships and planes. But which design

55Gebhard, op. cit. (note 49), p. 201.56Lloyd V. Berkner, "Naval Airborne Rao, r," Proceedings of the Insunute of Radio Engineers 34 (Sept. 1946): 671-706.
5 SLetter from NRL to the Bureau of Ships, Jan 21, 1941, in file S67, 1940, records of the SecNav/CNO, Secret series (now

Unclassified), Operational Archives Branch, Naval Ilistory Division, Washington, D.C.
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should be accepted-the British or American? When Page wrote his report, the question was still being
discussed; he argued strongly for the American system. Ultimately the decision would go the other way.
The existing British Mark 11 IFF would be modified, based on recommendations made by both coun-
tries, to become the Mark III. It would then be made the standard recognition device used by the allies
throughout World War II. Nonetheless, the NRL-GE model, designated ABA for airborne use and BI
for shipborne, would also be produced in fairly large quantities for use as a backup system.5 8

Thus, the bulk of NRL's effort in radar during the months preceeding Pearl Harbor was develop-
ing or improving equipment that could go into operation rapidly. Page reported, however, that NRL
was continuing to do as much research on new ideas as it could. Studies of antenna theory had led to
efficient, new designs; means had been worked out to allow lobe switching on a single antenna without
loss of diiectivity. Tube research, conducted in conjunction with electronics companies, was resulting
in increased power and receptivity in various set designs. The Laboratory was investigating such tech-
niques as rapid scan, conical scan, and automatic tracking to improve performance. It was even keeping
a hand in development of radars with wavelengths in the middle of the microwave region. Indeed, a
complete radar system using a multicavity magnetron and 10-centimeter waves was under construction.
Although NRL would never attempt to compete with the Radiation Laboratory or the Bell Telephone
Laboratories in this type of work, it needed to acquire knowledge and expertise in the subject, for it
would be responsible for testing many of the microwave sets developed elsewhere before they were
accepted for service use. And during the war, the Laboratory's research would allow it to :o make
numerous contributions to electronics for microwave radar. 59

Overall, even before American entry into the war, NRL's radar program had become a large,
diversified effort that was moving forward quickly and would pay off handsomely. Entrance into the
conflict would, of course, increase pressure for results, but the greatest changes had already occurred.
The Tizard aiission and the formation of the National Defense Research Committee had a far more
pronounced effect on NRL's radar program than would the bombing of Pearl Harbor.

RADAR WHEN WAR BEGAN

The surprise air attack by the Japanese on December 7, 1941, was a great shock to everyone in
the United States. Men who had been involved in the development of radar, however, felt a special
sense of loss. Such an attack was precisely what they had hoped their work could prevent. As is well
known, radar did have a chance to help. An Army model SCR-270 radar had picked up the incoming
airplanes while they were still over 200 kilometers (130 miles) away. But since it was a'Sunday morn-
ing, since the Army was not as yet accustomed to relying on radar information, and since a flight of B-
17 aircraft was supposed to be in the same general vicinity, the warning from the young radar operators
manning the set was ignored.60 Even had it been heeded. it is unlikely that the disaster could have been
prevented, although it would have been lessened.

In retrospect, this failure has often been considered a symbol of gross unpreparedness of the
United States in radar.61 There is an element of truth in such a conclusion, for, as this study has
shown, much more could have been done in the 1920s and 1930s. However, as this study has also
shown, it is an egregious mistake to oversimplify the situation and overlook the remarkable progress
that had been made in radar by a nation that did not stand under the immediate threat of prolonged
airborne bombing, a nation in which public sentiment was decidedly pacifist, a nation in which funding
for defense research was niggardly.

58Gebhard, op. cit. (note 49), p 255.
591bMd., pp, 187 and 188.
60George Raynor Thompson, Dixie R. Ilarris, Pauline M. Oakes, and Dulaney Terrett, The Signal Corps. The Test (Washington:
Department of the Army, 1957), pp. 3-10.
61See, for example, Robert Watson-Watt, The Pulse of Radar (New York: Dial, 1959), pp. II and 12.
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NRL's radar research-and-development program on the eve of American entry into the war has
been outlined. To close o;'r study, it is appropriate to note what operational equipment the U.S. Navy
had received by that time. This, after all, was the ultimate measure of how well the institution and
those who directed it had done their jobs.

Records do not show the exact situation on December 7, 1941. However, a complete survey of
what equipment had been installed and what delivered was made less than 2 weeks later. It was sum-
marized in an internal memorandum of the Bureau of Ships written on December 20, 1941.62

The situation with respect to the Radar program as of 18 December
1941...appears to be progressing very satisfactorily considering some of
the early difficulties which had to be overcome....

The following table shows the extent to which deliveries and installa-
tion of shipboard equipment have been made as of 18 December 1941.

Type Sets Delivered Sets Installed Delivery Date

CXAM 6 6 Completed
CXAM-I 14 13 Completed
FA 10 9 Completed
FC 49 21 21 per week
SC 4F 27 14 per weekSD 5 3 7 per week

132 79

Although NRL was not responsible for either the conception or design of all of these equipments,
it had been heavily involved in producing each of them. It had played the leading role in developing
naval radar in the United States, turning a questionable idea into the reality of powerful, electronic sen-
sors ready for operation on American warships and into a massive technical-industrial program primed
to produce more of them by the thousands.

"The Government," had said Thomas Edison, "should maintain a great research laboratory jointly! under military and naval and civilian control In this could be developed the Lontinually intreasing pus-
sibilities of great guns, the minutiae of new explosives, all the technique of military and naval progres-uine mitaryt and nval axpn ci i otol I hscudb eeoe h otnalnraigpssion without any vast expense. 63 This thought had been the beginning of INRL, the first modern
research and development facility in the United States Navy. The story of radar is one examp'e of %,hat
the institution has accomplished.

62Airborne radar was still in the testing stage at this point. The donument ited is a Bureau of Ships memorandum from J B.
Dow to Capt F E Beatty, Dec 20, 1941, in file S67, 1941, records of the SecNav/CNO, Secret serzs (now Unclassified), Opera-
tional Archives Branch, Naval History Division, Washington, D.C.
63Cited by note 2 in Chapter 3.
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The preceding chapters of this study presented a narrative account of the origin of radar at NRL,
without explicit presentation of my own thoughts and opinions. In this chapter, I shall review my
approach, analyze major themes, and give my interpretation of the significance of the story.

APPROACH

When choosing the subject for this inquiry, I decided to examine how NRL worked in one partic-
ular instance, that is, how a single major project progressed from initiation to accomplishment. Only in
this way, I felt, could I pierce through generalizations about research and development, only in this way
could 1, in a sense, remove the housing and watch gears mesh. Yet, at the same time, I hoped to relate
my subject to its broader context. at NRL, within the Navy, and even within the ongoing evolution of
organized research and development as a whole. Hence, the case study I chose was a major project
rather than one or even a group of "routine' ones. I knew that radar would have a context of interest,
in the sense that it involved activity at the highest levels within NRL and interactions of the Laboratory
with people and organizations outside of it and in the sense that records directly related to the subject
would exist and would allow me to trace these interactions accurately.

Once my approach was chosen, my research and writing plan became simple. I first covered the
historical background, then focused down to the men, ideas, and actions that led to the creation of
radar, and finally broadened the -view again as radar developed into a major technical program whose
effect extended to international relations and the general organization of American science. The story
of radar was the common element throughout, but the account as a whole was to depict, more broadly,
a major national research-and-development facility in operation.

MAJOR THEMES

Historical Context

Chronologically, the story is situated in a single era in the history of mission-oriented research
and development in America. T) outline its context, that history may be divided into three major
periods: the late 19th century to the start of World War I, World War I to the ,rt of World War 11,
and World War II to the present.' The first period, which was summarized briefly in Chapter 2, was
when pioneer research institutions were created in the United States, when their efficacy was demon-
strated, and when they became firmly implanted in a small number of industrial firms and government
departments.

The second period started when the forces of a major war begaa to act on the American technical
community, which had by this time become as extensive as any in the world. The material demands of

'There are many other ways to divide this subject chronolugicall). W. David Lewis in "Industrial Research and Development,"
Technology in Western Cwi' vion, vol. II, Melvin Kranzberg and Carrol W Pursell, Jr., eds. (New York. Oxford University Press,
1967), pp 615-634, argue the effects of World Wars I and If should not be overemphasized, many trends accelerated by the
wars, he says, existed before ,iey bejan His point is 6 d but is much less true for military laboratories in the governnment
than for private industry Furthermore the period since World War II is obviously not all of a piece when viewed closely. One
useful subdivision of this tra is given by W Henry Lambright in Governing SLiente and Technology (New York. Oxford University
Press, 196"7), pp 15-26 1 certainly realize that although the periodization I have followed is adequate for the purpose, it is by no
means complete.
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preparing for and engaging in a global ctnflit, however, required great increases in industrial produc-
tion. The separation from Germany and its scientifiL output placed partic.ularl) high demands on indi-
genous technical capability. Consequently, the Government's needs for and investment in research and
development increased rapidly. Dynamic_ growth of institutionalized resear-h and development was the
result, one case in point was Lreation of NRL. Another related event was formation of the National
Research Council (NRC) within the National Academy of Sciences. When peace returned, the NRC
bec.ame a tireless booster of industrial resear.h and deelopmcnt and a major national force pushing for
the creation of AmeriLan research laboratories. Business was rec-eptive to the idea, and by 1940, near
the end of this second period, one analyst examined the situation and wrote,

Since the First World War, industrial research has assumed the propor-
tion of a major industry. Laboratories organized before the war have
expanded their facilities and increased their staffs; new laboratories
have been established by companies seeking to maintain or improve
their position in the industrial order by using more efficient methods,
by making better products, by developing new products, and by being
better equipped to meet the challenges that come through science and
technology.

2

Surveys c-onfirmed the view, showing that the number of industrial laboratories in America had jumped
from around 300 to more than 2200 during the period. Growth within the Government was much
more limited, but a few new facilities in the armed services, the Department of Agriculture, the Bureau
of Mines, the new National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, and other agencies %,ere established

It was impossible to see in 1940 that the real period of expansion lay not just behind but just
ahead. World War I1 affected American research and development far more profoundly than had any-
thing before. The Federal Government, which had been overshadowed by business in the support of
research and development in the 1920s and 1930s, would now assume the leading role in what was to
be a far vaster enterprise. In his survey of science in America, historian Hunter Dupree summarized
the change in this way:

The year 1940 marked the beginning of a new era in the relations of
the Federal Government and science. So far as the line can be drawn
across the continuous path of history, this date separates the first cen-
tury and a half of American experience in the field from what has come
after. As the scale of operation changed completely, science moved
dramatically to the center of the stage. By the time the bombs fell on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the entire country was aware that science was
a political, economic, and social force of the first magnitude. 4

Financial statistics also demonstrated the marked alteration. In 1940, total national investment in
research and development was $345,000,000, with government expending only 19%, industry 68%, and
universities and others 13%. In 1945, the total was over $600,000,000 and the percentage quite
different. government 83%, industry 13%, and universities and oihers 4%. The end of the war did not
stop the increased funding. The total national expenditure rose in 1947 to over 1.1 billion dollars,' and

Holward R B~atilett, " [he I)e uhpmnt uf lndustril Reseirdi in Amer.," in Natiuntl ResuurOce Planning Boaird. Rst'ardi- I
National Resource, three vols (Washington GPO, 1938-1941). vol II, p 37
A Iluntcr Dupree. 5tnt, in thi lt'deral Gov'rnment (Carmbridge. Mass Ilarv,.rd Uni ersty Press, 1957), and Alex Roland, 1

Ilistorw of ths National Advtsorv Committee for leronautcs. 1915-1958 (Washington NASA SP-4013. in press)4Dupree, op eit (note 3), p 369
5
John It Steelman. .tiene and Publii lit k A Report Made to the I'resh nt (Washington GPO. 1947). ,ol I. pp 10-12
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inLreases Lontinued to outpace inflation up through the end of the Vietnam War ' Since then, funding,
when inflation is Lonsidered, has tapered off somewhat, although in the last few years slow recovery has
been emerging.' Throughout the postwar period, government has continued to be the major source of
funding, trailed by industry, universities, and others, in that order. Thus the roles established during
World War If have not altered.

The impact on the Navy of the changes during World War 1I was partly apparent in the account of
the alterationg made at NRL, described in Chapter 8. With the creation of the Office of Naval Research
(ONR) in 1946-a clear indication of the increased importance the Navy had begun to ascribe to funda-
mental scientific study-NRL found a new home that was well suited to its operations Ever since it
has remained a constituent part of ONR, acting as its principal in-house laboratory. Navy-wide, the war
pushed the number of principal research-and-development facilities to 31, half of which were new Of
those that had existed before 1940, most, as had NRL, underwent significant expansion-virtually all of
which became permanent as the cold war set in. Unlike NRL, however, the other Navy research-and-
development facilities, both new and old, have undergone numerous basic administrative changes since
the war. They have been broken up, consolidated, reorganized, redirected, or moved around in the
Navy hierarchy as means have been sought for more efficient and effective management 8

A summary understanding of the periodization of research and development in America, such as
has been sketched, is crucial for situating the story of radar at NRL. General awareness of what has
occurred in the period starting with World War II and how it differs from what went before is particu-
larly important, because most notions about research and development in America derive from this
present period. It is in this period only that, for example, one can rightly speak of a sizable military-
industrial complex devoting large quantities of resources to building new weapons. The preceding
period, in which radar was developed, was one when government involvement with science as a whole
trailed behind that of industry and when military funding, particularly for scientific research, was low 9

Also characteristic of the present period, especially the postwar portion, has been an abiding concern
over administration of research and development. By far the greatest body of literature on research and
development is management literature; 90% of it dates from after 1946, and virtually all of it focuses
on management in the postwar setting. The studies have assisted the development of sophisticated new
management tools, such as systematic long-range planning and budgeting, more effective personnel pro-
cedures, fuller awareness of the stages of research and development, and the means for moving proj-
ects from one stage to the next.

The radar story told in the preceding chapters is situated within the second historical period of the
evolution of American research and development. It begins when the forces of World War I pushed
the Navy into creating a new type of facility that had proven its effectiveness in the industrial sector
and ends when the forces of war were, once again, beginning to affect the relations between the Navy
and science. The development of radar, in fact, was one reason that the importance of investment in
scientific research became so obvious as America headed toward its second global conflict But the waythe early work on radar was done was part of the period that was passing, not the period brought on by

World War II.

The Beginning

Underlying the complex web of events that determined how and when NRL was formed, the
events recounted in Chapter 3, were four principal factors: need, war, politics, and personalities Need
S6National Science Foundation. "N,itional Patterns of P,&I) Resoure., Funds and Manpower in the United States. 9 3-1957

(Washington NSF Report 75-307, 1975)
7Wlihs II Shapley and Don I Phillips, Research an, Ieielopmenm. A,4I4S Rtport II (Washington American Asso,.iaion for the

Advancement of Science, 1979)

8Booz-Allen and Iiamiiton, Inc , Re'wei, ofNai'i R&D Anaagenent. 194k-1973 (Wshingion Departmi.n of the Navy. 1976)
9k.corge C Reinhardt and William It Kintner, lIaphaard )ears. lot Ai ,rlta has Goni, to lar (New York Doubleday, 1960)
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for means of keeping the Navy technologitcally up to date was, in 1915 and 1916, largely unquestionrd
by anyone with power to make deLisions on the matter. Thert. was even surprisingly little disagreement
on the need of the Navy to upgrade its researth establishment, quarrels began only when people started
estimating how many millions this would -.ost. The European war, of course, was the most important
silencer of potential Lritics, national reLognition and respect for Thomas Edison, principal advocate of
the idea, was also a muzzle. To recognize the importance of the timing and spokesman, one need only
imagine the .hilly reLeption that would have met, say, an Admiral Bradley Fiske if he had petitioned
Congress in 1913 for 1.5 million dollars-or even half that much-for a sparkling new Navy laboratory
Yet, when Edison made the same request 2 years later, the House Appropriations Committee accorded
him a standing ovation. Even at this time, the combination of chamr'on and cause had to be just right
As Alex Roland relates in his forthLoming history of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronau-
tics, the efforts to have Congress approNe an aeronautical research laboratory during the same period
were filled with frustrations and disappointments.i °

After the initial approval, the details of the story of NRL's birth relate largely to political wran-
gling among the individuals involved over what the location and policy of NRL should be and who
should have the power to decide them. Like most political arguments, this one turned partly on
differences on issues and partly on differeces in personalities. In the long run, however, more impor-
tant than the particulars of the dispute was the clock ticking as the dispute played itself out When,
with the war over, Admiral Smith finally got approval from SeLretary Daniels for construction in Wash-
ington, NRL was quite different from what it would have been if it had opened its doors in 1917 It
was now more war orphan than war hero. With the Naval Consulting Board dispersed, uniformed
officers were left holding the power to make the institution a reality. But there were no standing ova-
tions from Congress for Navy laboratories in 1922, when NRL's director went to ask for operating
funds. Even as workmen were finishing the wiring in laboratory buildings, legislators bickered over
whether to allocate enough money to turn on the power.

In having a beginning so closely tied to the politics of war, NRL is hardly uncommon. If you
trace the background of any Navy research-and-development facility, you are likely to find that it too
had a wartime birth."1 Equally common are the effects of political maneuvering and strong personali-
ties. NRL's beginning is unique only in detail, not in form

Invention and Development

Several years ago, Professor Thomas Hughes, a leading historian of technology, wrote,

Because the history of technology is a recently cultivated field of schol-
arly activity, not many of its critical research problems have been
identified. As research and reflection continue, however, problems will
emerge and in some cases will be identified as critical ones worthy of
the attention of a number of scholars over a considerable period of
time....It seems likely that the nature of technological change, a subject
for study comparable to that of the scientific method [in the history of
science], will be identified as a critical problem for the history of tech-
nology. Technological change will probably prove to be more complex
and difficult to define than the scientific method. For this reason, in
order to study it, it may prove advisable to break it down into sub-
categories. One set of categories already widely used in discussing this

iRoland. oa et (amoe 3?

iBooz Allen and Ilamilton, In . op t i (nui 8), Albet B Christman, Sailors. &i ntists. andJ Rtihct3 (Washington Department
of the Nay). 1971)
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process includes invention, research, development, and innovation.
Ne\erthe!ess, definitions of these still complex and difficult sub-
categories are numerous and differ considerably.

Among these phases of technological change, development has received
the least attention. Many popular books have been written about
invention, because it is an activity that appeals to the imagination.
Economic historians have cultivated the study of innovation, for they
associate innovation with the bringing of new machines, devices, and
processes onto the market. Development, in contradistinction, has
been neglected as a research problem, probably because it lacks the
presumed excitement of invention and seems to lack the general social
and economic significance of innovation.

Yet those of us in the history of technology who have studied the pro-
cess of technological change have found that those populating the world
of technology-inventors, engineers, appliers of science, and
entrepreneurs-give much of their time and resources to an activity
that they label development, even though they do not clearly define
it. 12

By covering the progression of the radar project from initial ideas to the production of standard
Navy equipment, this study encompasses both its invention and development phases. Consistent with
the point of view in Professor Hughes's comment, I have endeavored to explain not only how the ideas
fundamental to radar were conceived at NRL but also how they were then elaborated, exploited, and
shaped into a workable system. And, as Hughes indicated, the study has shown that development, no
less than invention, is complex and dlfficult.

Specifying the difference between invention and development phases, as Hughes points out, is
difficult. Precise definitions that will apply to every case will probably never be devised. Among the
best working descriptions are those given by Jewkes, Sawers, and Stillerman in The Sources of Invention:

A useful working distinction can be made between "invention' and
"development." Just as a distinction is made between science and tech-
nology, so technology itself can be divided into these two parts. Inven-
tion is something which comes before development. The essence of
invention is the first confidence that something should work, and the
first rough tests that it wiii, in fact, work....

Development is a term which is loosely used in general discussion to
cover a wide range of activities and purposes, but all these activities
seem to satisfy three conditions. One, development is the stage at
which known technical methods are applied to a new problem, which,
in wider or narrower terms, has ben defined by the original invention.
Of course, it may happen that in the course of development a blockage
occurs, existing technology may provide no answevs, and then, what is
strictly anothei invention is called for to set the ball rolling once more.
Two, and consequentially, development is the stage at which the task to
be performed is more precisely defined, the aim more exactly set, the
search more specific, -he chances of final success more susceptibie to

12Thomas P hlughes. "'The )evelopment Phase of Technological Change." Tehiologv and Culture 17 (July 1976). pp 423 and
424
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measurement than is true at the stage of invention. Invention is the
stage at which the scent is first picked up, development the stage at
which the hunt is in full cry....Three, development is the phase which
in commercial considerations can be, and indeed must be, more sys-
tematically examined, the limits of feasibility imposed by the market
are narrowed down. As one moves from invention to development
the technicol considerations give way gradually to the market considera-
tions.

13

In the case of military research and development, the "market considerations" mentioned here are

largely replaced by "mission considerations." The principal concern, that is to say, is not whether a
military device will be salable or profitable, but whether it will do the job for which it was designed reli-
ably and effecti',el) Cost is obviou,ly a factor in dcsign and procurement, but a much less important

one than for commercial products.

The invention plase of radar in the Navy, in my estimation, lasted from 1922 until June 1936,
that is, until the end of Chapter 6 as the story is written here. The termination of the phase was neatly
defined b) the series of demonstrations of working radar equipment that were held at the time and also
by the lengthy report Robert Page wrote on the subject, which is reproduced here as Appendix F. One
might argue that the invention of radar was complete in 1934, when Page first assembled and tested his
crude pulse equipment. This, however, would overstate what had been done by that time. Page was
then able only to verify a concept, not the principles of a working device. Not until 1936 was ther., any
real certainty equipment had been created that could measure and display dear radio echoes from dis-
tant objects.

In my account of the invention phase, I attempted to explain the various factors involved in the
origin of the ideas basic to radar. Most important were the capabilities of the individuals involved.
Robert Page, Leo Young, Robert Guthrie, and A. Hoyt Taylor. These depended on innate talent, train-
ing, and exr. rience. The historian cannot actually specify what causes a mind to be inventive, he can
only describe those factors in an individual's life that are related to his talent. In my depictions of
these key individuals, this is all I attempted to do.

Other important factors in the invention of radar were the characteristics of the environment in
which the work was done. the availability of high-quality equipment that could be borrowed or procured
at no cost within NRL, the community experience at NRL with high-frequency radio components and
research techniques, and the clear and continual goal of producing new technology for the benefit of the
Navy-a goal which allowed little chance for researchers to strike out on interesting but irrelevant
Iths. The patteiai of fundifig aiSo hdd a bignificdnt effect on establishing the size and scope of the pro-
gram The importance of the boost of the direct Congressional appropriation that brought Page the
assistance of Guthri, in late 1935, for example, is hard to overestimate.

The interconnection of technical developments and administrative and institutional factors became
even more pronounced when radar development began. Jewkes and his coauthors wrote, "As one
moves from invention to development, the technical considerations give way gradually to market [or
mission] considerations." That is, nontechnical factors begin to predominate. The focus is no longer
on whether something will work but, given that it will work, what should ensue. What kind of
development should be made? Who should undertake it? How should the program be organized? In
the radar project, these and related questions now came to the fore. Answering them meant that higher
levels of administration in the Navy became heevily involved in making the decisions. The Bureau of
Engineering, to take the principal example, changed from an uninvolved sponsor of the project to an

'3 John Jcwkes, David Saers, and R, .hard Stillerm ,. The Sourtes o/ Inventiot, 2nd ed (Ne% York Norton, 1969), pp 28 aind

29
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active manager It ordered prototype development and then sea trials. Production contracts followed.
Officials in the office of the Chief of Naval Operations and the office of the Secretary of the Navy began
closely monitoring the development under the bureau and occasionally acted to modify the program or
change its priority Entering the development phase, then, meant not only that technical tasks changed
from evaluating and testing a set of new ideas to building a prototype of a reliable piece of naval equip-
ment, but also that the management of the project changed. The difference related both to the evolv-
ing technical character of the program and to its growing importance and visibility in the Navy.

One part of the development phase involved the focused effort required to produce the first proto-
type of operational equipment. A second part involved diversity-the evolution of radar into a field of
investigation As was emphasized in Chapter 8, radar was less a particular device than a technique that
could lead to a spectrum of devices. Soon after the practicality of the radar principal was proven, a
variety of projects that would yield different types of equipment were under way. As suggested in the
quotation from Jewkes and his colleagues, what ensued was not a phase Gf routine engineering but
rather a period in which development was mixed with continued invention. Basic principles had been

discovered, but wholly new components had to be devised, new circuits created, and new antennas
designed A major invention is often like a stone hitting an undisturbed pond. the effect spreads out in
all directions. The limits to how far it is propagated are usually external. They come more from re-
striction of resources or the guidance imp3sed by management than they do from limitations inherent
in the laws of science.

Effect of Management

The central goal of this study was to assess the development of radar in its institutional and his-
torical context Careful attention to the record of management action was crucial, for I knew that the
effect of contextual forces on the radar project should appear most clearly there. Consequently, when I
conducted my research. I was particularly interested in examining how the administration of the project
related to its progress.

If one approaches the development of radar from the present and looks for this effect, it ,s easy to
expect too much There was no system in the 1920s and 1930s comparable to the complex procedures
of research administration and planning of recent years. Management was relatively informal-for two
principal reasons. First, NRL was small. Employment numbered just over 200 in 1936 and just over
300 in 1940. Only during the war years did the employment jump to the thousands-increasing to over
4,000 in 1946 In the 1930s, managers could be personally acquainted with virtually every employee,
and there was a less obvious need than there would be later for a formalized mode of operation.

The second reason for the informality is that no elaborate management schemes had been
developed anywhere for the process of research administration. No major laboratory was run under the
guidance of extensive, formalized management procedures. To be sure, planning, reporting, and
financing all went on, but procedures were much less explicit and rationalized than they would be in
later years Therefore, one finds no long-range plan for the radar project in the 1930s that details what
expectation managers had about its future. Nor were thete 3-year or 5-year forecasts of budgetary
requirements, pe-sonnel needs, or expected technical progress. As is shown by some of the
memoranda I quott, written plans were composed, but only irregularly. Moreover, budgetary deci-
sions were related to tchnical progress only indirectly. That is, although both the military directors of
NRL and the top civilian managers certainly had technical progress : .mind as they projected costs or

divided money between competing projects their decisions dependrd on the unarticulated personal
juugment of NRL division chiefs rather than on formal presentations and deliberations.

Viewed from the current era of carefully managed research and development, therefore, the
period of the 1920s and 1930s seems immature in its methods. Yet when viewed chronologically and
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historically, the perspective taken in this study, what is noteworthy is not how little management guid-
ance there was but how much. This was, after all, an early, experimental period of mission-oriented
research. In the development of radar, one sees not oily the evolution of a new technology but also
the evolution: of institutional patterns for fostering innovation. In my account, therefore, I concen-
trated on trying to show the way these patterns appeared.

To introduce my analysis of how management operated, I related, in Chapter 4, the guiding poli-
cies of NRL in general. From that point on, I was concerned primarily with how the radar project was
administered in particular. As I noted, the personal, internal judgment of Laboratory leaders proved
significant. The role of Hloyt Taylor in determining the fate of the project was obvious many times,
especially during the crucial early phases. Leo Young played a similar role on the next lower adminis-
trative level.

These two individuals remained important constantly, but the involvement of the principal spon-
sor, the Bureau of Engineering, fluctuated. A r-odicum of bureau support allowed the project to begin.
It progressed through the invention phase larg under the influence of benign neglect. Once practi-
cal equipment proved feasible, however, the b. eau quite actively pushed the project to fruition. The
way limits were placed on NRL as it carried out this task had a determining effect on how the project
progressed and, equally significant, on what possible applications were not considered.

Around 1940, intra-Navy influences on the radar project began to be supplemented by effects
from international developments. Indeed, it was quite fortuitous, from a historical standpoint, that the
Tizard mission came just as the Navy's first radar equipment was being produced, for the mission led to
a series of events that give a fascinating perspective on the management of NRL's radar program. Here
was a direct comparison, at a critical time, of two independent developments of similar technologies.
Prior to the exchange, leaders of NRL had stated their expectations of what it would bring. The his-
torian may compare these to records of the meetings and what actually took place. One important point
that emerges from the documents is that there was as much concern with how the British accomplished
what they did as there was with what they had done-as much concern with organization and manage-
ment as with technical progress.

The disclosures of the Tizard mission alone would have led to significant change at NRL. But
they coincided with the advent of the Nationai Defense Research Committee and a growing national
emphasis on expanding military capabilities. The confluence of events required a difficult sorting out of
institutional roles. This was a particularly important episode in my story, because it was here that the
two major themes I had developed throughout the text-the progress of the radar project and the con-
tinual debate over the role of NRL within the Navy-merged. Both had to be resolved together.

EVALUATING THE STORY

On a particular level, the story I told answered some discrete historical questions: How was NRL
created? What was its basic research policy? When was the radar idea conceived and when did the
Laboratory begin developing it? Why was the early equipment designed as it was? What was the
response to it by leaders of the operational forces? How did the Navy radar program relate to other,
independent developments? How did private industry become involved? What brought the transfor-
mation of the radar idea into a field of technology and then the massive production effort it became
during World War If? These are important queries, the responses to which record and explain one
important aspect of how the Department of the Navy met its responsibility to maintain national defense
in the years between World War I and World War 11.

Yet, 1 also hope that this study went beyond such topics to touch on broader issues, issues not
restricted chronologically. I hope that it captured sonic of the essential qualities of how people react to
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the challenge and opportunities of scientific rdsearch and dezlopment-how their thoughts, wishes,
and plans are generated and how these are shaped by the realities of their times. And finally, i hope
that you, the reader, by experiencing vicariously the development of radar, have gained a deeper gen-
eral understanding of the operation of mission-oriented research laboratories, institutions which are the
major producers of technical innovation in modern America.
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Appendix A

This order established the initial operating policy of the Naval Research Laboratory.

GENERAL ORDER NAVY DEPARTMENT
No 84 Washington, D.C., 25 March 1922

SUBI: REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE OPERATIONS OF THE EXPERIMENT AND
RESEARCH LABORATORY

1. As provided in the Naval Appropriations Act approved 29 Aug 1916, the Experiment and
Research Laboratory is hereby established and placed under the Assistant Secretary of the Navy. The
Laboratory shall be under the diiection of a naval officer, not below Lhe rank of captain, who will be
designated "The Director of the Experiment and Research Laboratory' and be attached to the Office of
the Assistant Secretary of the Navy.

2. There will be attached to the Laboratory staff an officer who will be designated as "Assistant
Director" and who will have, under the Director, general charge of the work carried on in the Labora-
tory.

3. The Laboratory staff shall consist of such officers as may be detailed from time to time or
assigned to work on special problems, civilian scientific assistants as provided for by law, and such
technical assistants as may be employed.

4. Employees of the Experiment and Research Laboratory in any capacity shall, in addition to the
regular oath, be required to take the following oath:

- I, ____ _, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will not by any
means divulge nor disclose any information that I may obtain or acquire
by reason of my connection with the Experiment and Research Labora-
tory unless authorized to do so in writing by the Assistant Secretary of
the Navy or required to do so by Court of Justice in due course of Law.

5. All correspondence both to and from the Laboratory shall be sent through the Director.

6. Before beginning work on any problem (a) it ;hall be fully considered by a board, of which the
Director shall be the senior member and consisting of such representatives of the staff and bureaus of
office concerned as may be desirable, as members, (b) a preliminary estimate of cost prepared, and (c)
when the estimated cost is $2, 500 or more, approved by the Assistant Secretary of the Navy, or wheii
the estimated cost is less than $2, 500 approved by the Chief of the bureau for which the experimental

or research work is to be performed.

EDWIN DENBY
Secretary of the Navy
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Navy General Order 223 of November 3, 1931, transferred the Naval Research Laboratory from
the Office of the Secretary of the Navy to the Bureau of Engineering. This is a copy of that order, in
the form of its verbatim reissue on May 13, 1935, as General Order 41.

GENERAL ORDER* NAVY DEPARTMENT
No. 41 Washington, D.C., May 13, 1935

REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE OPERATION OF THE NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

1. The administration of the Naval Research Laboratory is hereby placed under the cognizance of
the Bureau of Engineering.

2. There shall be attached to the laboratory an officer who will be designated "director" and who
will have, under the direction of the Chief of Bureau of Engineering, general charge of the work carried
on in the Laboratory.

3. The laboratory staff shall consist of such officers and men as may be detailed from time to
time or assigned to work on special problems, civilian scientific assistants as provided by law, and such
technical and mechanical assistants as may be employed.

4. All persons employed or on duty, at the Naval Research Laboratory in any capacity shall, in
addition to the regular oath, be required to take the following oath:

I, _, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will not by any
means divulge nor disclose any information that I may obtain or acquire
by reason of my connection with the Naval Research Laboratory
unless authorized to do so in writing by the Secretary of the Navy.

5. All correspondence both to and from the laboratory shall be sent through the Bureau of
Engineering.

6. The laboratory will undertake such research and development work as may be authorized and
financed by various bureaus and officers of the Navy Department, and the director shall issue necessary
orders for its execution. Work for other Government departments will be undertaken in accordance
with existing instructions.

7. The laboratory staff and its facilities are available to assist officers and men to put into practical
form ideas for improvement of naval material. They are urged to submit such ideas to the bureau or
office having cognizance for consideration as to the desirability of further development.

/s/ CLAUDE A. SWANSON
Secretary of the Navy

"This is a re-issue (verbatim) of General Order #223, dated 3 Nov. 1931. (GO 223 placed NRL under BuEng)
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This order transferred the Naval Research Laboratory from the Bureau of Engineering back to the
Office of the Secretary of the Navy, where it had been situated for the first years of its operation.

GENERAL ORDER NAVY DEPARTMENT
No. 124 Washington, D.C., September 14, 1939

ADMINISTRATION OF NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

1. General Order No. 41 is hereby canceled.

2. The Naval Research Laboratory, as now constituted, is established as an independent unit under the
Secretary of the Navy.

Isi CHARLES EDISON
Acting Secretary of the Navy
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This order laid the foundation for a plan to reorganize scientific research in the Navy under the
leadership of the Director of the Naval Research Laboratory.

GENERAL OFFICE NAVY DEPARTMENT
No. 130 Washington D.C., December 8, 1939

COORDINATION OF RESEARCH IN THE NAVY

1. -= order to emphasize research in the Navy, the Secretary of the Navy has decided, after con-
siderable investigation, to effect a higher degree of coordination than exists at the present time.

2. It is therefore directed that each of the material bureaus, viz., Ordnance, Aeronautics, and the
bureaus of Engineering and Construction & Repair, considered as one unit, designate an officer in their
respective bureaus who shall be the head of a section devoted to science and technology. The officer so
designated shall be a liaison officer with the Naval Research Laboratory an-' shall be a member of the
Navy Department Council for Research. The Director of the Naval Research Laboratory (Technical
Aide to the Secretary of the Navy) shall be the Senior Member of this Council and is empowered to
call meetings The Executive Officer of the Naval Research Laboratory will be ex-officio the secretary
of the Council. The Council will recommend to the Secretary of the Navy action in respect to research
problems, their assignment and measures to be taken to finance them.

3. The Director of the Naval Research Laboratory (Technical tide to the Secretary of the Navy)
will keep the Secretary of the Navy informed of the progress of research problems. To enable him to
discharge this function, each material bureau is directed to furnish the Senior Member of the Council
quarterly a list showing the status of all scientific and technological problems being undertaken under
the cognizance of the bureau.

4. Those duties of the Technical DivLi..n, Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, which are
concerned with research and invention are hereb transferred to the Office of the Secretary of the Navy
and placed under the Administration of the Diret.tor uf tle Nvl Reseaii.1i Libuiiatwy (Te hnikal Aide
to the Secretary of the Navy).

/s/ CHARLES EDISON
Acting Secretary of the Navy
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This order transferred the Naval Research Laboratory from the Office of the Secretary of the Navy
to the Bureau of Ships, where it remained until the Office of Research and Inventions, the precursor of
the present Office of Naval Research, was established in 1945.

GENERAL ORDER NAVY DEPARTMENT
No. 150 Washington, D.C., July 12, 1941

COORDINATION OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

1. General Orders Nos. 124 and 130 are hereby canceled.

2. The Naval Research Laboratory, as now constituted, is hereby placed under the cognizance of
the Bureau of Ships.

3. In order to secure a more complete measure of cooperation and coordination in matters of
research and development and to provide an agency for consideration of such matters, there is hereby
established, in the Office of the Secretary of the Navy, the Naval Research and Development Board,
with membership, functions, and procedure as follows:

(a) MEMBERSHIP-The Naval Research and Development Board shall consist of the Coordina-
tor of Research and Development, as Chairman, with representatives of the Chief of Naval Operations,
Bureau of Ships, Bureau of Ordnance, Bureau of Aeronautics, and Bureau of Yards and Docks.

!(b) FUNCTIONS-The Board shall recommend to the Secretary of the Navy action in respect to
reseaich and development matters.

(c) PROCEDURE-The Coordinator of Research and Development will call the meetings of the
Board, prepare its agenda, and transmit its findings and recommendations.

4. The Coordinator of Research and Development shall be a civilian scientist or a Naval Officer.
The Assistant Coordinator shall be a Naval Officer who will assist the Coordinator and act as his deputy.

. 5. The duties of the Coordinator are as follows:

(a) Advise the Secretary of the Navy on matters of Naval research and development.

(b) Provide information to Bureaus and Offices of the Navy regarding research of out-
side agencies.

(c) Cooperate with all agencies of research and development with a view to coordina-
tion of effort.

(d) Arrange for suitable representation of the Navy on outside Boards, Committees,
and Councils dealing with research.
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(e) Provide a Progress Section and a Planning Section for formulation of coordinated

programs of research.

(f) Supe.,ise the handling of correspondence regarding suggestions and inventions

brought by individuals to the Office of the Secretary of the Navy.

FRANK KNOX
Secretary of the Navy
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This letter was the first comprehensive report written on to'e invention of radar at the Naval
Research Laboratory. It shows the level of development and unde~standing as of June 1936. The
document is in File S-$67-5 #1, box 4, records of the Naval Research Laboratory, Secret series (now
Unclassified), record group 19, National Archives Building.

NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
ANACOSTIA STATION

Washington, D.C.
II June 1936

From: Director.

To: Chief of the Bureau of Engineering.

Subject: Radio - Use of Radio to Detect Enemy Vessels and
Aircraft - Special Report on. (Bu. Eng. Prob. W5-2S)

Reference: (a) Bu. Eng. 3rd end. C-A13-2(2-14-W9-4/18) of 19
March 1936 with enclosures to NRL

Enclosure: (A) One block diagram [omitted in this copy].
(B) One table.
(C) Plates 1 to 5 [omitted in this copy].

I In accordance with paragraph 1 of reference (a), a special report on the use of radio to detect
enemy vessels and aircraft is herewith submitted, together wth recommendations as to patent applica-

A tions.

2. At the time the work was started at the Laboatory on the method of defection of enemy
vessels and aircraft now under investigation, careful consideration was given to all the methods then
known to give promise of yielding the desired results. As the work progressed and other methods were
proposed, the same consideration was given each new method. In every case first consideration was
given to the nature and reliability of the results promised by each method, if successful, and secondary

consideration to the engineering difficulties presented by each method.

3 The various methods that have been considered are outlined in the enclosed Table 1, together
with comments on each method relative to the nature of response, information obtainable if successful,
majer engineering difficulties, and remarks pertaining to the usefulness to be expe~fted. All comments
refer to the use of these methods to detect vessels, aircraft, or other objects. No consideration is given
to their use for determining altitude of aircraft, in which application some may be better adapted. From
this table it may be seen at once that concerning the nature and reliability of results promised, ii' suc-
cessful, the discontinuous signal consisting of short pulses recurrent at a fixed fret.uency is overwhelm-
ingly superior to all other methods. Indication is visual, continuous, fully autoriatic, direct reading.
unaffected by signal variation, never false or ambiguous, shows all reflecting objects in its range
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separately and simultaneously, reiates each reflecting object unerringly to its own distance, and car, give
no indication of a reflecting object unless that object actually exists at the distance shown by the indica-
tion, while the accunicy of measurement is inherently greater than that of any other known method.

4. As to the engineering difficulties involved, this method appeared to be at a disadvantage, the
known short time constants required being shorter by two to three orders than anything achieved at the
time, and the reception of reflected energy from airplanes in the absence of a direct signal to produce
an interferince pattern as yet unestablished. However, the matter of isolation of transmitter and
receiver as required by other methods is not as simple as may at first be apparent. The two signals to
be matched differ in power level by 1012 to 1016 in the vicinity of the transmitter. This means that the
voltage gradients due to the direct signal are one million to one hundred million times the voltage gra-
dients due to the reflected signal. The balancing of these iwo signals in a receiver to obtain, for exam-
ple, an indication of their relative phase requires a degree of isolation of transmitter and receiver so far
achieved only by physical separation. Every attempt to decrease the physical separation of transmitter
and receiver has resulted in reduction of range.

5. Because of its superiority, the pulse-echo method was decided upon and for the past two and a
half years the Laboratory has worked on this method when time could be spared from other problems
more immediately pressing. The major engineering difficulties have been pretty well disposed of, as
will be seen in the description following, and airplanes have been located and "tracked" at distances up
to 25 miles. The procedure consists in determining the distance to the plane by measuring the time
required for a radio frequency signAq of extremely short duration to travel from the transmitter to the
airplane and back to the receiver, and getting the direction of the plane relative to the observing station
by means of sharply beamed radiators and collectors. The transmitter and receiver are in all cases
located at the same station.

6. The system is described with reference to Figure 1 [omitted]. The transmitter (1) is capable
of radiating radio frequency energy in extremely short wave tra;ns. These wave trains are regularly re-
current and their frequency of recurrence is controlled by energy taken from the audio oscillator (2),
through buffer amplifier (3) and synchronizing amplifier (4). Energy from the same audio oscillator is
taken through buffer amplifier (5) to synchronized sweep circuit (6), which sweep circuit provides a
horizontal time axis on cathode ray oscilloscope (7). The receiver (8) picks up the directly radiated
wave trains from the transmitter and delivers them in the form of rectified pulses to the vertically
deflecting plates of the cathode ray oscilloscope , where they appear as one or more stationary vertical
lines or peaks on the synchronized time axis and mark the position of zero distance. The receiver also
picks up energy returned from various reflecting objects, which energy is amplified and likewise applied
to the vertically deflecting plates of the oscilloscope. Since time is required for the transmitted wave
train to travel from the transmitter to the reflecting object and back to the receiver, the vertical lines or
peaks appearing on the oscilloscope and corresponding to the reflected energy will appear after the
directly received wave train has ceased. During this time interval the electron tracing-stream of the
oscilloscope will have moved vertically under the influence of the sweep circuit, so that the reflected
pulse will appear horizontally displaced from the transmitted pulse. The magnitude of this horizontal
displacement gives a measure of the distance to the reflecting object.

7. Directive antennae were placed on the transmitter only, and also on bch transmitter and
receiver. By means of the directivity of these antennae, bearings were obtained on the eflecting object.

8. The velocity of propagation of radio frequency energy in space is equal to the . peed of light,
which is 186,000 miles per second. The time intervals involved in this process are therefore extremely
short, one mile in distance measurement corresponding to about one one-hundred-thousandth of a
second time lapse. In the range of wave lengths being used for this purpose, airplanes do not reflect
regularly as a mirror reflects light, since the largest dimension on the airplane is not more than a few
wavelengths. Radio frequency energy re-radiated from the airplane is therefore not in one direction
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onLy. whose angle of reflection is equal to tile angle of incidence, but in many directions determined by
the radiating characteristics of the airplane considered as a secondary transmitter. While this makes it
possible to get "echoes" from airplanes in almost any orientation, it reduces to a sma!l fraction of the
total re-radiated energy the amount of energy re-radiated in any one direction. As is well known, the
fraction of the transmitted energy intercepted by an airplane is theoretically inversely proportional to
the square of the distance from transmitter to airplane. In exact analogy, the fraction of the re-radiated
energy picked up by the receiver is theoreticalky inversely proportional to the square of the distance
from the re-radiating airplane to the receiver. Hence, when the transmitter and receiver are, located at
the same observing station, as in the tests conducted here, the fraction of the transmitted energy inter-
cepted by the receiver by re-radiation from an airplane varies inversely as the fourth power of the dis-
tance from the observing station to the airplane.

9. In view of there considerations, the equipment here described must meet the following
requirements:

(a) Both transmitter and receiver njst have exceedingly short time constants
throughout, preferably of the order of one-millionth of a second.

(b) The transmitter must radiate at a very high power level in order to produce a
detectable signal at rhe receiver by re-radiation from a distant airplane. A peak power of
around ten kilowatts is desirable.

(c) The receiver must have a very low threshold of sensitivity, preferably around a
tenth of a microvolt.

(d) The receiver must have very high gain in order to build up taint "echo" signals to
the level required for indication on a short time constant indicator, such as a cathode ray
oscilloscope. This gain should be of the order of ten million in voltage, preferably all at radio
frequency.

(e) The output stages of the receiver must be capable of delivering high voltages
without saturation. A saturation level between 100 and 200 p*,ak volts output is desirable.

(f) The indicating device must be capable of producing an identifiable indication of a
desired signal in the presence of random interfering signals of several hundred times the
desired signal voltage.

(g) The receiver must be immune to damage from the rezonant signals of many volts
due to the wave trains received directly from the nearby transmitter.

(h) The receiver must recover to full sensitivity veiy quickly after the saturating signal
from the transmitter has ceased. This recovery should not require more than five or ten
micro-secorids at most.

(i) Both transmitting and receiving antennae should be beamed, not only for indicating

the direction to the reflecting object, but also for increasing the field strength at the airplane
and the re-radiated signal at the receiver, and for reducing the amount of reflection from large
nearby objects.

10. While the equipment used in recent tests does not meet these requirements as fully as is
desirable and as now believed practicable, it is good enough to demonstrate at 25 miles what may be
accomplished at greater distances with more refined equipment. The first transmitter tried was a master
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oscillatur power amplifier type with the amplficr grid keyed by means of a very high speed clectron.c
key. When it was round that the continuous signal from the master oscillator uould be fat above the
desired threshold signal for the receiver and therefore limit the range or the system, the same elcc-
tronic keyer was applied to a highly over-biased transmitting oscillator. The length of wa.c train with
this transmitter was reduced to about ten micro-seconds. The power output, however, was not
sufficiently high. An attempt was made to shock excite ,an antenna by high level direct current pulses.
This method %%as completely unsatisfactory. A self-interrupting transmitting oscillator w~as then tried
with gratifying results. The wave train length finally obtained was about seven micro-seconds, the
peak power about 3.5 kilowatts. The irterrurtion frequency is also easily synchronized from a sine
wave control voltage and may be synchronized on submultiples as well as on the fundamental of the
control wave. Plate I is a photograph of this transmitter as used in tests at 28 megacycles. The
transmitting antenna array is shown in Plate 2. [All photographs are omitted.I

i1. The receiver time constant, under linear conditions, is of the order of one micro-second. It
recovers from full saturation to full sensitivity in about four mi.ro-seconds. The threshold of sensi-
tivity is about 0.2 microvolts. The gain is not well known, but has been measured under ,ar)ing condi-
tions from ive million to twenty-five million, the maximum stable gain depending on the degree of
electficad isolation of input and output circuits. There is no audio or low-frequency amplifiLation. The
receiver saturates sharply at about 150 peak volts output. The receiver and oscilloscope together are
capable of indicating the position of distant airplanes through severe static and other disturbances
almost as clearly as without intcrference. The simultaneous fulfillment of all these conditions in one
receiver represents an achievement new to the art of radio receiver design. This receiver, together with
the auxiliary apparatus, is shown in Plate 3, the receiving antenna in Plate 4

12. The other component parts of the apparatus constitute nothing new or unusual in themselves,
with the exception of the sweep circuit. As this was an independent development and is being
separately reported on in connection with the centimeter wave investigation, it will not be desbribed
here.

13. Photographs of the indication given by the cathode ray oscilloscope are shown in Plate 5. In
(a), the receiver sensitivity is reduced so low that only the pulse received directly from the transmitter
is shown. This is represented by the sharp vertical image that appears twice on the horizontal base line.
In (b), the receiver gain is increased sufficiently to show only the nearby ground reflections. These are
so numerous and close together as to merge into one continous signal. In (c), the receiver gain is
further increased so as to show more distant ground reflections, some of which are sufficientl) isulated
to stand out by themselves. The rest of the picture shows additional vertical images which represent
"echo" signals from airplanes. For a given peak power radiation and receiver sensitivity, the size of
these reflection images depends on the re-radiating characteristics of the airplane, the distance of the
plane from the observing station, and the accuracy with which the airplane is centered in both
transmitter and receiver beams. The distance of the plane from the observing station is indicated by
the horizontal position of the reflection image relative to the two large peaks from direct radiation. The
more distant the reflecting object, the further displaced to the right is the reflection image. Some of the
reflection images shown in Plate 5 are from airplanes 15 miles away. In some cases, two or more air-
planes are shown simultaneously at different distances from the observing station.

14. The development described in the foregoing paragraphs may have many applications. Some
of these possible applications are suggested in the following outline:

A. Apparatus located on land may be used for

1. Area protection from aircraft.
2. Coast line or boundary protection from vessels and aircraft.
3. Apprehension of boats or airplanes crossing boundaries illegally.
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4. Range finding.
5. Tracking of moving objects for other than mili'ary purposes.
6. Long range surveying.

B. Apparatus located on shipboard may be used for

1. Protection against enemy vessels and aircraft for defense.
2. Location of enemy vessels and aircraft for offense.
3. Tracking own planes for information and guidance from base ship

(substitu!.: for homing device).
4. Maintaining fleet formation in fog or at night.
S. Location of icebergs, other surface craft, buoys, protruding rocks

and shore lines in fog or darkness.

C. Apparatus located on aircraft may be used for

1. Determining height above ground.
2. Revealing mountains through fog, haze or darkness.
3. Determining ground sp.eed.
4. Warning of approach of other aircraft.

15 Of particular interest in connection with A-5 above is the possibility of tracking meteorologi-
cal balloons without the necessity of placing transmitters on these balloons. The re-radiating efficiency
of the balloon may be enhanced by a resonant antenna on the balloon, and temperature and humidity
indications on the balloon may be relayed to ground through timed momentary tuning or detuning of
the re-radiating antenna.

16 Several patents have been issued covering systems somewhat analogous to that described in
paragraph 5 above The circuit ciagram3 and the assumptions naively made in the accompanying expla.
nations in the patents indicate rather forcibly that these patents are purely "paper" patents on ideas the
inventors had not reduced to practice. Reference is particularly to patents numbered 1,924,156,
1,924,174, 1,979,225, and 1,982,271. Since this Laboratory has developed the highly specialized
apparatus necessary to successful operation of this system, which specialization has not been indicated
in any existing patents and, further, since this Laboratory has applied said apparatus to the measure-
ment of distance as described above and has demonstrated such measurement to certain individuals, it
is requested that patent application be prepared in the names of L.C. Young and R.M. Page jointly cov-
ering the fundamental principle of operation on the basis of reduction of that principle to actual opera-
tion.

17. To assist "'a the preparation of such a patent application, the following sample claims are sug-
gested:

(a) The method of determining the distance between an observing and a reflecting sur-
face for distances less than 50 miles comprising radiation of regularly recurrent wave trains of
radio frequency energy, the duration of each wave train being very short and preferably less
than ten micro-seconds, reception of these wave trains as reflected from said reflecting sur-
face, and measurement of the time lapse between radiation of each wave train and reception
of reflected energy of the same wave train whereby said distance may become known.

(b) The method of determining the distance between an observing station and a
reflecting surface for distances less than 50 miles comprising radiatiun of regularly recurrent
wave trains of radio frequency energy, the duration of each wave train being very short and
preferably less than ten micro-seconds, reception of these wave trains as reflected from said
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reflecting surface, synchronization of a time-function comparator device with the recurreat
periodicity of the transmitted wave trains, and application of both direc. and reflected wave
trains to said comparator device whereby the time lapse between radiation of each wave train
may be indicated and said distance therefore known.

(c) The method of determining the distance between an observing station and a
reflecting surface for distances less than 50 miles comprising radiation of regularly recurrent
wave trains of radio frequency energy, the duration of each wave train being very short and
preferably less than ten micro-seconds, reception of these wave trains as reflected from said
reflecting surface, synchronization of the time axis circuit of a cathode ray osciloscope with
the recurrent periodicity of the transmitted wave trains, and orthogonal projection of both
direct and reflected wave trains on said synchronized time axis of said oscilloscope whereby
the time lapse betwe.n radiation of each wave train and reception of reflected energy of the
same wave train may be indicated and said distance therefore known.

(d) The method of determining the location in space of a reflecting object comprising
directive radiation of regularly recurrent wave trains of radio frequency energy, reception of
these wave trains as reflected from said reflecting object, and measurement of the time lapse
between radiation of each wave train and reception of reflected energy ol the same wave traini,
whereby both direction and distance of said reflecting object relative to the observing station
may become known.

(e) The method of determining the location in space of a reflecting object comprising
radiation of regularly recurrent wave trains of radio frequency energy, directive reception of
these wave trains as reflected from said reflecting object, and measurement of the time lapse
between radiation of each wave train and reception of reflected energy of the same wave train
whereby both direction and distance of said reflecting object relative to the observing station
may become known.

(f) The method of determining the location in space of a reflecting object comprising
directive radiation of regularly recurrent wave trains of radio frequency energy, directive
reception of these wave trains as reflected from said reflecting object, and measurements of
the time lapse between radiation of each wave train and both direction and distance of said
reflecting object relative to the observing station may become known.

18. In view of the bearing of the subject system of enemy vessel and aircraft detection and long
distance range finding on national defense, it is recommended that all possible measures be taken to

protect the Government in the use of said system compatible with the secret status of the problem.

19. It is hereby certified that the originator considers it to be impracticable to phrase this docu-
ment in such a manner as will permit a classification other than secret.

H.M. Cooley
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Appendix G

This is an extract from a letter from NR to the Secretary of the Navy, October 4, 1940. The
document is in file A8-3/EF 13, 1940, records of the Secretary of the Navy/Chief of Naval Operations,
Secret section (now Unclassified), Operational Archives Branch, Naval History Division, Washington,
D.C. The letter gives a general appraisal of the comparison of British and American radar at 'his time,
a comparison summarized in the chart reproduced below.

S-A8-3 (1) 10-4-40
Ser. No. 168

The following table lists the types of British RDF radio-ranging applications now in use or under
intense development; and any existing American counterpart.

British RDF Applications U. S. Navy Counterparts
RDF General Approx. General Approx.

Designation Characteristics No. in use Designation Characterisics No. in Use

CH System Shore chain of 26; 10 under None*
RDF devices to construction
detect approach- for West Coast
ing enemy air- of England.
craft; about 20-
30 miles apart;
range from 40 to
120 miles, depend-
ing on altitude of
plane. New RDF is
under development
for this use.

GL-l Shore use. None*
, Gun-laying and

searchlight di-
rector. Range 20-
60 miles

GL-2 Improved GL-1 None

GL-3 Shore use. Under
development. For
searchlight direc-
tor only.
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S-A8-3(l) 10.4-40

Ser. No. 168

British RDF Applications U. S. Navy Counterparts
RDF General Approx. General Approx.

Designation Characteristics No. in use Designation Characteristics No. in Use

279 Naval use. Long 75-100 CXAM Shipboard use. 6 now being
range warning and Performance installed in
AA range-finder, comparable to designated BB,
Range as high as that of Brit- CV, and CA's.
200 miles. ish 279. From 5 to 15

others under
order.

281 Naval use. Will None
replace 279.

282 Naval use. Under None
deveiopment as
pom-pom range-
finder.

284 Naval use. Main None

battery range
finder.

285 Naval use. Under None
development as
high-angle AA
range-finder.

ASV-1 Aircraft use Radio Aircraft use 1 now under
primarily, but pulse primarily, but development
some shipboard. alti- may be used as at NRL.
Detection of con- meter. range-finder.
voys, enemy sub-
marines, etc.

ASV-2 Improvement of
ASV-1.

ASV-3 Improvement of
ASV-2.

I1
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S-A8-3(1) 10-4-40
Ser. No. 168

British RDF Applications U. S. Navy Counterparts
RDF General Approx. General Approx.

Designation Characteristics No. in use -Designation Characteristics No. in Use

A-I Aircraft use. Air None
interception of
other aircraft,
primarily.

AI-2 Improvement of
AI-I.

AI-3 Improvement of
AI-2.

IFF-I Aircraft use. None
Identification of
aircraft in air.

IFF-2 Improvement of None
IFF-I.

'Model CXAM equipments could be used on shore as is the RDF in Great Britain. The
Army has approximately 120 radio ranging devices (some portable) on order for aircraft
detection purposes. In general, it is better to employ specially designed radio ranging
equipments for particular purposes.

"The Army has approximately 400 of counterpart equipments under procurement.

NOTE: The ranges of the various RDF applications vary widely with conditions. Range
data are not complete because of the general newness of this phase of the radio art.

CH System (Shore). The British have a highly developed shore system (called CI) of RDF equip-
Stents and associated antenna arrays, which are arranged to look out to sea and thus to "over com-
pletely the eastern and southern coastlines of England and Scotland, and, to a much more limited
extent, the western side of the island. Even at this early stage of development, the efficiency of this
system on shore is so high that the British can quickly and accurately determine the range and bearing
of enemy airplanes as they make approaches for raids; and, by a complete communication system, can
bring into action the appropriate groups of defending fighter aircraft, batteries of searchlights, anti-
aircraft gun batteries, or any combination of these.

GL (Gun-Laying and Searchlight Director). This application is used on shore in connection with
the control of anti-aircraft guns and searchlights. By its use the range, bearing and elevation of an air
target are obtained. The range attainable by this equipment is estimated to be approximately 20 to 60
miles.
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ASV (Anti-Surface Vessel). This remarkable application of the RDF is primarily for use in aircraft,
but is now being installed in all destroyers. Using the RDF principle of pulsed radio transmissions of
perhaps one-half of a microsecond, the ASV is generally employed in crew-carrying aircraft as a type of
altimeter for determining the presence at sea of enemy submarines, convoys, or men-of-war, or for
locating coastlines or other well-defined geographical points. The range of this equipment varies greatly
with conditions, being capable of effective employment at approximately 30 miles when a 30,000-ton
ship is the target, and at 5 miles when a submarine is being tracked. Although quite complicated for
use in an already crowded airplane, it has performed so creditably that many British pilots have grown
to depend upon it under the many precarious conditions of flight.

Al (Air hIterception). This device is used in British aircraft to determine the location of enemy air-
planes, or even to find friendly units in the air. Many difficulties have been experienced in its develop-
ment, but the British have already installed it in i large number of their two-seater airplanes, and are
now planning installation in remaining aircraft which are capable of carrying two or more persons. The
apparatus is designed to locate an object (aircraft) in the air not only in respect to direction and range,
but also in respect to altitude. The range attainable by use of the Al is limited by the height above
ground of the containing airplane; and varies between the probable values of 450 feet (the minimum)
and 20,000 yards, depending in great part on the position of the target relative to the airplane. An
observer is required for reading the cathode ray tube screen and sending the interpretation to the pilot.
The potentialities of this device are gre., especially under low visibility conditions of flight.

IFF (Identification of Friend or Foe). This application is still under intense development in Great
Brita.n, but is nevertheless being supplied in large numbers as rapidly as the equipments can be built.
This recognition device, designed for eventual employment in all aircraft, is essentially a transmitter-
receiver which accepts, augments in distinctive fashion, and repeats back a signal which has been
transmitted by another aircraft for purposes of identification. It is reported that some IFF equipments
can be used to reply to signals transmitted by CH or GL apparatus on shore. As in all RDF applica-
tions, a cathode ray tube screen is employed, and thus the services of an observer would seem to be
required, although it is conceivable that future developments will permit the IFF to be effectively used
in a one-seater airplane.
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